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Introduction
THE ORIGINS OF THIS WORK
The majority of the thirty-two full color Tibean-style paintings, or
tangh? that form the core of the p m n t work were commissioned
in 1983 from the artist Andy Weber by Hugh Clift, presently the
head of Tharpa Publications in London. Since their creation, these
paintings have hung in the meditation hall of Manjushri Institute
in northern England where they have been viewed by the bunof visitors who pass through that buddhist center every year. These
visitors, and many others who have seen the paintings in r e p d u c don as cards and posters,' often ask who the figures in these tmgkas
are and what they r e p m t . Although many books haw been written
in the past two decades about Tibetan art and culture, we bund there
was very little s o m e material to which the serious inquirer could
be r e f e d fbr satisbctory answers to these questions. Much of what
was available either demanded a great deal of prior knowledge to be
understood properly, was too sketchy to be useful, or treated the images of Tibetan buddhist art as if they were lifeless d c t s of a lost
civilization. It was very rare for us to find anyhug that conveyed
the spark of inspiration we ourselves had found so attractive in this
Terms appearing in italics may be hund in the glossary at the end of this text.
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art, or that showed how these figures form an integral part of a
remarkable spiritual tradition that is still very much alive?
It is our conviction that the only way of understanding the irnages of this art in anydung more than a superficial manner is by becoming acquainted with the path of spiritual self-tmmfbrznation they
axt meant both to illustrate and hcilitate, namely, the Vajmyana.Although the author and artist have barely set foot on this demanding path of inner realization, we nevertheless have had the extreme
good fortune of receiving instructions h m leading masters of all four
major Tibetan schools of Vajrayana Buddhism: the Nyingma, Sakya,
Kagyu and Geluk. From the enlightening example of these inspiring teachers we have seen that this path, when followed with sufficient diligence and persistence, produces beings of undeniable wisdom, compassion and energy. This work is an attempt to repay a
small fraction of the immeasurable kindness we have received from
these masters by giving as accurate an account as we can of the
spiritual path they have rwealed to us, thereby making this path and
its distinctive art more accessible to others.
It is Ear beyond the scope of this book, however, to provide a comprehensive overview of the teachings and art of all four Tibetan traditions of Vajrayana Buddhism. Although they hold many lineages
in common and are equally rooted in the teachings of Shakyamuni
Buddha, each tradition has its own particular manner of describing and presenting the spiritual path. Furthermore, each tradition
has a particular set of images, or meditational deities, that it fivors
and not all, or even most, of these deities could possibly have been
illustrated here. Therefore, in our attempt to provide a clear and coherent introduction to the vast world of Vajrayana buddhist thought
and imagery, we have felt it wisest to concentrate on those deities and
generally follow those explanations central to the tradition with which
we ourselves are most hmiliar. This is the Geluk tradition of Je Tsong
Khapa. Since this particular tradition was the last of the four to mlve
in Tibet and, as a result, s y n t h d much of what is contined in the
others, the material presented here should p m broadly applicable
to Tibetan buddhist art as a whole. Anyone wishing to study in more
depth the ~mainingTibetan traditions should consult the notes and
selected readmgs relating to Chapter Six, in which brief biographies
of several of the most famous masters of these traditions are given.

It should be pointed out that although we have tried our best to
remain fiithful to the letter and spirit of the explanations we have
received, we make no pretense that what follows is a definitive account of even one tradition of Vajrayana Buddhism. As will be obvious, the further one travels this path the more levels of meaning
there are to uncover; thus the symbolism of any @cu.lar image,
for example, can be interpreted in many more ways than we can psibly explain at present. Furthermore, the way the images and explanations have been ananged does not hllow any traditional Tibetan
model3;the grouping is strictly of our own creation and reflects our
judgment as to which order best senm the purposles of this intduction to Vajrayana art and practice. Whatever inadequacies exist in
this work are therehre no-one's responsibility but our own.W hope
that the pure sources of our inspiration and the reader as wll will
be patient with these inadequacies, and that whatever e m r s in fact
or interpretation we may have committed will be swiftly corrected.
INTRODUCTION TO THE VAJRAYANA
For centuries the spiritual and artistic m u r e of Vajrayana Buddhism remained cloistered behind the nearly impenetrable
Himalayan ranges,but with the Chinese occupation of Tibet in the
1950sand the subsequent attempts to obliterate this ancient culture
and its sovereign identity, the situation has changed radically. A
stream of refugees has made its way down from the Roof of the
World, carrying the previously guarded treasure of the Vairayana
along with it. As these refugees settled first in neighboring Asian
countries-most especially in India, the land where Vajrayana Buddhism was born and matured many centuries earlier-and then traveled around the globe in a modemday Diaspora, thousands of people
all over the world have been exposed to Tibet's unique, spiritually
impregnated culm and the mnar8ble works of art it has pduced.
Interest in things Tibetan has been especially stimulated by the appearance on the world stage of His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai
Lama, the buddhist monk Tenzin Gyatso. As the temporal and religious leader of the Tibetan nation continua to live in d e from
his native Land of Snow, he has been recognized as one of the most
authentic and ghed spiritual leaders of our t h e , pmbundly atfecang
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people from all walks of life with his warmth, wisdom and simple
humanity. Through the inspiration of the Dalai Lama and the disproportionately large number of spiritually advanced masters among
the dispersed Tibetan refugee population, many people in both the
West and the East have been moved to take sincere interest in Vajrayana Buddhism.
But what exactly is the Vajrayana?While the purpose of the commentary interspersed with the following color plates and line drawings is to provide a detailed answer to this question, a few brief remarks are in order now. Vajmyana is a Sanskrit term often translated
as Dzamond Vehicle and refers to the fullest flowering of the teachings that originated in India 2500 years ago with Shakyamuni, the
historical Buddha (563-483B.C. E .). Vajra means itzdestmtible,
adamantine or diamond hard and refers to the unshakeable, diarnondlike awareness of reality that characterizes the fully awakened state
of enlightenment (Skt. bodhz): the ultimate goal of the buddhist
spiritual path. Yana means vehicle and refers to those means whereby
this ultimate goal of spiritual awakening and fidfXrnent is reached?
Vajrayana Buddhism, therefore, includes the entire range of teachings and practices that can carry qualified and dedicated spiritual
seekers to full enlightenment, or buddhahood, as swiftly and directly
as possible. Because of the power and speed of this path, Vajrayana
is also known as the Lightning Vehicle.
One of the outstanding features of the Vajrayana is its ability to
channel all forms of physical, mental and emotional energy-even
those generally deemed unmanageable and destructive by other religious systems-into the path of spiritual growth. Nothing that is
part of the human experience is disaded or denied by the Vajrayana;
instead, through its supremely skillful methods, every element of
our being can undergo an alchemical transformation into spiritual
gold. We can sense the vast scope of energies utilized by the Vajrayana
by taking even a brief glimpse at the images reproduced in this book.
Although they represent only a small fraction of Vajrayana art, they
include such varied and apparently contradictory images as a smiling buddha absorbed in meditation (Plate 1) and a wrathful,
demonic-looking @UR encircled by flames (Plate 8); delicately beautiful goddesses (Plates 11 and 12)and an animal-headed creature possessing multiple arms and legs (Plate 20); a solitary figure of ascetic

rrenunciation (F*
4) and an embracing couple radmnghsexuality (Plate 22). Considering the w x a M and sensual nature of
much of this imagery, it is understandable why some early European visitors to Tibet, unable or u n w w to discard their cultural
pmnceptions,
shocked by what they saw and thedbre chamterized the Vajrayana as a debased and degenerate hrm of Buddha's
origmdly pure teach~ngs.~
In fact, hawever, the Vajrayana originated with Shakyamuni Buddha himself and, hr from being in contradiction to his teachmgs on
moral self-discipline, compassion and insightful wisdom, is an integral part of the spiritual path he revealed. As will be explained in
more detail lam, the entire purpose for Buddha's having taught
others is so that they might learn how to extricate themselves from
their self-created miseries,overcome their self-impod limitations,
fulfill their highest potential and then help t h w who are still trapped
to do the same. Because the aptitude, capability and temperament
of those he taught varied so widely, Buddha reserved the most potent methods of self-tmnsformation-those that employ the entire
range of mental and physical energies in the task of spiritual
evolvement-for those disciples with the capacity to practice them
successfully. He also enjoined these disciples to keep these powerful (and potentially dargemus) methods hidden b m those incapable
of using them properly. That is one reason why the Vajrayana is also
known as the Secret Mantm Vehicle: m a m here indicating the supreme protection ofired the mind6 by this profound path and secret referring to the injunction to keep these supremely powerful
methods from those not yet ready to benefit h m them.
Over time, various Vajrayana lineages m a d and developed in
India and were mntually dkeminated at the great monastic universities that flourished in North India towards the end of the first
millennium of the present era. At these universities and elsewhere
the Vajrayana lineages wcre studied and put into practice by learned
scholars (pandirus) and accomplished meditation masters (mah i d d h a s ) , and in this way they evolved and were transmitted for
centuries. (It should be noted here that the texts r e c o w those advanced teachings of Buddha upon which the esoteric Vajmyana is
based are called the t a r n and thus the practitioners of the Vajrayana
are sometimes known as ta&
and the vehicle they follow as Twt-
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tmyana. In this context, then, tantra is contrasted with those discourses of Shakyamuni, termed sutra, upon which the fundamental and more widely disseminated teachings of Buddhism are
founded .)
By the thirteenth century, when invading annies destroyed the
buddhist monastic system in India and Buddhism virtually disappeared from the land of its birth, these Vajrayana lineages had already been transplanted into Tibet where they continued to be practiced and transmitted right up through the first half of this centuryO7
Now, with the suppession of rekous and political M o m in Tibet
and the subsequent attempts being made by the refugee community to perpetuate their severely threatened culture while in exile,
the precious Vajrayana has suddenly become available to the world
at large, and the artistic traditions so vital to the Vajrayana have likewise come into wider view.
VISUALIZATION OF VAJRAYANA IMAGES
The key for understandmg the Vajrayana in general and its art in particular lies in the transmission of instruction and insight originating with Shakyamuni Buddha and passed down to the present day
through unbroken lineages of accomplished masters. Of particular
interest to us here is the way the images of Vajrayana art-specifically
those represented in Tibetan tangka paintings-play a vital part in
this process of enlightening transmission. To understand how these
images are used in the Vajrayana to transmit spiritual insights, we
must consider the centrally important meditational method known
as visualization.
Visualization is the process of becoming intimately acquainted with
positive and beneficial states of consciousnessas they are envisioned
in our mind's eye in the form of enlightened beings and other images. Each visualized image functions as an archetype, evoking
responses at a very subtle level of our being and thereby aiding in
the delicate work of inner transformation. For example, by generating an image of Avalokiteshvara (Plate 5 ) , the meditational deity
symbolizing enlightened compassion, and then focusing creatively
upon it with unwavering single-pointed concentration, we stimulate the growth of our own compassion. We automatically create a

peaceful inner emironment into which the dissatisfied, selfcentend
thoughts of anger and resentment cannot easily intrude. The more
we practice such visualizations-and the related disciplines, orpgus,
that train our body, speech and mind in the appropriate rnannerthe more profound their e f k t . Eventually our mind can take on the
aspect of its object to such an extent that we transcend our orlimited sense of self-identificationand actually become Avalokiteshvata: compassion i M yor whatever enhghtmed quality W have been
concentrating upon.
For the process of vkuahation to have its most profound e&-to
assist the pmess of edghtened self-transformation-it is clearly not
enough to takean occasional glance at a particular image. Vajrayana
paintings are not meant as decorative wall-hangings to be admired
once in a while or looked at occasionally for fleeting inspiration. Instead, their images are to be i n t e e to the point that we identlfy with them intimately at the deepest level of our being. While
we may begin by loolung at the painting of a particular deity with
our eyes, true visualization only takes place when we can hold this
image clearly in our mind without forgeit. Nor are we meant
to be v i s m a flat, inert painting of limited dimensions but rather
a living, radiant being of hght who may appear infinitely large or
small depending upon the specific meditation we are practicing. It
is only by seeing the meditational deity as truly alive yet transparent, radiant and empty of concrete seIf%xistence,8 that our mindwhich itself is boundless, clear and luminous--can be transformed
in the desired manner.
One reason the Vajrayana practitioner can see the various meditational deities as alive is that these &pxs represent fbrces possessing a vital d t y of their own.They are not mere a r b i t -creations
of a limited mind or the fanciful product of an artist 'S imagination.
Each particular image owes its existence m the fully edghtened mind
from which it o r i m y sprang and conveys the timeless qualities
of such a boundless consciousness. Furthermore, the serious practitioner does more than merely chance upon a particular image somewhere and casually decide to make it the central object of his or her
meditation. Instead, the deity m be practiced is presented to the disciple within the context of an initiarion, or ceremony of m
(Skt. abhishh; Tib. wang) y pmided over by a qualified tantric mas-
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ter in whom the disciple has already placed his or her confidence.
This master has trained in the methods of the deity in question and
can therefore transmit to the disciple all that is necessary for contacting its essence.
During the empowerment and the practices that follow, the disciple sees the deity and the master as indistinguishable from one another and from the lineage of enlightened masters stretching back
to Shakyamuni Buddha himself. Far from being a static image, the
meditational deity is revealed as the living embodiment of the enhghtened energy and inspiration that pervades the entire external
and internal universe. The sign of successful practice is the direct,
intuitive experience that the mind of the spiritual master, the visualized meditational deity and the practitioner's awn mind form an inseparable unity. When this experience is stable, the desired transformation has taken place, and the former disciple is now qualified
to take his or her place in the onping lineage of accomplished mastten
and pass on the seeds of enlightening inspiration to others.
The underlying premise of all Vajrayana thought and practice is
that the essential nature of each being's mind is pure and clear and
that the main task along the spiritual path is to discover and idenufy with this essential purity, or buddha-nature. Visualization and
other related practices involving the images of meditational deities
assist this process of discovery and identification because these images directly communicate the experience of those who have already
realized this essential purity to those who have not yet done so. The
most important function of a realized spiritual master (Skt. guru;Tib.
lama), is to reveal to us the true nature of our own mind. Thus the
key to understanding Vajrayana art and following the Vajrayana path
is found in the guru-disciplerelationship; this is the true vehlcle of
enlightened inspiration.
We have attempted to convey the vital inspirational quality of the
images presented in this work by focusing on the part played by each
deity in exempeing the Vajrayana path as a whole. Explanations
of the symbolic meanings of each image are interspersed with some
of the legends, myths and anecdotes Vajrayana masters tell about the
meditational deity. For the sake of those readers who wish to explore
in greater detail the topics touched upon here, notes have been
provided throughout the text to indicate where this additional in-

formation can be found, and a list of further readmgs is given
separately. A glossary and list of proper names in Sanskrit and Tibetan have also been provided. It should always be kept in mind,hawever, that those wishmg to receive the full benefit of the Vajrayana
uadition should not be satisfied with what can be found in books.
Instead, they should t
q m make contact with acoomplished Vajrayana
masters and, through meiving their inspiration and fbllowing their
advice, put the path of spiritual transformation and realization into
practice for the sake of benefiting others.

OUTLINE OF THE TEXT
The images and their explanations have been organuled into the following seven chapters:

One: Th Founder and His Teachings. By way of introduction, this
chapter begrns with an abbrwiated aammt of the and basic teachings of Shakyamuni Buddha and includes a simple visualhion practice. After this comes an explanation of the melve links of depenrient
an'sing-the mechanism by which, accordmg to Shakyamuni, ordinary beings are imprisoned by their ignorance and delusions and
condemned to lives of dissatisfaction. Freedom from selfimprisonment within the Wheel of Life, as it is called, is indicated
by an illustration of a liberated bemg, an arhat, and the chapter concludes with a representation of a sncpa, a symbol of the fully enhghtened mind.

Tm: The Bodhiscrma Path. In the first chapter the path to individual liberation from one's own-s
was outlined. In the second chapter we turn to those teachings that present the path of the
bodhisama, the supremely compassionate being intent on winning
not mere self-liberation but the full enhghtenment of buddhahood
for the sake of benefiting others. This Mahayana, or &at Vehicle,
path has its roots in those teachings of Shakyamuni known as the
h $ k t i O n of Wisdom Sutras, and the fkst image in this chapter is that
of the Great Mother, Prajnaparamita, the embodiment of these profound teachugS. This is followed by illustrations of the three wsaw-Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri and Vaj rapani-who symbolize the three major attributes of a buddha's complete enhghtenment:
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unlimited compassion, unlimited wisdom and unlimited skillful
means.
Three: The Five Buddha Families. The process of selftransformation culminating in full enhghtenment is next illustrated
by the jive buddha families or lineages. These fiw repment the types
of pristine awareness into which our accustomed delusions of ignorance and so forth are transmuted upon the attainment of complete
spiritual awakening. In keeping with our stated interest in visual imagery, special mention is made here of the way in which color is used
in Vajrayana art to effect and symbolize this transformation. Then
the head of one of these five fhmilies, Amitabha Buddha, receives
individual attention in an account of the pure land practices associated
with this widely venerated figure.
Four: Enlightmod Activity. Here the emphasis is on the ways in
which an enhghtenrnent-boundbemg puts compassion, wisdom and
skillful means into service for others. The chapter begins with two
forms of the female deity Tara, who embodies this enlightened activity, and then discusses Ushnkha Vijaya, Amitayus, Medicine Buddha and Vaishravana-deities whose practices confer long life, health
and prosperity.
Five: The Path of Bliss and Emptim. The Vajrayana methods of
enlightened self-hxnsformation are traditionally classified into four
levels of increasing profundity and effectiveness, and most of what
has been presented so fir is from the viewpoint of the initial, most
basic level of tantric practice. In this chapter the practices of the most
profound level-highest yoga tantm-are introduced by focusing on
some of the personal medimtional deities, oryldam, associated with
this level: Vajradhara, Vajrasattva, Guhyawnaja, Yarnantaka and the
protector Dharmaraja, Chakrasarnvara, Vajrayogini, Vajradharma
and the protector Mahakala.
Six: A Living Tradition. Throughout thls work efforts have been
made to show how all Vajrayana practices are dependent upon the
vital link of the guru-disciplerelationship. In this chapter we begin
by giving a survey of the various traditions-the Nyingma, Kadam,
Sakya and Kagyu-through which the essential qualities of this relationship have been transmitted since Vajrayana Buddhism was first

introduced into Tibet. This survey is presented in terms of brief biographies of five of the most important masters of these uaditions,
namely Guru Rinpoche, Atisha, Saky Fdndta, Marp and hrWarrpa.
Lastly, a more detailed, though still abbxeviated, account of the most
recent of the major traditions-the Geluk-is given in terms of the
life of its founder, Je Tsong Khapa.
Smen: The Futune B&.

To emphasize the continuity of the living tradition, this work concludes with an image of Maitrqa, the
buddha destined to reveal the spiritual path in a futute age the way
Shakyamuni Buddha has done in ours.
A PERSONAL NOTE
The seeds of the present work were sown in the mid-1970s in the
Kathmandu Valley of Nepal. It was therre,in the vicinity of the worldh o w Boudhanath Stupa with its omniscient eye^ of enhghtmment,
that the artist and the author of this book first met. Both of us had
been dtawn to this ancient and holy site by the presence in nearby
Kopan Monastery of two extraordinary masters belonging to the
Titmm tradition of Vajrayana Buddhism: Lama Thubm Yeshe and
his Sherpa disciple and heart-son, Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche.
These lamas were to have a profound and long-lasting e m not only
upon us, but upon an ever-growing number of students worldwide.
Prior to our first meeting, the artist-Andy Wber-had Lived for
w e d years in the small village that m u n d s the Great Stupa, while
the author had been studying first in Dalhousie, India and then in
Dharamsala, home-in-exileof His Holiness the Dalai Lama.Since
the early 1960s both Nepal and India had seen the influx of a large
number of Tibetan refugees; it was through these uprooted yet
nevertheless cheerful people that we were first i n d u c e d to the
strange new world of Vajrayana Buddhism and its compehg
spiritual and artistic traditions. Separately we met and studied with
Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey, an esteemed meditation master and instructor now residing in New Zealand, and both of us formally ent e d the buddhist path under his guidance. Our connections with
each other and the Vajrayana traditions were to deepen when, years
later, we both coincidentally moved to England and began study-
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ing at Manjushri Institute. This is one of many buddhist centers
hunded by students who, like ourselves, had met the Vajrayana in
the East and wished to pursue its teachmgs while back in their native lands.
But we cannot speak of inspiration without making special mention of our most kind m t guru, Lama Thubten Yeshe (1935-1984)P
More than anyone else it was he who encouraged us to discover for
ourselves, and then communicate throughwords and visualimagery
to othefs, the living essence of the Vajrayana. Despite our many limitations, he uxged us to convey to a larger audience whatever we understood of the buddhadhanncz. His profound faith in the power of
Shakyamuni Buddha's pure teachmgs to benefit others-even when
tlansmitted by imperfect vessels like ourselves-allowed us to p m
ceed with sufficient borrowed confidence to bring a project such as
this to conclusion. Therefore, if there is somethmg of value in this
present work, it is due to the kindness of our beloved Lama Yeshe,
to whose memory Zmuges of Enlightenis hereby dedicated.
Jonathan Landaw
Capitola, W o r n i a
November 6, 1993
Lha Bab Duchen
Anniversary of Shakyamuni Buddha's descent from the celestial realms after teaching abhidharma to his mother

I

The Founder and His Teachings

To understand the qrdicance of images presented in this work it
is necessaPy to know someabout the teachugs of Buddhism
and the fbunder of these teachmgs, Shakyamuni Buddha (Plate 1).
Accordmg to one ttaditional interpretation, Shakyamuni achieved
buddhahood eons in the past, long behre his descent to this earthly
plane 2500 years ago as the historical Buddha. The abbmiated account of his life smry given below h l l m an alternative tradition acc o w to which he gained his enhghtenment during the m
t
historical age?
Shakyamuni was born in the sixth century B.C.E. as a prince and
heir of the north Indian Shakya clan at Lumbini, in what is now
southern Nepal, and was given the personal name Siddhartha. His
fither, I(mg Shuddodana, was actremely desirous that his only son
succeed him to the throne. Worried that Siddhartha's sensitive nature might lead him to choose a wandering r e b o u s instead, he
kept the prince a virtual prisoner in specially constructed pleasure
palaces, cut off from the harsh realities of the outside world.
Eventually, after his marriage to Princess Yasodhara, the twentynine-year-old Siddhartha was allowed to tour the capital city of
Kapilavastu-all unpleasant and potentially disturbing slghts having previously been removed by order of the lung. These precautions pmved in vain, however, fbr during his fim excursions outside
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the protective walls of his palaces the prince encounteml totally unexpected visions of old age, sickness and death. These so shocked
and disillusioned Siddhartha that, when he subsequently met with
the vision of a homeless seeker of truth, he was immediately inspired
for a cure to the
to renounce the royal life completely and -h
suffkrings of which he had so suddenly and p d y become aware.
Ailer escaping h m his hther's worn, Siddhartha studied =hniques of deep meditative absorption under two leading spiritual
teachers of the day, hoping that they would provide him with an effective antidote to the world's misery. He soon mastered these techniques so thoroughly that his teachers were prepared to appoint him
their spiritual heir. But Siddhartha fdt that the skills he had mashered,
though useful, were insufficient to uproot the deep causes of dissatisfaction from his mind and decided that only through a course
of strict asceticism could he gain the self-control needed to overcome
suffering completely. And so he departed for the kingdom of
Magadha in which was located a forest that ascetics had long used
as the site for their austerities.
Siddhartha's practice of self-denial was so determined and in~pking that five other ascetic practitioners attached themselves to him
in the hope of benefiting h m his eventual success. But after six years
of austerities so severe that his body was reduced to little more than
a skeleton? Siddhartha concluded that this path of self-denial was
fruitless and, in fact, counter-productive, since his weakened physical condition was seriously undermining the clear working of his
mind. He realized that if he was ever to achieve his desired goal he
would have a travel a middle path, avoidmg the extremes of selfindulgence on the one hand and self-deprivationon the other. Then,
in order to regain his health, he accepted an offering of milk rice from
Sujata, wife of a local herder, much to the disgust of his five companions. Thmkmg that he had thereby abandoned the rebous life,
they departed for the Deer Park at Sarnath near the ancient city of
Benares, determined to continue their practices without him.
In this way Siddhartha, nourished by the milk rice, was left to continue alone. Making a cushion out of bundles of cut grass, he took
his seat under what later came to be known as the Bodhi Tree, or
T m of Enlightenment, and resolved to remain there until he had
discovered the path leato the end of all suffemg. It was the night
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of the full moon, and as he sat there in meditation beneath the tree
he came under attack by the legions of Mara, the disturbing forces
that interfkre with those intent on punfymg themselves of the causes
of misery. In an d + u t attempt to break Siddhartha's c o r n a t i o n ,
these demonic forces of delusion churned up fierce storms, fded the
air with bloodadlmg screams and tried to fnghten him with m t marish apparitions. But throughout this onslaught the meditator remained undisturbed, his radiant aura of love rendering the powers
of hatred harmless and ineffectual?
Having Wed in this way to disturb Siddhartha's concentration,
Mara then embarked on another tack: he would divert the meditator's attention by conjuring up images of extreme sensuality. Suddenly Siddhartha was surrounded by visions of the most sexually
alluring women, but these also p d pawerless to distract his mind
or weaken his adamantine resolve.
The only hope Mara now had of preventing Siddhartha from gaining the victory that would mean defeat h r the delusions was to sow
the seeds of doubt in hls mind. Dismissing his legions, he appeared
directly befbre the meditator and began to mock him. How could
someone who had squandered his life first in self-indulgence and
then in fruitless self-denial ever hope to achieve the goal that had
eluded so many far more qualified xekers? Who was the witness who
could testdy that Siddhartha was worthy to succeed where others
had failed? Without bralung the train of his concentration, Siddhartha responded to these taunts by stretchmg out his right hand
and touchmg the earth beneath his seat (see Plate 1). In thls way he
silently and confidently call4 upon the earth itself as his witness.
Immediately the earth-goddessVasundhara appeared and testified
that over countless lifetimes in the past the meditator had practiced
the pevfecfiuns of genemity, discipline, patience, effort, concentration and wisdom, thereby p ~ p a r h himself
g
b r the victory he would
win that night. Mam was defeated and disappeared, leaving Siddhartha to continue his inward quest undisturbed.
During the course of that night the meditator enered deeper and
deeper states of concentrated absorption! He viewd the interrelated
rise and fill of all phenomena, and directly perceived that nowhere
in this entire universe was there even one atom that had the slghtest independent self-existence. He also saw that every instance of
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suffering has its root in the ignorance that f d s to understand the interdependent way in which all things exist. As his wisdom became
more and more penetrating, he achieved more expansive states of
insight and awareness, and thereby removed subtler and subtler
layers of obscuration vehng the pure, clear hght nature of his mind.
Finally at dawn the following morning, having removed the last obscuration preventing omniscience, he arose as a fully awakened one,
a complete and perfect buddha.
Now in his thuzy-fifth year, Siddhartha had transformed himself
into Shakyamuni Buddha, the Fully Awakened Sage (Able One) of
the Shakya Clan. For the next seven weeks he remained in the vicinity of the Bodhi Tree, enjoying the unlimited, blissful consciousness only a fully enlightened being experiences. During this time
he refrained from teaching others, expressing the doubt that few if
any would have the strength and determination required to travel
the path to enlightenment as he had done. Eventually, however, in
response to a request made by the worldly gods Indra and Bon behalf of all sufkring beings, he gave full rein to the compassionate
intention that had motivated him from the beginning and began to
reveal what he had experienced to others. Realizing that the five
ascetics who had shared the six years of austerities with him were
the most qualified to benefit from what he could teach, he traveled
to the Deer Park in Sarnath where he delivered his first discourse,
or sutra. This s u m marked Shakyamuni's first turning of the wheel
of dhama, the spiritual truths he had discovered. In it he set forth
the four noble mrhs of suffering, the origin of suffering, its cessation,
and the path leading to this cessation. These four were to occupy a
central place in all hls subsequent teachings.5
Throughout the remaining forty-five years of his life, the sole purpose of Buddha's spontaneously compassionate activity was to help
alleviate the ignorantly created and self-imposed sdfering of others.
Yet as he himself said, a buddha does not remove suffering in the
same way that one might pluck a thorn from the flesh of another.
Thus despite the fact that Shakyamuni was an immensely inspiring
and charismatic figure who had a profound, healing effect on those
who met h,
his main method of benefiting others was not through
exercising his miraculous powers. Instead, his major activity was to
reveal the teachings known as the buddhadharma, and one of the
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most outstandmg qualities of these teachmgs was, and still is, thclr
appropriateness to each indvidual's capacity and situation in LitE.
To the hlghly educated, for instance,he rmght expound subtle lines
of philo5opM m n i n g capable of cutting t h u g h the most
entrenched misconeptions about reality and the nature of arisrrncc.6
At other times he rmght relate fables to the simple and unschooled,
skillfully illustrating some moral truth in an easily understood fishion? But no matter what approach he adopted, his p
m was always the same: to show others how, through their meffbrts, they
could free themselves from destructive and limiting pattern of
thought and behavior and achieve lasting happiness h u g h the Wfillment of their hqhest potential.
While it was Shakyamuni's purpose to dthe path 1each.q to
full enhghtenment, the decision whether or not to follow this path
has always been left to the individual. Furthermore, Buddha emphasized that spiritual development is not a matter of passively X cepting what he said as true; rather, it entails an active investigation
of the dharma teachmgs to see if they m valid, applicable to one's
awn situation and helpful to one's p w t h . If upon examination the
teachmgs are indeed seen to be reliable and beneficial, then one can
confidently enter the path and begm one's spiritual training in earnest. The gateway into the buddhist path is the formal decision to
entrust oneself to the i%wJetoels of &&ge. These m the Btrcidha,
the fully enhghtened teacher; the Dhawnu, the teachings that lead
one to full enhghtenment; and the Sangha, the spiritual community
intent on putting these teachmgs into practice.
Because of his compassion and skill in alleviating the suffixing of
others, Shakyamuni is ofutn referred to as the Great Physician. His
treatment, like a physician's, starts with a detailed dngnosis of the
ills afllicting all sentient beings. One of his fundamental insights is
that all experiences of s&ring and happiness without exception are
rooted in the individual's own mind. As is written in the Dhammapada, one of the most widely quoted collections of Shakyamuni's
sayings:
We are what we think... .
Speak or act with an impure mind
And trouble will follow you
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As the wheel follows the ox that draws the cart. . . .
Speak or act with a pure mind
And happiness will follow you
As your shadow, unshakeable?
If we sincerely wish to overcome dissatisfaction, experience happiness and fulfd our highest potential, it is therefore not enough to
change the outer circumstances of our life. Instead, it is necessary
to turn inward and cleanse ourselves of the impurities c m n t l y contaminating the essentially pure nature of our mind. Only by uprooting our @,hatred, jealousy and other delusions can we experience
true, lasting happiness and fulfill the enlightened potential, or
buddha-nature, existing within each of us. Because these contaminating delusions are responsible for all our suffering, we must gain as
accurate an understandmg as possible of their natutt, how they arise:
and how they compel us to move involuntarily from one unsatisfactory situation to another. Only then shall we be in a position to know
how best to counteract and eventually uproot these inner enemies
completely.
A detailed description of the way in which deluded states of mind
keep us imprisoned within recurring patterns of suffering and
dissatisfidon-i.e. within cyclic exktmce (Skt. samsam)-is given in
Buddha's various teachings on the subject of dependent arising (Skt.
pmtityasamutpada). These profound teachings are vividly depicted
in the widely reproduced dmgram known as the Wheel of Life (Plate
2). Although at h t glance it may appear confusing and alien to our
experience, the Wheel of Life is an exact reflection of both our external and internid condition within cyclic existence, and it is as relevant to our present-day situation as it was when it was first revealed
over two millennia ago. As long as beings remain unenlightenedas long as their essentially pure buddha-potential is shrouded in
ignorance-they will continue to imprison themselves in exactly the
same way they have always done. Furthermore, as long as they exert sincere effort to understand the nature of the mind and apply effective methods for uprooting the ignorantly p d u c e d delusions afflicting it, they will continue to gain liberation from their self-cmted
prisons and free themselves from this cycle of suffering completely.
Buddha presented three interrelated trainings by means of which
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total liberation from s f i r i n g and d i s s a e o n can be won.Thest

three-the trainings in moral disciplme, concentration and
wisdomlO-are often explained through the analogy of a woodsman
klhng a tree. For the woodsman's axe to be able to cut through the
trunk of a tree,not only must the axe be sharp, but the wmdsman
must have a sufficiently steady aim to hit the sane spot again and
again, as well as sufficient strength to strike a penetrating blow. In
a similar fashion, anyone intent on cutting through ignorance-the
root of the delusions and SOW of all sufkmg-must dedop a sharp
and penetrating wisdom. But this will be of no use without the
steadying effixt of deep mend concentration, and there will be no
way of developing either concentxation or wisdom without the
strength that comes from moral self-discipline. It is therefore only
on the basis of cultivating all thw tminings properly and thomughly
that ignorance can be cnemme, the delusions d&ted and true
ation (Skt. nitvana) achieved. Any man or woman who gains such
an outstandmg victory over the mental and emotional ~ c t i o niss
known as a foedestroyer (Skt. a h t ). Among Shakyamuni's circle
of disciples there were many who h u g h their mm spiritual maturity and perseverance, coupled with the inspiration of Buddha and
his teachmgs, were able to achieve nirvana swiftly. Such is the case
of the Arhat Lam-chung (Figure 4).
In his eightieth year, after a lifktime of guidmg others by means
of his discourses and personal example, Shakyamuni decided it was
time to demonstrate to others how to die with the same tranquility
and clear awareness that he urged them to cultivate throughout their
life. W e travehg back towards the place of his birth he paused
at Kushmgar. There, after giving his final instructions to his
followersNow monks, I declare to you: all conditioned thmgs are
of a nature to decay; strive on untxmgly.l
he lay down on his right side, entered increasingly profound states
of meditative absorption, and passed away into the state known as
pannitvana or final liberation.
As he had instructed, his body was cremated and the remains enshrined in reliquary monuments (Skt. stupa) e
d in the various
kingdoms of North India. Over the ensuing centuries monuments
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such as the Stupa of Enhghtenment (Plate 3) and related s t r u m such as the Ceylonese dagoba, the Burmese pagoda and the Tibetan chow-have proliferated throughout Asia. Each one embodies in its design the essential elements of the path to complete liberation and enhghtenrnent revealed by Shakyamuni. Stupas are now
being comtmctd in the lands to which the teachugs of Buddha have
s p d , serving to impress upon millions an image of enhghtenment
demonstrated by Shakyamuni under the Bodhi Tree 2500 years ago
and still attainable today.

SHAKYAMUNI BUDDHA
Shakyarnuni Buddha-fourth of the one thousand Foundmg
Buddhas predicted to appear during the cumnt =-is shawn d
on a jeweled platform upon which is a variously c o l o d lotus sup
porting cushions of the sun (of which only thegoldcolortd edge is
visible) as well as the moon. Eight snow lions (two in each corner)
symbohng fearlessness support this specially prepared throne, indicating that whower sits here possesses the fkarlessnessl2 of a fully
enhghtened being. The lotus, sun and moon represent the rltfiee pmcipal aspects of the path leadug IDa buddha's enhghtenment: namely,
m u n c i a h of the causes of suffering, penetrative ooisdam into the
n a m of reality, and the compassionate, ahusm m
to M t
others. Since these thxee symbols appear repeatedly in buddhist art,
it is helpful to examine them more c l ~ l now.
y
The lotus gmvs in muddy pools and swamps, but when it opens
its beautifully colored petals above the s h c e of the water they are
invariably stainless and immaculate. The ability of the lotus to g r w
and flower in such muddy conditions without becoming contaminated makes it a potent symbol of the way a spiritually evolved being arises from the world without being stained by any of the pollutants of worldly existence.13 Here the lotus symbolizes the
development of p m renunciation: the bold detexmination to cut attachment to everyt)lmg keeping us imprisoned in cyclic existence so
that we may experience true liberation. The Buddha is shown seated
on a lotus to indicate that, having completely overcome the causes
of suffering, he is unstained by orchary concerns for gain and loss,
praise and blame, and so fbrth. To represent the Buddha in thisfishion also serves to encourage the viewer to cultivate a mind similarly
directed towards complete liberation from worldly bondage.
The sun and moon symbol& omniscient wisdom (Skt. p m j ~ )
and compassionate method (Skt.upaya),the m indispensable qualities that must be cultivated jointly ifenhghtenment is to be a c h i d .
These two also appear in the upper right- and left-hand corners of
all the paintings in this series. Just as the sun banishes darkness as
it shines upon the world, the wisdom that realms the actual way in
which things exist eliminates ignorance-the root cause of
suffering-as it illuminates the mind. And just as the moon is said
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to shine with a cool, pacifying hght, the compassionate methods employed to benefit others pacify all unwanted sufhng. Whoever seeks
a buddha's enhghtenment must cultivate a union of such wisdom
and method for, as it is said, method without wisdom is blind, and
wisdom without method is dry and sterile.
Shakyamuni Buddha is shown seated in the full cross-legged posture known as the vajm p o W indicating the firmnessand unwavering strength of his concentration. His right hand is in the earthtouching gesture (Skt. mudm) s y m b o his
~ victory over all interferences and defeat of Mara, while his left hand rests in his lap in
the mudra of deep meditative absorption into the nature of reality.
In his left hand he cradles a begging bowl--one of the few personal
possesions of a buddhist monk-which is filled with the thm nectars
of wisdom, long life and freedom from disease. The artist has further decorated the bowl with pieces of a myducal fruit said to ~ O S sess spiritual and medicinal potency.
Shakyamuni's body has a rich, golden complexion and exhibits
other special physical chmcteristics, such as the crown protrusion
(Skt. ushnisha) and elongated ear lobes, by which the supreme emanation body (Skt. nzrmanakaya)of a buddha can be rec0g~uzd.l~
He
sits within spherical auras of his own radiant wisdom and is clothed
in the traditional robes of a monk. His outermost robe is of patchwork design to indicate that it is composed of many separate pieces
of material sewn together. This illustratesthe monks' custom of dressing in gannents made h m discanled piem of cloth which were t b
colored with the cheapest and most plentiful dyes available, thereby
symbolmng their non-attachment to such worldly concerns as reputation and self-aggrandizement.
As is true of the clothing of all the enlightened beings presented
in t h ~series,
s
Shakyamuni's garments do not lie next to his skin but
are suspended slightly above it rwealing their contrastingly colored
underside. This demonstrates the great out-pouring of wise, compassionate energy that radiates unceasingly h m the heart of all buddhas. It is related that when King Bimbisara of Magadha wanted
to give a friend what was to be the first image made of Shakyarnuni,
the artists he commissioned found the Buddha's radiance so overpowering that they could not look directly at him. Buddha therefore went to the s h o of
~ a lake so that the artists could copy the muted
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reflection of his image in the water? This they did, measuring the
dimensions of his reflection in finger-widths. These measurements
fbnned the basis of all future representations of the Buddha and have
been preserved in grid patterns (see Figures 1 through 3) that are
still employed more than two thousand years later by artists of all
buddhist traditions.
Before the seated figure of Shakyarnuni Buddha the artist has
placed an array of beautiful offerings to the transformed senses of
the Awakened One. These consist of a flower (offered to the sense
of smell), a stringed instrument (sound), a m h r (sight), a selection of different types of food (taste) and a length of cloth (touch).
For odmary, unenlightened beings, it is desirous attachment to such
sensory objects that perpetuates the grasping, frustration and disappointment so characteristic of existence conditioned by ignorance.
For one who has uprooted all worldly attachment, however, these
same objects serve only to enhance the enlightened experience of
blissful wisdom. The inclusion of these attractive objects and the
care with which the artist has attempted to make them, and indeed
the painting as a whole, as beauthl as possible are tokens of respect,
gratitude and devotion for the figure depicted, in this case the compassionate Founding Buddha who turned the wheel of dharma for
the present world age.
In the meditative practice of visualization an image symbolizing
some aspect of the enlightened experience is placed at the focus of
one's mind's eye and held there through the power of smgle-pointed
concentration. Then, depending on the type of practice we are doing, we may, for example, visualize rays of light emanating from the
imagined deity and bestowing waves of inspiration upon others and
ourselves, or we may visualize the image dissolving into us and becoming one with the deepest level of our being. To give an idea how
such a creative visualization may be performed, included below are
simplified medtative instructions for a practice utilizing the image
of Shakyamuni Buddha .l6
Initial visualization
At the level of your forehead and approximately six feet in front
of you is a large golden throne adorned with jewels and supported
at each of its corners by a pair of snow lions. Neither the throne, the
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lions or any other part of the visualization has even an atom of solid
material substance. Instead, the entire v i s u b t i o n is a mere reflection of the mind and made of light-transparent, intangible and
radiant.
On the throne is a seat consisting of a largeopen lotus and cushiom
of the sun and moon, symbolizing renunciation, wisdom and compassion. Seated upon this is your own personal spiritual guide in the
aspect of Shakyamuni Buddha, the embodiment of all enlightened
beings.
His body is made of golden light and he wears the saffron robes
of a monk; these do not touch his body but are suspended slightly
above it. He is seated in the vajra posture with his right hand in the
earth-touchingmudra sigmfjmg his great control and his left hand
resting in his lap in the meditation mudra holding a begging bowl
filled with three nectars.
Buddha's face is very beautiful. His,*S
compassiomte gaze
is directed at you and, simultaneously, at every other living being.
Feel that this compassionate being is free of all judging, critical
thoughts and that he accepts you just as you are.
His eya are long and namnu.His lips are cherry-red and the lobes
of his ears are long. H
is hair is blue-black and each stxand is individually curled to the right. Every h w of his appearance represents
an attribute of his omniscient mind.
Rays of light emanate h m each pore of Buddha's pure body and
m h ewy corner of the universe. These rays, comprised of countle~~
miniature buddhas, go out and help living beings and then, having
f i s h e d their work, dissolve back into his body.

Purifwation
Feel the living presence of the Buddha, understood as one with
your spiritual guide, and take heartfelt refuge in him, r e c w his
excellent qualities and his willingness and ability to help you. Make
a request from your heart to become free from all your negative
energy, misconceptions and other problems and limitations and to
receive all the realizations of the path to enlightenment.
Then feel that your q u e s t has been accepted. A smam of purifying white light, which is in the nature of the enlightened mind, flows
h m Buddha's heart and enters your body through the crown of your
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head, instantly dispelhq the darkness of your negative energy. At
the same time recite Shakyamuni's rnantra, OM MUNI MUNI
MAHAM UNAYE SVAHA, and k l that the white l@t convcye
the mantra's enhghtened energy h m Buddha's heart d k d y into
your own heart. Continue this visualization and mantra recitation
until your body feels hght and blissful and then concentrate on this
feeling for a while.

Receiving inspiring sttlength
Next visualize that a stream of golden hght descends h m
Buddha's heart and flaws into your body through the crown of your
head. The essence of this golden hght is the Buddha's stainless wisdom. Recite the rnantra as behre. Your body again fkels lrght and
blissfid; concentrate on this fdmg once more fbr some time.

Absorption of the vistcalization
Now visualize that the e a t snow lions melt into hght and absorb
into the throne, the throne dissolves into the lotus and the lotus into
the sun and moon. They,in turn,absorb into the Buddha, who now
comes to the space above your head, melts into golden light and dissolves into your body.
Your odmary sense of I-unworthy and burdened with fdultsand all your m n g conceptions disappear compldy. h that instant
you become one with Buddha's blissful, omniscient mind in the aspect of vast empty space.
Concentrate on this spacious experience for as long as possible,
allowing no other thoughts to distract you.
Remtgence
Then imagine that h m thisempty space thexe a
p in the p l p
where you are sitting the lion-supported throne, lotus, sun and moon
and upon rhge your own mind in the aspect of Shakyamuni Buddha. Evetythrng is in the nature of hght, exactly as you had visualized it earlier. Feel that you an? Buddha. Idenufy with his enhghtened wisdom, compassion and power instead of with your usual
limited self-image.
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Benefiting others
Now visualize that surrounding you in every direction and filling
the vastness of space are all living beings. Generate love and compassion for them by r e c a h g that they too want to achieve happiness and freedom from their suffering.
From your heart rays of light emanate and spread in all k t i o n s .
As you recite the mantra, these rays reach the countless beings surrounding you and fill them with inspiration and strength. Visualize that they are all transformed into buddhas, experiencing great
blissful wisdom.

Conclusion
Dedicate all the positive, meritorious energy and whatever insight
you may have generated to your eventual attainment of full enlightenment for the benefit of all beings.
When disciples are instructed to practice a visualization such as
this one, they are told not to worry that it may be mere pretense, or
that they may not have helped even one person by means of it. Such
meditations are known as "bringing the future result into the present path" and serve as powerful causes for our own eventual enhghtenment, when we shall be able to accomplish what we can now only
imagine. Through these meditations we develop a f m conviction
in our own innate perfection and begin to peel away the limiting conceptions and deluded habit patterns preventing the !idf3lment of this
enhghtened potential.

THE WHEEL OF LIFE
The dugram known as the Wheel of Life (Plate 2), depicting the
various realms of cyclic existence and the beings inhabiting these
realms, is primarily a visual aid to help us gain a clear understanding of the workings of our mind. By contemplating it well and studying the teaduqp it illustrates, we can learn to recognise that the taw
of all our unwanted su&ring is rooted in the delusions obscuring
the essentially pure nature of our mind. We shall then be motivated
to eradicate these delusions completely and thereby gain liberation
from samsara.
Since the earliest days of Buddhism, such visual aids have played
an important part in bxinging spiritual teachmgs to the ordinary person, and they continue to be used h r the same purpose today. For
example, in modernday Nepal it is not unusual to see a wandering
monk travel from village to village carrying, among other hngs,
a rolled up scmll painting depicting the Wheel of Life or some other
teachmg. Upon arriving in a village he quickly becomes the &us
of attention fbr the villagers intemted in hearing news fmm the surrounding countryside and distant towns.Then he unrolls his tangka
(litedy, "written record") and both entertains and instructs by explaining its meaning, sometimes in ordLnaxy pmse and sometimes
in easily remembered verse or song.As this example illustrates, buddhist art and buddhist teachmgs have always traveled hand in hand
and the spread of one has always involved the spread of the other.
The Wheel of Lifk diagram is said to have originated as follows."
One of Shakyamuni's chief patrons, Kmg Bimbisara of Magadha,
had received a precious pft from a neighboring lung and could not
think of anythug suitable to give him in return. Upon learning of
Bimbisara's dilemma, Buddha explained how to draw the Wheel of
Lifk and said, "Give this diagram m your k d and he will definitely
be satisfied." Bimbisara's fiend was so ripe fbr spiritual instruction
and the inspiration of the Buddha was so powerful that, as soon as
he had read the stanzas inscribed beneath it, he immediately developed ~nunciationand a deep insight into d t y . When this illustration of the Wheel of Life and the teachmgs embodied in it were
made widely known throughout his kingdom, those who contemplated them well were also greatly benefited.
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Turning our attention to the center of the wheel we find three
animals representing the three root delusions, or mental poisons,
responsible for all suffering and dissatisfiction. These are a pig
representing ignorance, a pigeon18 representing desirous attachment
and a snake representing anger. In this painting the pigeon and S&
are shown coming from the mouth of the pig to indicate that the destructive afflictions of desirous attachment and fearful anger both
arise from fundamental ignorance of the way in which things actually exist. In other presentations the three animals are shown forming a ring, indicating the interdependence of all three delusions.
The largest portion of the wheel is divided into six sections illustrating the experiences of those who, under the pervasive influence
of fundamental ignorance, are born either as gods, demigods, humans, animals, hungry spirits or hell-beings. These realms are
brought into existence, not by a creator god, but through the ripening
of potentialities previously generated by our own wholesome or unwholesome actions (Skt. km).
Since all such actions of body,
speech and mind are initiated by mental intentions, ultimately these
six realms are all creations of our own mind. These six states of existence can also be understood as states of consciousness we may experience even now as inhabitants of the human realm, as when encountering extremes of mental or physical pleasure and pain.
At the very bottom of the wheel is the hell realm (Skt. narak) of
intense suffering. Shown pmiding hext is Yama, the Lord of Death,
who holds in his right hand a stick which he uses as a pointer, and
in his left hand a mirror. Before him kneels a recently deceased
person-to be understood as oneself-and the various wholesome
and unwholesome deeds of the life just finished are reflected in
Yama's mirror and weighed in the scales of the demon standing before him. If unwholesome activities outweigh the wholesome, the
unfortunate being is led away to experience the heat, cold, confinement, piercing pain and other torments characteristic of this agonizing state of existence.
It is important to remember that despite what is so vividly and
dramatically depicted here, the painful experiences of this and the
other realms are not punishments infhcted from without. Nor should
these realms be thought of as preexisting places of imprisonment
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to which the sutFezlng bemg has hbanished by somt outside h-.

As the great Indian master Shantidm wrote:
Who intentionally created
AU the weapons for those in hell?
Who created the burning iron ground?
. . .The [Buddha] has said that all such things
Are [the workings ofl an evil mind;
Hence within the three world spheres
There is nothing to kar other than my mind?9
In the case of hellish suffering, the predominant causes for experiencing such misery are our own uncontrolled mind's poisonh
d actions, such
ous delusion of W anger and the exlnx~~ly
as murder, that we engage in while motivated by such a powerful
delusion. Even in the human realm we may experience a measure
of this hellish suffering, as when we are b
o
w with mge or imprisoned in fearful paxanoia.
To the left of the hell realm is depicted the realmof the tanzgry sptrrrs
(Skt. pmta) . The primary delusion leadmg one to be born here and
experience the miseries shown is miserliness. As a result of negative actions motivated by this delusion, pretas s f i r mainly h m
insatiable hungw and thirst.They *bed
as having thin necks,
which m often tied in knots, and large, cavernous stomachs. They
also experience many other hindrances in their quest for food and
drink.For example, even when they manage to find sometlung fit
to eat, they may be prevented from approachtng it by h m e demons, the pmjections of their own negativities. And even if they do
manage to get some fiood thmugh their m w n y necks and down into
their stomachs, it often turns to acid and brings them nothing but
pain.
To the nght of the hell realm is that of the wrrmczls. The main cause
fbr rebirth in this realm is slavishly and stupidly hllowing one's sensory desires, and although experiences within this realm vary enormously, animals in general suffer h m limited intelligence. In addition, they must endure being chased and eaten by other animals,
hunted and used fbr heavy labor by humans, exposed to heat and
cold and plagued by continual hunger and b t. We may know or
read about people whose situation in Life is so debased that it seems
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they are no longer living a human existence but have been reduced
to the level of a beast.
In the upper half of the wheel are pictuxd the three hlgher realms
of cyclic existence, so-called because compared with the three lower
realms they contain less obvious sufkring. Yet even in these higher
realms there is great disappointment and dissatishction to be experienced. On the top and to the right are the interrelated god (Skt.
h a ) and demzgod (Skt. asum) realms, sometimes p i d together.
Because of their previous performance of sufficient positive actions,
beings in the dermgod realm enjoy extxtmely pleasurable m u n d ings, the company of attractive companions and intense sensory
delights. However, the asuras are so consumed by jealousy for the
superior devas that, instead of enjoying what they have, they engage
in continual warfare with those above them, as depicted.
As for the devas themselves, while some of them are engaged in
dekndmg themselves from attacks by the infkrior asm,others live
a life of unintempted sensory indulgence. Still others, in higher
planes, spend their extremely long lifetimes in a sleep-like state of
meditative absorption, experiencing neither pleasure nor pain but
complete blank-mindedness. Devas easily mistake their experiences
for true liberation from suffering but, since they have not uprooted
the fundamental delusion of ignorance from their minds, they are
not really liberated at all. Eventually, as is true for all the realms, the
causes h r experiencing l . in that realm are exhausted. Because their
SWof virtuous energy has been depleted, even the most long-liwd
devas must Eace death and, what is worse, an inevitable descent to
one of the lower realms. It is said that the mental anguish of a once
fortunate deva foreseeing such a descent is even more excruciating
than the physical torments of the most unfortunate hell-being.
Finally, to the left of the devas is the W a r realm of human beings. Life here, as Prince Siddhartha so painfully realized, is filled
with the sufferings of birth, sickness, old age and death as well as
uncertainty, dissatishction, frustration, boredom and the like. Furthermore, the pleasures available here are ephemeral and can easily
turn sour, as when over-indulgent eating leads to indigestion. Despite their wishes to experience happiness and avoid suffering, humans are continually misled by their ignorance and must encounter unwanted miseries again and again.
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In terms of providmg an opportunity for spiritual growth, however, the human realm is considered the most fortunate realm of all.
This is because, in general, humans enjoy an amount of M o m that
neither the lower realm beings-who are preoccupied with painnor the hqher gods-who are intoxicad by pleaam-psess, Motivated by the suffixing and dissatisfiction they do experience, and
.
e n d d with varying degrees of ducnmmative i
n
humans
are particularly well-placed to do s o m e t . of consequence with
their lim. Spedically, they can learn how to cultivate the moral selfcontrol, concentration and insightful wisdom necessary to uproot
the causes of sufXering and gain freedom from repeated rebirth in
the realms of cyclic existence altogether.
a

.

None of the experiences in any of these six samsaric realms is permanent or everlasting;our situation is totally dependent upon changing causes and circumstances. Psychologically spealung, we can be
elevated h m a dissatisfied preta mentality to a blissful deva mte and
then thrust down into an agonizing hell all in a matter of a few moments. Furthermore, no matter which realm of cyclic existence we
may currently inhabit, sooner or later our stay there must come to
an end. Impermanence pervades cyclic existence and this is symbolized by the monstrous Lord of Death who is shown holdmg the
entire Wheel of Life w i h his fkngs and claws.
As Shakyamuni Buddha taught, death is not the final extinction
or armihhtion some people misrakenly believe it to be. Rather, it
merely marks the tmmition between one life and the next. The mind
itself is a beginningless continuum that m o w h m life to life and
from body to body the way a traveler moves from one guest house
to another. And just as we move up and down within one lifetimeexperiencing alternating pleasure and pain according to chmgmg
conditions-so too do we move up and down h m one life to the next
dependmg upon the ripening of imprints left on our mind by the
positive and negative actions we have
Between the end of one life and the beginning of the next is the
inmmediczte srate (Tib. batdo), illustrated in the half-black and halfwhite circle located between the hub of the delusions and the section representing the six samsaric realms. The bardo state is like a
dream occurring between the sleep of death and the reawakening
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of the next birth, and in this painting six bardo beings are shown
in the forms they will take after they "wake up'' in their next rebirth
realms.Z1Thus on the left are depicted a future human, asuta and
deva going upwards towards the higher realms, while on the right
a future animal, preta and hell-being are shown descendmg to the
lower realms.
The precise mechanism whereby beings are compelled by their
ignorance to move up and down from one realm to the next is illustrated in the outer rim of the Wheel of Life. This rim is divided into
twelve segments and each one corresponds to a link in the chain of
dependent arising. Starting at the top right these twelve and their
symbolic images are:
(1) i p m n c e : an old, blind person
(2) compositional actiuns: a potter making pots
(3) consciolcsness: a monkey climbing up and down a tree
(4) name and form:a man rowing a boat
( 5 ) six sources: an empty house with five windows
(6) contact: a man and woman embracing
(7) fieling: a man shot in the eye with an arrow
(8) craving: a man drinking alcohol
(9) grasping: a monkey grabbing fruit
(10) existence: a pregnant woman about to give birth
(11) birth: a baby being born
(12) a&ng and death: a man carrying a corpse

A full discussion of these twelve links is beyond the scope of this
work, but a very abbreviated explanation couched in terms of taking a human rebirth can be given as follows. (Note that for the sake
of simplicity, the order followed in the explanation varies somewhat
from the order in the illustration.22)
In a past life while under the pervasive influence of (1) ignmtu:e
of the nature of reality, we were driven to preserve and defend our
supposedly selfkistent ego-identity. We therefore engaged in a wide
variety of positive and negative (2) compoicianal actims, thereby planting numerous impressions, or seeds of karmic instinct, upon our (3)
c m c ~ n e s sSome
.
of these actions were suficiently constructive,
or virtuous, to leave seeds of a future human rebirth.
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As that past Life approached its end we experienced great in-rity and an intense fear of dying. With our ego-identity king the
threat of amdilation, we craved and grasped both for the body W
were leaving behind as well as for a new M y to replace the one we
were being forced to relinquish. Through the force of this (8) c m
ing and (9)gmsping at the time of death, certain imprints placed on
our consciousness-in this case those fbr a human rebirth-were
selectively ripened, and thisripening pmces eventually culmmted
in (10)existence, the decisive mental action that emufed our dying
consciousness would take rebirth in another human life. (Because
this decisive action leads to the coming into existence of another Iiktime, it is given the name of its eventual result and called existime,
or sometimes becoming.)
As death was occurring, our consciousness grew more and more
subtle and eventually departed the body, whereupon it entered the
intermediate state, or bardo. "Blown by the winds of its karma,' ' our
mind experienced various dream-like visions of repulsion and attraction until it eventually encountemi a human couple having the necessary connection with us to be our parents. Our stream of consciousness again
mox and moR subtle and eventually came into
contact with the joining sperm and egg of our future parents. Conception marked our ( 1 1 ) birth into the human realm, as well as the
start of our embryonic development beginning with (4) name and
form. (Name refers to our sueam of consciousness beamg various
imprints and potentialities h m the past, whilefbrmrefers to the basis
out of which our physical body will develop-the fertilwd egg itself.) W e still in the womb there developed (5) the six sourcesthe five sense hculties and the mental sense-leak to (6) contact
with the appmpriate sense objects. This eventually elicited our first
(7)feelings of pleasure, pain and in-rence
in relation to these objects as a ripening e m of past positive, negative and neutxal actions.
From the moment after conception we begin to grow older, undergoing the various changes and sfirings common to the human
condition as we experience (12) aging and eventually death. While
our future death will mark the end of one complete chain of twelve
links, we have in the meantime begun forging innumerable new
chains by continuing throughout our life to implant additional impressions on our (3) consciotcsnesss by engaging in further (2) actiuns
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motivated by (1) igmmnce. In this way we remain bound to the cycle of recurring, u n s a t i s h r y existence known as samsam (literally,
''wandering" or ''circling ") .
Until we and all other bemgs caught up in samsam have eradicated
ignorance through the development of penetrating wisdom, we will
be condemning ourselves to migrate ceaselessly from one unsatish r y xtalm of existence to the next. Howem, even though this recurring cycle of death, birth and perpetual dissatishaion has been called
the Wheel of Life, there is another type of &.l we can live that lies outside this vicious circle. This is symbolized in the upper corners of this
painting by the figure of a buddha-a being fully awakened from
the nghtmare of ignoxance-who stands pointing to the moon-symbolizing the attainment of nirvana, the complete elimination of all
delusion and sdering. The~fore,just as the Wheel of Lifk r e p m t s
the h t two noble truths of suffering and its cause, the figures outside the Wheel q m e n t the linaltwo truths:the cessation of sut6enng
and the path of spiritual development leading to this cessation.
Finally, mention can be made of the stanzas Shakyamuniafhed
to the bottom of the first diagram of the Wheel of Life, which had
such a profound effect on King Bimbisara's friend. These read:
Undertaking this and leaving that,
Enter into the teaching of the Buddha.
Like an elephant in a thatch house,
Destroy the forces of the Lord of Death.
Those who with thorough conscientiousness
Practice this disciplinary doctrine
Will forsake the wheel of birth,
Bringing suffering to an end.23
In these lines Buddha indicates that if sufficient effort is exerted
in the three trainings of moral discipline, concentration and wisdom as set forth in the dharrna, even the heaviest sufferings of samsara can be eliminated completely and for all time. Because the
sources of all suffering-ignorance and the other ensuing
delusions-are totally devoid of self-existence, the well-trained
practitioner can overcome the Lord of Death as easily as a powerful
elephant destroys a fragile grass hut.

THE ARHAT W - C H U N G
Any being who has upmooed ignorance hhis or ha mind, themby
eliminating all delusions and edngukhmg the source of all a m h nated and harmful activity, has attained the complete libexation of
nirvana and is consquently given the title of arhat. This term, sometimes translated simply as saint, litedy means "&-,"
br
an arhat has overcome the p t e s t enemy to happiness-the inner
poisons polluting the essentially pure nature of the mind.
As the Buddha says in the D h ~ m m a p a d a : ~ ~

The Arhat's wandering is at an end. He is free from sorrow, completely free. Sorrow no longer exists for the one
who has cut all bonds.
The senses of the Arhat have been calmed, like well-horses quieted by a charioteer. The Arhat has abandoned
pride and extinguished the passions, so that even the gods
wish to be like him.
The Arhat is as firm as the earth's hundations; hin his
spiritual practice, he is like a blade of tempered steel. Clear
and undisturbed as a deep pond, such a bemg is not bound
to the world.
Quiet is the mind, quiet the body and speech. Completely
freed by genuine knowing, such a being is truly at peace.

During the E t i m e of Shakyamuni there were many men and
women who, owing both to their own efforts and the inspiration and
skill of the Buddha, were able to achieve the victory of arhatship.
Dfirent artistic traditions within Buddhism depict various p u p
ings of such liberated beings foming the entourage of S m u n i .
In the Tibetan tdition a p u p of sixteen arhats2 is frequently portrayed and one of these is known as Lamchung-liberally, "Small
Path" (Figure 4).
As a youth Lam-chung (Skt. Chuda-pa~haka)
gained an unenviable reputation for being dull and stupid. He was expelled from
school because his tutors claimed he could never remember any of
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his lessons, and later the brahmin master to whom he was sent to
study the Vedic scriptures dismissed him for similar reasons. Eventually his paxmts arranged h r him to be odained as a buddhist monk
by his older brother Lam-chen ("Great Path' ';Skt. Paruhah),also
one of the sixteen arhats, who took personal responsibility for Lamchung's education. Lam-chen began by giving his brother just one
verse of Buddha's teachings to memorize, but even this proved too
diffcult for him; whatever he learned in the morning would be forgotten by that evening, and whatever he managed to learn at night
would be forgotten by the next day. As a result of Lam-chung's
repeated Mure, even his patient brother was eventually compelled
to dismiss him.
Lam-chung was completely desolate. Utterly depressed and miserable, he began to cry as he thought about his hopeless situation.
Through the power of his clairvoyance, Shakyamuuni saw all that had
taken place and went to meet him. "Why are you crying?" he asked
the dejected monk, and h c h u n g answed, "I am so stupid that
even my own brother has given up on me."
Buddha comfbrted him and gave Lam-chung a simple method for
punfylng the veils that obscured his mind and prevented him from
learning anythmg. He appointed the monk sweeper of the temple
and told him merely to recite "Abandon dust; abandon stains" as
he went about his duties.
Lam-chung was very happy with his new position and swept the
temple floor with great dedication, reciting as he did so the fewwords
Buddha had taught him. He swept and swept for a long time but,
w i n g to the power of the Buddha, he could never get the floor completely clean. Whenever he swept one side of the temple a wind would
arise and blow the dust to the other side. Undaunted, Lam-chung
continued m sweep and punfy just as Buddha had instructed, all the
while reciting, ''Abandon dust; abandon stains."
The situation remained like this for a long time until one day Lamchung was struck by a powerful realization: the dust he was SO occupied trying to eliminate had no inherent selfdtence. He saw that
not only the dust but all other phenomena as well, including himself, were completely selfless, lacking even an atom of independent
existence. AU the heavy, concrete misconceptions obscuring his understanding were obliterated by the strength of his sudden realiza-

Figure 4: The Arhat Lamchung
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tion and he gained direct, intuitive insight into the ultimate nature
of reality. By thoroughly f b i h i z i n g himself with this insight he
was transformed from an ignorant sweeper into a glorious arhat!
Shakyamuni Buddha saw that the purification techniques he had
given Lam-chung had proved profoundly successful and decided to
proclaim the new arhat's outstandmg qualities publicly. He d k a e d
his attendant Ananda to inform a certain community of nuns that
from then on their new spiritual master was to be Lam-chung. This
dismayed the nuns very much, for they thought, "How can we accept being taught by a monk who is so stupid that he could not
memorize even one verse of dharma?" Deciding that if they exposed
Lamchung's inadequacies they would not have to accept him as their
abbot, they concocted a plan to humiliate him in public. They spread
the word in the nearby towns that a monk who was as wise as Buddha himself would be giving teachings in their main hall and that
all who attended were assured of gaining realizations. To increase
his expected embarrassment they even erected a large, ostentatious
throne and purposely failed to provide it with any steps leading up
to its elevated seat.
When the day of the scheduled teachings arrived, thousands of
people gathered in the main hall, some to listen to the discourse and
others to witness Lam-chung's humiliation. When Lam-chung saw
the large throne and realizedit was d-ed
to make him look h h h ,
he stxetched out his arm like an enormous elephant's trunk and d u d
the throne to the size of a tiny speck. Then he returned it to its former
grandeur and, to the increased amazement of the gathering, flew up
to the top of it! After entering deep meditative absorption and perfbrming further miraculous h t s he declared, "Listen carefully. 1
now give a week-long discourse on that same verse of dharma that
I could not understand or even remember after months of trying."
When the seven days of teachings were completed, many in the
audience attained a direct understanding of reality while others
achieved advanced stages of realization up to and including arhatship. And those who had come to see him humiliated experienced
a deepening of their faith in the Three Jewels of Refuge-the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. Afterwards Shakyamuni lumself
prophesied that of all his disciples, Lam-chung would possess the
greatest skill in taming the minds of others.

STUPA OF ENLIGHTENMENT
The state of nirvana, or arhatship, is achieved when all delusions haw
been completely eradicated from one's mind. When an arhat 'S fully
liberated mind f d y departs from his or her body at the time of
death, it leaves behind all contamination forever. This is sometimes
referred to as final liberation, or parinirvana. In the case of
Shakyamuni Buddha, his apparent parinirvana at the age of eighty
took place at Kushinagar, which-along with the sites of his birth
(Lumbini), edqhtenrnent (Bodh Gaya) and fmt discourse (Sarnath)-became and remains one of the four major centers of buddhist pilgrimage.26
Buddha had instructed his disciples that after his passing his body
should be cremated and the remains enshrined in a xeliquary monument (Skt. stupa) as was the custom with regard to the great leaders
of the past in India. Shakyamuni's purpose for having such monuments erected was not self-aggrandizementbut, in the words of the
late Lama Govinda, "to remind later genexations of the great pioneers
of humanity and inspire them to follaw their example, to encourage
them in their own struggle for libe~ation."~~
When S m u n i ' s body had been cremated,a dispute m over
whom the xtmains should belong to and who, the~fbre,should have
the honor of erecting the monument. This quarrel threatened to escalate into serious conflict until a brahmin named Drone i n t e d e d .
He reminded the would-be combatants that such a violent course
of action was completely opposed to the teachings and example of
the Compassionate One and suggested that his remains be divided
equally among the various contesting parties. This was agreed upon
and as a result e a t separate stupas were built in di&rent kmgdorns
of India to house the relics.
This eighdold division is echoed in the eight types of design still
used in the Tibetan traditions for the construction of stupas to enshrine the remains of great teachers. These designs commemorate
e@t major events in the life of Shakyamuni. The type shown in the
center of Plate 3 is known as a stupa of enlightenment and celebrates
his vanquishmg the fbm of delusion. This and the remaining seven
designs, together with the events they commemorate and their placs
of enactment, are listed below?*
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( 1 ) The stupa of heaped lotuses: Shakyamuni's birth at
Lumbini
(2) The stupa of enlightenmt: his defeat of Mara's forces
under the Bodhi Tree at Bodh Gaya
(3) The stupa of many gates: turning the wheel of dharma
at Sarnath
(4) The stupa of descentjiwn thgods' malm: descent to earth
after teaching his mother at Sankhya
(5) The stupa of miracles: his performance of miracles at
Shravasti
(6) 7h.esnrpo of mdialion:his reconchng q w m h g htions of the sangha community at the Bamboo grove
at Rajagnha
(7) The stupa of complete victoy: hls voluntary prolongation of his life at Vaishali
(8) The stupa of parinitvana: his passing at Kushinagar
As suggested earlier, a stupa is more than a mere x t l i q monu~
ment; it is an abstract image of the state of enlightenment attainable by all beings. As is true for so much of buddhist art, the symbolism of this architecturalimage operates on several merent levels
simultaneously. On what we may call the level of archetypes, a SW
incorporates five basic geometric shapes corresponding to the five
elements-earth, water, fm, air and space-out of which the world
and all the atoms within it are composed. Furthermore, the overall
shape of a stupa bears a close resemblance to the image of a seated
buddha (see Figure 5). Merely by viewing such harmoniously
balanced images we receive subtle benefit, experienced as a feling
of peace, well-being and wholeness. Finally, it should be noted that
the various levels of the stupa correspond to the various levels of the
spiritual path culminating in full er~lightenment?~
In addition to their symbolic qualities, stupas serve as focal points
for the widely followed practice of circumarnbulation. At buddhist
sita it is common to see pilgrims and other practitioners walking
clockwise around a central stupa or shrine while at the same time
reciting prayers, mantras and so forth. Such a practice helps to keep
the image of enlightenment and all it r e p e n t s at the center of one's
attention and is therefore said to be very beneficial on both a con-
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scious and sub-consciouslevel. However, the true value of any ritual
activity such as circumambulation depends primarily on the attitude and motivation with which it is undertaken. This is illustrated
in the following story30involving Dmmtonpa, the chief Tibetan disciple of the great Indian master Atisha:
One day Dromtonpa saw an old man circumambulating
the Tibetan monastery of Radreng. Dromtonpa said to
him, "Circumambulating is good, but practicing dharma
is even better." Thinking this over the old man decided to
stop circumarnbulating and read some buddhist texts instead. When Dromtonpa saw him studying in the temple
courtyard he said to him, ''Reachg texts is good, but practicing dharma is even better."
"Perhaps meditation is what is required,' ' the old man
thought and soon afterwards he was found sitting crosslegged on a meditation cushion. Again Dromtonpa approached him and said, "Meditation is good, but practicing
dharma is even better."
The old man was now thoroughly confused and asked,
"What should I do to practice the dharma?"
Dromtonpa answered, "Give up attachment to the
things of this life. Your mind itself must become the practice and for this to happen you must cease being distracted
by your habitual worldly concerns. Otherwise, no matter
what you do it will not be the practice of dharma."
In conclusion, it should be noted that stupas vary enormously in
she. Some, like the Great Stupa of Boudhanath31 in Nepal, are
monumental and attract thousands of pilgrims daily, while others
are more modest and may or may not contain a small meditation
room. Still others are mere models; these miniature stupas are often placed on a practitioner's altar along with a statue of a buddha
and a buddhist text to s y m b o k , respectively, the purified mind,
body and speech of a fully enlightened being.

2 The Bodhisattva Path
Without an acute a m n e s s of our personal suffering and a deep,
heartfelt determination to be completely rid of both this suffering
and its causes, there is no way to begm the spiritual quest authentically. For just as Prince Siddhartha's sudden and u
n&
visions
of old m sickness and death shocked him out of rmsealongthe world
to be a pleasure palace, so too must all spiritual seekers confront the
unsatishctory nature of their lives so directly that they become
thoroughly disenchanted with the 0rdmax-yhuman condition. If we
do not take a long, hard look at the uncomfbrtable truths of our impermanent existence, we can easily waste the time between now and
our inevitable death in essentially worthless pursuits, never taking
advantage of this precious opportunity to do sometruly
meamngfd with our life. Like the fbolish prisoner who becomes so
accustomed to the confines of his cell that he turns a blind eye to all
chances of exape, we shall be condemning ourselves spiritual stagnation and the endlessly recurring miseries of cyclic existence.
Yet it is not enough merely to become discontent with our present condition; everyone experiences discontent at one time or another but very few do anythmg of d ~ ~ c a nabout
c e it. In ha,
the usual ways of dealing with problems and disappointmentblammg them on someone else or chmnmg them in forgeuessonly bind us tighter m the wheel of sufkring. What we must do is
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recognize that the true causes of all our misery lie rooted in our own
ignorant misconceptions and that these can only be eradicated
through the development of a clear, penetrating insight into the Mture of reality. Only through the continued cultivation of such
penemting wisdom will it eventually be possible to attain liberation
from all states of existence conditioned by ignorance and be forever
free of suffering.
As necessary as it is to develop the strong determination to win
unconditioned release from suffering, eventually we must expand
our horizons beyond concern merely for our own liberation. If we
are to fulfil1 our enlightened potential to the maximum extent possible and achieve a goal even bepnd self-liberation, our concern must
become universal and encompass the w e l k of all beings without
exception.
The situation is dramatically conveyed through the following analogy. Suppose that together with our family we were caught inside
a burning building; would it be enough for us to escape knowing
that the rest of our W y remained trapped and in danger?Obviously not. Because we hold our loved ones as dear and most p ~ i o u s
and because we feel their suffering as acutely as we do our own, we
could not rest comfortably until we had freed both them and ourselves from danger. Similarly, anyone who recognizes that the pervasive and recurringmiseries of cyclic existence &others as deeply
as they do oneself-and who also recognizes the kinship that unites
all beings into one family-will never be content with mere selfliberation. Instead, this high-minded being will be moved to emulate Shakyamuni Buddha himself and achieve fulland complete enlightenment: the awakening of universal wisdom, compassion and
skillful means fir surpassing those of an arhat. Motivated by the precious bodhichim-the thought (Skt. chitta) to win this full enlightenment (Skt. bodhz) for the sake of benefiting others-the altruistically motivated being (Skt. sama) transcends all s e l f - c e n ~ d
impulses and is tmnsformed into a bodhisattva-an enlightenmentbound spiritual seeker and a true son or daughter of the Awakened
Ones.
The Mahayana, or Great Vehicle, teachings in which Shakyamd
presented the bodhisattva path were ongmally delivered at Rajagnha
in northern India and are known collectively as the P e M o n of WE-
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dom sums. In these discourses the path to buddhahood is shown
to have two interrelated aspects: method and wisdom. Method here
agmfm the pIstctices and activities that arise h m the compassionate
tdhichitta motivation to benefit others, and these are S
d
as the five perfkdons (Skt. pammita) of generosity, discipline, patience, effort and meditative concentration. The sixth perfktion is
wisdom itself: the unmistdken u n d e m of haw thmgs exist devoid of projections and misconceptions rooted in ignorance. Compassionate method alone, unguided by the eye of wisdom, is blind
and cannot cut the root of sufking; wisdom alone, unsupported by
compassionate method, lacks the smngth needed to achim full enlightenment. It is only through the unified practice of both compassionate method and penetrative wisdom--embodied as the female
deity Prajnaparamita (Plate 4)-that the bodhisattvacan remove all
the obscurationsl preventing the attainment of complete awakening
and thereby hlf3.l the deepest d e s k of both self and others.
For this precious bodhichitta motivation-the very heart of Mahayana Buddhism-to be developed it is not enough to mouth pious phrases about wishing to save others. Nor is it enough u> look
back adrmrrngly to Shakpmuni and the other enhghtened masters
of the past and invoke their inspiration; this in itself will not bridge
the gulf that appears to separate our lirmted abilities from their
boundless attainments. Instead,we must be convinced that enhghtenrnent is an achievable goal and, even more importantly, that we
ourselves can attain it.
The state of full and complete enhghtenment is characterized by
three outstandmg qualities-universal compassion, wisdom and
F r . In Vajxayana imagery these three are symboliid respectively
by the meditational deitia Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri and Vajrapani
(Plates 5 h u g h 8). Although it is said that they had already achieved
full enlightenment eons previously, during the lifetime of
shakyamuni t h e three w a r among his eght pmrninent W t t m
disciples*and demonstrated by their example how the bodhisattva
path to full enhghtenment should be followed.
Just as these three bodhisattvas inspired their contemporark at
the time of Shakyamuni Buddha, so too throughout the history of
Buddhism have they continued to inspk others to dmlop the com-
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passion, wisdom and power of the fully awakened mind. Although
statues and paintings of these glorious beings can move us to some
extent, it is through the mediation of the guru-a member of the
unbroken lineages of transmission going back to Shakyarnuni
Buddha-that the full transformative effect of their inspiration can
be brought to bear upon our innermost being. As is sometimes said
by way of analogy, the guru is the magtllfying glass that focuses the
rays of the sun-like buddhas and bodhisamas to ignite the flame of
inspiration in our own heart.
Through sensitivity to a particular disciple's strengths and weaknesses, the spiritual guide can discern which of the three qualities
is most in need of cultivation at any particular stage of development.
If, for example, it is compassion, the guru might well introduce the
disciple into the practice of Avalokiteshvara. For this practice to be
successful, the guru conducts a ceremony of initiation, or empowerment, whereby a deep connection is forged between the disciple's
mind and the chosen meditational deity? During such a ceEmony
the disciple is given permission to practice this deity's sadhana, or
method of accomplishment, and to mite the deity's rnantra, a series of Sanskrit syllables that embody in sound the same edghtened
qualities that the deity's image embodies in shape and color. By performing the sadhana every day, reciting the mantra and keeping in
mind the fundamental unity of the deity and the guru, the disciple
can s@y
awaken and cultivate the enhghtened qualities embaiied
by the deity.

Shakyamuni Buddha gave many diffkrent teachmgs on the perktion of wisdom and these vary greatly in length. The 10is Imclwn
as the Perjktion of Wisdom Sutm in One Hundred Thousand V i e s
while the shortest, intended for those whose minds were particularly
ripe for realizations, is merely the syllable AH. But whatever their
length, their purpose is the same:to show h w the bodhisattMshould
tl.ain in the correct view of reality and thereby achieve full awakening from ignorance.
Accodng to these profound wisdom teachmgs, all our o d m r y
perceptions of ourselves and the world are mistaken.Why is this?
Because to the oxxhmry, unenhghtened mind everydung appears to
be inhamtly or huly existent? As it says in a contemporary cornmentary to the Heart Sutm, the most commonly recited version of the
Perfection of Wisdom s u m ,
If we are orbeings, all objects appear m us to exist
inherently. Objects seem to be independent of our mind
and independent of other phenomena. The universe appears to consist of discrete objects that have an existence
in themselves as stars, planets, mountains, people and so
forth, "waiting" m be experienced by conscious beings.
Normally it does not occur to us that we are involved in
any way in the existence of these phenomena. Instead,each
object appears to have an existence completely independent of us and all other objects5
Accorchg to Buddha's wisdom teachmgs, there is a not a slngle
thing in the entire universe that has even one atom of such true, independent self-existence. However, we have become so accustomed
to our ordinary view that it is extremely difficult to look at things
in any way other than as truly existent. Indeed, it is difficult enough
merely to get a clear idea of what our odmary view is; it is so much
a part of our makeup that it is hard to identify precisely.
For all these reasons, training the mind in the perfection of wisdom is not easy. But fbr those wishing full enhghtenment, or even
the lesser goal of self-liberation! it is absolutely essential that we
recognize our mistaken view, &te it thoroughly and cultivate a p m
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found insight into emptiwss (Skt. shunyata), the absence of all htasized modes of existence. Only in this way can we soften our overly
concrete view of things, let go of our imprisoning misconceptions
and gain f ~ d o m
from suffering and dissatisfhction.
The supreme view to be cultivated is called the m d h way (Skt.
madhyamika) because it avoids two dangerous extremes.The first
is the extreme of believing that things exist inherently just as they
appear to us now, with the result that we remain forever trapped
within our present misconceptions. The second is experienced when,
realizing that there is something wrong with our ordinary view of
d t y , we reject too much. We misunderstand what emptiness really
means-the mere absence of inherent existence-and wrongly conclude that nothing exists. Mistalung empiness to mean nothingness
is a grave error indeed? By rejecting the way in which things actually do exist, we lose whatever fhith we may have had in the workings of cause and effect, with the d t that our m o d discipline-the
foundation of all spiritual practice-is abandoned. The challenge,
then, is to reject the wrong view of inherent existence while accepting that all phenomena, including ourselves, do have a validly stablished non-inherent, conventional manner of existence.
Because our mistaken conceptions lie at the root of all our suffering, meditation on the perfection of wisdom is the supreme technique for overcoming fear and averting interferences. As the Seventh Dalai Lama has said:
Looking at this side, neither the body nor the mind exists
as objects to be hanned.
Looking at that side, the harmer is also like the "snake''
projected onto a multicolored rope.
May I realize decisively that holding merely labeled
dependent arisings to be truly existent is the projection
of my hallucinating mind?
Concerning the averting of h a r d interferences, there is a powerful practice that involves visualizing the deity Prajnaparamita (pittured in Plate 4) and reciting the Heart Sutm. We begin by visualizing Shakyamuni Buddha as described earlier. Then,
At Buddha Shakyamuni's heart we visualize another lotus, moon and sun seat. On this is seated the G m t Mother,
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Prajna@ta,
who is the embodiment of the wisdom
truth body of all the buddhas. She has a body of golden
hght with one h e and four arms. Her first nght hand
holds a golden vajra with nine prongs at each end. In her
first left hand she holds the PerfecEionof WrsdomSum. Her
remaining two hands m t in her lap in the pose of meditative equipoise. She is adorned with precious jewels and ornaments and wears beautiful garments of thin, heavenly
material?
We then proceed with the pre-es
of talung refuge in the
Three Jewels, generating the bodhichitta motivation, paying homage, rnalung ofkrings and questing blessings. After this comes the
main body of the practice: reciting the Heart Sutm and the rnantra
of Prajnapaxamita together with performing the appropriate meditations. At this time it is especially important to "contemplate that
we and all that offends and hanns us are empty of inherent existence." l O The pxactice then concludes with making requests,visualizing the complete dissolution of all obstacles into emptiness, and the
final dedication:
May all kinds of interferences, diseases and possessing
spirits be pacified.
May I be separated from unfivorable conditions
And may I achieve hvorable conditions and everythmg
excellent.
Through this brtune may there be at this time happiness
and health."
It is necessary to h p in mind that the effectiveness of this practice is dependent upon how well we understand emptiness and also
upon our fiiith in Shakyamuni Buddha and Prajnaparamita. If our
wisdom and $ith are smng, it is said that all obstacles can be overcome through this method. One story cited as an example of the effectiveness of this practice relam to the warfare, illustrated in the
Wheel of Life, that rags between the gods and dermgods:
There was once a time when the god Indra was in danger
of losing his Life because of an attack by the powerful forces
of jealous demigods. Indra had previously received teach-
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ings from Buddha and knew that to kill the dermgods
would be a serious ttansgression of those teachmgs. Wishing, therefore, to overcome his attackers by a peaceful
method, Indra contemplated the profound meaning of the
Essence of WisdomSutra [i.e. the Heart Sum] while reciting its words. Through the power of this contemplation
and recitation, the dermgods ceased their attack; their anger
subsided and their minds became peaceful and happy.12
There is another practice related to Prajnaparamita that deserves at
least brief mention here. This is the chod, or cutting off, rite that
"heaches haw to sever attachment to the concept of an intrinsic p w n a l
self.''l 3 This rite was initiated by the Tibetan yogini Machlg Labdron
(Figure6) who is regadedas an incarnation of Guru Rinpoche's consort, Yeshe Tsogyal, and an emanation of the Great Mother, Prajnaparamita herself?4Even in her youth Machig Labdmn (1055-1152)
was well-versed in the Perfection of Wisdom sutras and was often
d e d upon to mite them. Ewntually, inspkdby thegreat Indian yogi
Padampa Sangye15, she developed the chod rite for gaining insight
into emptiness by cutting off attachment to one's body and one's self.
As traditionally practiced, chod is performed in desolate, fnghtening places such as cremation grounds. The fear that arises in
these places provides a powerful opportunity for recognizing the
inherently existent "I" that is to be refuted by the wisdom of emptiness, and the practice is designed to overcome ignorance and selfcherishing in the most direct manner imaginable.
Concluding this section on Prajnaparamita-the Great Mother,
the Wisdom Gone Beyond-is the following stanza of homage often
recited by practitioners when requesting inspiration for the development of enlightening insight:
Reality is unimaginable and inexpressible,
Experienced only by the Wisdom Gone Beyond.
Like the nature of space, it is unborn and unceasing;
It is an object totally realized
Only by single-pointed, absolute wisdom itself,
Which sees the true nature of all phenomena.
To the Mother of the Buddhas of the three times
I pay homage.16

FOUR-ARMED AVALOKITESHVARA AND
THOUSAND-ARMED AVALOKITESHVARA
Adokiteshwa-He Who Looks with an Unwavering Eye-is the
embodiment of all the buddhas' infiite compassion. He is white
in color and is shown in Plate 5 in his four-armed aspect. His first
two hands are pressed together at his heart supplicating all buddhas
and bodhisattws to look after sentient beings and protect them from
suffering. These hands hold a w i s h - W i g jewel symbolic of
Adokiteshvara's compassionate bodhichitta motivation. His other
right hand holds a crystal rosary symbolizing his ability to liberate
beings from samsara with ideal means, and reminding the practitioner to recite his six-syllable rnantm, OM MA NI PADME HUM.
In his left hand he holds the stem of a blue utpala flower symbolizing his stainless and compassionate bodhichitta motivation. The utpala in full bloom together with two buds stand for the three times
and indicate that Avalokiteshvara's compassionate wisdom encompasses past, present and future.
Over his lefi shoulder is draped the skin of a wild deer, representing
the compassionate bodhisattva's kind and gentle n a m and his ability to subdue the untamed delusions. As a traditional commentary
explains:
This particular deer is said to live upon mountains in the
margins between the snow and rock. It has incomparable
physical strength, but is extremely compassionate by nature. One of the hunters ' tactics is to enter its territory and
pretend to fight among themselves with swords. Seeing
this, the deer becomes impatient with compassion and
emerges to mediate between them, which provides the hunters the opportunity to lull it. Merely touchmg its skin with
one's feet calms the mind and endows it with bliss.17
The deer s h also serves as a reminder of the importance of a
spiritual practitioner's developing strong and stable meditative concentration. Ancient Indian traditions going back at least to the UPanishads recommend that yogis-those devoting themselves wholeheartedly to the practice of meditation-sit on such skins as a way
of insulating themselves from disruptive, earth-transmitted energies,
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and this advice is still f o l l d today. Successful meditation drpnds
vuy much on bemg able to conml and dircnom's mend and physical energies, which is difiicult if not impossible to do if we are continually distracted by outside forces. This is also why the full crosslegged position is recommended; together with other aspects of the
meditation posture it helps center our energies and focus them inward. Even though our main intention is to reach out and help others,
it is still vitally important to keep our own inner resourcespro&.
We cannot realistically hope to benefit others if we ourselves are
buffeted back and forth by the s h h n g currents of worldly energy.
As was the custom with ancient Indian royalty, Avalokiteshvara
is dressed in silken robes and adorned with various jeweled ornaments, such as bracelets, neckhas and the like, symbohmg his mastery of the perfections of generosity, morality and so hrth. In the
manner of a prince he wears his black hair long, some of it piled hlgh
on his head and the rest flowing down to his shoulders. This indicates that just as a prince is the son of and heir to a myal king, h
bodhisattva is the spiritual son and heir to the kmg-like buddhas.
Upon his head is a c m adorned with five variously mlored jewels18
representing the five buddha hnilies, about which more will be said
in Chaptr b.
He is seatd within a traqmmt aura and the artist
has placed him in a peaceful scene of hills and lakes.
With his compassionate gaze Avalokiteshvara looks upon the beings in all realms of cyclic existence with the h d t wish that they
be separated h m whatever mental and physical sufkring they may
be experiencing. Each syllable of his mantra is directed towards a
specific realm and is visualized, according to some practices, in the
color that corresponds to that realm, as hllows:

OM
MA
NI
PAD
ME
HUM

white
P n
yeflow
blue
red
black

gods
dermgods
humans
animals
Prem
hell-beings

When the practitioner of Avalokiteshvara recim the mantra, he or
she visualizes that appropriately colored hght radiates to the beings
in each realm and, after pactfylng their particular suffering, guide
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them along the path to liberation and full enlightenment.19
Like visual images,mantras work on several &rent levels simdtaneously. On the most basic vibrational level they derive their
from their very sound. Having arisen from the deep experiences of
enlightened beings, these "words of power" are imbued with enlightening inspiration and blessings?o Reciting OM MANZ PADME
HUM with strong frith is therehre extraordinarily e M v e in countering the negative forces dragging us down into the recurring miseries of the six sarnsaric realms.
In addition to the sheer power of its sound, a mantra is also effective in terms of the various ways its meaning can be understood. In
the case of OM MAN1 PADME HUM, all of the 84,000 teachings
traditionally ascribed to Shakyamuni Buddha can be explained in
terms of these six syllables. One of the many ways of understanding their meaning follows.21
Because the syllable OM, which appears at the opening of nearly
all mantras, is composed of three elements in the o r i d Sanskrit,
it stands for the three doors of our present body, speech and mind.
MANI literally means "jewel" and stands for an enhghtened being's
compassionate method; just as the legendary wish-fulfilling jewel
has the power to satisfy our desire for wealth, compassion fulfillsthe
desire of all beings to be separated from suffering. PADME is derived h m "padma," meaning "lotus," and here symbolk the wisdom of ultimate reality; just as a lotus is unstained by the mud out
of which it grows, wisdom is unstained by all hindering conceptions
of inherent self-existence. Finally, the syllable HUM is made up of
five elements representing the five firdies of buddhas into which
our ordinary mental and physical constituents, or aggregates, are
transformed when full enlightenment is achieved (see Plate 9).
The mantra OM MA NI PADME HUM can therefore be interpreted as follows: through the blessings of Guru Avalokitshvara and
the combined practice of method and wisdom, our ordinary body,
speech and mind are transformed and we attain the full enlightenment of the five buddha families.
During the Metime of Shakyamuni Buddha, Avalokiteshvara
d e s t e d as one of his major bodhlsattva disciples. In thls capacity he plays an important role in many of Buddha's discourses, es-
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pecially in the okn-recited and much-studied Hean Sutra. There
he is the main speaker, inspired by Buddha to explain to the arhat
Shariputra and a large gathering of lay and ordained disciples h w
a bodhkttva gains direct insight into the ultimate nature of reality:

. . .Shariputra, whatever son or daughter of the lineage
wishes to engage in the profound perfection of wisdom
should look pedatly like this: subsequently looking perfectly and correctly at the emptiness also of the five aggregates. Form is empty; emptiness is form. Emptiness is
not other than fonn; form also is not other than emptiness.
Likewise, feeling, discrimination, compositional hctors
and consciousness are empty. Shariputra, like this all
phenomena are merely empty, having no characteristics.
They are not produced and do not cease. They have no
defilement and no separation from defilement. They have
no decrease and no increase. . . .
Therefore,Shariputra. . .,bdhisathas rely on and abide
in the perfection of wisdom; their minds have no obstructions and no fear. Passing utterly beyond perversity, they
attain the final nirvana. Also, all the buddhas who reside
perfectly in the three times having relied upon the perfection of wisdom became d a t and complete buddhas
in the state of unsurpassed, perfect and complete enlightenment .Z2
In another sutra Shakyamuni himself declared that for many ages
Avalokiteshvara had a special relationship with the snowy land of
Tibet, and prophesied that in f u m he would subdue its barbarous
inhabitants and lead them along the path to enlightenment. AU this
would be the result of the vow that Avalokiteshvara had made long
ago in the presence of the thousand buddhas of this fortunate eon.
In that vow he stated his compassionate intention: "May I be able
to establish in emancipation all the living beings in the barbaric Land
of Snow, where
are so hard to discipline and none of the buddhas of the three times has stepped. . . . May I be able to mature and
emancipate them, each accordmg to hls own way. May that gloomy,
barbaric country become bnght ,like an island of pxvcious jwels .'' 2
Shakyamuni also related how Avalokiteshvara took mirac-
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ulous birth from a shaft of light that emanated from the heart of
Amitabha Buddha (Plate 10), lord of the Joyous Pure Land of the
W,and &rmed
into a xadiant lotus. Within this lotus the buarmed incarnation of Avalokiteshvarawas discovered, and Amitabha
predicted that this would be the aspect to subdue the Tibetans.
In h n t of Amitabha, his spiritual hther, Avalokiteshvata qeated
his vow to work unceasingly for the w e k of all beings. So strong
was his compassionate motivation that he declared, "Until I relieve
all living beings, may I never, even for a moment, feel like giving
up the purpose of others h r my own peace and happiness. If I should
ever think about my own happiness, may my head be cracked into
ten pieces. . .and may my body be split into a thousand pieces, like
the petals of a lot~s."24Thereafter he entered a profound state of
meditative absorption in which he remained uninterruptedly for a
very long time. Single-pointedlyhe recited the six-syllablemantra,
directing his compassionate intention to each and every sentient being, wishing that all of them would be free of their suffixing.
When he finally arose from his deep absorption and surveyed the
Land of Snow, he was bitterly disappointed to realize that he had
in fact helped only a minute number of beings out of their misery;
the vast majority remained trapped within their delusions as before.
In despemtion he called out, "What is the use? I can do nothing for
them. It is better h r me m be happy and peaadd myself." No sooner
had these words passed his lips than, by the power of his previous
vow, his head split into ten pieces and his body inm a thousand, filling
the dejected bodhisama with unbearable pain.
Avalokiteshm cried out to Amitabha, who immediately a p w
before him. The Buddha of the West looked lovingly at his son and
told him not to despair:

All circumstances come from cooperative causes
Conditioned at the moment of intent.
Every fortune which arises to anyone
Results from h s own former wish.
Your powerful expression of supplication
Was praised by all the buddhas;
In a moment of time
The truth will certainly a~pear.2~
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Then Amitabha restored Avalokiteshvara's broken body, transfiguring his tom flesh into a thousand hands,each with its own wisdom eye. Similarly he transformed the shattered pieces of his head
into ten faces, nine of them peaceful and one wrathful, so that he
could look in all directions simultaneously and reach out compassionately and forcefully to all beings. Finally, to show how pleased
he was with his heart-son, he c m e d the bodhisattva's ten faces
with a replica of his own. In this way the eleven-faced, one-thousand
armed aspect of Avalokiteshwa that is so widely loved by the Tibetan
people came into being. This deity is represented in Plate 6 where,
in addition to the jewel, rosary and lotus of the four-armed version,
he is shown holding a vase, bow and wheel and malung the mudra
of bestowing mlizations. (It should be noted that in some illusuations, hr the sake of clarity, only eght of Avalokitshvara's one thousand hands are shown; in more detailed renderings, the remaining
992 hands are in the mudra of bestowing realizations and reach out
in all dkctions, forming a circular design.) It is this aspect of
Avalokiteshvara that is the central figure in the h t m g and punfication practice known as nymg-my, whose lineage is mced back to
the fully ordained Indian nun known in Tibet as Gelongma Palmo.
Avalokiteshvara became and remains the patron deity of Tibet and
his practice was among the very first inmduced there when Buddhism initially entered the Land of Snow from India. The Tibetan
people even claim descent from Avalokiteshvara, who, in the form
of a monkey, is said to have sired the on@ inhabitants of the RDof
of the World. Throughout subsequent Tibetan history the bodhisattva of compassion has appeared in numerous forms to propagate
and d e h d the buddhist teachings and its practitioners. He has been
identified with, among others, the first of Tibet's great ~ehg~ous
kmgs, Songtsen Gampo (617-698);Guru Rinpoche or Wdmasambham, the great Indian master who first brought the Vajmyana teachings to Tibet; Atisha's renowned disciple Drommnpa (1004-1064);
and His Holiness Gyalwa k m a p a , the head of the Kagyu tradition of Tibetan Buddhism.
Most especially it has been through the lineage of successive Daki
Lamas that Avalokiteshvara's compassionate influence has p o d
into Tibet. And now, with the w i d s p d activities of His Holiness
the Fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, this influence is radi-
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ating out fir beyond the boundaries of occupied Tibet to all corners
of this suife-tom world. To request the long life of this eminently
compassionate being so that the world may continue to benefit from
his enlightened presence, it has been the custom for Tibetans to recite daily the following four-line prayer, a prayer now recited by an
ever-growing number of devotees from other lands as well:
In the heavenly realm of the snowy mountains,
The source of all happiness and help for beings
Is Tenzin Gyatso: Avalokiteshvara in person.
May his life be secure for hundreds of
To conclude, the following stanzas of request are taken from a
popular practice centered upon this figure of universal compassion:
Noble Avalokiteshvara, treasure of compassion,
Together with your retinue, please listen to me.
May you quickly rescue me and my fithers and mothers,
The six kinds of beings, h m d,nmmmgin samszlla's ocean.
I request that we may quickly attain
The profound and vast bodhichitta.
May all our karma and delusion
Accumulated since beginningless time
Be purified by the nectar of your compassion.
With your outstretched hands
Please lead us to the Blissful Land.
I request that you and Arnitabha
Become our spiritual masters in all future lifetimes.
Guide us along the noble and flawless path
And quickly lead us to buddhahood .27

MANJUSHRI
Manjushri- Smooth, Glorious, Melodious-is the embodiment of
all the buddhas' inbite wisdom. He is golden orange? in color and
holds the flarmng sword of wisdom in his right hand and in his left
the stem of a lotus flower upon which rests a volume of the Perfixtion of Wisdom sutras (Plate 7). The artist has depicted Uanjushn
as manifesting in the sphere of limitless space as a way of symbolizing the clear, unobstructed nature of thisdeity's omniscient mind.
All the attributes of Manjushri point to the wisdom that he personifies.His doubledged sword cuts h u g h obscuring layers of
misconception and discriminates accumtely between the independent way thmgs mistakenly appear to exist and the interdependent
way they actually do exist. The PetjicrtOn of Wtsdant SW he holds,
treasured as Buddha's most prohund statement on the ultimate nature of reality, is a further indication that Manjushri's penetrating
insight is of the hlghest order. It is said that the two m t pwerful
ways of developing wisdom oneself= to study thesephund sutras
and to meditate upon Manjushri. It is the custom of Tibetan school
children, and also of monks and nuns, to mite the mantra of Manjushri the first dung each morning and to repeat over and over the
seed-syllable DHZH that embodies the essence of his wisdom.
As in the case of Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri has been identified
with many of the important patrons and gurus instrumental in
spreadmg and presewing the buddhist dharma in Tibet.
Trisong Detsen (742-798), who invited Padmasambhava (Plate 27)
from India to establish Vajrayana Buddhism in Tibet, is considered
to have been an incamation of Manjushri, as were the great NYingma
lama Longchen Rabjampa, the Sakya Pandita (Plaa:28) and the Geluk master Je Tsong Khapa (Plate 3 l).
Manjushri not only plays an impomt mle in many of Shakyamuni
Buddha's philosophical discourses, but he figures prominently in
myths and legends that originated in Buddha's t h e and are still
widely known today. One of the most h o u s of thsc relaa~how
Maqushri drained the Kathmandu Vally of Nepal and made it suitable for human habitation and the spread of the buddhadhmm.
Ags ago, seated in meditation on the Five-Rrked Mountain in
China that is his home:9 the bodhisattva Manjushn became aware
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of the Nepal Valley and the lake of pure water which filled it. It was
in this lake that a previous buddha had planted the root of a lotus
which eventually grew into an enormous thousand-petaled blossom,
and it was upon this lotus that the dazzling light known as
Svayambhu Dharmadhatu-the Self-created Sphere of Ultimate
Reality-miraculously appeared.
Arising from his meditation, Manjushri came to the valley, taking with him his sword Chanda Hasa, "the Dreadful Laugh." At
a place called Turte Mountain, he cleft the earth with his powerful
sword, thereby allowing the water of the lake to drain away to the
south. Then, in order to make amends to T d e Mountain fbr carviDg
into it in this way, he established a shrine there in honor of
Avalokiteshvara so that in the future the site would become a place
of homage.
As the water drained out of the valley a hill known as Diamond
Peak appeared bearing the lotus and hght of Svayambhu. In a later
epoch this miraculous Light was enshrined in a stupa to preserve it
hr incmsmgly degenerate future generations. The Svayambhu Stupa
is still one of the main pilgrimage centers in Asia and the site has
been visited by a succession of outsmding buddhist masters beginning with Shakpmuni himseIf. When the great Indian mahasiddha
Nagarjuna later went there, he recovered the Perjiectim of Wisdom
Sutm that had been entrusted to the naga king living beneath Diamond Peak; thereafter he disseminated these precious Mahayna
tea~hmgswidely, bringing about a renaissance of buddhist thought
and pmctice throughout the Indian subcontinent and beyond.
Another popular story set during Shakyamuni's lifetime tells of
Manjushri's encounter with a group of Buddha's disciples who were
on the verge of achieving nirvana, the self-liberation of arhatship.
Confronting them he declared his belief that there was something
far more worthy to strive after than mere self-libemtion, namely the
full awakening of buddhahood. Then he told them about the compassionate bodhichitta motivation and taught them the path leading to enlightenment for the sake of others. The disciples were very
upset to hear the goal of their intense practice, nirvana, relegated to
an inferior status and retaliated by maligning the bodhisattva path
Manjushri had just revealed to them. As a result of the anger they
generated towards this exalted teaching, their previous realmtions

degenerated and, not only did thcy fail to a c k arhatship, but after their deaths they were reborn in a suffering lower realm!
The bodhisattva Vajrapani (Plate 8), astounded by what he had
witnessed, went directly to Shakyarnuni Buddha and asked the Ornniscient One to explain the meaning of Manjushri's actions.
Shakyamuni answered him by saying, "What you saw was an example of Manjushri's great compassionate wisdom. Had those disciples achierred nirvana it would have d e n eons tio awaken them h m
the bliss of their self-liberation so that they could work h r the benefit of others. Because of Manjushri's intervention, however, when
these disciples emerge from their sdering rebirth-having burnt
up and purified the harmful e k t s of their anger and n m mindedness-the imp&on of the bodhkattvapath placed on their
consciousnests will arise stmngly in their mirads. Following this path
they will achieve full enhghtenrnent swiftly, thereby bringing supreme benefit not only to themselves but to countless others as
well."3"
Thtse shories help illustratethe ways in whlch Manjushri's enlighte n d wisdom o&rs protection from what are often referred to as the
"two fears,' ' those of samsara and nirvana. Concerning the former,
all the frightening mental and physical sufkrings in the six realms
of cyclic existence are the result of negative karma-those desuuctive, non-virtuous actions that propel us involuntarily from one unsatishctory state to another. As illustrated in the Wheel of Life, all
such negative actions are motivated by the delusions-m, hatred,
jealousy and the like-which are themselves rooted in our ignorance
of the way thmgs exist. Manjushri's sword of wisdom destroys the
$Ise and misleading conceptions hbricated by this root ignorance,
thereby o&nng ultimate protection from the fearsof cyclic existence.
As h r the second of the two fears-those of ninana, or solitary
pace-at first sight this appears o involve a serious contra&ction
in terms. After all, what is there to fear when the root cause of all
personal -S
has been eliminated b m r ? As the story of Manjushri and the would-be arhats shows, what is f i d u l a b u t the pexe
of self-liberation is not one's own sufliring-br this has been totally
eradicated-but rather the way this blissful liberation breeds complacency and indifikrence to the suffering of others. Such indifference is the very antithesis of the compassionate W c h t t a moti-
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vation to gain enhghtenment for the sake of benefiting others. Manjushri's insightfid attitude, imbued as it is with this compassionate
motivation, never loses sight of the welfare of those who, like ourselves, wish only to be happy and to escape from suffering. This
altruistic attitude guards us from the "fear" of striving for our own
release to the neglect of all other self-imprisoned beings.
To conclude, the following are verses of praise to Manjushri often recited at the beginning of dharma teachings to invoke the inspiration of enlightened wisdom:
Salutations to my guru and protector Manjushri,
Who holds to his breast a scriptural text
Symbolic of his knowledge of all things to be known;
Whose understanding shines forth as the sun,
Unclouded by defilements or traces of ignorance;
Who teaches in sixty ways,
With the patient love of a fither for his only child,
All creatures caught in the prison of samsara,
Confused in the darkness of their ignorance,
Overwhelmed by their suffering.
You, whose dragon thunder arouses us from the stupor of
our defilements
And frees us from the chains of our karma;
Whose powerful sword of wisdom hews down suffering
wherever it appears and clears away the darkness of all
ignorance;
I entreat you, 0 Manjushri,
Whose princely body is adorned with all 112 signs of a
buddha;
Who has completed the ten stages
Achieving the highest perfection of a bodhisattva;
Who has been pure from the beginning:
I entreat you to remove the darkness from my mind.
Illuminate the darkness enclosing my mind.
Enable me to receive sure insights into the texts.
Enlighten me with the brilliance of your wisdom,
0 Manjushri, all-loving

Vajrapani-He with a Diamond Scepter in Hand-is the embodiment of all the buddhas' infite power and is the first meditational
deity in this series to be represented in wrathful fonn. As befits a
figure symbohng enhghtened power or energy, Vajmpani is shown
in Plate 8 in a standmg, active posture rather than in the accustomed
seated meditation pose. He is deep-blue in color and wears a tigerskin cloth, emblematic of fearlessness, wrapped m u n d his waist.
Both his hands are in the threatening mudra used for owmming
hindrances, and in his right hand he holds a vajra, or diamond-hard
scepter. Just as the Olympian Zeus brandishes a thunderbolt as a
symbol of his might, Vajrapani wields a vajra symbolic of the enlightened power of full spiritual awakening.
He is adorned not only with jeweled ornaments but also with
snakes of anger, which he controls by the superior force of his compassion. He strides atop a sun disc and displays a wrathful expression, baring hur fhgs. His q e b m , mustache and beard are shaped
like flamesand his long, flowing hair
upwads violently. Vajrapani is endowed with a third eye of wisdom in the center of his
b m and is smunded by flamesof w i s d o m emanating
~
h m
all the pores of his powerful body. The artist has set off this fiercelooking figure dramatically by placing him in a Himalayan setting
amidst snow mountains.
In front of Vajrapani is an eight-spoked wheel of dharrna standing for the eightfold path of Buddha's teachmgs. The wheel also indicates that the dharma of enhghtened beings is not static but m m
fbm one culture m another, skillfully adopting new hrms to express
the eternal truths of the suffering nature of cyclic exismce and the
from recurring misery to true liberation and e&htpaths leaenment .
Buddhahood brings to fruition the thlee essential qualitis of mpassion, wisdom and power, the last of which is also fed m as
skillful means. The necessity of cultivating all t k to fdfU one's
altruistic intention to benefit others is illusmted by the following
analogy. Suppose that we were to witness an accident in which a
young boy fills into a river and is in danger of m.
Even if the
child is not ours it is very easy to develop compassion for hbe-
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cause there effortlessly arises in us the heartfelt wish that he be mcued as quickly as possible. We may also have a clear understanding of what caused the danger and what must be done to save the
boy from it, and this understanding itself is a form of wisdom. But
if we are crippled or weakened by disease or hindered in any other
way,all our compassion and wisdom will be to no avail; there is no
way we can be of any real help to the boy.
In a similar Eashion, if we are to be of true benefit to all beings we
need more than compassion for their suffering and the clear wisdom
that penetrates the cause of that suffering; we need to be endowed
with the skill and ability required to put our compassion and wisdom into action. This entails, among other things, knowing the
predispositions of those we are to help and having an intuitive understanding of which approach will bring about the intended benefit most effectively. If we are unskillful, then despite our good intentions, it is easy to make matters worse than they already =.
Therefore, along with the compassion and wisdom personified by
Avalokiteshvm and Manjushri, the bodhisattva practitioner must
cultivate the power and skillful means of Vajrapani.
Because each individual has his or her ownp&positions, karmic
ohscurationsand so fbrth, no one methd-no matter how pmh~ndwill work best fbr everyone. The truly SW
guide, therefbre, sometimeshas to resort to unorthodox means to tame the minds of others,
as when Sha@muni gave Lamchung the menial task of sweeping
the temple floor as his sole spiritual practice. In another example,
Buddha once told a monk who was having trouble with his p m tices that, instead of sitting in the traditional cross-legged position,
he should lie down when meditating. With his clairvoyance he saw
that this particular disciple still had strong imprints left over fmm
previous Lives as a cow and that a reclining position would therefore
be more suitable for him. Finally, mention can be made of a contemporary master who was asked why he told some of his discipls
to do one thing while he told others to do exactly the opposite. He
replied, "When I see someone going too far over to the left I say,
'Go to the right.' And when I see someone too far over to the right
I say, 'Go to the left.' Whether I say 'left' or 'right' I am in fact trying to guide all of them down the center of the same path."32
of t k examples demonstrate the skillful means Vajrapani ~ p m e n t s .
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As for the bodhisattva disciple of Shakyamuni Buddha named
Vajrapani, many stories are told of the powerful means he used
to promote and protect the teachmgs. On one famous occasion
Shakyarnuni was seated at Vultures' Peak near Rajagriha, the site
where he delivered the Perfection of Wisdom sutras. At that time
his jealous cousin Devadatta rolled a large boulder down the hill
in an attempt to assassinate him.Just as the huge stone was about
to crush Buddha, Vajrapani used his immense powers to split it
in two so that pieces of the boulder fell harmlessly to either side.
In recognition of Vajrapani's powerful abilities, Shakyamuni entrusted him with the protection of the tantras, those powerful Vajrayana teachings capable of guiding qualified disciples to full enlightenment in even one short lifetime. As protector of these
precious and esoteric tantric teachings, Vajrapani is sometimes referred to by the title "Lord of the Secret."
It should be noted that Vajrapani is not always represented in
wrathful form. His peaceful form may be found, for example, in
certain practices centering on the female long-life deity Ushnisha
Vijaya (Figure 8), in which she is visualized as flanked on her right
by a two-armed Avalokiteshvara and on her left by a peaceful emanation of Vajrapani. Just as we worldly beings cloak our essentially
pure nature in a vast number of different emanations, so too does
the enlightened impulse take on different manifestations in order
to reach out to beings most effectively. Thus the very richness and
variety of Vajrayana images are themselves examples of the skillful means that Vajrapani embodies.
As was the case for both Avalokiteshvara and Manjushri, certain important figures in the religious history of Tibet have been
recognized as emanations of Vajrapani. Among these is the ninthcentury dharma king Ralpachen who greatly furthered the cause
of Buddhism by standardizing the Tibetan terms used to translate the original Sanskrit dharma texts. The great Sakya lama Drogon Chagna Dragpa is also consided an emanation of Vajrapani,
as is Je Tsong Khapa's famous disciple Khedrub Je, who is often
depicted with a slightly w r a W expression demonstratinghis kinship with the fierce Lord of the Secret.
The superior qualities of Vajrapani are summarized in the following verses of prostration taken from the daily practice of this
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fierce meditational deity:
The unified power of all Supreme Beings
Has appeared as Vajrapani, Lord of the Secret.
The mere remembrance of his glorious name awakens
the pure, indestructible energy
And eliminates completely all negative karma,
Delusion, harm and every obstruction.
To the holder of the Secret Treasure I p r ~ s t r a t e ? ~
The essence of the bodhisattva path emerges through the following verses by the Thirteenth Dalai Lama in which the seeker
of enlightenment is likened to a warrior, a fit image for the spiritual
aspirant, whose Avalokiteshvara-like compassion and Manjushrilike wisdom must be complemented by the development of
Vajrapani-like power and skill:
Bodhisattvas are like the mightiest of warriors;
But their enemies are not common foes of flesh and bone.
Their fight is with the inner delusions,
The afflictions of self-cherishing and ego-grasping,
Those most terrible of demons
That catch living beings in the snare of confusion
And cause them forever to wander in pain, frustration
and sorrow.
Their mission is to harm ignorance and delusion, never
living beings.
These they look upon with kindness, patience and
empathy,
Cherishing them as a mother cherishes her only child.
They are the real heroes, calmly facing any hardship
In order to bring peace, happiness and liberation to the
world?4

3 The Five Buddha Families
The attainment of a buddha's enhghtenment involves a most profound transformation: an alchemical transmutation of our base,
egocentric limitations into the golden mdiance of universal love and
understanding. But how is such a dramatic transformation to come
about? Accorchg to the advanced teachings of the Vajrayana, the
answer lies within the very delusions that are presently keeping us
imprisoned and unfdfXled. As the system symbolized by the buddhas of the five fhilies meals, the same knotted energy that feeds
the poisonous delusions, when unknotted, empowers the various
transcendent wisdoms of the enlightened mind.
The Vajrayana system of spiritual transformation as illustrated by
the Five Buddha Famdies (Figure 7 and Plate 9) makes us aware of
the profound diffmnces between the egocentric and thoroughly unsatishctory state of our orchary consciousness and the open, fully
evolved state of enhghtened consciousness. Paradoxically, it also
makes us aware that beneath the superficial obscurations v e h g our
mind there exists an essential nature that is in no way different from
the essential nature of the Awakened Ones.

Figuw 7: Ninna~kayaaspects of the buddhas of the five fkd.iiesl
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Table l: Attributes of the five buddha W e s
hand
W y

head

COI~SOR

direcuon color

vajra
(diamond
scepwr)
ratna
(i-1)
padma
(lotus)
karma
(action)
buddha

Vairochana

Lochana

east

gesture

white

teachmg

yellow

giving

red
gnxn

meditation
protection

blue

earthtouchmg

O>omm>
Ramasambhava
Arnitabha

Vairadhatvishvari
Pandm-

vasin
Amoghasiddha
Akshobhya

Tm
Mamaki

south
(left)
west
(top)
north
(right)
center

The link between the limiting delusions and the enhghtened
wisdom-energy into which they are transformed can be illustrated
most directly through the medium and experience of color? It is well
known that color influences our moods and that changmg the color
of our s m u n m can have a pmfound effect on our smte of mind.
Color also expresses our emotions, as when we say that we are green
with envy or feeling blue. What is also true, but not always imrnediately apparent, is that our moods af6ect how W acperienoe color. For
example, the blue sky that appears bright and sparwhen we
are happy may seem dull or harsh when we are depressed.
Vajrayana art and the practices of creative visualization in which
it is used are very much concerned with this intimate relationship
betwen color and states of mind. It is not by chance or artistic whim,
h r example, that the figum presented in thisvolume axt all depicted
in pure, bright colon. To have toned them down or mixed them
might have brought these paintings more in line with certain westem aesthetic conventions, but this would have inevitably deprived
these images of their characteristic power. And it is precisely in their
power-their ability to assist and embody the vansfbrmation from
conditioned existence to enhghtened wisdom-that their s p e d value
lies.

SAMBHOGAKAYA ASPECTS OF
THE BUDDHAS OF THE FTVE FAMILIES
The colors of the five buddha families provide a valuable key for understanding on a direct, intuitive level what is involved in the process of spiritual transformation (see Plate 9). V a k h a n a (the Illuminator), for example, is white, which in the Vajrayana is the color
associated with both the element of water and the delusion of anger. Just as the color white can be either cloudy or bright, and just
as water can be muddy or clear, so too can the energy underlying
anger be expressed destructively or beneficially. The practices associated with Vairochana and the deities of the vajra family are
designed to tap anger's energy and redirect it in the most beneficial
manner possible-along the path to full awakening.
Ordinarily we become angry in response to disappointment, insult, aggression and the like; an aspect of our supposedly solid egostructure is threatened in some way and suddenly we experience a
great upsurge of energy directed against that threat. The results are
generally very destructive-screaming, fighting, even killing-but
the aroused energy itself is not negative. If it is released from feeding the neurotic syndrome of anger, its enormous power is free to
work a dramatic change on our state of consciousness. Our mind,
which previously might have been as cloudy and listless as stagnant
water or as turbulent as a whirlpool, suddenly becomes remarkably clear and concentrated, its mirror-like quality enhanced so that
things previously hidden from it are now reflected vividly and distinctly. This increase in our level of awareness is brought about not
by denying or suppressing anythmg essential to our nature. On the
contrary, it results from gaining control over our mind's fundamental
energies and using them to break through the limiting and selfdestructive habit patterns born from ignorance and insecurity.
The transformational practices of the remaining four firdies of
buddhas can also be undersrood as untying the egocentrically knotred
habit patterns of their respective delusions and freeing their underlying energies for constructive purposes. Ratnasambhava (the Jewelborn) works on our miserliness and arrogant pride, the defensive attitude that tries to cloak its insecurity within the imposing disguise
of self-aggrankment or haughty aloofness. Such pride cuts us off
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hrn others and it is the function of the i dM y to turn this
flow attitude inside out so that the rich golden lght of open-hearted
generosity is allowed to radiate evenly to all.
Table 2: Transformation and the five buddhas
buddha

element aggregate

Vairochana
water
Ratnasambhava earth

Arnitabha
fire
Amoghasiddha wind
Akshobhya

space

form

delusion

anger
klmg
pride,
miserliness
discernment a mhment
compitio- jealousy
nal ficmrs
conscious- stupidity
ness

trammuht
wisdom3

mirror-like
equanimity
.

. .

-tin€!
all-

accomplishmg
all-

encompassing

In a similar fashion the lotus family of Arnitabha (Infinite Llght)
works with the energy of deluded attachment. The color red
represents the burning passion we feel for desirable objects, whether
people or things, and this intense passion is o k n so all-consuming
that we are blinded by it. Through the agency of Amitabha and the
deities of his W y , this blinchg passion is transmutd into the clearsighted warmth of true loving compassion as we escape fiom the selfish demands of ego and turn our concern towards the w e k of
others. Such altruism is exemplified by Avalokiteshvara, one of the
fbremost members of Amitabha's lotus W y and the very pemnification of enlightened compassion.
As for jealousy, when this extxtmely destructive emotion arises,
it eats away at our insides and we feel as if we were rurmng green.
We become so obsessed with the object of our jealousy that our attention involunarily focuses on it narrowly, scrutinizing it in every
detail. While our jealousy lasts, nothing else seems to exist. But
is also the color of abundant growth, the selfless outpouring of
Mother Nanue, the continual replenishment of li6e in all its myriad
hrm~.
This same inexhaustibleenergy rsides at the core of our
but IDrelease it we must first d k c t our attention away h m the gnaw-

m
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ing concerns of our petty ego. This we can do by relying on the pmtices of the action W y of Arnoghasiddha (Unobstructed Accomplishment), enablmg us to accomplish whatever is necessary to bnng
about benefit for others.
Finally there is the family of Akshobhya (the Immovable) whose
blue color symbolizes spaciousness and the all-encompassing wisdom that directly comprehends the ultimate d t y of all phenomena.
Just as apparently substantial clouds are observed to arise from and
eventually dissolve back into the clear blue sky, so too our supposedly concrete conceptions of ''this '' and ''that '' arise from and dissolve back into the clear, unobstructed nature of the mind itself. In
the open, spacious view of wisdom all notions of separate selfhood
are seen as illusory. But to the mind conditioned by ignorance this
spaciousness poses a grave threat. We become terrified that we shall
be swallowed up and annihilated in a vast, amorphous nothingness,
and in fear of this we cling to our individual ego-identity more and
more desperately. Seeking to protect ourself, we turn away from
everydung that might be a threat to our fragde ego and sink into a
dull-blue stae of mw-minded stupidity. For enlightenment to be
achieved, the energy supporting this frightened stupidity must be
liberated and allowed to radiate outward until it becomes as expansive as space itself. This is accomplished through the practice of
Akshobhya, the buddha of the all-encompassing center?

Of the five buddhas just mentioned, arguably the most popular is
Amitabha, head of the lotus Eunily (Plate 10).His name means "infinite light' ' and he is the principal buddha of Sukhavati, the Blissful Pure Land of the West. (In another context he is the embodiment of the enhghtened speech of all the buddhas, with Vairochana
representing enhghtened form and Akshobhya enhghtened mind.)
Amitabha's body is the color of the setting sun and he sits in meditation posture, his hands resting in his lap holdmg a begging bowl
filled with nectar. He is shown here wearing the robes of a monk and
appearing within a sphere of rainbow hght supported by clouds.
As visitors to the Orient or to galleries of Far Eastern art will atbest, Amitabha is one of the most widely venmaoed figures in the Buddhism of China, Korea and Japan. The main m n for thls is the
known
popularity in these countries of a b m of worship and p&
as Pure Land Buddhism, of which Amitabha is the focus. Follawers
of this system center their devotion upon Amitabha in the belief that
after death they will be born in his presence in Sukhavati. This pure
land is outside the suffering realms of o d m a q cyclic existence and
all conditions there are conducive for one's eventual attainment of
enlightenment. As is stated in the sutras upon which this devotional
form of buddhist practice is based: even the sound of the wind and
the songs of the birds in Sukhavati proclaim the dharma for the benefit of those fortunate enough to be born there.
Shalqamuni Buddha d e d that the pure land of Sukhavaticame
into existence as the result of the stainless motivation and p m practices of Amitabha when, long ago, he was known as the bodhisattva
Dhamakam. This was at the time of Buddha Lokeshvararaja, in the
presence of whom Dhannakara declared:
When I have attained buddhahood, if those beings who
are in the ten quarters, after they have heard my name,
should direct their thoughts to my c o u w and should
plant their roots of merit and should bring them to maturity with their serene thoughts, and wish to be born in my
country-if they should not accomplish [their desire], rnay
I not obtain the perfect knowledge?
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Having made this vow on behalf of all beings, Dharmakara performed the duties of a bodhisattva for many eons. So great was his
accumulation of merit that wherever he was born he gave forth the
pleasing f i q p n c e of incense, was surrounded by riches and was able
to emanate fbod and drink mit.aculously from his body. When eventually he achieved 111enlightenment as Amitabha his s m u n k
spontaneously transformed into Sukhavati, the western paradise, a
land of unimaginable mdiance and beauty.
It is into this pure land that, after their death in this world, the
fiithful devotees of Amitabha are born. Seated upon lotus blossoms
they receive teachings from Amitabha himself and from the countless other buddhas inhabiting this realm. Experiencing none of the
sufXerings of cyclic existence and forever freed from having to tale
lower rebirth, these fortunate beings p r o p s irreversibly towards
enlightenment and eventually attain buddhahood.
One of the main sums studied by followers of Pure Land Buddhism gives instructionson how to visualize Amitabha, his entourage,
Sukhavati and all the splendors of that Ralmin pqwation for death.
Along with other s u m it also recommends the recitation of the rnantra of Amitabha, which according to some schools is itself sufficient
to bring about rebirth in Sukhavati.
Generally spealung, the main requirement for successful practice
is hith in and devotion to Amitabha and this accounts h r the m e n dous popularity of pure land practices among lay people in the Far
East. There are temples in Japan, for instance, where the priests
themselves follow the more rigorous and demanding path of Zen
meditation while teaching devotion to Amitabha to those who come
for worship.
It would be a mistake to infer from this that pure land practices
are somehow inferior, or only fit for the simple- minded multitudes.
Even authorities on more austere forms of practice have stated that
a greater number of people benefit from the path of devotion than
from more intellectually demanding disciplines. Furthermore, as
with other buddhist teachings, there are many levels on which the
pure land practices can be followed. The story is told of a learned
monk who encountered an old woman reciting the mantra of
Amitabha as she walked along. "Where are you going?" he asked
her. "To Sukhavati" was the reply. "Then tell me, Granny," the
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monk inquired in a moclung tone fullof condescension, "where is
this Sukhawti?" The old woman pointed to her heart and the monk,
impmsed by this simple woman's understandmg, bowed to her in
lw"=ct.
Practices leadmg to a pure land =birth are not exclusive to the Far
East, nor do they all enter upon Amitabha. They are, in h,
a usual
feature of many of the Vajrayana methods that evolved in India and
spread to Nepal, Tibet and elsewhere. The most advanced of these
methods are capable of leadug the qualified and determined practitioner to full enlightenment within this very lifetime. However, it
is recognized that of those engaging in these profound techniques,
only a few will be able to bring them to completion before they die.
Spiritual trainees are therehxe taught how to transk their consciousness at the time of death into a pure land state so that they can continue their p d c s without interruption. For example, the bllcwing
prayer for a pure land rebirth is found at the end of a text dealing
with H e r d Chakmamvara (Plate 22), one of the major deities of
highest yoga mm:
If in this Lfktime I should not achieve the supreme goal,
May I be met at my death by the Lord and his Lady.
Having passed through the clear light of death,
May I be led to Dakini land,
The pure realm of tantric practitioners,
And there may I quickly complete this profound path?
We can see then that there is a strong link between the devotion
to Arnitabha in Far Eastern Pure Land Buddhism and the practice
of transference of c o n r c b s s (Tib. pcrwa) found in the Vajrayana
Buddhism of Tibet. And although in the Tibetan traditions po-wa
is not practiced exclusively in relation to Ami~abha,he is still of major
importance-although it must be said that Avalokiteshm and Tm
(Plata 5 and 1l),his spiritual son and daughter, am even more popular. One commonly recited prayer of the Tibetans, the Greot King
of Pmyets, concludes with the following stanzas:
When the moment of my death arrives
May I remain fiee from spiritual obscuxations;
May I perceive the hce of Amitabha
And transmigrate to Sukhavati, the pure land of joy.
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Having arrived there may I fulfil
All aims of this prayer of aspirations
And benefit the countless living beings
Residing throughout the ten directions.
In the joyous mandala of Amitabha Buddha
May I be &m from a beautiful lotus
And may I there have the pleasure of gaining
A pure prophesy fmm Amitabha himself.
Having won this word of prophesy
By the power of mind may I fill all directions
With many millions of mystical emanations
And bring limitless benefits to the world.
If by reciting this prayer of the sublime ways
I have amassed a tiny fragment of goodness
May it work immediately to fulfill
AU dharmic hopes of the living beings?

4 Enlightened Activity
As the discussion of the five buddha familk illustrafes, the bodhisattva's path involves profound inner transhrmation. Our clouded
delusions must give way to ce
l ar-wedwisdom and our imprisoning
egocentricity to heartfelt concern for others. Concerning the latter,
the tantric text Ofering cu the S p s d Mastet. contains the follwing prayer to the guru:

In brief, infantile bemgs labor h r their own gain only
While buddhas work solely h r others:
Undersmdmg the distinctions between the hults of the
former and the virtues of the latter,
May I be inspired to be able to exchange myself hr others?
This prayer, based on a similar stanza in Shantideva's eighthcentury masterpiece, A Gulde to the Budhisam's Way of Life, underscom the necessity of replacing our nanwv,"inhtile" dfkhess
with an all-encompassing, sympathetic interest in the w e k of
our enothers. Otherwise it will be impossible to awaken and
hghtened potential. If we do notlug to vanquish the inner demon
of seIfcherishmg-the egoistic concern that places our own w e l f k
above all else-we shall, in e m , be condemning ourselves to remain forever imprisoned within the fearful cycle of frustration and
dissatisfktion. Thus again mare fixed with a paradox: the ody
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to achieve our own true happiness is to cease being so obsessed with
it and instead channel our concern towards the happiness of others.
It is not enough merely to wish others to be happy, or even to wish
that we owselves may someday be able to bring them the happiness
they desire. Although such compassionate aspirations are of hatimable importance, it is essential that we translate our intentions
into effective action. Not only should our activities be appropriate
to the needs of othen and suitable to their situation, they should also
suit our own capabilities as well. The W s a t t v a is therefore urged
to cultivate the thought, "May I do for others all that I am able to
do now, and in the future may I be able to do whatever is beyond
my ability at the moment ." Ultimately, the aim is to benefit others
in the spontaneous, efirtless and supremely skillful manner of those
who have achieved full enlightenment.
The relationship between the wish to help others and the activity
that puts this wish into effect is illustrated by a b o u s legend concerning Avalokiteshvara, the embodiment of compassion. Once,
while he was looking down at the pitiable condition of the beings
in the six realms of cyclic existence and wishing that they could be
separated from their recuning misery, he began to weep. His tears
of compassion were so copious that soon a lake formed in front of
him, and from the depths of this lake the goddess Tara suddenly a p
peared? Turning to Avalokiteshvara she said, "Do not cry, for I VOW
to work continuously to remove all beings from their suffering."
From then on, in a multiplicity of forms, T'put Adokitesh~ara's
compassionate wish into practice, caring for each and every being
as a mother does for her only child.
Tara thus represents the enlightened and liberating activity of all
the buddhas. Of her many forms, the two most widely venerated
are Green Tara (Plate 11) and White Tara (Plate 12). The Tibetans
have a special fondness for these two goddesses and idenufy them
with the two wives of Songtsen Gampo, their great religious king,
who himself is considered to have been an ernanation of Avaloki~hvara. These two queens, one Nepalese and the other Chinese, were
instrumental in establishing Buddhism in the Tibetan court during
the seventh century and also in introducing Vajrayana art to the Land
of Snow. Eventually, largely through the work of the Indian buddhist master Atisha in the eleventh century, Tara became one ofthe
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most widely venerated deities in the vast pantheon of Vajrayana
Buddhism.
Just as children call upon their mother for many different kinds
of assistance, devotees of T m invoke her aid in all aspects of lifelove affiirs, childbirth, business ventures, buildmg projects, and so
on without limit. The practices related to White Tara are es-y
effective for lengthening one's lifespan and are therefore widely employed when one's own life or someone else's is felt to be in danger.
Methods h r increasing one's lifespan-ideally to allow more time
for completing the spiritual path-are also found in the practices of
Ushnisha Vijaya (Figure 8) and Amitayus (Plate 13), the Buddha
of Infinite L*. Amitayus is an emanation of Amitabha, the spiritual
father of both Avalokiteshvara and T m , and there are certain p m tices in which the methods of Ushnisha Vijaya, Amitayus and 'Em
are combined into one. In general, the decision as as which practice or combination of practices is to be followed is made by one's
spiritual guide, the guru who is well acquainted with one's needs
and tendencies and can see which approach will prove most effective. Sometimes the guru will even suggest to a sick person which
doctor to consult, for the ability to heal depends not only upon the
doctor's skill but on the prior miiblishrnent of the necessary karmic relationship between doctor and patient, and this is somethmg
that the guru can discern through his or her heightened awareness.
The desire for a long life is related to the universal wish to be free
of ill.ness of every sort, and one of the most powerful ways of overcoming disease is through the practice of the Medicine Buddhas,
chief of which is Bhaishajyaguru Vaiduryaprabha (Plate14), the Healing Master of Lapis Lazuli Radiance. Whether pradced separately
or in the company of the seven other buddhas of h e - o n e of
whom is Shakyamuni himself-the Lapis Medicine Buddha is p t l y
relied upon by Tibetan doctors, many of whom are highly qualified
spiritual masters as well.
In addition to long life and freedom h m disease, one of the main
wishes of all beings, whether they are spiritual practitioners or not,
is for 4 t h . Ordinarily the craving for money and p k o m only
serves to perpetuate dissatisfiction and unhappiness, keeping us
trapped in a cycle of uddjilled desk. As Shakpmuni Buddha and
later masters have pointed out, such cravingis like dnnlung salt water:
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the more we indulge, the thirstier we become. Homer, there is nothing intrinsically evil about wealth, possessions or the like; it is the
motivation to obtain these things that is either harmful or helpful,
destructive or beneficial. Among the many positive impulses that
could motivate the wish for wealth are, for example, the intention
to help the needy, sponsor the publication of dharma texts, m&
donations to monasteries and further one's own or others' spiritual
practice. It is for these and similar aims that there exist practices such
as thaw associated with Vaishravana (Plate 15), the Deity of Wealth.
Even if the ability to extend life, overcome disease, attract wealth
and so forth seems Ear beyond us now, through the blessings of the
guru and our own dedicated practice it is possible to become a conduit allowing such enlightened power to flow through us and out to
others. As our motivation to help others deepens so does the scope
of our abilities increase. No matter how ordmuy our present situation may be, there need be no limit to our altruistic intentions. We
can follow the example of the Tibetan lama who made it his practice to transform all the means of livelihood he encountered into enhghtened activity. Whenever he met a h e r , blacksmith, merchant
and so forth he would take hold of the implements of their trade and
declare, "In the future may I be able to use these very tools to lead
all beings to the happiness of full enlightenment." The beneficial
effect of such a widespread, compassionate motivation is beyond
measure. As it says in the Great King of Pmyets quoted earlier:
May my deeds never reach a limit;
May my qualities of excellence become boundless;
And by abiding in immeasurable activity
May I find buddhahd, the state of limitless manifestation.
Limitless is the extent of space.
Limitless is the number of sentient beings.
And knitless are the karma and delusions of beings.
Such are the limits of my aspirations.

GREEN TARA
Green Tara-the Swift Liberator-is seated upon a lotus arising Gom
the waters of a lake (Plate 1l), just as Tm is said to have arisen from
the compassionate tears of Avalokiteshvara. Her right hand is in the
boon-granting mudra indcating her ability to provide beings with
whatever they desire. Her left hand at her heart is in the mudra of
bestowing refuge: her thumb and ring finger are pressed together
to symbolize the united practice of method and wisdom, and the
remaining fingers are raised to symbolize the Three Jewels of
Refuge-Buddha, Dharrna and Sangha. In each hand she holds the
stem of a blue utpala flower and the three blossoms of each indicate
that Tara, the embodiment of enhghtened activity, is the mother of
the buddhas of the past, present and future.
Tm is dressed in the silken robes of royalty. She wears rainbowcolored stockmgs, a white half-blouse and various jmled ornaments.
The tim fastened in her black hair is adorned with jewels, the centralone a red ruby symbolic of Amitabha, her spiritual father and
the head of her buddha fimily. She is seated in a distinctive posture,
her left leg withdrawn to symbolize her renunciation of worldly passion and her right leg extended to show that she is always ready to
arise and come to the aid of those who need her help. With a warm,
compassionate gaze she looks down upon each sentient being as a
mother regards her only child. Her emerald-green color-related to
the wind element and hence to movement-sides that Tara is the
active principle of compassion, capable of bringing to fruition all activities, mundane or suprarnundane, that bring benefit to others.
As the embodiment of the purity of the wind element, the medium
without which the buddhas would be unable to perform their virtuous deeds, Tara assumes her role as the consort of Am-ddha,
the buddha of all-accomplishing wisdom (see Plate 9 and Table 1).
T m is the principal M e manifestation of enlightenment in the
buddhist tradition. According to her legend, many eons ago as the
l'rincess Jnanachandra (Wisdom Moon) she devoted herself to the
teachmgs of Buddha D u n d u b h i m (Drum Sound)and made copious offerings to that buddha and his entourage. Eventually, as the
result of her untiring practice, she generated the pure, altruistic bo-
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dhichitta motivation for the fust time and thereby became a glorious bodhisattva. At that time some monks, recognizing her great
potential, urged the princess to pray for a transformation that would
allow her to complete her spiritual training as a male. But she rejected this advice, saying,
Here there is no man, there is no woman,
No self, no person, and no consciousness.
Labeling "male" or "female" has no essence,
But deceives the evil-minded world.3

Still, knowing how m advanced female practitioners were,she made
the following adamantine vow: "Until samsat..ais empty, I shall work
for the benefit of sentient beings in a woman's body."
From that time onwards the princess dedicated herself to winning
fulland complete enlightenment. By mastering extremely profound
states of meditative absorption she developed great skills in liberating others and hence her name was changed to Tm, the Savioress.
From her spiritual master she received the prophecy, "As long as
you r n a n h t the uns-sed
enlightenment, you will be known only
by the name of Goddess Tara."
One attribute of Tm that makes her a hvorite of so many devotees is her swiftness in responding to the calls of those who invoke
her. In paintings and poetry she is often depicted as coming to the
immediate aid of those in danger. Because of the widespread protection she g m t s , Tm is often referred to as the One Who Rescues
from the Eight Great Fears. These eight are traditionally listed as
the f w of lions, elephants, fire, snakes, robbers, imprisonment, water and demons, and a typical story relating to Tm's ability to overcome danger without causing harm to anyone is the following:
In a part of Gujarat called Bharukaccha there lived an
extremely wealthy merchant. L o a m his baggage on some
thousand camels and five hundred bulls, he set out for the
country of Maru. On the way, he came to a wilderness
where there lived as many as a thousand bandits. The
whole place was full of the flesh, blood and bones of
the merchants who had come before and had been killed.
So the merchant was very afraid and, as he had no other
prowtor, prayed to Tara. T h e ~ u p o nappeared a measure-

less army of heroes, wieldmg weapons, who wwlc emanations of Tm,and drove the bandits a long way away, but
without l u b g any. Thus the bandits mre dqxmed, while
the merchant went on his way and got back to Bharukaccha safely?
Such traditional tales may seem very removed from our modernday d t y but even nowadays there m many people who tell of bang
m e d by this compassionate goddess. Not long ago, in h,
a4
full of Asian fishermen was in danger of sdung in a fierce storm.
In mponse 00 their cries the merciful goddess Kuan Ym-a Fa.Eastem deity who combines attributes of Tm with those of local
divinities5-appeared and calmed the waves. This magical apparition was seen by many people and a painted version of the incident
has become well known in the East.
The divine intervention in human affairs of a nurturing Mother
Goddess is a recurring feature in cultures both inside and outside
the buddhist tradition? Throughout European history, fbr example, the repeated appearances of the Holy Virgin, the Mother of God,
have had a prohund effect on the lives of b e l i m and non-belkers
alike, and these appearances have continued nght up until thep~lesent
day. Some of the sites where visions of the Virgin Mary have occuned
became and still remain places of h e , attxadng pdgnms from
all over the world. In some cases statues of the Virgin have
miraculously appeared and there are many accounts of their having moved, spoken or shed tears.
These accounts do not differ in any essential detail from the many
repons of similar spontaneous apprances of h in various Asian
cultures. For example, just to the south of the Kathmandu Valley
in Nepal, not Eu from the gorge where Manjushri is said to have
draioed the waters of the primordial lake, is the psite of
Parping. On the side of a hill containing a meditation cave used by
Guru Rinpoche (Plate 27) and close to a b o u s shrine of Vajrap
gini (Plate 24), there is a rock lice out of which a dimage of h
is gradually emerging. This image has gmwn decidedly mo= distinct and detailed over recent years without any apparent assistance
from a sculptor? In the center of Kathmandu itself there is another
shrine containing three dif5erently c o l o d imags of Tara. Accord-
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ing to the priest maintaining this shrine, one of these images flew
by itself from Tibet to Nepal while another has on occasion spoken
to him!

As these and many other mries help demonstxate, the deity known
here as Tm is not limited to appearing in any one foxm; like all fully
enhghtened beings, she d e s t s in whatever guise is most appmpriate to the situation. Her ability to assume a variety of forms to answer a variety of needs is illustrated in the commonly depicted assembly of twenty-one Taras, some of whom m white or yellow and
peaceful while others are dark red or black and extremely wrathful. The following two stanzas of homage, addressed respectively to
the &th and *nth
of these twentyQne goddesses, illustrate the
vastly different ways in which Tara can d e s t herself:
Homage to TURE, extremely fearsome one,
Who completely destroys the chief of demons.
With the wrathful expression on your lotus hce
You slay all foes without exception.
Homage to you who are happy, virtuous and peaceful,
Within the sphere of the peace of nirvana.
Fully endowed with SVAHA and OM,
You completely destroy heavy evil actions?
Tm's ability to assume a wide variety of forms depending upon
the deeds and circumstances of those to be helped is also illustrated
in the following relatively recent story from Tibet:
There was once a lone traveler making his perilous way
a m s the forbidplateau of Tibet. Exhausted and without food he was in immediate danger of losing his lifk when
he came upon a young girl tending a herd of yaks. She took
the weary man into her tent, nursed him back to health
and fed him until his strength returned.
As the man was recovering he observed that the young
girl was alone. Single-handedlyshe was doing the work that
even a number of strong men would have found diflicult.
Eventually he was fit enough to travel again and the girl
sent him on his way with a bag of provisions. Although
it was a long journey the man discovered that the food she
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had given him never ran out until he was back in his own
valley again. Marvehg at all that had happened he
thought, "Perhaps that girl was a d y Tm." When he
went to his lama and told him the story, the lama upbr;llded
him saying, "Of c o r n she was k,you blockhead! How
stupid of you not to recognize her. You must have a smng
connection with her, but if you Rner want to see her again
you had better punfy your delusions and p d c e harder.''9
The assembly of twentyme Tarasis genexally v i m a h d surrounding a Green Tara and prayers incorporating homages to these goddesses are commonly recited by Tibetans as a way of involung their
aid. Dmmtonpa, Atisha's main disciple in Tibet, had a disciple of
his w n who was suffering from a very serious disease. With his
heightened awareness Dromtijnpa xealizd that if t h s man recited
the homages to the twenty-one T m ten thousand times he could
be cured. However the sick man was in no condition to do such a
lengthy and demanding practice, so Dromtonpa consulted Atisha
to see what could be done. Atisha in nun consulted Tm directly and
from her received a five-line prayer incorporating the essence of all
twenty-one hornages and the mantra of T m as well:

OM, I prostrate to the Liberator, the Noble Blessed
Mother.
I prostrate to the glorious Mother who liberates with

TARE,
Who eliminates all fears with TUTTARE,
Who w t s all success with TURE.
To SVAHA and the other syllables we offer greatest
homage?O
This proved effective in healing Dromtonpa's disciple and is still
recited today by Tara's devotees.
Although Tm is invoked by the fiithful to answer even their most
mundane prayers, her supreme benefit lies in guidmg practitioners
along the path to fidl awakening. The obstacles encountered on this
path are mainly internal and thus the eight great fears mentioned
earlier against which Tm offers protection can also be understood
as the delusions obscuring the clear nature of the mind itself*In-
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terpreted in this way these eight fears are our own pride (lion), ignonure (elephant), anger (h),
envy (m.ke),wrong views (mbbers),
avarice (chains), attachment (flood) and doubt (demons). The relation between the outer dangers and these inner obstacles is bmught
out clearly in a hymn of praise to Tm written by the First Dalai Lama
and entitled A C m Ornament for the Wise, one stanza of which
reads:
Protect us from the temfylng lion of pride
Which dwells on the mountain of wrongly held views,
An inflated mentality holding itself as superior
And wielding a claw to belittle the world.ll
The First Dalai Lama was only one of a long line of Indian and
Tibetan masters who devoted themselves to the practice of Tm.
Atisha and T m t h a (whose very name means "Son of Tm") were
twomasters largely responsible for introducing her practice to Tibet,
and other h o u s Indian practitioners who d v e d guidance directly
from her include Nagarjuna, Chandmkirti and Chandragomin. Because of the efforts of these and other adepts, a multitude of methods
are now available for achieving the transcendent state of T m oneself. These methods encompass both the initial and most advanced
forms of tantric practice,' and through them it is possible to achieve
everydung from temporal happiness and well-being to the full enlightenment of buddhahood. There are even special p-wa, or transference of consciousness, practices associated with Green Tara. One
such practice includes the following versa of request concludmg this
section on the divine savioress:
To you, the Noble Guru Mother,
The synthesis of all my gurus,
I make requests for the destruction
Of obstacles, outer and inner.
Oh, please transform me with your blessings
So that I may complete the training
Of the profound path of transference;
Lead me to the supreme pure land!l 3

WHITE TARA
White ?gra (Plate 12) is seated cross-legged on a lotus and moon seat
and holds her hands in the same pose as G m n lira. Her spsia at-

tributes m her seven eyes-the "third eye'' located on her h r e h d
and the other fbur on the palms of her hands and soles of her feet.
Like those of the eleven-ked Avalokimhvara, these eyes allow her
to look upon beings in every d m of existence with clear-sighted
wisdom and heartfelt compassion.
White Tara is specifically associated with practices d q p e d to
lengthen one's lifespan and overcome life-threatening hindrances.
In one such practice she is rekrred to as Yeshin Khorlo, the WishGranting Wheel, and the practitioner strives to identify him- or herself with this deity and thereby punfy all obstacles to longevity:
When I see the signs of untimely death,
May I clearly behold the body of the Wish-Granting
Wheel;
May this destroy the boldness of the Lord of Death
And may I quickly become a deathless Knowledge
Holder.14

This method can also be employed on behalf of someone else whose
life is in danger, in which case the practitioner identifies with ?gra
and visualizes the afflicted person in one's own divine heart, bathed
in punfylng white hght .
Among the Tibetans it is common for a person who is gravely ill
not only to consult a doctor but also m call in someone to recite White
Tara's mantra and perform a related offering ritual (Skt. puja). In
certain severe cases a lama-who himself may be a doctor-will
recommend that the afflicted person sponsor a s p d oneday puja.
Dunng that time there are a specdied number of manm to be recited
and the patient is also instructed to commission the painting of a
White Tara image-or one of the other long-lifedeities-which must
be completed within twenty-four hours. Such an intense one-day
practice accumulates a great store of constructive, meritorious energy
(skt.punya) which, dependmg on many other facton, *m counterbalance and even overtome the destructive and deluded forces at the
m u r e of the disease. In this way it is sometimes possible to bring
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about a cure even when conventional medical treatment has p&
ineffective.
The remarkable ability of a mere image to work such a powerful,
beneficial effect is illustrated in the legend that tells how the first
painting came to be?' In ancient India there was a benevolent king
and one day one of his subjects, a member of the priestly brahmin
caste, appeared before him grief-stricken. He explained that his
young son had died before his time and implored the king to help
bring him back to life. The king then went before Yama, the Lord
of Death, and after paying his respects asked for the life of the brahmin's son. Yarna explained, "His death was not of my doing, but
the result of the exhaustion of his own karma." The king insisted,
but Yama could only reply, ''I am sorry; there is nothing I can do."
Suddenly Brahrna, the wise and pmmful Lord of b t i o n , a p p a d
and said to the king, "Do not blame Yama. Instead, draw a likeness of the brahmin's son and bring it to me.'' When this was done
Brahma blessed the painting and the boy immediately came back
to life. The king who painted this image has, since that time, been
honored as the forerunner of all artists.
From the point of view of the buddhist teachings, the main purpose for wishing to have a long life is to enable one to prngn~sfurther along the path to spiritual fulfillment. As the great Tibetan lama
Marpa the Translator said, if the only thing people are doing with
their liws is giving harm to others and creating negative karma for
themselves, then it would be better if they died sooner rather than
later. The situation for t h w bringing benefit to themselves and othefs
is, of course, just the opposite. Especially in the case of spiritual
guides, the longer they remain alive, the more they are able to lead
others along the path to enlightenment. For this reason disciples in
the Tibeen tradition ofren present their lamas with a painting of
White Tats or one of the other long-life deities, together with a request that these spiritual mentors have an unintempted life^ and
continue to turn the wheel of dharma for the sake of all unenlightened beings. In the case of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, the spiritual
and temporal guide of the Tibetan people as a whole, the Tibetan
government has at times commissioned the state artist to paint one
such image every month as one way of creating the necessary conditions for His Holiness' enlightened presence to remain in this
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world.
It should be noted that there are certain occasions when an extended h p a n , men for a highly qualified guru, is not of m
t
importance. When the great Indian master Atisha was invited to go
to Tibet to help revitalize the buddhist teachmgs there, he consulted
k - h i s s p e d deity-to see if he should leave hr the Land of Snuw
or not. Tm told him that if he stayed in India he would live until
the age of ninety-two, but that if he went to Tibet his h p a n would
be shortened by twenty years. Then Absha asked whether he muld
be of more benefit to others if he stayed in India or went to Tibet,
and Tara replied that there was no comparison: he would be of fir
greater benefit and s e ~ c toe the dharma if he accepted the invitation and went to Tibet. Without any hesitation Atisha decided to go,
gladly willing to give up twenty years of his life to bring the benefit
of the buddhadhatma to others.

USHNISHA MJAYA
Ushnisha Vijaya-Victorious Cmvn htrusion-is an emanation of
V k h a n a Buddha and, along with White Tara and Amitayus, one
of the thme major longwitty deities in the Tibetan buddhist pantheon
(see Figure 8). Her practice is considered to be extremely effective
not only for eliminating obstacles to long life but also for punfylng
the negative llesults of unwholesome actions of body, speech and mind
motivated by the poisonous delusions.
Ushnisha Vijaya's ability to punfy negativity is illustrated in the
following story?6A god residing in the Heaven of the Thuty-three
was on the threshold of death and saw with his clairvoyance that he
was going to be reborn in a lower realm as a pig. Greatly agitated,
he went to Indra, king of the gods, and begged to be protected from
this horrible hte. Indra responded by saying that there was nothing he could do to help him and suggested the god consult
Shakyamuni Buddha. The Awakened One then taught him to recite the rnantra of Ushnisha Vijaya; this ripened his latent &karma
sufficiently for him to take rebirth, not as a lowly pig, but as an exalted celestial being once again.
The great Indian master Vasubandhu, possessor of peerless scripturalknowledge, was said to have had such a special relationshipwith
Ushnisha Vijaya that she was like a mother to him. Accolmg to traditional a c c o ~ n tVasubandhu
s~~
wanted to achieve a direct vision of
Maitreya, the Future Buddha (Plate 32), just as his half-brother
Asanga had done (described below in Chapter Seven). But because
he had been skeptical of the validity of the Mahayana teachings and
had denigrated them when he was younger, Vasubandhu was told
by Asanga-who was in direct communication with Maitreya-that
he would not be able to see this buddha until his next Liktime. ''Then
whom should I rely upon now?" asked Vasubandhu. &r consulting
Maitrqa, Asanga answered, "You have a close connection with Ushnisha Vijaya; you should rely upon her." Vasubandhu did so and had
a direct vision of her from then on.
In one popular practice centered upon Ushnisha Vijaya, she is
visualized seated within the dome of a stupa indicating that she is
the emanation of the mind of all enlightened beings. In this practice she is described as follows:

Figune 8: Ushnisha Vijaya
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[She has] a whitecolored body, three
and eight arms.
The central hce is white, the right yellow; the left is blue
and slightly wrathful. Each face has three eyes.
The first right hand holds a crossed vajra at the heart.
The second holds a lotus on top of which sits Amitabha.
The third holds an arrow. The fourth is in the gesture of
supreme generosity.
The first left hand is in the threatening mudra, holding
a vajra noose. The second holds a bow. The third is in the
gesture of giving refuge. The fourth is in the meditation
gesture, holding a precious vase filled with nectar?8
As in other sadhanas, the practitioner dissolves his or her selfidentity into emptiness and then arises in the form of the chosen
meditational deity, in this case cultivating the divine pride and vivid
appearance of being the actual Ushnisha Vijaya. Then the meditator continues as follows:

I am clothed with upper and lower garments made of silk
and decorated with various jewels. I am surrounded by a
garland of white light.
On my right side, on a moon disc, is white Avalokiteshvara, holding a yak-tail fan in his right hand and a lotus
in his left. At my left side, on a sun disc, is blue Vajmpani,
h o l m a yak-tail hin his nght hand and, in his left hand,
an utpala flower with a vajra on top of it.
Both have peaceui expressions. Both m decorated with
jeweled ornaments and are dressed in silken garments.
They are both standing in the same posture.19
The pxactice then pmceeds with a visualization of four surrounguardian protectors, two offering deities and other details. Later,
when all these figures receive p w i n g ablution, each deity is
crowned by the head of the buddha f h i l y with which he or she is
associated; thus Ushnisha Vijaya is crowned by Vairochana,
Avalokiteshvara by Amitabha, Vajrapani and the four guardians by
Akshobhya, and the offering gods by Ratnasambhava.
For the main part of the practice, one visualizes one's guru, parents, disciples, relatives, friends, attendants and so forth all seated
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at the center of one's heart. Then, while one recites various rnantras, Ight rays are visualized purifying all adverse conditions and
invokmg the blessings and inspiration of all the buddhas and bdhisattvas throughout the universe. In this way the h p a n , meritorious energy and wisdom of oneself and all others are i n d .
The practice is then concluded with verses of prayer, dedication
and praise such as the following:

I prostrate at the feet of Ushnisha Vijaya,
Glorious goddess with the color of the autumn moon,
Having an extremely beautiful and peaceful body with
three fkes and eight arms,
And who bestuws boundless wisdom and the best of lives.20

AMITAYUS
Amitayus-the Buddha of Infinite M-is depicted here in the m e
red color and cross-legged pose as Amitabha. But whereas Amitabha
was given the attributes of a monk, Amitayus is shown here in his
glorified aspect, adorned in the silken garments and jeweled ornaments of royalty (Plate 13)? Like Green Tara he wears a white halfblouse and, as his distinguishmg feature, holds in his lap a vase filled
with the nectar of immortality. On top of this vase is a wish-fdfihg
tree; if the size of the painting permits, this tree is often shown supporting a miniature image of Amitabha.
Amitayus and Amitabha are essentially identical, being reflective
images of one another. Sutras in which Shakyamuni expounds the
glories of Sukhavati, the Joyous Pure Land, speak of the pmidmg
buddha of this western paradise sometimes as Amitabha-Infiite
Light-and sometimes as Amitayus-Infinite Life. In Far Eastern
Buddhism he is simply called Amida ("the Infinite'') indicating his
existence beyond time, space and all other limitations of conceptual
thought.
The practice of Amitayus has been one of the most popular among
the Tibetans and many different lineages of his life-extending
methods still survive today. It is common for the laity to invite monks
to their homes to perform religious ceremonies and two of the most
requested services are those centering upon Amitayus, for achieving a long life, and Vaishravana (Plate 15), for gaining wealth. Furthermore, qualified gurus are often called upon to give tantric empowerment into the practice of Amitayus and these are generally
attended by great numbers of people wishing to receive the blessings of an extended lifespan.
As stated earlier, certain long-life deities are commonly practiced
in combination with one another, and tangkas depicting Amitayus,
White Tara and Ushnisha Vijaya grouped together are especially
popular. In particular,when a young incamate lama, or nrlku, is mognized, h s or her family, attendants or monastery often commissions
a large painting of these three deities to ward off harmful influence
that may interfere with the life of the sensitive and vulnerable child.
Such paintings are also useful to those, ordained and lay &, who
use these long-life deities as part of their daily practices h r their own

and others' sakes.
Whether these and similar practices sre successful in a n c a
lik or not depends on many difhmt b r s , incl*
the wisdom,
frith and concentration of the practitioner and the type of c o r n tion existing between the practitioner and those he or she is trying
m help. But whatever the short-term M t , these open-hearted and
compassionately motivated methods plant seeds h r sucoessful practice in the future.And, perhaps more importantly, they x m e to enhance one's compassionate bodhichitta motivation and thus help direct all of one's energy and effort towards achiwing enhghtenment
for the welike of others.
The b
l
l
m excerpts from the sadhana of Amimyus paint an expressive portrait of the Buddha of Infinite Life while listing various
benefits of his practice.

0 Protector Amitayus, born from HR IH
On a moon seat upon a thousand-petaled lotus,
Like the vermilion color of the young rising sun
Covered with a pleasing red-yellow veil.
I prosuate to you whose body is completely beautified
With various garments and many jeweled ornaments like
a ruby mountain
Completely covered by the rays of the sun.
I prostrate m you who grant the attainment of lite
From a bowl filled to the brim with the nectar of
deathlessness
Which you hold in the center of your two hands,
Supple as the branches of a young saplmg.
I prostrate to you for all time,
By cjust your name untimely death is destroyed.
By mentally raalling you we are protected from the hars
of cyclic existence and peace
And by relying on you as refuge a lasting happiness is
conferred.
With devotion I rely on you who are five from hults.
Temporarily may all undesired dangers be pacifid
And ultimately may I be born spontaneously
From a lotus in Sukhavati and do what pleases you.
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Having revered you in this way with a pure mind,
Through the power of requesting with a single-pointed
devotion,
May all sickness, spirits and hindrances be pacified
And ultimately may I enjoy the attainment of life without
death.
Bestow on me swiftly the increasing attainment
Of the g o d qualities of the three tminings,
The stainless wisdom of hearing, contemplating and
meditating,
Unobservable compassion, merit and life.
When I see signs of untimely death
May I immediately see clearly the body of Protector
Amitayus
And having destroyed the Lord of Death
May I quickly attain the deathless state.22

MEDICINE BUDDHA
The full name of the Medicine Buddha depicted here (Plate 14) is
Bhaishajj~asuruVaiduryaprabha, the HeaLng Masoer of Lapis Lpzuli
Radiance. Like Shakyamuni and Axnitabha he wears the robes of
a monk and is seated in the full cross-legged postuc. Hrs left hand
is in the meditation mudra, mting in his lap and holding a bcggmg
bawl W with medicinal nectar and fruit. His right hand rests upon
his knee with palm k i n g outward in the mudra of granting blessings and holds a stem of a myrobalan plant (Teminalia chebula),Rn m e d as the kmg among medicines because of its eflixnveness in
treating both mental and physical di-.
In traditional Tibetan tangkas, the Lapis Healmg Master is often
shown in the company of seven other Medicine Buddhas,z3one of
whom is Shakyamuni himself. And in depictions of his eastern
buddha realm known as Pure Lapis Lazuli, the HMaster is
generally flanked by the two -1
bodhisattvas of that pure land,
Suryaprabha and Chandraprabha, respectively AU-pmdmg Solar
and Lunar Radiance. In keeping with the clear and clmct style of
this series of paintings, however, the Lapis Hedmg Master has been
presented without any entourage and is shown seated within a transparent aura of blue hght.
The most distinctive hture of this Medicine Buddha is hls color,
the deep blue of lapis 1aml.i. This precious stone has been m t l y
prized by Asian and European cultures for more than six thousand
years and, until ~lativelyrecently, its ornamental value was on a par
with, or even exceeded, that of the diamond. An aura of mystery
surrounds this gemstone, perhaps because its principal mines are
located in the remote Badakshan region of northeast Afg*,
an all-but-inaccessiblearea located beyond the Hindu Kush. One
commenmmr has written, "The finest specime!ns of lapis, hensely
blue with speckled warn and swirlsof. . .shuung p l d ~ o w
mernble the rught aglow with mynads of SWS."~ Traditionally this
beautiful stone was used to symbolize that which is p m or rare. It
is said to have a curative or strengthening e& on those who wear
it, and its natural smoothness allows it m be polished to a hlgh deg m of irflectivity. For all these rrasons-plus the
that d g blue
~
Lght has a demonstrable h
e effect on those who use it in

*-

zation practices-lapis is the color of the principal Medicine Buddha.
The Lapis Healing Master is one of the most honored f i v in
the buddhist pantheon. The sutras in which he appars compare his
eastern pure land with the western pmdise of Arnitabha, and rebirth there is said to be as conducive to enlightenment as is rebirth
in Sukhavati.25Recitation of his mantra, or even the mere repetition
of his holy name, is said to be sufficient to grant release h m the l m r
realms, pmtection from worldly dangers and M o m h m untimely
death. In one of the main sutras concerning the Medicine Buddha,
Shakyamuni tells his close disciple and attendant Ananda:
If these sentient beings [those plunged into the depths of
samsara's sufferings] hear the name of the Lord Master of
Healing, the Lapis Lazuli Radiance Tathagata, and with
utmost sincerity accept it and hold on to it, and no doubts
arise, then they will not fall into a woesome path?
In Tibet the Medicine Buddha is revered as the source of the healing arts fbr it is through him that the t e a c m embodied in the Four
Medical E m ,the basis of Tibetan medicine, came into being. As
explained in the first of these Fuur Tanzms,27 the Lapis Lazuli Heahg
Master was once seated in meditation surrounded by an assembly
of four circles of disciples including divine physicians, great sages,
non-buddhist gods and bodhisattvas, all of whom wished to learn
the art of healing. Rendered speechless by the radiant glory of his
countenance, they were unable to request the desired teachings. To
accommodate their unspoken wishes, the Medicine Buddha
manifkstedtwo emanations, one to q u e s t the teachugs and the other
to deliver them. In this way, then, the buddhist explanation of the
various mental and physical ailments, their causes, diagnoses and
treatment and the maintenance of health is said to have originated.
Accordmg to the Four EW, the fundamental cause of every disease is to be found in the three poisonous delusions-ignorant bewilderment, attachment and hatred-occupyingthe hub of the wheel
of samsaric existence. These three root delusions lead to imbalances
in the three so-called humors (phlegm, wind and bile), the various
bodily constituents (blood, flesh, bone, etc.) and waste products, or
impurities (excrement, urine and perspiration), all of which are ana-
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lyzcd in twenty-five divisions. The Rwt T
a
w says:
Thus if all these twenty-five are in balance and the &.m
&tors of the (1) tastes and (2) inherent qualities of one's
food and (3) one's behavior are wholesome, one's health
and &l will flourish. If they are not, one's health and l .
will be harmed.28
And further on:
Attachment, hatred and W d e r m e n t are the rime causes
producing imbalances of wind, bile and phlegm. Along
with these, the four contributing circumstances of time,
spirits, fmd and behavior cause the humors to incr~aseand
decrease. The imbalance then spreads over the skin, increases in the flesh, moves along the vessels, meets the
bones and descends upon the solid and hollow organs.29
Treatment of disease and the maintenance of health are therefore
primarily a matter of bringing the various elements of the body back
into balance and this is accomplished through four pmgressive types
of treatment. The first two involve changes in the type of food we
eat and behavior we engage in. Only when these p m ineffective
is the physician advised to prescribe medicine and only when this
also MSis he or she to resort to external forms of treatment such
as cauterization and the like. However, none of these types of treatment will have a lasting effect unless they are accompanied by
spiritual transformation. If ignorance and its associated delusions
remain festering inside, sooner or later they will give rise to disease
and the recurring miseries of cyclic existence?O Thus buddhas such
as Shakyamuni and the Lapis H*
Master are r e M to as great
physicians not because of their medical abilities-as great as these
are-but because they have the compassion, wisdom and skiUful
means to dugnose and treat the root delusions underlying all mental and physical malaise.
The following prayer of request is addressed to the Lapis Healing Master:

I beseech you, Blessed Medicine Guru,
Whose sky-colored, holy body of lapis lazuli
Si&ies omniscient wisdom and compassion
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As vast as limitless space,
Please grant me your blessings.

I beseech you, compassionate Medicine Guru,
Holding in your right hand the king of medicines
Symbolmng your vow to help all the pitiful sentient beings
Plagued by the four hundred and twenty-four diseases,
Please grant me your blessings.

I beseech you, compassionate Medicine Guru,
Holding in your left hand a bowl of nectar
Symbolizing your vow to give the glorious undying nectar
of the dharma
Which eliminates the degenerations of sickness, old age
and death,
Please grant me your blessings .3

VAISHRAVANA
Vaishravana-the God of Wealth-is seated upon a white snow lion
(see Plate 15). His large, rounded body is golden-~llowin color and
his expression stem. In his right hand he holds a banner of victory
and in his left a mongoose, an a
d associated with good fortune,
which is shown vomiting jewels. Vaishravana is also known as Jambhala and in addition to being a god of wealth is also the Guardian
King of the North. In this aspect he is often d e p i d on the outer
walls of monasteries and temples, together with the three other protectors of the cardinal directions, as a safkguard against harmful interferences?
Mention has already been made of the popularity of this wealth
deity and of the beneficial uses to which wealth can be put. But it
is important to emphasize that even when one's wealth and possessions are being used fbr noble purposes, it is still the underlying motivation that determines whether such acts of generosity are truly
meritorious or not. This point is illustrated in the following story:
A rich man once invited Shakyamuni and a number of his
monks to his house to do them honor. For days Mrehand
he made preparations and when the time of the great feast
arrived, vlllagerrs fmm fir and wide crowded near to catch
a glimpse of the Awakened One and the marvelous reception being planned $r him. The rich man was very pleased
with himself and thought, "Now my reputation for generous hospitality is assured ."
Among those witnessing this splendid occasion was a
poor beggar. As he looked in through the d o o m y he
pressed his palms together in reverence and thought, "How
wonderful to be able to make such a glorious offering to
the Blessed One! I rejoice in all the merit that this rich man
has gained through his generosity and devotion."
had
At the conclusion of the h t , when all the ofi*
been made, Shakyamuni was requested to speak. Tmdtion dictated that he mention the name of the meal's
benefictor, but knowing exactly what was going on in the
minds of all who were present and aware of the pride and
attachment to worldly h e polluting the motivation of his
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host, he avoided citing the rich man's name and mentioned
that of the impoverished beggar instead!33
Below and to either side of Vaishravana the artist has arranged rhe
eght auspicious symbols-the golden &h, conch shell, mure ~ s e ,
lotus, wheel, banner of victory, knot of eternity and umbrella-said
to represent the celestial offerings presented to Shakyamuni after he
had gained enlightenment under the Bodhi Tree. These symbols,
reproduced at the ends of various chapters throughout this book,
are very popular among Tibetans and can be found not only in
monasteries but in most people's homes as well. There they may be
painted on the walls, carved out of wood or even hhioned h m precious metals. Apart from their obvious decomtive function, these
eight are thought to be auspicious omens of spiritual and material
well-being. Because of their auspicious nature, these eight symbols
are also drawn in flour on the path leading to a monastery or temple to welcome a highly respected lama. The meaning of these eight
can be expressed as follows:
The two golden fish (page 20) represent release from the ocean
of samsara. Just as fish are not bothered by the turbulence of water
when they swim through the deepest oceans, so too is it possible for
spiritual seekers to follow the path without being distracted or
impeded by the vicissitudes of life.
The white conch shell that spirals to the right (page 102) is blown
to announce a buddha's enlightenment to the entire world. The
conch therefore symbolizes the ability of all beings to awaken from
the sleep of ignorance in response to the c d of the dharma.
From the treasure vase (page 1 19) pours forth an endless rain of
long life, health and prosperity available to all beings who follow the
dharma purely.
The lotus (page 105) represents spiritual purity and compassion
and s y m b o k the stainless actions of body, speech and mind leading
to happiness and enlightenment.
The eight-spoked golden wheel (page 132) is known as the wheel
of dharma and its spokes symbolize the buddhist eigh~oldpath consisting of right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right
livelihood, right effort, right rnindfulness and right concentration.
The wheel represents the movement of the dharma from one land
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to another as it awakens the buddha-potential present within all
beings.
The banner of victory (page 106), which is planted on the summit of Mt. Meru at the center of the universe, proclauns the victory
of the dharma over the forces of ignorance.
The knot of eternity, also known as the lucky chagmn @age 1731,
is variously interpreted as representing the beginningless round of
existence, the inextricable link between wisdom and compassionate method in a buddha's enhghtenment, and the unendmg love and
harmony of full awakening.
Lastly the umbrella (page 192) is a symbol of roylty and repments
the protection from evil influences provided by the compassionate
buddhas .

5 nte Path of Bliss and Emptiness
The images presented so hr in this work have corresponded quite
closely to the general impnssion of Buddhism as a spiritual path emphasizing moral self-discipline, clear-minded tranquility and compassion. The bh a x a balance, purity and gentlenessof expmsion well in keeping with buddhist ideals; even the p o w e M y
depicted Vajrapani and stern-fked Vaishravana can be understood
as representations of forces fundamentally mted in compassion and
generosity.
It can thmhre be unsetlmg and even shockmg when we encounter for the first time the images matred in this chapter, replete as they
are with violent and sensuous image~~.
What are we t~ male of &ties
brandishmg an array of fierce weapons, wearing garlands of human
skds, standmg naked or seated in sexual embrace? How are we to
reconcile these images of passion and rage with the tepchmg~of the
fully renounced and compassionate Buddha? Or are they, as some
of the first influential Vkstlern writers on Tibet maintained,e v i d m
that the Tibetan Vajrayana is a corrupt, morally bankrupt and degenerate hnn of Buddhism in which black magic and devil mIship
have supplanted and obscured the purity of Shakyamuni's o
d
teachings?'

when
To answer thge questions and allay any q u a b we
fmt i n d u c e d to these startling imags, we have to be PR@
0
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look more deeply not only at the images themselves but, more uncomfortably, into the blood-and-guts reality of our own existence.
pPassion and rage, whether outwardly expressed or not,
nently in our lives while desirous attachment colors and motivates
our behavior to an enormous extent. Shakyamuni Buddha referred
to our current state of existence as the realm of desire (Skt. kamdhatu). The very fact that we have the type of body and mind we
do means that we are continuously influenced by mental and physical urges and desires of great depth and complexity, whether we are
consciously aware of them or not.
It does no good to deny these uncomfortable aspects of our makeup or reject them because they do not fit neatly into our image of
what a religious or spiritual person should be like. As contemporary
psychologists have pointed out, pretendmg that these darker elements
do not exist and banishing them into the shadows of our consciousness only serves to give them more power to haunt us in the future?
The only effective course of action is to become as aware as possible of whatever is going on inside ourselves, whether agreeable or
not, and confront it directly with the discerning eye of wisdom.
Within Vajrayana Buddhism the most profound methods for delving deep into ourselves and rechanneling or transforming the energies we discover are set forth in the system known as highest yoga
tantra (Skt . anumrayogarantra). "Highest," or "unequaled," indicates that this system is supreme, beyond the scope of the three other
"lower'' levels of tantra Yoga is related to its English cognate yoke
and here refers to the various spiritual disciplines to which we yok
ourselves so that our potential for enlightenment can be most effectively realized. Tantra literally means ''thread,' ' ''continuity" or
"stream" and can denote a web or network of interwoven strands.
One way of understanding hghest yoga tantra,therehre, is as an unparalleled system of spiritual hsciplines through which we can make
contact with and gain conscious control over the entire range of interwoven energies making up not only ourselves but the universe in
which we live. Thls most advanced branch of Vajrayana practice is
capable of unleashing extraordinary power. Understandably then,
the meditational deities who embody and symbolize this potent transformational path reflect its enormous power in their overwhelrmngly
vivid and sometimes violent visual imagery.
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Because the techniques of b h e s t yoga tantra utilize tht m-dous energy abidmg within the interwoven threads of our i n W
and external universe, it is of the Uimpmure that a p p m h
these techniques with a mpectful appreciation of their immense
power. Lfwe are not pmperly prepared then these pllrverful methods,
instead of l e x h g to enhghtened buddhahd, will only sem to in£late our imprisoning ego-hood, with predictably disasmus results.
What saves the aspiring mtric p d t i o n e r from this and related
dangers is reliance on a fully qualified master. In fact, the very root
and foundation of the tantric path is the cultivation of a proper relationship with such a trustworthy guide. T l u n h g that we can proceed on our own by following whatever tantric instructions we may
have read in a book is foolhardy in the e m m e and more dangermaterial. Furthermore, without
ous than playing with rad-~oactive
the blessings of a master of the Vajrayana lineage we shall be cut off
from the inspiration of that heage and therehe unable to complete
our practices successfully.
One of the most important aspects in the cultivation of a proper
attitude towards one's guru is to recognize and bupon his or her
enhghtened qualities. As is often said, "If you want to receive the
blessings of a buddha, you must see your guru as a buddha." Thus
it is a fundamental tantric p d c e to visualize one's guru as inseparable from Vajradhara (Plate 16), the d e s t a t i o n in which
Shakyamuni Buddha d e d his tantric mdmgs. This is especially
important at the time of initiation or empowerment when we are introduced to the specific meditational deity upon whom our subsequent practice will center. Without recognizingthe underlying identity of our guru, Buddha Vajradhara and the deity into whose
practices we are being initiaed, we shall never receive the seeds of
insight and inspiration necessary for spiritual gmwth. And without
such seeds or imprints upon our mindstream, even the most -Uous practice will be in Min. Like the fbolish h e r who w a t e d and
fertilized his field zealously but had neglected to sow any seeds behrehand, W shall map nothing h m our &rts but disappointment.
The image of our mind being Wre a h e r ' s field and the fiU3.lment of our enlightened potential as the intended crop is a useful
one to pursue. It reminds us that in addition to receiving the necessary seeds from the tannic guru we must cultivate our mind in such
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a way that these seeds have the chance to germinate. This is accomplished in two ways. First we must rid the field of our mind of the
rocks and weeds presently clogging it-these are the unwanted midue of all the u n s W and harmful actions we have engaged in under the influence of ignorance and the other delusions. And second,
we must enhance our mind's nutrient level so that the seeds implanted there will have the nourishment required for them to pwe need to amass a store of positive or meritorious energy by engaging
in actions which are especially skillful and wholesome. The dual task
of cleansing defilements and collecting meritorious energy is accomplished through conscientious performance of the so-called preliminaries to tantric practice?
The preliminaries, or preparatory trainings (Tib. ngon-dm), can
be divided into two groups: the common and uncommon. Chief
among the common preliminaries are the three principal aspects of
the sutra path to enlightenment: renunciation, the altruistic bodhichitta motivation and the correct view of reality. It is on the basis
of these three that we cultivate the detachment from ordinary sense
gratification, fieedom h m self-cherishmg and liberation from concrete conceptualization so necessary if the intended tantric transformations are ever to be achieved. The so-called uncommon preliminaries consist of a number of powerful techniques designed to cleanse
and strengthen our three doors of body, speech and mind. Of these
various techniques, the methods for purification associated with the
meditational deity Vajrasattva (Plates 17 and 18) are of fundamental importance.
As for the actual highest yoga tanm deities themselves, there is
an overwhelming variety of forms-both male and female, wrathful and peaceful-to take as the basis for one's practice. The choice
is not an arbitrary one, nor is it made as if one were shopping in a
supermarket. Ideally, it is our personal guru-well acquainted with
our character and sensitive to our needs and capabilities-who selects
the specific deity for us to practice. This choice can also be influenced
by such factors as the repeated appearance of a particular deity in
a disciple's dreams, a strong khg of fimihity with a certain image,
and so forth.
In this chapter there is room to present only a few of these deities
and the ones chosen have been selected primarily because through
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them the major aspects of the Vajrayana path can be clearly o u W ,
Guhyasamaja (Plate 19) incorporates the five buddha lineaga discussed in Chapter Three and p-nts
the two main divisions of
hlghest yoga tantra practice: the generation and completion stages.
The fierce Yamantaka (Plate 20) and his protector Dharmmja (Plate
2 1) indicate how the delusion of anger may be transformed into the
spiritual path, while Heruka Qlakrasarmara (Plates 22 and 23) deals
mainly with desirous attachment. Vajrayogini (Plate 24) derives from
the Chakmsamvam T Q n n r ~and like Chakt.asarmara himself is mainly
concerned with transforming the energy of passionate desire into the
path of full awakening. Also pictured is Vajradharma (Plate 25), who
serves as the focus of the all-importantguru-yoga practice in the sadhana of Vajrayogini.
The chapter concludes with a major d h m pmtector (Skt. d h r mapala), the extremely w r a W Mahakala (Plate 26). Despite his
ferocious appearance, Mahakala is in hct an emanation of the gentle and sup~melycompassionate Avalokiteshvara. Why is there d
of such a violent-looprotector? Engaging in the practice of
highest pga mtra means opening ourselves up to deeply mted energies of great destructive potential. Hindrances and in-=
from
both inside and outside ourselves can easily arise when we stir up
these energies, malung it difficult if not impassible for us to p d .
The particularly unskillful pdtioner, especially one who flagrantly
disregards the precepts of the guru and attempts practices beyond
his or her ability, risks the dangers of madness and even death. To
guard against all these dangers and hindrances the tantric practitioner
is directed by his or her spiritual guide to rely upon a powerful pmrector, such as Mahahla, who can d i m these interferences and &guard one's practice against possible degeneration.

To receive the blessings and inspiration necessary for the successful practice of hlghest yoga tantra, the qualified disciple is instructed
to visualize his or her spiritual master as inseparable h m Vajradhara,
Holder of the Diamond Scepter (Plate 16))as described in the following verses from the Six-Session Yoga:
In the sky before me, on a breath-taking throne of jewels,
On a mandala seat of a lotus, a sun and full moon,
Sits my root guru, the all-pervading Vajradhara,
With a blue-colored body, one face and two arms.
Holding vajra and bell, and embracing his duplicate
consort,
He shines resplendent with all the marks of a buddha,
Adorned with many dazzling jeweled ornaments,
Draped with fine garments of enchanting, heavenly
scarves.
Even the mere remembrane of him dispels all my torment.
With a nature encompassing every supreme refuge,
He sits cross-legged in the vajra position,
The three spots of his body marked with three letters?
This description of Vajradham contains succinct references to the
most important features of Vajrayana practice in general and guruyoga in particular. The opening phrase, "In the sky," indicates that
nothing within the subsequent v i s u ~ t i o nhas even one atom of
concrete, inherent self-existence but arises instead from the unobstructed space of emptiness. Out of this space-like emptiness of inherent existence appears the seat of lotus, sun and moon syrnbolizing the tht.lee principles upon which the Vajrayana practice is hunded:
renunciation, wisdom and the altruistic motivation of bodhichitta.
And enthroned on this special seat is one's root guru-the spiritual
guide who has directed one's mind to the path-visualid not in
his ordinary form but as indistinguishable from the buddha of the
tantras, the glorious Vajradhara himself.
Guru Vajradhara's body is deep blue in color, indicating the profound and boundless nature of his omniscient mind. His two hands
are in the embracing mudra to show that he has mastered the un-
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ion of method and wisdom characteristic of the path kadmg to the
full enltghtenment of buddhahood. The powerful diamond scepter
(Skt. vajm; Tib. b e ) in his right hand is the symbol for compassionate method-the supremely e f h i v e means Vajradhara employs
to Millthe wishes of others-while the bell in his left hand stands
for his penetrative wisdom into the ultimate nature of reality.
The symbolism of the bell is so&
explained as h h .When
a bell is struck it produces a sound which, like all other phenomena
appearing to our senses, seems to be inherently existent. In other
words, to an unenlightened being this sound appears to exist solely
h m its own side, in its mnght, as an independent SO"out
there" waiting to be perceived. But when we wuch to find such an
independently existing sound, we cannot h d it anywhere. W cannot
lwgt~
--it in the
--- dapprj in_ the rim of the bell, in our ear or anywhere
else. But although W cannot find it in this way, it still exists. As analysis &, sound is a phenomenon that arises totally in dependence
upon the interaction of other phenomena, e.g. the stnlung of the
clapper against the rim. It is a dependent-arising and, as such, lacks
even one atom of i n h e ~ nself-existence.
t
Sound, therefore, serves
as a clear example of a phenomenon that is totally empty of inherent existence, and the bell is used to remind us of the wisdom that
directly perceives this emptiness and cuts through our imprisoning
ignorance of the way thmgs exist.
Vajradhara's consort, who possesses the same enlightened attributes as himself, is Vajradhatu Ishvari: Rwerful Goddess of the Diamond Sphere. They are shown sitting together in fak-mother f l b .
yabyum) embrace. The ecstatic expressions on their hces symbolize profound absorption into the clear light nature of the mind, devoid of limitations and pervaded by inconceivable bliss. The brilliantly cololpd aura of rainbow light radiating from them both is a
further expression of this blissful state of meditative absorption into
ultimate reality.
Buddhas such as Vajradhara have fulfilled two types of purpose
through their attainment of two types of body (Skt. -1.
They have
fulfilled their own purpose through the attainment of a completely
unobstructed mind-the so-called dhamuzbya, or mth-body-and
they benefit others through their attainment of m p a k ~the
, innumerablefomt bodies through whch the dhannakap mind sPonA
"
-

a-
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taneously d e s t s . For example, to some a buddha may appear as
a fully renounced monk and teach the graded paths of the sutra vehicle, while to others he may appear as glorious Vajradhara and reveal the lightning path of Vajrayana. To achieve a buddha's enhghtenrnent ourselves, we also have to attain these two kayas, and this
is accomplished by the joint practice of wisdom and compassionate method, the fbrmer being the primary cause of a buddha's trui
body and the latter the cause of the various form bodies.
Highest yoga tantra is distinguished from all other paths to enlightenment in that it alone contains techniques whereby wisdom
and method can be generated simultaneouslyas two aspects of a single
moment of consciousnessP The practitioner is taught how to gain
control over the elements of his or her vajm body and thereby awaken
the very subtlest level of consciousness residing at the heart. This
subtle and extremely blissful mind of clear light can be used as thg
most powerful tool for gaining a direct insight into ultimate reality,
or emptiness. Without abandoning this wisdom, the practitioner's
in the form of the chosen meditablissful consciousness can &t
tional deity. This combination of the appearance of the deity and
the understanding of the deity's ultimate nature is the highest yoga
tantra union of method and wisdom, a union that surpasses all others
and serves as the direct cause for the d i e d rupakaya-dharmakap
experience of enlightenment.
This explanation of the distinguishing characteristics of highest
yoga tantra practice, although greatly abbreviated, allows us to understand the symbolic meaning of theyab-pm embrace more fully
(see Table 3). The father, Vajradhara, stands for method, which in
this context is the very subtlest level of consciousness pemded by
inconceivable bliss. The mother, Vajradhatu Ishvari, stands for wisdom, the clear light penetration into emptiness, the ultimate nature
of reality. The image of Vajradhara and his consort in embrace, therefore, has nothing to do with ordinary sense gratdication. Rather, it
is a potent symbol of the blissful, sirnulaneous union of method and
wisdom: the priceless m u r e of highest yoga mtra and the quickest
and most powerful means for achieving enlightenment w i h this
very lifetime.
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Table 3: Symbolism of the yab-pm embrace
yab (fither)

yum (mother')

method
bliss
vajra

wisdom
emptiness
bell

attainment of form body
(mpakay)
f u l f i i the purpose of others

left
atchinment of truth body

(
P
)
fdfihng the purpose of

oneself
A

Guru Vajradham, visualized in yab-yum embrace, has not only
achieved enbghtenrnent himself but has the unsurpassed ability to
lead us along the spiritual path in the quickest manner possible. The
description of Vajradhara quoted at the begmmg of this section concludes by stating, "The
spots of his body [are] marked with
three letters." These spots are the crown, throat and heart-the
centers of body, speech and mind-and the letters marlung them
are a white OM, a red A H and a blue HUM.At various points in
the initiation as well as the daily sadhana of tantric deities, colored
hghts are visualized as emanating h m and dissolving back into the
three centers not only of the gurudeity but of ourselves as well. These
hght rays pun& the defilements of our three doors and confer the
blessings and inspiration of the fully enlghtened experience upon
the deepest level of our being. The wish to bring to fruition thisulh a t e benefit of guru-yogapractice is reflected in the closing lines
of the SLrSessia Yoga:
Thughout all my lives may I never be pwtd fiom perkt
gurus.
By making good use of the glorious dhanna
To Millthe good features of the stages and paths,
May I quickly achieve Vajradhara-Ewhtenment?

Vajxasattva-the Diamond, or Adamantine, -is
the main deity
employed for purification by practitioners of all levels of tantra. Dependug on which type of practice is being fbllowed, he can be visualized either alone (Plate 17) or with consort (Plate 18).
Vajxasattva is white in color, slgtllfylng his immaculate purity, Like
Vajxadhata, of whom he is an emanation, he holds a vajra symbohmg
method in his nght hand and the bell of wisdom in his left. Although
the solo Vajmttva is sometimes depicted as sitting with his leg partially outstretched, here he is in the unshakeable full vajra posture.
Again, Vajrasattva wears the beautiful silken garments and jeweled
ornaments of ancient Indian royalty.
The techniques of tantric transformation will not be able to produce their profound results as long as our present body, speech and
mind remain contaminated by the impurities accumulated from our
past unwholesome physical, verbal and mental actions. For our practices to succeed we must not only avoid such unskillful and destructive activities now and in the future, but we must cleanse ourselves
of those negative imprints still with us from the past. Vajrasattva
meditation is the chief method recommended by the various ttadidons of Vajtayana Buddhism to accomplish this cleansing,or purification. Furthermore, it is extremely e M v e for rect@mgtransgressions of the sacred pledges made by the disciple to the tantric master
at the time of empowerment and for restoring whatever tantric commitments we may have broken.
Although a full explanation of the Vajrasattva practice is beyond
the scope of this book, a brief indication of what it involves can be
given as follows. Above the crown of our head we visualize our r ~ ~ t
guru in the form of Vajrasattva, having a transparent body of light.
At the crown of his head is Akshobhya, the head of the buddha hrnily to which Vajrasattva belongs. At Vajrasattva's heart we visualize the letters of his hundred-syllable rnantta standing upnght around
the edge of a moon disc, in the center of which is the seed-syllable
HUM.
Having stabilized h s visualization, and entreating our root guru
from the depths of our heart to pun@ all our negative karrmc imprints, we recite Vajrasattva's mantra with undistracted concenm-
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tion. As we do so we vis*
cleansing rays of hght descendmg from
the HUM and mantra at Vajrasattva's heart, entering us through the
crown of our head, punfylng us of all defilements and transforming our body into hght. At the conclusion of our meditation session
we generate the strong feehng that all stains and obscurations have
been completely removed Vajrasatva then chssolves into hght and
descends into us, becoming indistinguishablefrom our awn body,
speech and mind, and we remain for a time in a state of clear awareness without conceptualization.
For this practice to be effective, it is not enough to generate a clear
image of the deity and follow the succeedmg stages of the visualization practice in their proper order. Without employing what are
known as the four powerful opponents,8even the clearest visualization will be of little use. First we must generate an honest sense of
Rgret for our past unwholesome actions and mnsgressions of our
sacred word of honor, recognizing their destructive potential. Then
we must W to turn away from committing all such negativities in
the future. Thirdly, we invoke the power of reliance by bringing to
rnind both our refuge in the Three Jewels of Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha and our alhuistic bodhichitta motivation. Finally we engage
in those remedial actions-in this case the recitation of Vajrasattva's
mantra and so forth-that counterbalance, uproot and punfy our
accumulated o h t i o n s . Only if these four powers of regret, vow,
reliance and remedy m strong is it definite that purification will &
place.
There are various
that indicate m&
purification of negativities. A number of these occur while we are -,
such as
fighting and overcoming a person dmsed in black, vomiting noxious substanct~,dnnlung milk, meeting gurus, receiving visions of
medimtional deities and the like. If we have such dreams m t e d l y ,
not just once or twice, this is an indication that our practices have
been Guitful. But there are more defmite signs of success that Wcur while we are awake. Our physical body may come to feel Light
and buoyant, we find that our need for sleep has d d , our thinking will be clearer than before and, most importantly, we gdin ine t into areas of the spiritual path that had pAously been obscure.
In connection with this last point a contempow Tibetan master
has stared that ifwe had only an hour in which to S W ~ the
Y pmfomd
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t e a c m on the Rrfkction of Wisdom sutras and were to spend the
first forty-five minutes engaged in such "collecting and cleansing"
techniques as Vajrasattva meditation, we would not be wasting our
time in the slightest. Instead, we would be ensuring that whatever
study we did in the remainder of the hour would be of maximum
benefit.
Although then is a great purpose in pedorming such preparatory
practices as Vajrasattva visualization as part of a daily spiritual routine, Tibetan lamashighly recommend that the serious practitioner
engage in prolonged meditational retmts during which the deep experience of these practices can be cultivated. Certain lamas will not
give disciples the empowerment of highest yoga tanm deities until
they have completed an extensive retreat on all the pxtlmmry practices. In addition to Vajmattva these include takuqg refuse and generating bodhichitta, making mandala offerings, cultivating guru-yoga,
performing pmtrations, and so forth. In one such retreat the disciple may m i t e the hundred-syllablernantra of Vajmttva mon than
one hundred thousand times, and this may be repeated many times
during his or her training.
The stipulation that the advanced teachings of highest yoga tantra will not be given unless and until the disciple completes these
extensive preliminary practices sew= several purposes. It not only
weeds out all those whose interest in pursuing tantra is superficial
and those who are easily discouraged by hardships, but most importantly it provides those who have the perseverance and dedication to complete these preliminaries with the necessary foundation
for their f u m spiritual growth. It has even been said that for a disciple with the proper qualifications, the goal of enlightenment can
be achieved through the practice of these prelirmnaries alone.
Those who have completed an extensive retreat of Vajrasattva
purification tesufy from their own experience that their perception
of the phenomenal world undergoes a profound change. It is not that
the world itself has been transformed but that the meditator's view
of it has been purified. It is as if the doors of perception have been
opened wider and subtly obscuring curtains have been drawn back
from the windows of the mind. Beings and phenomena take on a
pure appearance-a reflection of the practitioner's own newly revealed purity-and the gravitational field keeping us anchored in or-
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bnary mundane reality is r e W . Although thisexhilanung vision
of a world filled with in£in.itepossibilities may
it pmmh a great

incentive for pursuing the hlgher practices and a conviction that full
enlightenment, though still a distant goal, is actually attainable.

Guhyasarnaja-the Secret Assembly-is one of the main deities of
the highest yoga tantra class, and the scriptures to which his practice is traced are the oldest known texts of buddhist tantra, going
back at least to the fourth century C.E? Guhyasamaja is known as
the King of Tantras not only because his texts are so ancient but because they and their commentaries provide the key for understanding the vast range of tantric literature, which is generally cryptic and
hard to penetrate. Among the Indian mahasiddhas who wrote extensively about the Guhyasamaja Tantra were Nagarjuna, Aryadeva
and Chandmkirti, and one of the great accomplishments of the
eleventhcentury Tibetan master Marpa the Translator (Plate 29) was
to carry teachings on this supremely important tantra from India to
the Land of Snow?O
The high regard in which this tantra is held by the Tibetans can
be judged by the extensive commentaries to it written by such masters
as Je Tsong Khapa, who devoted several texts to elucidating its meaning. Concerning Guhyasamaja, Tsong Khapa wrote:
The anuttam yoga tantras are
The highest teachings given by the Buddha.
From amongst these the most profound is
That of glorious Guhyasamaja, the king of all tantras.
. . .Understanding the sublime path of Guhyasamaja
Bestows fearless, confident understanding
Of all the teachings of the Buddha."
The Guhyasamaja Entra was given by Shakyamuni Buddha to
King Indxabhuti, who had asked the Blessed One, "By what means
can people like myself, who are not yet detached from the world of
the senses, attain liberation?"l2 In response, Shakyamuni d e s t e d
as Guhyasamaja and taught Indrabhuti this profound system of
hghest yoga tantra. These teachmgs were later most fully transmitted
through two main Lineages, the Arya and Jnanapada, named after
Aryadeva and Buddhashri Jnanapada .l
The central deity of the Guhyasamaja T a r n (Plate 19) is dark blue
in color and has three fices and six arms, and embraces a consort
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whose attributes are identical to his own. Guhyasamaja has a semipeaceful, d - a n a t h f u l expmsion. His central hce is blue, the nght
is white, the left is red and each h e is adorned with a third eye of
wisdom. These three hare variously interpreted as symbolrnng
the transmuted delusions of anger, ignorance and a t t a c b n t ; the
three major channels of the socalled vajm body; the purified minds
of white appearance, x
d haease and black near-attahmmt (see
130); and the experience of illusory body, clear hght and union.
As for his six arms, the first two are in the embracing mudra and
hold vajra and bell, symbolizing the union of method and wisdom.
The remaining twonght hands hold a wheel and lotus while the left
hands hold a jewel and sword. Guhyasamaja and his implements rep
m n t the various buddha fhdies, or Images, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Guhyasamaja and the buddha families
symbol

head of buddha family

Guhyasamaja himself
wheel
jewel
lotus
sword
vajra and bell

Akshobhya
Vainx hana
Ratnasarnbhava
Amitabha
Amoghasiddha
Vaj radhara

In Chapter bwe spoke of fix buddha fimihes, while here six
are mentioned. In the Guhyasamaja Tantm, Vajradhara-the head
of the sixth W y - i s considered an amalgam of the other five.Furthermore, in other contexts the tantras speak of one buddha family
headed by Vajradhara as Lord of All Buddhas, three hndies, and
SO forth. While the enumerations vary, the reality indicated is the
same: the state of fullenlightenment experienced when all
obscuring the mind's fundamentally p m nature have been removed
forever.
The Vajrayana offers many methods for clearing away the obscurations of the mind, and some of the most profound m employed
during the ceremony of tantric initiation, or empowerment, itself.
During such a ceremony the initiate is led in meditation to various
points within the divine abode (Skt. mandala) of the main deity and
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introduced to the buddhas-Vairochana and so forth-hugh whom
the desired enlightened transformation can be effected.
Highest yoga tantra is the supreme system for achieving enhghtenment and the Gu.?ya.sarna.a Tatztm provides the key for undersanding its unique transfbrmatiw methods. These methods are conin the two divisions of highest yoga tantra practice, namely the gmo.
a h stage (Tib. kye-rim) and the completion stage (Tib. dzopim). On
the generation stage the practitioner overcomes the ordinary appearances and conceptions tying him or her to the wheel of recurring
s f i r i n g and dissatishction. This is accomplished first of all by dissolving the ordinary, limited and concrete view, or image, of oneself into the clear and unobstructed space of emptiness, and then
by arising in the form of one's chosen meditational deity, orydam.
Thus the generation stage can be described as a combination of m p
tinessyoga and deity yoga, and involves cultivating the clear or vivzd
appearance of oneself as having the form of the meditational deity
together with the divine pride of actually being such a deity?4
By recognizing one's own innate buddha-potential, receiving the
inspiration of the guru,and putting into practice the transformative
techniques employed at this stage, the yogi learns to regard all appearances as the d e s t a t i o n of the deity, all sounds as the mantm of the deity and all thoughts as arising fmm the unobstructed
wisdom of the deity. These techniques not only affect the way practitioners view ihemselves, they also help tmnsfbrm their e h n r n e n t ,
sensory experiences and activities into the mandala, resources and
enlightened behavior of the deity.
The purpose of these generation stage practices is to replace one's
limited self-identity-which, when analyzed, is seen to be the product
of ignorance and the source of sufferingl5-with the expansive and
enlightened identity represented by the deity. However, at this stag
such profound transformation takes place largely on the level of imagination alone. Although one develops great powers of concentration and meditative absorption that have a profound effect on one's
entire being, the practices of the generation stage are mainly a rehearsal for the enlightened transformation that actually takes place
during the completion stage.
At this second, more advanced stage, the main emphasis is on gain-
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ing N1conscious conml over what is k n w n as the vajra body, an
entity that exists on a subtler level than our gross physical form and
is intimately connected with increasingly subtle lmls of consciousn t s ~ . The
' ~ vajra body is pervaded by channels (Skt. nadt') through
which flow currents of e n e w n d (Skt. pmna) and in which are
h d dropr (Skt. bindu) of varying degrees of purity. By engaging
in such practices as the vajra recitation (Tib. &-lay) and i n w h u t
(Tib. mm-mo), the practitioner learns how to manipulate thae channels, winds and drops in such a way that the very subtlat level of
consciousness-the blissful mind of clear hght-is aroused and activated?
Through constant and progmsive pxactice under the q e of a fully
qualified tantric master, the disciple merges this subtle clear hght
consciousness with the understandmg of ultimate reality, and by
means of its extraordmary power eradicates the various levels of delusion obscuring the mind. These practices give birth to the sodled
illusory body, and eventually to the union (Skt. yugaddu) of clear
light and illusory body that leads directly to the experience of full
enlightenment. The transhrmation that was merely magmd in the
generation stage is actually brought about in the completion stage,
and the goal of buddhahood is attained.
No brief outline like this can begin to do justice to the profundity
and complexity of these generation and completion stage pm. Although practices connected with the clear hght and illusory body
are present in nearly all highest yoga tantras, there are differences
of emphasis among them. Guhysamaja's system stresses the illusory body and since such a subtle body is associated with method
and method itself is characterized as male in the Vajrayana, Guhyasamaja is regarded as the chief of the father t a r n . Similarly, bemuse Qlakrasarmrara emphasizes the generation of clear Wt, which
is associated with wisdom and characterized as female, that deity is
said to belong to the nother t a w . But no matter how they are classified, all these highest yoga tantra systems present complen: paths
the properly q d to full enlightenment and are capable of leafied and motivated dimple to the supreme goal as swiftly as e b l e .

Y-NTAKA

AND DHARMARAJA

Of all the images illustrated in this work, perhaps none is more startling than that of the tertrfylng Yamantaka (Plate 20). To introduce
this deity we relate the legend of how such a wrathful figure came
into being?8
There was once a powerful yogi who went into a cave to pursue
his practices of deep meditative absorption. He sat down in the unshakeable vajra position and soon his consciousness was soaring to
elevated planes fir beyond this ordmry worldly existence. Night fell
and into the apparently abandoned cave hurried a band of poachers
driving before them a water buff20 they had stolen. They immediately slaughtered the beast and set about devouring their ill-gotten
pm. Suddenly, by the hght of their fire they caught sight of the yogi's
silent form seated in the shadows. F e d of what would happen to
them if this witness to their misdeeds were left alive, they leapt up,
cut off his head, and returned to their feast.
Soon thereafter the meditator's consciousness returned from its
travels and reentered his body, only to discover that it was headless!
Frantically he felt around the floor of the cave, searching for something to place upon his shoulders, but all he could find was the
buffalo's severed head, so he put that on. Then, wild with anger at
what had befallen him, he set out to wreak his revenge on the
poachers who had so cruelly disfigwd him. With his psychic powers
he not only destroyed them but vented his boundless fury on whomever he met. Soon he became the scourge of the countryside, a hideous monster who left behind him a ghastly trail of destruction-a
veritable Lord of Death.
In hopes of putting an end to this carnage a group of holy men
set about making prayers and offerings to Manjushri, beseeching his
aid to protect them all h m the deformed yogi's rage. Out of his great
compassion Manjushri responded to their entreaties. Realizing that
only an e m m e l y wrathfd emanation would be suitable for overcoming such a powerful fom, he madkted himselfas Vajrabhahn,
the Diamond Terrifier, otherwise known as Yamantaka, D e s m r
of the Lord of Death. The central face of this terrifying emanation
took on the aspect of an enraged b a o to match the fury of the yogi,
but it was crowned with the head of Manjushri himself as a sign of
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Yamantaka's fully enhghtened nature. In this fom, then, Manjushri
subdued the yogi so completely that he was converted h m a rnalevlp
lent force into a protector of dharrna practitioners. As such he is invoked by followers of Yamantaka's tantric path and given the name
Dharmaraja, King of the Dharrna (Plate 2 1).

This legend gives us lnslght into the meaning and purpase not only
of Yarnantaka but, by extension, the other wrathful meditational deities as well. Their temfylng appearance is not, as some naive viewers
may believe, a sign of their supposedly demonic nature; on the contrary, it is an expression of the powerful and skillful means the compassionate buddhas employ to transform destructive forces into aids
along the spiritual path. Thus the apparent anger and h a d of these
deities are not directed at other beings, but at the deluded forces that
interfere with the happiness of other beings. In the case of Yamantaka,his practice utilizes edghtened wrath specifically to overcome
and transmute the poisonous delusion of anger itself. His Holiness
the Dalai Lama explains the efktiveness of such p d c e r as hllm:
With compassion as the causal motivation. . .the practitioner utilizes hatred or wrath h r a specific purpose. This
technique is based on the fdct that when we become angry, a very energetic and pawerfirlmind is generated. When
trying to achieve a fierce activity [for beneficial purposes],
the energy and power make a difhnce. Thus it is because
of the usage of hatred in the path in this way that there
come to be w r a W deitie~.'~
A particularly noteworthy example of Y m t a k a ' s wrath being
invoked to combat the forces of delusion is found in the text Wheel
of Sharp Weapons written in the tenth century by D-hi~,
one of Atisha's main gurus. This work belongs to a class of teachings known as Mahayana thought uansformation gib. bjmg),
whose purpose is to help us overcome obstacles to the full development of the compassionate bodhichitta motivationZOIn this work
we read:
This sly, deadly villain-the selfishness in us
Deceiving ourselves and all others as wellCapture him,capture him,fierce Yamantaka,
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Summon this enemy, bring him forth now!
Batter him, batter him, rip out the heart
Of our grasping for ego, our love for ourselves!21
And in the verses repeated as a refrain:
Trample him, trample him, dance on the head
Of this treacherous concept of selfish concern!
Tear out the heart of this self-centered butcher
Who slaughters our chance to gain final release!22
Further on in the same work we read:

0 mighty destroyer of selfishness-demons,
With Body of Wisdom unchained from all bonds,
Yamantaka come brandish your skull-headed bludgeon
Of egoless wisdom of Voidness and Bliss.
Without any misgivings now wield your fiexre weapon
And wrathfully swing it three times 'round your head?
As a traditional commentary e~plains,2~
Yarnantaka's bludgeon
RpTeSents the wisdom of emptiness common to both sum and tantxa,
as well as the non-dual wisdom of emptiness and bliss cultivated on
the two stages of highest yoga tantra. As Yamantaka swings this
weapon three times around his head he destroys (a) the ignorance
of ego-grasping keeping us trapped in recurring misery, (b) the selfcherishing attitude preventing us from genemting the compassionate bodhichitta and achieving enlightenment, and (c) all the defilements, including those of our presently deluded form, arising from
these two "demons."
The enlightened and fiercely subjugating attributes of Y m a k a
are reflected in the numerous details of his image, a few of which
can be mentioned here. Yarnantaka is deep blue in colorrepresenting unobstructed wisdom as boundless as space-and has
nine hces, thirty-four arms and sixteen legs. His belly is large and
he stands naked upon a sun disc within an aura of flames,his erect
sexual organ symbolizing great bliss. His main fice is that of a black
buffao, extremely fearsome, with eyebrows, eye-lashes and beard
all ablaze and the hair on his head bristling upwards. In place of the
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five c m n jewels and shm.ng ornaments of the peaceful deitia,
Yamantaka's head is adorned with five dried skulls s y m ~ h n . the
g
five buddha fimihesand he wears a garland of fifty freshly mered
human heads.
Above his main head and between its two horns is an extremely
fie= red h,
and above that the youthful and shghtly wrathfid fie
of Manjushri. On his nght are three h - b l u e , red and yellow;on
his left are three more-white, smokecolored and black. Each of
these hces has three eyes. His uppermost nght and lefi hands hold
the fkhly seved skin of an elephant, stretched open by its lefi foreand hind-legs. The next two right and left hands at his heart hold
a curved W and skull-cup filled with blood. The ~mainingthirty
hands hold various weapons-such as axe, spear, bludgeon and swd
-to destroy delusions and obstacles, and ritual implements-such
as hand-drum and bell-with which to make and enjoy offerings.
His e a t right feet trample upon a human being, butlido, bullock, donkey, camel, dog, sheep and fox; his left feet stand upon a
vulture, owl, raven, parrot, hawk,kite, mynah bird and swan.Also
being trampled upon are eght celestial devas, or gods-Brahma, Indra, Vishnu, Rudra, Six-headed Kumara, Ganesh and the gods of
the Sun and Moon.
Within the sadhana and commentaries to the Yimantah practice,
the symbolism of all these various elements is explained. In brief,
Yamantaka's nine bces stand for the nine mditional categories of
buddhist scriptures25 and his hair standing on end symbolizes his
atraiMent of nlvana. The garland of M y heads represents the purity
of Yamanglta's holy speech, fifty being the number of vowels and
consonants in the Sansloit alphabet. His two homs are the two h&
of truth;the hty-hurarmstogther with Y m h ' s body, speech
and mind are the thrrty-seven Limbs of EnhghtenrnentZ6and the
sixteen legs are the sixteen emp-F7
The man and animalsunde
his right feet represent the eight great accomplishments; the e&t
birds under his left feet represent the e&t powers2*;and the eight
gods, four on each side, show that Yamantaka surpasss the glory
of the heavenly beings. Finally, the hct that Yamantaka is stand shows that his mind is not coxred by any 0bw.mtiofls.
the practitioner visualizes hun-or herself as Yamantala md r e d s
the meaning of all these symbols, this greatly enhances the divine
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pride so important for self-transformation on the generation SW.
In addition ta the traditional representation of the deity, the mist has placed Yarnantaka in the setting of a charnel ground. In front
of him are skull-cups containing the five sense organs, while scattered around ate the bleached bones of human skeletons,and c
o
w
being eaten by vultures and jackals. On one side, next to the stupa
containing the relics of a deceased guru, sits a monk meditating upon
death and impermanence. On the other side, behind the feasting
jackals, is a yogi playing a hand-drum as part of the chod rite, using the terror-pmvolungscene before him to cut off the related fears
of ego-grasping and self-cherishing.
There are many levels of meaning behind these abundant symbols of death and decay. Yamantaka is the one who destroys or overcomes Yama, the Lord of Death. As the wrathful emanation of Manjushri's enlightened wisdom, Yamantaka represents the penetrative
insight that fully comprehends the transient character of all impermanent phenomena as well as their ultimately seIfless, or empty, nature. With this direct, intuitive understanding, all fears of death are
overcome. The great yogi Jetsun Milarepa (Plate 30) said:
I fled to the mountains
Because I feared death;
I have realized emptiness,
The mind's primordial mode of existence.
Even if I were to die now
It would be no pity.29
But there is another reason why Yamantaka is chamcterized as the
destroyer of death, and this relates directly to the highest yoga tantra practices of the generation and completion stages. As the Wheel
of Life illustrates, as long as we remain under the influence of ignorance and the delusions we not only move through this life
uncontrollably-chasing after elusive happiness and encountering
unwanted suffering-but we are also forced to pass uncontrollably
from one life to the next and from one unsatisfictory realm to another. We die without conscious control, enter the intermediate state
without control and are reborn without control, fbrced to experience
sfiering and dissatishction again and again. From the point of view
of highest yoga tantxa, it is the uncontro11ed experience of these
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times-death, the intermediate state and rebirth-that is the main
obstacle p r e v e n t . the fulfillment of our innate buddha-pomtial.
A distinguishing fature of highest yoga tantra is its ability to dve
us such complete control aver these three critical experiences that
we can transform them into an incomparably powerful path of
spiritual development.
To understand what thistransfomtion entails, we have to become
familiar with the natuxal unfoldmg of the death process?O Death is
the separation of the stream of consciousness from the body it is currently inhabiting. This does not happen all at once but takes place
in successive stages (listed in Table 5). At each stage difk~entenergywinds lose their ability support consciousness as they enter, abide
and dissolve into the centml channel (Skt. shushtnnna or avudhu) of
the vajra body. As this happens the mind becomes more and more
subtle until eventually the very subtlest level of consciousness-the
clear hght mind of death-is reached.
Even for those who have not developed the extraordinary control
of a tantric adept, it is possible to stay in the clear hght of death experience for up to three days. Eventually, however, the very subtle
Iled and white drops constituting the indestructible drop at one's heart
open. When this happens the very subtle mind, together with the
very subtle energy-wind upon which it is mounted, departs h m
the body. Death has now finally taken place.
The eight visions of the death process-bm the mirage to the clear
hght-also occur as we Eill asleep, though most people have not developed the mindfdness to be aware of them. And for a well-trained
practitioner of highest yoga tantra-one who has gained control over
the various energy-winds and can cause them to enter the central
channel-these very same visions occur as a result of medimtive hing. The advantage of having this experience in meditation is that
the yogi can remain completely aware of what is happening while
the mind is graving subtler and subtler. Eventually, as a result of
fully integmted practice, the yogi learns to focus the emmely subtle and blissful mind of clear hght directly upon the ultimate truth
of emptiness. This extraordmary accomplishment puts the skillful
tantric practitioner in possession of a penetrating wisdom consciousness unmatched in its ability to cut h u g h delusions and eradifate
the stains of ignorance.
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Table 5: Stages in the death process
S W

description

inner vision

first

the earth element
dissolves31;the body
grows weak and thinner;
vision becomes unclear
the water element
dissolves; liquids of the
MY
be& to dry UP;
perception of external
sound ceases
helement dissolves;
the f
heat absorbs from limbs
to the heart; detection of
odors ceases; inhalation
becomes weak and
shallow while exhalation
becomes long and strong
the air, or wind, element
dissolves; all signs of
breathing stop; the tongue
becomes thick and can no
longer move
white drops descend from
the crown of the head to
the heart

shimmering mirage

second

third

fourth

fifth

sixth

red drops ascend from the
navel to the heart

seventh

both drops encircle the
indestructible drop at the
heart center

the sphere enclosing the
indestructible drop opens

smoke

sparks

dying candle flame

"white
appearance" : a
clear empty sky
pervaded by
moonlight
"red increase": an
even clearer empty
sky pervaded by
sunlight
"black nearattainment": a very
dark and
completely empty
sky
' 'clear light" : like
the autumn sky at
dawn
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By developing the ability to Itmain fully conscious and in control during the death process, we are transforming the ordinary experience of death into the clear hght experience of an enlightened
being's unobscured truth body (Skt. dhamakayaj . Sirmlarly, the intermediate state and rebirth experiences can be transformed respectively into the two aspects of an enhghtened being's form body (Skt.
m@y), namely the enjoyment body (Skt. sambhogahya)and mnation body (Skt. nimnakaya) (see Table 6). In this way,then, the
uncontrolled experience of death, the intermediate state and rebirth
is transmuted into the enhghtened experience of the three buddha
bodies as we overcome the Lord of Death and transform our most
feared enemy into our greatest protector.
It is often pointed out that sincere practitioners of the buddhadhanna, depending upon their level of achievement, have three
different attitudes towards death. The most excellent practitionerssuch as those who have mastered the methods of hghest yoga tantra just mentioned-look forward to it the way o d m r y beings look
forward to going on a picnic. They are confident in their ability to
negotiate the death experience with full, conscious control and hence
determine their future. Those of lesser ability may not view death
with such joy, but they have no fear of it, having gained fimdkity
with the process through repeated uaining. As for those of least ability, they can die without w
a
s
,knawing that they have done everything within their capacity and have mended all broken vows and
breaches.of commitment made to their gurus.

Table 6: Correspondences between death, sleep and the three
buddha bodies
death

sleep

intermediate dream
state

rebirth

truth M y
(-P)
enjoyment M y
(sambh%aka~)

reawakening emanation body
(nirmanaJwa)

form bodies
(mpakaya)
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This section on the fierce Opponent of the Lord of Death concludes with a stanza from the verses of auspiciousness recited at the
close of Yarnantaka's sadhana:
The vast space and this mother earth
Are entirely filled, with neither let nor hindrance,
By the hosts of deities related to the Opponent of Yama,
The mere recollection of whom subdues all demons and
interferers and effortlessly fulfills all wishes of the mind.
By this practice which releases a rain of flowers that
pervades the sky
With the sound of a song endowed with the fidelity of

B*,
You are maintained in everlasting glory.
As ecstatic joy arises in you through knowing this,
We shall proclaim this melodious song of good fort~ne.)~

HERUKA CHAKRASAMVARA
Heruka Chakrasamvara-the wrathful Lord of the Wheel of Supreme Bliss-is one of the major meditational deities of the m o k
tantras, the principal sourrrs exphmng the methods for RplVylg
the clear light? This deity is sometimes rekrred to as Samvara a d
sometimes merely as He&, though this latter term can be applied
in general to all wrathful male deities of hlghest yoga tantra. In this
section two forms of He& Qlakrasamvaraare prefentted: one having one hce and two arms (Plate 22) and the other four fias and
twelve arms (Plate 23).
In his simpler form, (hkmamvara is blue-black in color and
stands on a sun disc surrounded by a flarmng aura of his own xadiant wisdom. His hands are crossed in the embracing mudra and hold
the vajra and bell symbolic of unified bliss and emptiness. He wears
a tigerskin loin cloth in the manner of an ascetic yogi and is adorned
with both bone and jeweled ornaments and a garland of fifty freshly
severed human heads. On his forehead is a third eye of wisdom and
the expression on his hce is a mixture of wrath and passion.
Chakrasamvara embraces his red consort, Vajrayogini (see Plate
24), who holds a curved knife in her right hand to cut off ego interferences and in her left a skull-cup (not shown) symbohng blissful wisdom. The artist has portrayed this divine couple as appearing in the clear, empty space of the limitless dharrnakaya, and the
radiant light shining from their place of union symbolizes the enlightened transformation of sensual desire through the union of bliss
and emptiness.
Chakrasamvara's right leg is extended and stands on the back of
the worldly deity wrathful Ishvara (also known as Bhairava), while
his left leg is bent and tramples on the breast of Bhairava's consort,
the goddess Kalarati. This stance symbolizes the ability of
Chakrasamvara to overcome the forces of ignorant hatred and desirous attachment respectively. It is also dirstly related to the -l
dary origins of the Chakmamvam E m ,which can be briefly
related as follows.34
At one time this world was under the control of Bhairava. Worship of this fierce deity, most notably in the twenty-four places sacred to him and his consort Kalmti, often took the form of ritual
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sacrifice at which thousands of animals were slaughtered. On occasion human sacrifice was also practiced in the belief that such offerings would move these powerful worldly deities to grant divine assistance in both tempolal and spiritual matters. Degenerate p&of aggression and licentiousness became so widespread that countless beings, thinking they were performing virtuous actions, were
in fact led away from the path to liberation.
Unable to tolerate this situation any longer, Vajrapani and the buddhas of the five lineages implored Buddha Vajradhara to help. Moved
by their request, Vajradhara d e s t e d in the form of He&
Chakrasamvata and subdued Bhairava through the power of his enlghtened inspiration and blessings. In those places where the divine
abodes, or mandalas, of Bhairava and his consort had been,
Chakmamvara d e s t e d his own enlightened mandalas and left
them there without reabsorbing them. This is said to be an auspicious sign that when the times become more degenemte and the poisons of anger and lust become even moI1: powerful than they m now,
while other tantric systems will suffer a decline, that of Chakmamvara will become even stronger, fueled by the deluded energies his
practices so effectively transform.
This story indicates that a principal characteristic of Chakrasamvaxa is his ability to enter even the most unpromising worldly situations and transform them instantly through the power of insightful
wisdom. Many of the most h o u s practitioners of Chakrasamvara
were men and women who, in their o u m d appearance and behavior, were highly unorthodox but who had nevertheless mastered
the esoteric science of spiritual transformation completely. Often,
for the sake of cutting through the stultifying conceptions of conventional society, they manifbted their spiritual mastery in the most
dramatic fashion imaginable. Reference has already been made to
a few of these rnahasiddhas; in the traditional list of eighty-hur such
celebrated yogis and yoginis, two practitioners of C h a k r a s a m ~ ,
Luipa and Ghantapa, figure prominently.35
Luipa was a prince who, despite his contempt for wealth and pawer,
was compelled to ascend the throne of his father. Eventually,
Shakyamuni before him, he made his escape from the r o d l . .
Travehng to another land he exchanged his golden h n e for a simple
deer-skin and his couch of silks and satin for a bed of ashes. In this
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way he adopted the manner of a fully renounced wandering yogi and
took to begging for his daily food.
Eventually his travels took him to Bodh Gaya, the site of
Shakyamuni's enlightenment some thirteen centuries earlier, and
then to htaliputra, the capital of the local kmgdom. At a brothel
there he met a courtesan who was in reality a dakini, a female embodiment of enlightened wisdom-energy. She looked into the nam of his mind and said,"Your hur whit centten and their energies
are quite pure, but there is a pea-sized obscuration of royal pride in
your heart.''36 Then she poured some putrid food into hls beggmg
bowl and told him to be on his way. When Luipa threw the inedrble slop into the gutter, she called after him, "How can you attain
nirvana if you are still concerned about the purity of your food?"37
The yogi was mortified to mli.ze that his judgmental mind still
perceived some t h g s as intrinsically more desirable than others and
that this propensity was the chief obstacle to his attainment of full
enhghtenment. With this realization he went down to the banks of
the Ganges and began a twelve-year practice to overcome hls discursive thought-patterns, prejudices and preconceptions. During that
time he lived on the entrails of fish that the local W e m e n discarded,
and thus came to be known as Luipa, Eater of Fish-Guts.
Luipa was initiated into the tantra of Chakrasarmara by Shavaripa,
who himself was a disciple of the great master Saraha?8By assiduous practice of Chakrasamm's sadhana, Luipa achieved insight
into the innately pure nature of his mind, beyond all dualistic discriminations of hand that. This is the pmhund lnahamudm @ M y ,
''great seal ") expience and h u g h it Luipa attained enhghmment.
One of the greatest practitioners of Luipa's Chakrasamvara lineage was Ghantapa. He had been a monk at the h o u s Nalanda Monastery and gained a grat reputation h r his learning. Eventually he met
Luipa's disciple Dadcapa who initiated him into the c h a h s m ~ a r a
mandala and its p&
and told him to go inm the jungles m meditate.
There he was initiated again, this time by a female swineherd.
As a result of his ascetic life-style and poor diet, Ghanmp became
emaciated and ragged in appearance. When the local ruler came by
one day on a hunting e x w t i o n and caught sight of this thm man
in poor health, he encouraged him to come into the city where he
would receive proper food, clotlung and shelter. But Ghantapa R-
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plied, "Just as a great elephant cannot be led out of the jungle on
a thread, I, a monk, cannot be tempted from this forest even by the
immense wealth of a king."39
This answer humiliated and infiuiated the proud ruler. Seeking
rwenge for the insult he felt he had suffered, he offered a large reward to any woman who could seduce this arrogant monk and force
him to break his vow of celibacy. One woman, a low-caste seller of
wine, boasted that she could do what the king wished. She found
the hut where Ghantapa lived and asked him to keep her on as his
s e m t . Although Ghantapa had no need of such a servant he told
the woman she could stay, realizing that there existed a strong karmic relationship between the two of them h m previous lives.
Several years went by and Ghantapa decided the time was ripe to
help the people in the city develop greater interest in the dharma.
He arranged that the woman would go to the king and tell him that
she had not only seduced the monk but that their union had
p d u c e d two children, a son and a daughter. Dehghted that his plan
had worked so well, the king instructed her to bring Ghantapa to
the city on a particular day. Then he issued a proclamation full of
disparaging comments about Ghantapa and calling upon his subjects to insult this bogus holy man when he arrived.
On the appointed day, Ghantapa and the woman left the fomt accompanied by their children, the boy walking on Ghantapa's right
and the girl on his left. Ghantapa himself staggered along as if he
were drunk and held a bowl into which the woman poured wine.
The people who had gathered shouted insults and jeered, "When
our king first invited you to the city, you arrogantly refused him, but
now you come drunk with a wine-seller and children! This isn't a
very good example for a buddhist monk, is it?"
When Ghantapa heard this he pretended to become angry and
threw his bowl on the ground in rage. Where it hit, the earth split
open and water gushed out in a flood. Then, to the increased amazement of the assembled witnesses, his son transformed into a vajra,
his daughter into a bell and his consort into Vajrayogini. Ghantapa
k l f transfbrrned into Her& Chakrmmvara and dung the vajra
and bell in hand he embraced Vajrayogini, whereupon they both flm
up into the sky!
The astonished onlookers, including the kmg, prayed to the di-
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vine couple to return and save them from the water that was now
threatening to engulf them. Ghantapa RM,
absorbed in the mncentration of immutable wrath, but told the people that if they klt
regret they should pray to A v a l o k i m , the embochent of grat
compassion. When they did so the benevolent bodhisattva immediately appeared and stopped the f l d by pressing his foot on the hsure through which the water had come forth. Before depQning to
the pure dakini-land, Ghantapa declared:
Although medicine and poison create contrary effects,
In their ultimate essence they are one;
Likewise negative qualities and aids on the path,
One in essence, should not be differentiated.
The realized sage rejects n o t -whatsaever,
While the unrealized spiritual child,
Five times poisoned, is lost in samsat.a.As a result of all that had happened, the kmg and his subjects became extremely devoted in their practice of the dharma and many
attained high realizations.
r of the Vajra and
Ghantapa-also known as Vajraghanta, k
Bell-is regarded in Tibet as the fbunder of the fivedeity lineage of
the Chakmamvara teachmgs in which the mntral deity is visualized
in the two-armed fbrm pmented in Plate 22. Eventually the esoteric
insights he txansmitted&ed
Naropa and other mahasiddhas who,
in turn, fbrmulated them into such practices as the Six Yogas of
Naropa41 and passed them on to their Tibetan and Nepalese disciples. They,in turn, established lineaga that preserved these profound practices of hlghest yoga tantra and transmitted them personally h m guru to disciple so that they are still alive and flounshmg
today.
Another major lineage of Heruka Clxhasamm visualizes him
in the twelve-armed form illustrated in Plate 23. In addition to vajra
and bell, this four-hced deity holds the skin of an elephant and a
variety of other implements, namely the drum, dagger, curved
and three-pointed spear in his right hands and the staff, skullcup,
noose and the head of a worldly deity in his left hands.
The symbolism of these various attributes can be explained as hllows. Chakmsamvara's four hces stand for the four doors of libera-
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tion. 42 His twelve arms sqgdy the ~ ~ c a t i ofo the
n twelve li&
of dependent arising explained in the Wheel of Life. As before, the
vajra and bell held in embracing mudra symbolize the supremedcation of method and wisdom while the elephant skin illustrates the
abandonment of ignorance. By playing the hand drum, Chakrasamvara enhances the blissful happiness experienced in the minds of all
Fully Enhghtened Ones. The dagger and curved W cut off the
three poisons at the hub of the Wheel of Life and eliminate all extreme views while the three-pointed spear pierces through the delusions of the hrealms of existence. The staff symbolizes
Chakmsamvara's ultimate bodhichitta, his direct insight into the
empty nature of all thmgs. The skull-cup filled with blood stands
b r the blissful wisdom filling Chakt;lsarmara's holy mind while the
noose signdies that this powerful deity binds himself and others to
nothing but this experience of bliss beyond all sdlkring. Finally, by
displaying the severed head of a samsaric deity, Chhsamvara
demonstrates his attainment of liberation and enlightenment h e of
all the obstacles of delusion.
Before concluding this section it is worthwhile mentioning that
there exist ways of combining the three major yidarns just
presented-Guhyasamaja, Yamantaka and Chakrasamvara--into one
integrated practice. The Tibetan master Je Tsong Khapa received
instructions directly from Manjushri for doing just this and then
passed on this profound advice to his disciples. According to one
e~planation~~
of such integrated practice, Guhyasamaja forms the
actual path, Yarnantaka s e w s as the p r e u , and Chakrasamvara activates it. This means that the practitioner takes Guhyasamaja
as his or her main deity and chiefly follows the methods contained
in this tantric path. To insure a long life and to develop the wisdom
necessary for following these methods successfully, the yogi relies
on Yamantaka as a preliminary. And when engaging in the part of
the completion stage deahg with the so-called ''four joys,' where
it is necessary to cultivate progressively more intense experienca of
bliss, the yogi extracts the relevant portions of the C h a k r a s a m ~
practice that activate and strengthen such blissful experiences. By
blending these three tantras into a unified whole in this way, the skUful practitioner is greatly increasing his or her chances of success.

The g m t mahasiddha Naropa, mentioned above as a lineage holder
of the Chakmamvara tladition, had once been the foremost scholar
at the Eunous Nalanda monastic university in North India. In honor
of his intellectual accomplishments, of which he was very proud,
Naropa was appointed gatekeeper of Nalanda's northern entrance.
In this position it was his duty to deknd the monastery's philosophical traditions against all who came to challenge them. Through the
power of his immense learning and stainless logic, he was invariably successful in this dernandmg task, and thus his h e grew.
One day a withered old hag appeared before him and asked if he
had truly mastered all the words of Buddha's teachings. When he
confidently answered that he had, the old woman laughed out loud.
But when he added, "I also understand their meaning," the old
woman began to weep bitterly.
Naropa was confused and asked her why she reacted in this way.
"When you said that you knew the words of the teachmgs, I laughed
for joy because this was the truth," she replied. "But I cry when you
say you understand their meaning, because this is not so.'' Naropa
was chastened by what this strange old woman-who in reality was
a manifestation of Chakrasamvara's consort, the mighty
Vajrayogini-had declared. Eventually he received empowerments
and advice from this woman and, at her insistence, began a long
search to fmd Tilopa (Figure 10), the guru who would awaken in
him a . intuitive understandmg of the meaning of the dharma, as
d e d in the Chukmsamvam Tantm. Finally, he received a direct
vision of Vajrayogini herself in the form depicted here in Plate 24,
a hrm that has come to be known as N m Khachoma, or Nmpa's
DakiniPS
This story illustrates several important points about the relationship between the meditational deities of the Vajrayana path and the
spiritual seekers who follow it. Although deities such as Vajrayogini
can be thought of as the embodied fidfXlment of the enhghtened
potential, or buddha-nature, existing within each one of us, these
deities are not merely idealized projections of our own internal universe. They have their own existence and it is therefore possible to
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contact with thge &entities and receive inspiration, empowerment and even detailed instruction directly from them. How
such contact is made and the precise form, or forms, in which t h m
deities appear to us depend on our awn state of receptivity and opnness. Thus while Naropa's mind was under the strong influence of
dry intellectual pride, Vajrayogini appeared as a withered hag; later,
when all such obscurations v e k the clear hght nature of Nmpa's
mind had been removed-thanks to a combination of his own efhrts and his guru's inspiration-she d e d herseIfin the fully pudied and enchantingly beautiful form shown here.
Ultimately it makes no difference whether we view the various
meditational deities as reflections of our own enhghtened potential
or as externally existing entities, for both approaches, followed with
sufficient faith and perseverance, eventually lead to the same realizations. What must be understood is that the way we ordinarily
differentiate so sharply between internal and external, self and other,
what belongs to me and what does not, is invalid, arising from the
habit-patterns of our limited, dualistic, conceptualizing mind. If we
are to progress spiritually it is necessary to cut through thse dualistic
interpretations and discover the essential oneness of the meditational
deity, the guru and our own innate clear light nature.
On the most fundamental level Vajrayogini, the Diamond Practitioner, is the wisdom of the insepaxability of great bliss and emptiness. Because this wisdom functions to destroy ignorant
confusion-symbolized by a pig, as at the hub of the Wheel of L&this deity is also known as Vajravarahi, the Diamond Sow, and is
sometimes adorned with the head of a pig. This is in keeping with
a device repeatedly found in Vajrayana imagery whereby the traits
overcome by a particular deity appear symbolically as the attributes
of that deity.
Of the three major forms of Vajrayogini, the one depicted here accords with the vision of Naropa? She is red in color, has one hce
and two arms and, like Chakrasamm, stands upon Bhairava and
Kalarati. There are different ways in which these two worldly deities can be understood. According to one, they represent the hatred
and attachment that Vajrayogini's wisdom has overcome. According to another, they represent the enlightened attributes of Vajrayogini herself, Bhairava symbolizing her method aspect and Kalarati

%i
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her wisdom. Since Vajrayogini's right leg is itself a symbol of her
method and is standing upon Kalamti, a symbol of her wisdom,and
since the reverse is true with respect to her left leg, Vajra*'s
stance doubly reinforces the union of method and wisdom so vital
to the practice of hqhest yoga tantra.
Vajrayogini is sheen years old, radiantly beautiful with a youthful freshness and vitality, and her fice bears an intense expression
reflectmg her passionate nature. She has three eyes, s y m b o b h a
enlightened ability to see past, present and fume simultaneously.
Her eyes gaze upwards to the Land of the Dakinis, demonstrating
that Vajrayogini has the power to guide serious practitioners directly
to her pure land. In her right hand is a curved flaying
marked
by a vajra, and in her left she holds a skull-cup filled with blood as
if she were about to drink from it. These implements symbolize
respectively the wisdom that cuts h u g h the fibrications of ignorance and the blissful clear light consciousness that has unified with
this penetrating wisdom.
Supported on her left shoulder is a staff known as a khatvanga.
This represents her consort Heruka Chakmamvara and indicates
that he and Vajrayogini are inseparable, whether he is explicitly
visualized together with her or not. It should be borne in mind that
Tanthe practices of Vajrayogini are derived h m the Chukmtm and are the distilled essence of that probund meditational system. The symbolism of the khatvanga itself is atremely profound
and each detail can be understood as representing diffemt aspects
of Chakrasamvara's rnandala and the sixty-two deities contained
therein.
Vajrayogini has beautifully smooth, freely flowing waist-length
black hair. Since black hair cannot be dyed the way lghter hair can,
it symbolizes the u n c u nature of Vajrayogini's enlightened
d h m y a , or truth body. Her breasts are full with nipples e m ,
symbolizingthe arousal of desire and indicating that Vajrapgini helps
those with smng passion to transform it into the realization of great
b k . Her body is naked, demonstrating Vajraycghi's W o r n k m
ordinary conceptions and appearances. She is adorned with various
bone ornaments--Cm, bone-apron and so h r t h - s y m b o b the
fmt five perfections making up the method aspect of the P&:
generosity, discipline, patience, efbrt and meditative ~ 3 0 n ~ e ~ ~ t i o n
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Her body itself represents the sixth perfection, wisdom, and so
through her wearing of these bone ornaments the union of method
and wisdom is indicated yet again. Finally, around Vajrayoghi's neck
hangs a garland of fifty human skulls symbolizing the purity of her
speech. Here, unlike in the images of Yamantaka and Chaktasamvara, these skulls are bleached and dry, indicating the fierce arousal
of inner heat (Tib. mm-mo) in the Vajrayogini practice.
Below the lotus and sun disc upon which Vajrayogini is standing
the artist has painted a red triangular design. This r e p e n t s the heart
of Vajrayogini's rnandala abode, the marifkstation of her blissful wisdom appearing as a celestial mansion. AU meditational deities are
visualized within their own h-dimensional mandalas, but Vajrayogini's abode has a unique shape, an inverted pyramid whose
''base' ' is a double triangle. The outer triangular shape principally
symbolizes great bliss and the inner one emptiness; together they
stand for the wisdom of great bliss indivisibly one with emptiness.
This unified structure is often referred to as Vajrayogini's
"phenomena SO^" (Skt. d h a d y a ) . In front of thisphenomena
source is a skull-cup offering bowl containing the various human
sense organs emitting flames. This symbolizes the way our ordinary
sensory experiences can be transformed, by the blissful wisdom understanding emptiness, from being hctors imprisoning us in samsaric dissatisfaction into the very nourishment fueling our journey
along the path.
One of the special features of Vajrayogini's tantric path is that it
contains methods for practicing the generation and completion stages
of hlghest yoga tantra simultaneously. And one of the unique results
of this &ed path is the ability of the supremely successful practitioner to attain Vajrayogini's pure land without having to give up
his or her present body. There are many accounts-some of them
very recent-of dedicated practitioners who at the end of their lives
simply disappeared, leaving nothing behind but their hair, fingernails and the clothes they were wearing; this is a mark of having attained the so-called rainbow body, a sign of successful practice. The
shrine at Parping mentioned earlier is the site where the o@
disciples to whom Naroya taught the tantra of Vajrayogini, the ramdingpa brothers, gained such supreme success.
The lineage of Vajrayogini and Qxhsamvara practitioners is filled
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with stories of a mixaculous nature. Many of these stories-like the
one of Nampa at the beginning of this section-date how a panicular practitioner encountered a living manhgtion of Vajrayogini
herself. One of the most b o u s accounts concerns the novice monk
Kusali who, when tmvehg with h ~guru
s by the banks of the Gangs,
met an old woman with leprosy who wanted to cross the river. His
guru ignored the woman but Kusali, overcome with compassion,
wrapped her in his shawl and began fordmg the river with her on
his back. When they were halfhay across the old woman suddenly
rransbrmed into Vajrayogini and transported Kusali directly to her
pure land!
As mhculous as these storia sound, it would be a mistake to hmiss them too readily as nodung but products of a h c i f u l imagination. Recently, among the d e d community of Tibetan refugees,
there have been examples of hlghly accomplished meditators who
displayed signs of a decidedly supramundane nature. In the 1970s,
fbr example, the monk Jepa Rinpoche died in Manali, a site in North
India called the Valley of the Gods. It had been part of this simplelooking monk's practice to make a daily ofkring of one thousand
water bowls and one thousand butter lamps to Vajrayogini. When
he died and his body was cremated, the manm of Vajrayogini was
clearly visible on his bones. Happenings such as this are Ear from
m and indicate that the methods of h~ghestyoga tantra, if practiced dd&ently enough, have a transformative power of extraordinary potential. The ultimate purpose of these methods, of course,
is to transform limited, seIf-centered beings k ourselves into fully
evolved and efbrtlessly compassionate Awakened Ones; there can
be no greater or more worthwhile transformation than this.
A special prayer of auspiciousness recited regularly by Vajrayogini'S devoted practitioners reads:
May there be the auspiciousness of swiftly receiving the
blessings
Of the hosts of glorious, sacred gurus,
Vajradhara, Pandit Nampa and so forth,
The glorious lords of all virtue and excellence.
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May there be the auspiciousness of the dakini truth body,
Perfection of wisdom, the supreme Mother of the
Conquerors,
The natural clear light, free from elaboration from the
beginning,
The lady who emanates and gathers all things stable and
moving.
May the= be the auspiciousnessof the complete enjoyment
body, simultaneously born,
A body radiant and beautiful, ablaze with the glory of the
major and minor marks,
A speech proclaiming the supreme vehicle with sixty
melodies,
And a mind of non-conceptual bliss and clarity, possessing
the five exalted wisdoms.
May there be the auspiciousness of the emanation body,
born from the places,
Ladies who with various form bodies, in various places,
Fulfill by various means the aims of various ones to be
tamed
In accordance with their various wishes.
May there be the auspiciousness of the supreme dakini,
mantra-born,
A venerable lady with a color similar to that of a ruby
With a smiling, w r a W manner, one face, two hands
holding curved knife and skull-cup
And two legs in bent and outstretched positions.
May there be the auspiciousness of your countless millions
of emanations
And the hosts of the seventy-two thousand dakinis
Eliminating all the obstructions of practitioners
And bestowing the attainments that are longed for?'

BUDDHA VqlRADHARMA
Every Vajrayana sadhana, or method of accomplishment, contains
some fbrm of guru-yogapractice so that the medimtor can receive
the necessary blessings and inspiration of the lineage!. In the sadhana
of Vajrayogini this practice is centered upon the figure of Buddha
Vaj(Plate 25) who is described as fbllows:
In the space kfbre me, arising from the appearam of the
exalted wisdom of non-dual purity and clarity, is a celestial mansion which is square with four doorways, ornaments and archways, and complete with all the essential
k a t u m . In the center on a jeweled throne supported by
eight great lions, on a seat of a lotus of various colors, a
sun and a moon, sits my kind m t guru in the aspect of
Buddha Vajradharma. He has a d a i o r e d body, one fke
and NVO hands which are crossed at the heart and hold a
vajra and bell. His hair is tied up in a top knot and he sits
with his legs crossed in the vajra posture. He assumes the
form of a sixteen-year-old in the prime of his youth,
adorned with silks and all the bone and jeweled ornamentsP8
Around this figure of the root guru as Buddha Vajradharmarecognized as inseparably one with Amitabha-are arranged all the
lineage gurus through whom the practice of Vajrayogini has been
lnmmithed up until the m t , incl*
Nmpa, the Sakya M t a
(Plate 28) and many other supreme masters.These heage gurus are
not visualized in their ordmry hrm but rather

. . .in the aspect of Hero Vajradharma with red colorred
bodies, one fice and two hands. Their right hands play
damarus which reverberate with the sound of bliss and
emptiness. Their left hands hold at their hearts skullcups
fded with nectar and their left elbows hold khatvangasP9
Keeping the root and lineage gurus M y in view, the meditator engages in various practices-such as pmtration, offkring and the
like-that ahgn his or her mind with the enhghtening influence of
these past and prsart masters. AU of this is designed 90 that the sub
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sequent yogas of self-transhrmation will be as successful as possible.
As we can see from the description just given, there is no one set
form in which the guru must be visualized for us to receive his or
her inspiration. Sometimes the guru is seen in 0rd.um-yform, other
times as Buddha Vajradharma, Hero Vajradhara, or Vajrayogini. It
is the mark of a fully qualified guru that he or she can take on whatever aspect is appropriate for contacting the minds of those requiring blessings and instruction. In some cases, the guru may manifest as an animal or even as an inanimate object, if this is the most
skillful way of bringing benefit.
The qualified tantric disciple also possesses the ability, at least
potentially, to d e s t in a variety of forms. Some people may feel
that a woman practitioner should devote herseKto the practices of
Vajrayogini, E m or some other fkmale deity and a man should choose
Chhsamvara, Manjushri or one of the other male yidams. However, it has been pointed out that:
If a man finds it uncomfortable to see himself as Vajrayogini and if a woman experiences the same difficulty in seeing herself as Heruka, this is only because they have M e d
to overcome their ordinary apprances. Once this hult has
been eliminated, it makes no &xtnce whether you choose
to see yourself as a male or female deityOs0

As the previous discussions have s h m , the practices of mmspecifically those of hlghest yoga tantra-inwlve the arousal of latent forces, both mental and physical, of enormous power. If these
are channe!led comxtly, their tmnhrmative e h can be outstand~nglybeneficial; but if they are handled impropaly, with the wrong
motivation or with lack of skill, they can bring the unhrtunate ptitioner such miseries as disease,insanity and mm an m M y b t h .
There is a story about a practitioner of Yamantaka who became
obsessed with the personal power he could acquire t h u g h foHowin.this advanced tantric system. His meditative concentration was
smng and stable, but his motivation was completely devoid of compassion h r others; his only interest was in gaining worldly benefit
for himself. For a long time he meditated smgle-pointedlyupon himself in the form of Yamantaka, untiringly cultivating the clear appearance and divine prick of b a g this p<lwerful, wrathful deity. After he died a tantric master with clairmyant abilities was asked what
had become of him. The guru replied that because of his impure,
selfish motivation he had not achieved any realizations at all. On the
contrary, he had Qken =birth in the k
m
,suflkugrealms as a p m ,
a wandering and perpetually dissatisfied spirit. The only fruit of his
prwious intense practice was that this preoi had the outward form
of Yamantaka!
This story points out some of the dangers connectedwith the practice of tantra. These dangers, or interfkrences, are of two types: external and internal. The former consist of any outside forces, animate or inanimate, that interfire with or hinder the successful
completion of our practices, or that prevent us from accomplishmg
our worldly aims. It often happens that spiritual practitioners, because of the purity of their intentions, attract hindrances in the same
way that a magnet attracts small pieces of metal. The most h o u s
illustration of this is the story of Shakyamuni Buddha who, while
seated under the Bodhi Tree, was attacked by demonic spirits intent
on disturbing his meditation. One of the reasons why hllowers of
the tantric path are advised to keep their practices hidden and to
maintain a humble outward appearance is m avoid attracting such
external hindrances, be they human or non-human. As one contern-
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porary lama has put it," expsing our ~racticesto others and boasting
about being a tantrih is like letting everyone know that we are carrying around precious jewelry: sooner or later we shall attract t h i m
intent on stealing our valuables.
Internal intehrences arise from the delusions-pride, avarice and
so hrth-obscunnp the essentially pure nature of our mind. As long
as we remain in samsara, it is all too easy to be misled by mistaken
conceptions, break the vows we have taken, use whatever power we
may gain for selfish purposes and the like. The serious dharma practitioner, especially the one engaging in w e s t yoga tantra, is in need
of protection h m these external and internal interferences, and there
exists a class of wrathful deities known as dharmapalas, or protectors of the teachings, who can be relied upon for assistance. Prominent among these protecting deities is Mahakala, one of whose many
forms is depicted in Plate 26.

Mahakala-the Great Black One-is shown in his six-armed
d e s t a t i ~ nHis
. ~ body
~ is usually painted dark blue or black to
symbolize his changeless dharmakaya nature. His three eyes symbolize his clear comprehension of past, present and future and his
crown of five skulls represents the five poisonous delusions-anger,
d&, ignorance, jealousy and pride-rransforrned into the wisdom
of the five buddha families.
Mahakala's six arms signify the completion of the six perfections
and hold various implements with which he carries out his promtive functions. The curved knife in his fmt right hand cuts egoattachment and the skull-cup filled with blood in his left hand shows
his subjugation of evil-doers. As we have seen earlier, the knife and
cup also represent the hsepambility of bliss and emptiness, the tantric
union of method and wisdom. His other right hands hold a rosary
of skulls, symbolizing his continuous activity for the benefit of beings,and a damaru with which he exerts control over all classes of
dakinis. His remaining left hands hold a trident, symbolizing his
power over the three spheres of existence-the d d , form and hrmless realms-and a lasso with which he binds those who would break
their vows.
Other ways of interpreting these implements include recognizing
the hand-drum as making the sound that arouses us from our ig-
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nomce, the trident as representing the dguuction of the thrac root
delusions,and the lasso as that which Rins in the caprica of the amfused mind.
Mahakah'S left leg is outstretched and his right is bent to symbolize his accomplishmentsfior the benefit of others and oneself. He
tramples on an elephant-headeddeity to symbolize his destruction
and dispersal of great obstacles. The elephant can also represent the
use of wealth for limited, samsaric ends and Mahakala's domination shows the enlghtened t r a n s h d o n of such worldly behavior.
Mahakala stands upon a sun disc, symbolizing his illumination of
the darkness of ignorancq which itself restsupon a lotus, symbohng
his undefiled purity. The blazing fireemanating from all the pores
of his body demonstrates his pawerful activities in mnsuming all neurotic states of mind. Finally, he is adorned with a tigerskin loincloth,
a snake necklace and holds an elephant s h ; these three represent
Mahakala's purification of desire, anger and pride. His other ornaments symbolize his possession of the complete qualities of a fully
enhghtened buddha.
Although Mahakala and the other dharmapcilas are sometimes pictured as the central figures in Tibetan tangkas, it is far more common br them to assume a subodnate position. The main figure will
often be the particular meditational deity-such as Manjushri, h
or Chakmamvara-with which the practitioner is training to identify. Above this central figure will be the lineage gurus who tfansm i d the practices of that deity, or perthe head of the appmpriate buddha W y . Along the bottom of the painting will be d e w
one or moR of the various dharma protectors, s @ d y those relating to the main p h c e in which the meditator is engaged. It should
be remembered, however, that no matter how many figum rmght
appear in a particular tangka, they are all to be undershood as
manifestations of one's own kind m t guru, who in turn is seen as
insepamble from the buddhas of the past, present and future.
Despite his ferocious appearance, Mahakala is a manifistation of
Avalokit~shvara,the embodiment of universal compaaion. It is said
that when Avalokiteshvara realized that his peaceful methods were
too mild to subdue the degenerate beings in this age of darkness and
protect them from the consequences of their misguided behavior,
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he decided that a wrathful form would be better able to accomplish
his compassionate intentions. He therefbre emanated the dark blue
syllable HUM which transformed into the powerful M a h u .
Amitabha and all the buddhas of the ten dLections praised
Avalokiteshvara's resolve to benefit others by means of this wrathful fbrm and predicted that Mahakala would serve as an invincible
dharma pmtector in all d m s where enhghtened beings appear and
reveal the path to complete spiritual awakening.
Of the eighty-four Indian rnahasiddhas, one of the major practiHe was a mighty hunter whom
tioners of Mahakala was Shavari~a.~~
Avalokiteshvara sought to tame by m.anZestingas a superior marksman.When Shavaripa begged the bodhisattva to teach him to shoot
as he did, Avalokiteshvara promised to do so, but only on the condition that Shavaripa not eat meat h r a month. In thisway the hunter
and his wife abandoned their life-long habit of killing animals and
became vegetarians. They learned how to meditate upon lovingkindness and compassion for all living creatum and, after being
shown a vision of the self-inflicted torment their murderous way of
fi had prepared for them, d d o p e d sincere regret for their harmful
deeds of the past.
After twelve years meditating upon sublime compassion in a state
free of discursive thought, Shavaripa attained the supreme realization of mahamudra and received empowerment from Mahakala
dkctly. Vajmyogini, Tara and many other deitits also bestowed their
blessings on him and Shavaripa became a great teacher of the
dha.rma, transmitting his enlightening insights through song and
dance, sound and symbol. It is said that Shavaripa will stay on this
earth until Maitreya, the Buddha of Loving-kindness(Plate 32), a p
pears and turns the wheel of dharma as the frfth of the one thousand Founding Buddhas of this world-age.
Dharmapala practices are very popular among the Tibetans but,
as indicated, such powerfd techniques are not without their dangers.
It has been said, "If the pxactitioner v e n m onto -US
ground,
unhealthy for his pmgress on the path, the dharmapala principle pulls
him back violently."54 Furthermore, only when we have acquired
the confident strength of our personal meditational deity-such as
Yarnantaka or Chakrasamvara-are we fully qualified to call upon
a protector like Mahakala for support. Otherwise, it is as if we were
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in possession of a vicious guard dog-if we do not treat it properly
there is the danger that it will turn and attack us!
Up to this point dharma protectors such as Mahakala have been
explained largely in tern of tantric practice. Hawever, they can also
play a si&icant role in the pre-tantric s u m path as well. According to Atisha, Je Tsong Khapa and other masters, the s u m path is
divided into three graded scopes, each one mrrespondmg to a different level of practitioner. The trainee of initial scope is mainly concerned with remaining detached from the enticing sensory desires
of this lifetime. Since the main method for cultivating such detachment is meditation upon death and impermanence, such a trainee
can rely on Dharmaraja (Plate 2 l), chief protector in the system of
the ''Slayer of the Lord of Death,' ' Yamantaka.
For the person of middle scope, the main practices are the three
higher trainings of morality, concentration and wisdom. Of these,
the most fundamental is morality, and thus the practitioner of this
level is protected by Vaishravana (Plate 15), the g u a r h who helps
those attempting to keep pure moral discipline. Finally, for the mince
of highest scope, it is the development of the compassionate bodhlchltta that is the most important. Mahakala, as an emanation of the
supremely compassionate Avaloluteshvara, is therefore regarded as
the protector of those engaged in cultivaw such an altruistic motivation.
In terms of the advanced tantric practices themselves, the main
role of Mahahhis to fulfill the hur enhghtened activities of
intmfk~nces,i n m i n g hvorable chmmtances, gaining control over
situations and-if all else fails-destroying obstacles with wrathful
force. Such powers, especially the last, axe easily misused, and it has
been suggested that the serious misapplication of these
techniques was partially mponsible h r the terrible devastation that Tibet
has suffered at the hands of the Chinese invaders. Therefore, as HIS
Holiness the Dalai Lama has said, those wishmg a -pals practice should remember that the best protection of all is one's mdevelopment of a kind and loving heart. Just as Shakyamuni was proaxted from the onslaught of Mara by his meditation on l m , we shall
be safeguarded from outer and inner harm through our own generation of loving-kindness.
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Still, for those who are properly qualified, a dharrna pmtector such
as Mahakala is of great importance. The following stanzas are among
the many homages paid to this protector by famous practitioners.
They were taken from a work by the First Dalai Lama, who, like
Mahakala himself, was an emanation of Avalokiteshvara:
Homage to Mahakala, the Great Black One,
Wrathful emanation of the Bodhisattva of Compassion.
Homage to Mahakala, whose implements are
The skull-cup of blissful wisdom and the knife
Of penetrating methods severing negativity,
The Black Lord of ferocious appearance
Whose voice causes all on the earth to tremble.
0 Mahakala, you appear in the form of a terrible demon
In order to overcome the endless hosts of demons.
Like the first day of the new moon,
You herald the destruction of the forces of darkness.
Protective lord, whose fangs are love, compassion,
equanimity and joy,
Whose body blazes with fires of wisdom,
Your mantra is like the roar of a lion
Causing the jackals of evil to scatter.
Just as the angry yak catches its enemies on its horns
And then shakes the very life out of them,
Similarly do you destroy the inner forces
By which we obstruct our own path to Liberati~n.'~

6 A Living Tmdition
The meditational deities illustrated in the preceding chapter serve
as Exal images for the supremely e M v e txanshrmational methd
of hlghest yoga tantra. Through skillful use of these methods it is
possible to achieve full spiritual awakening very speedily, in some
cases even within a hyears. But the &vents
of these p r a c t k
does not lie primarily with the deities themselves. Instead, it depends
upon the continuous transmission of enhghtening might h m one
mind to another through the medium of the guru-disciple relationship. Without such a relationship the would-be spiritual seeker remains isolated from the inspiring influence of those accomplished
bangs upon whom the power and indeed the very exhence of these
practices Ay. As the Indian mahasiddha Naropa said:

Behre any guru existed
Even the name of Buddha was not heard.
All the buddhas of a thousand kalpas [eons]
Only come about because of the guru?

Thus in Vajrayana Buddhism reliance on the guru is of utmost importance and dmtion to the guru is held to be the very root of the
compath. To apprrdate the indispensablemle of such wholmitment and dmtion it is necessary to realize that the term gum can
be understood on several &rent levels. In the hlghest sense, gum
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h r s to the indestructible union of the clear hght mind of great bliss
with the non~onceptual,unmktaken wisdom of emptiness: the ultimate n a m of reality. In this sense, therefore, the guru is synonymous with the fully awakened mind of enhghtenrnent itself, the unconditioned dhamakaya experience beyond thought or expression.
In the odmary sense, however, the guru is that which leads us from
our pxrsent condition of confusion and limitation to the d e s a state
of clarity and wisdom. Such a guru is our spiritual guide and mentor, inspiring us to follow the inner path to hlghest fidfilhent.
Yet even the relative guru, our guide and inspiration, can be understood in two &rent but fundamentally interrelatedways. First
of all the^ is the outer guru, the person who turns our mind towards
the path, gives us instruction and advice, c o d r s empowerment and
guides our practice. It is such a skillfid and compassionate fiiend
to whom we are generally referring when we use the terms gum or
its Tibetan equivalent, lama. But the final purpose of thisouter guru
is to introduce us to our own inner guru: the innate wisdom dwelling within our heart, uncontaminated by the delusions that cumntly
obscure but cannot obliterate the fundamentally pure nature of our
mind. It is this inner guru that is our final refuge, for our achievement of enlightenment depends primarily upon ourselves and our
ability to awaken the wisdom-energy of our innermost being.
When we speak about the importance of establishmg the proper
guru-disciple relationship-especially in terms of hghest yoga tantra practice-we are acknowledging the necessity of making contact
with the particular outer guru, or gurus, who can capture the essence of our mind and heart. Not every spiritual master, no matter
how highly realized, has this ability in relation a us. There must be
a special bond established between guru and disciple to allow the
necgsaty transmission of inspiration and insght m take place. Without such a bond or karmic connection, the guru will be unable to
touch the deepest essence of the disciple's mind and the disdple will
be unable to generate the heartfelt trust r e q a for full surrendering of the ego and its neurotic preoccupations.
For such reasons, then, Tibetan lamas continually warn students
not to choose a guru in the same indiscriminate way that a hungry
dog runs after meat, pouncing on whawer happens to be available.
Although there are numerous cases in which spiritual seekers ham

recopmd their true gurus upon first yeht--or men upon m m l y
hearing their names-it is recommended that students araminc a
teacher well before dung on the commitments of a full guruAationship, partmhrly t h a commitmentsassumed upon &ing hlghest yoga tantra empowerment. If the relationship with the
guru granting such empmement is entered into too c a s d l y , it will
prove extremely difficult if not impossible to maintain these cornrnitments M W y , to the extreme detriment of one's practice and
general well-being both now and in the future.
What malpes the Vajrayana buddhist tmhtion of Tibet so outsrandingly valuable is that through it the delicate thread of the d g h t ening guru-disciple relationship has remained unbroken nght up to
the present day. Tm thousand five hundred years after the passing
of Shakyamuni Buddha there still exist living traditions of insight
and instruction capable of leaqualified disciples to the same
spiritual illumination that Shakyamuni hixnse!lf attained under the
Bodhi Tree. This is indeed remarkable when we consider that what
isbeingdttedthroughthese6us~ism~Imowledge about the spiritual path but the actual dizations l e a h g to
enlightened self-transbrmation. Through the agency of the guru,
the qualified disciple is introduced to the deepest nature of his or
her own mind, out of which eventually emerges a penetrative allembracing wisdom that far outshines the ordinary conceptual understanding with which we m iimilk. While other traditions of
this ancient and timeless wisdom have become seriously weakened
or even extinct, the Vajrayana has managed to remain alive and
powerful.
Yet the survival of these precious lineages cannot be Qken for
granted.In India itself-where the Vajnyana reached its zenith when
such monastic universities as Nalanda and V
i were! at the
height of their influence, between the seventh and eleventh
centuries-the living buddhist traditions were annddated by successive waves of invaders who swept through the subcontinent from
the twelfth century onwards. F o m t e l y , behm thistem'ble ckstruction took place, the Vajrayana had been succgsfullytransplanted to
Tibet, the Land of Snow. The i n c o m ~ b l rnahasiddha
e
Guru Rinpoche, Padmasambhava (Plate 27), had been invited there in the
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eighth century and as a result of his powerful and fir-reacbg activities, Buddhism took firm root in the Tibetan culture.
However, even in the isolated Land of Snow the survival of the
Vajrayana was endangered. Beween 836 and 842 the anti-religious
King Lang-darma led a brief but devastating persecution that virtually oblitelated Buddhism from central Tibet. After his reign, the
teachings staged a recovery, and the chief figure during this second
flowering of the dharma was the Indian master Atisha (F- 9) who,
like Guru Rinpoche before him, was invited to Tibet to transmit the
intact lineages of the Vajrayana?
From these two Indian gurus and their Tibetan disciples emerged
what came to be known respectively as the ''old' ' (Tib. nying-ma)
and "new" (Tib. sar-ma) translation traditions of the tanttas. The
Nyingma tradition that originated with Guru Rinpoche still survives,
while Atisha's own Sarma tradition, the Kadam, no longer exists
as a separate school. Instead, there eventually emerged three Sarma
traditions-the Sakya, Kagyu and Geluk-which, along with the
Nyingma, make up the four major schools of Tibetan Buddhism
found today. To give a small idea of the flavor of these various Vajrayana traditions, this chapter contains brief selections from the biographies of the two outstanding Indian masters just mentioned,
Guru Rinpoche and Atisha, as well as four of the major Tibetan lamas
largely responsible for the character of the Sarma lineages. These latter include the Sakya Pandita (Plate 28) of the Sakya tradition, Marpa
the Translator and his heart-son Jetsun Milarepa (Plates 29 and 30)
of the Kagyu tradition and Je Tsong Khapa (Plate 3 1) of the Geluk
tradition.
In the selections that accompany the illustrations of these s p i r i d
masters, special attention has been paid to two themes of primary
importance: the guru-dlsciple relationship as the indispensablefoundation of the path to enlightenment, and the intimate role played
in the lives of these masters by various meditational deities, especially those depicted in this work. Because the ~lationshipwith the
guru, to be truly effective, must induce a profound transformation
within the heart and mind of the disciple, and because the world
of the meditational deities is so vastly different from the world we
ordinarily h a b i t , these brief biographies will necessarily be fded
with much that appears extraordinary and even miraculous. Any at-
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tempt to dilute such pto make them more palatable to the
secular and decidedly skeptical tastes of the present day would be
as misguided and inappropriate as depriving the painted images of
their vivid and intense coloring.Whatever the Vajrayana is, it most
certainly is not bland and pahd. To presem at least a small flavor
of the Diamond Vehicle's power and W passap
, of W t ened expressiveness are reproduced here just as they appear in the
standard biographies of these celebmted masters.
It is important to bear in mind that the four extant lineages, or
schools, of Tibetan Buddhism-the Nyingma, Sakya, Kagyu and
Geluk-are not self-contained, independent or opposing entities.
They are all equally rooted in the teachmgs of Shakyamuni Buddha
and, despite differences in approach and emphasis, each school
preserves and tIansmits the e t s and inspiration capable of guiding sincere practitioners to full enhghtenment. Furthermore, if we
examine the guru-disciple lineages of any one school we almost always find that they are inextricably intertwined with the lineages of
one or more of the other schools.
Two brief examples will serve to illustrate this point. One of the
deities pxacticed by many members of the Geluk tradition is Vajxayogini, @ally
the hrm revealed by the Indian master Naropa and
shown in Plate 24. Nampa himself was a forerunner of the Kagyu
tradition, and through his Nepalese disciples this particular lineage
of Vajrayogini passed first into the Sakya tradition and from there
into the Geluk. In a similar fashion, the "Stages of the Path'' (Tib.
lam-rim)lineages of the Kadam master Atisha reached Je Tsong
Khapa through twoof his many illustrious gurus, one belonging
the Nyingrna tradition and the other to the Kagyu. Such crosskrtilization of traditions still happens today and many of the &!hest
lamas of one school have studied with and received empowement
from lamas of the other schools.
It is also important to &that none of thee schools was fbunded
with the intention of competing with or supplanting any of the others.
In h,
it may be misleading to think of the hundmg of these schools
as a deliberate act at all; in a sense they merely evolved with time
and changing events. Whenever a person of outstanspiritual
genius appears, it is nanual that he or she will attract a core of hllowers who will train in the same practices or style h v o d by their
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mentor. Then, depending upon such diverse fixtors as the personal
charisma of the guidmg teacher, the temperament and abilities of
the disciples, the establishment of a monastery or teaching institution in a particular place, the emergence of political or cultural boundaries and so forth, there may eventually evolve somethmg having a
distinct enough character for it to be called a separate spiritual tradition.
Yet no matter how strongly people may come to grasp onto such
a tradition as something new and distinct, its true purpose far transcends the limitations of partisan k e h g s and secmhkm. Because
individuals are so diverse, it is necessary that there be diverse
traditions-whether buddhist or not-to appeal to and work with
their individual aptitudes and inclinations? Thus while with time
there may evolve numerous schools, sub-schools and so forth, the
sole legitimate reason fbr the existence of any one of them is just this:
to keep the flame of enhghtenment alive and ensure that it is passed
from one generation to the next in a manner that brings temporary
and ultimate benefit to as many brngs as possible. As the great master
Jamsang Khyentse Rinpoche (1820- 1892) has written concerning
the various Tibetan traditions of Vajxayana Buddhism:

All of these many traditions, except for their having dBerent names, do not in fact differ at all. In essence they all
come together at one point: each and every one of them
teaches methods fbr accomplishmg the same ultimate goal,
the full enlightenment of buddhahood?

GURU RINPOCHE, PADMASAlMBHAVA
Padmamnbham, the Lotus-born-popularly known as Guru Rinpoche, the Precious Master-is m r e d throughout the Humdayan
ranges as a Second Buddha. Invited h m India in the eighth century to subjugate the forces inhibiting the spread of Shakyarnuni's
teachmgs, he managed m transhnn hitherto hastile pmvers into guardians and protectors of the pure dharrna and, in the p m s , left an
indelible mark on the entire Himalayan region.
In quite a Literal sense, Guru Rinpoche's mark is to be hund
throughout the Himalayan ranges in and mund the many caves he
used for meditation. At these sites one can still see handprints and
fbotprints of the Precious Master impressed into solid rock, mute
testimony to the extraordmuy pawer this fully accomplished yogi
and tantric magician exercised over the extemal and internal
elements.
Guru Rinpoche embodies the ultimate attainment of the Vajrayana
and the power, both temporal and spiritual, associated with this peerless attainment. These powerful attributes an reflected in Plate 27,
which shows Guru Rinpoche wearing an expression of great force
and concentration while holding various implements of power such
as the vajra scepter, skull-cup and trident d.
He is dressed not only
in the robes of a monk but also in the garments of a king to indicate
that he is a member of both worldly and rehgous myalty. The artist has depicted the waters beneath Guru Rinpoche's throne as
swirling and turbulent to enhance this impression of allencompassing power.
Concerning his birth, Guru Rinpoche himself said:
Some people believe that I d e d myself upon the pollen bed of a lotus in the Dhanakosha Lake in the country
of OrHyea; some people believe I was born as Prim of OrF n ; and others believe that I came in the flash of a thunderbolt to the Namchak hilltop; there are many distinct
belie&'held by di&urmtindividuals and peoples, lor I have
appeared in many fbnns.
Howwer, twenty-four years after the parinirrana of the
Buddha Shakyamuni, the Adibuddha of Boundless Wt,
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Amimbha, conceived the Thought of Enhghtenrnent in the
form of the Great Compassionate One [Avalokiteshvara],
and from the heart of the Great Compassionate One, I,
Padma, the Lotus Born Guru, was emanated as the syllable HRI. I came like filling rain throughout the world in
innumerable billions of forms to those who were ready to
receive me. The actions of the Enlightened Ones are incomprehensible! Who is to define or measure them!5
As his biography relates, Guru Rinpoche was adopted by Kmg
Indrabhuti of Orgyen who made him his heir. This set the stage for
Padmasarnbhava, as Prince of Orgyen, to perform many of the same
deeds that Shakyamuni performed as Prince Siddhartha. He married the daughter of a neighboring lung,lived luxuriously in the myal
household and eventually, renouncing that life in fhvor of pursuing
a greater destiny, departed from his fither's kingdom to give himself over to austerities. He then went to Benares where he learned
astrology h m Arjuna, a member of the Shaky clan, and later studied medicine, languages, composition and various arts and crafts,
mastering them all.
Finally he met Ananda, who had been the personal attendant of
the Buddha, received ordination as a buddhist monk, and p d c d
both the sutra and tantra aspects of Buddha's teachings. From the
guru Gaxab Doje, an emanation of Vajrasattva, he received instructions on the Great Perfection, "the path of directly experienced intrinsic ~ o m . His
" experience of these Great Perfiction r i b . &gchen) teachings has been described as follows:
Garab Dorje, good fountain of the Dharma, knew
everythmg, and hdma assimilated it.
He concentrated on the Absorption in the Pure Void
And on the Plane of Essence which pmeeds from it.
He practiced abstention from accepting or rejecting pain
or Awakening.
He obtained, as fruit, salvation through oneself, free from
renouncing or acquiring?
Having become proficient in subduing hostile and destructive
forces, hdmasambhava d e s t e d in many &rent regions of In-
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dia, China and Nepal where he established many bemgs in the pure
practice of the buddhadharma? Because his methods went fir beyond what society conventionally deemed acceptable behavior for
a religious practitioner, he often outraged the sensibilities of local
rulers. On one h o u s occasion, after xumors were s p d that Rdmasambhava had acted improperly while giving instructions to Princess Mandarava and her attendants, her hther-the kmg of Zahorordered her to be cast into a pit of thorns and her guru to be burnt
at the stake. Then, the traditional accounts relate,

AU the deities and the buddhas came to Padrna's aid. Some
created a lake, some cast aside the wood, some unrolled
the oil-soaked cloth, some h e d him. On the =nth day
afterwards the Kmg looked fbrth and, seeing that there was
still smoke coming from the pyre, thought to himself,
"This mendicant may have been, after all, some incamation," and he sent ministers to invmigate. To their astonishment they saw a minbowenhald lake where the p y had
~
been and surroundmg the lake all the wood aflame, and
at the center of the lake a lotus blossom upon which sat
a beautiful child with an a m , apparently about e t years
of age, its hce covered with a dew-like perspiration. Eight
maidens of the same appearance as Mandarava attended
the child?
Today this lake remains an important pilgrimage spot and is considered a particularly blessed site for meditative practice.
Of all Padmasambhava's enhghtening deeds, those the Tibetan
people cherish most d a t e to his introduction of Vajrayana Buddhism
into the Land of Snow. King Trisong Detsen-himself considered
an incarnation of Manjushri-invited him to Tibet to remow the obstacles hmdering the construction and consecration of Samye, the
f i t buddhlst monastery in that land. Subjugating these evil form
and transforming them into protectors of the dharma, Padmasambhava not only esmblished Samye (c. 779) as a center lor the dissemnation of Buddhism throughout Tibet, but laid the foundation for
is twenty-five
what later became known as the Nyingma tradition. H
close~tdisciples mastered and transmitted the various
0 f G ~
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Rinpoche's teachings, and through a succession of such gnat lineage lamas as Longchen Rabjampa (1308-1363)9and Jigme Lingpa
(1729-1798)l0 these teachmgs have been passed on and are srill pmticed today.
Within the Nyingma there are
lineages practiced in conjunction with one another: the Oral (Tib. h-ma), PureVision (&g-~ng)
and Treasure Text (m-ma)
traditions. The first includes whatever was
taught openly by Padmasambhava and the great bodhisam Shantarakshita when they brought Buddha's teachings to Tibet for the
first time. The second derives from visionary experiences of later
masters who received instruction directly from Guru Rinpoche, Vajrasama and so forth. And the third refers to those teachings hidden
by Padmasambhava and revealed by later adepts. Because of the importance placed on this third lineage of instruction, the Nyingma
tradition is sometimes referred to as the Treasure Text tradition.
Termas are teachmgs, usually of the h~ghestyoga tantra level, which
Padmasarnbhava-often assisted by his consort Yeshe Tsogyall1concealed for later discovery. Some were hidden in the earth while
others were planted directly into the minds of his major disciples.
When the time is ripe for the propagation of these hidden teachmgs,
reincarnations of these same disciples appear and are inspired to discover and reveal them. Such discoverers of these hidden teachings
are known as t e r n , or treasure masters, and include not only such
h o u s lamas of the past as Longchen Rabjampa, consided an emanation of Manjushri, Jigme Lingpa, and the Fifth Dalai Lama (16171682), but' modem-daymasters such as His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche (1904-1987),'2 the late head of the Nyingma tradition, and
the late Kyabje Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche (1910-1991): one of the
most highly revered lamas of recent times.
At the end of one of his autobiographies-itself a treasure text written down by Yeshe Tsogyl and unearthed by the great terton Orgyen Chokyur Lingpa-Guru Rinpoche explains the circumstances
of his departure from Tibet. He refers to a prophesy by S m u n i
that savages from the Southwestern Island Continent would attack
this world and states his intention to subdue these would-be invaders.
However, the local prince, Murub Tsempo, son of King Trisong
Detsen,
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became sad and tearful and begged me not tn go, pleding that thepeople could not do without me. In great mmp e s s i O n I ~ n e d m y ~ i n o r dtoassist
er thep
ple of Tibet and bestow upon them essential teachmgs hr
the future.. . .
Then I, Padma, gave final instructions to my devotees
and to those who would be reborn in the future: F u m
generations who cannot meet me must read this arposition of my spiritual practice and self-liberatedexistence in
this world, and obtaining a clear view of its sqpdicance,
live according to its implied command, becoming persect
inall thugs....
Having exhorted the people to aspire to buddhahood in
thismanner, I, Padma,mounted the magicalhorse and was
carried aloft by four dakinis.Agam, I spoke to the people:
I will come to remove the sufkring of the people of the
world on the tenth day of every moon but es-y
on the
tenth day of the monkey month. Do not forget to pray!
Then, turning my hce towards the southwest, I
departed. The Prince Murub Tsempo and his subjects
returned, each to his own home, each to his awn p~a~tice."

Just as Padmasambhava is beloved as the master primarily responsible for establishing Buddhism in Tibet, Atisha (982- 1054, Figure
9) is revered as the one who revitalized it after the bitter persecution
by King Lang-darma. Born the second son of a royal hmdy in Bengal, Atisha showed such signs of intelligence and good chmcter that
he was chosen as heir to his hther's throne. When he was eleven years
old and, in accordance with the prevailing custom, about to be married, the deity Tm appeared to him vividly in a dream and warned
him against committing himself to the worldly life. Atisha managed
to avoid the intended marriage and, giving the excuse that he wished
to go hunting, persuaded his parents to let him leave the palace
grounds. H
is actual purpose, however, was to find a spiritual mentor.
He met a succession of teachers, including Vidyakokila the Elder
and Avadhutipa, and eventually received initiation into the highest
yoga tantra practice of Hevajra h m the master Rahulagupta. When
this great yogi saw that his young and eager disciple was still not free
of his parents' worldly expectations for him, he devised a plan to win
Atisha his release:
[Rahulagupta] sent him back to the palace with eight of
his disciples, four male and four female, dressed scantily
in the bone ornaments of [advanced Vajrayana practitioners].
For three months Atisha stayed in the environs of the
palace with these strange new companions, behaving in a
completely unconventional and outrageous manner. In the
end his parents were forced to give up all hope for their precious son. Thinking him to have gone mad, they gave full
permission for him to leave with his rather unsavorylooking friends and be gone once and for allJ5
Atisha was now able to devote himself to intensive spiritual training. He studied the p m h d Middle Way view of d t y under Amdhutipa, a lineage holder of the wisdom teachmgs, and received further empuwerments into Vajrayana practice. At the age of twenty-nine
he took the robes of a monk on the advice of Rahulagupta and
received the ordination name Dipamkara Shrijnana, Lamp of
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Primordial Wisdom.
Although he continued to receive many profound teachings and
deep dizatiom, Atisha mnaheddissatisfied. Then his vajra master
Rahulagupta told him:
It does not matter how many clear visions of tantric deities you receive, you must train to develop love, compassion and the totally dedicated heart of bodhichitta?6
Following this advice, Atisha devoted himself to the practice of
Avalokiteshvara and set out to receive the instructions for develop
ing the compassionate bodhichitta h m Dharmamati, the lineage
holder of these extensive teachings.
Dhamamati lived in the h+ffland of Suvarnadvipa, the Golden
Isles, and it took thirteen months of extremely difficult travel fbr
Atisha to make his way there. When he f d y arrived he did not
go immediately to see this renowned teacher, but instead spent two
weeks with a group of Dharmamati's disciples, using this time to
check their master's qualifications behre deciding to accept him as
his guru.When the two of them finally met, Dhamamati pmented
Atisha with a buddha statue and predicted that one day he would
be instrumental in taming the minds of those living in the northern
Land of Snow.
Atisha stayed in Suvarnadvipa-identified by most scholars as
modem-day Indonesia-for twelve years and received the complete
transmission of the teachings and insights Dharmamati had gained
from his own spiritual masters. Then, when he was forty-five years
old, he returned to India and thereafter resided primarily at
Vikrarnashila, one of the major North Indian monastic centers. It
was there that emissaries of the Tibetan king Jangchub WOfound
him and invited him to return with them to Tibet and reestablish
the pure buddhadharma there. Upon consultation with TmyAtisha
agreed to go.
He was fifty-three years old when he set out from Vikramashila
and it took two years to complete the arduous journey to Ngari, the
capital city. There the king made a requst whose sincerity and simplicity pleased Atisha very much:
We do not want [teachings]that are so vast and profound
we shall never be able to adopt them. What we need is
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somethmg that will tame our minds and enable us to deal with everyday impulsive behavior. . . . Please teach us the measures p u purself
take."

In response to this request Atisha began giving a set of discourses
that later formed the basis of his mast influential text, h m p of rhe
Path to Enlightenment. In this short work and his later autocommentary to it, Atisha orgamed the entire range of teachqp he
had received into a pathway for the progressive training of a &xiple's mind. He was able to demonstrate that the vehicles of sutra and
tantra, which many Tibetan practitioners had come to feel were so
different as to be opposed to one another, in hformed an integrated
whole. He was further able to counter widespread misunderstandings concerning the Vajrayana by emphasizing that moral selfdiscipline is the foundation upon which all successful practice must
be based. As Je Tsong Khapa wrote some four centuries later:
Wherever the doctrine had disappeared he reestablished
it; where it had diminished he revived it; and where it had
become stained by wrong interpretations he purified it.
Thus he brought dharma in Tibet into a state kh m distortion .l8
Of the many disciples Atisha gathered during his seventeen years
in Tibet, it was the layman Dromtonpa who received and tmnsmitted
all of the master's major lineages. When Atisha passed away at the
age of seventy--as
predicted by lira nearly twenty ~ I earlierS
D m t o n p a fbunded Radreng Monastery, where these precious lineages were preserved and perpetuatd. Radreng thereby became the
s o m e of the Kadarn tradition whose later masters, the Kadampa
Geshes, followed the outwardly modest but inwardly advanced style
of practice favored by Atisha himself.
The Kadampa Geshes placed special emphasis on the mind transformation teachings (Tib. lo-jag) that Atisha had received during
his stay in the Golden Isles and had prized so lughly. The following
precepts have been selected from Atisha's 10-jong teachmgs because
their direct, down-to-earth manner typifies the practical approach
of the Kadam spiritual lineage:
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Abandon sleepiness, dullness and laziness
And always exert enthusiastic effort.
With recollection, alertness and watchfulness
Always guard every door of the senses. . . .
Conquer anger and arrogance
And possess a humble mind. . . .
Whenever a pompous mind arises,
Flatten such arrogance;
Recall the teachings of your master.
When a cowardly mind arises,
Praise the sublimity of the mind.
Whenever objects of attraction or aversion arise,
Meditate upon the emptiness of both;
View them as illusions and emanations.
When hearing any offensive words,
View them as an echo. . . .
Always stabilize [awareness ofl your yidarn and,
Whenever laziness or lassitude arise,
Enumerate these faults to yourself
And feel remorse from your heart. . . .
When giving advice to others,
Have compassion and thoughts for their benefit.
Do not disparage spiritual doctrinesl9
And be intent on whichever you admire. . . .
Examine your speech when amidst many people.
Examine your mind when living alone.LO

SAKYA PANDITA
When Atisha was travehg nonhwads h m Ngari io 1040, he
paused fbr a while at a certain spot fiom which he could see two kmale yaks grazing. Shortly t h e h r he made pmtrations towards
a mirror-like patch of gray earth upon which he had seen the syhbles HRIH, DHIH and HUM appear. These are the seed-syllables
of Avaloki~vara,Manjushri and Vajrapani rspectively. Atisha interpreted their apprance by pnxhcting that emanations of these
three deities would come to this place and work for the benefit of
all living bangs and that their mrk would be hrtherd by two hnns
of the pmtector Mahakala. It was in 1073at this very sin:of gray earth
(Tib. sa-kya) that Konchog Gyalpo of the influential Khon family
founded the monastery in which the Sakya tndition, protected by
two forms of Mahakala and adorned by a .unbroken swam of enlightened beings, was to have its roots.
The distinctive teachings of the Sakya tradition are traced back
to the ninthcentury Indian mahasiddha Virupa. This gnat scholar
and meditator, known previously as Shri Dharmapala, had become
an abbot of the h o u s Nalanda Monastery in North India-some
sources say he was the abbot of Vikramashila-and was a &-long
practitioner of the Chakmsamvam E m .
However, after years of devoting himself to this medimtional deity
without any results, he decided to give up his practice and, in disgust, threw his rosary into the latrine! That ntght the female deity
Nairatma (literally "seIflessness"), who is the consort of Hevajra,
a p p m d to Dharmapala in a clear vision in the hxmof a blue-coloed
woman who said:
Pnxious son, cease this improper khavior. Fetch your ID
sary, wash it with perfume and continue your p d c e correctly. I am the deity with whom you have a karmic relationship and I shall guide you.21
She subsequently initiated Dharrnapah into the mandala of Hcvajra
and over the next several days he made astomdung p
m through
practicing this tantric system.
The monastic community realizd that somee m o m
was happening to their revered master, whose behavior had become
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eccentric and unpredictable. The authorities eventually fklt compelled
to ask him to leave and Virupa, the Ugly One-as he now called
him&-gave up his robes,dressed himself in rags and flowers, and
departed Nalanda. From this point on his life story is filled with
numerous miraculous events such as his parting the waters of the
Ganges, surviving execution attempts and even causing the sun to
remain immobile in the sky. Having awakened the fiith of a great
number of people through his display of magical puwers, Virupa was
able to pass on to those who we= ripe the lineage of pure Vajrayana
practice.
From the view of succeeding generations, Virupa's greatest contribution was to transmit the teachings that came to be known as
"The Path and Its Fruit" (Tib. lam-dre). These systemize the entire xange of s u m and tantra instruction in terms of the meditational
deity Hevajxa. The viewpoint pmented in these teachrngs is known
as "the inseparability of sarnsara and nirvana." As a contemporary
Sakya master puts it,
Mind itself, the union of luminosity and emptiness, is the
root of s a m m and nit.vana. When obscured it takes the
form of samsara and when freed of obscurations it is nirvana. The key to buddhahood, the ultimate source of benefit for all beings, lies in this realization.22
The Lam& teadmgs eventually reached Tibet through the work
of themslator Drogmi-a contemporary of Atisha and teacher of
Marpa-who passed them on to Konchog Gyalpo (1034 1102), the
founder of Sakya Monastery.They then passed to Konchog Gylpo's
brilliant son, Kunga Nyingpo (1092-1158), the predicted emanation of Avalokiteshvara, who wrote no less than eleven commentaries
to their practice.
Kun.ga Nyingp not only received instruction from Virupa in a
clear vision but, when he was only twelve years old, also beheld Manjushri directly and &wd h m him the verses known as "The Ming fmm the Four Attachments":
If you have attachment to this life,
you are not a religious person.
If you have attachment to the world of existence,
you do not have renunciation.
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If you have attachment to your own purpose,
you do not have the enhghtenment thought.
If grasping arises, you do not have the view.23

These and other i n s t r u d o n . ~ ythoee of the new,or Sarma,
translations of the tantras that were then being disseminated in
Tibet-became the bases of the Sakya tradition's teachtngs and were
given their characteristic fbrm by Konchog Gyalpo's descendants,
the Five Foremost OnesF4Ofthese, arguably the gmm was Kungd
Gyaltsen (1181-125l), popularly known as the Sakya Pandim (Plate
28).
From an early age Kunga Gyaltsen gave many indications that he
was an emanation of Manjushri, the emtof enhghtmed wisdom. He could speak Sanskrit bebre he was old enough to walk and
mastered medicine and various other arts and sciences while still a
boy. Once, while asleep in a stupa, he received a complete teaclung
on the T
w of A bhidhama M y from its author, the gnat fifthcentury master Vasubandhu! He studied widely and practiced such
tantras as Chakmamvara and Guhyasamaja, mastering them completely. He was instrumental in introducing the mulition of logical
analysis into Tibet and some of his works wen! so acclaimd that they
were disseminated in India in Sanskrit translation.
He also had extraodmary skill in debate and used this ability to
eliminate misconceptions and c o m t faults in prwious interpretations of the buddhist teachings. On several occasions he avercame
non-buddhist masters. One of his vanquished opponents, who later
became a buddhist monk, exclaimed:
It was not you that I could not d e w , but rather the orange being with the sword by your right shoulder.25
He was ~krring,of course, to Manjushri, who appeared next to
Kunga Gyaltsen during the debate.
While still a young man Kunga Gyaltsen was told by his uncle,
In the latter part of your life, messengers will be sent to
you fiom the & northern longdom of Mongolia. . . . When
they call you, do not hesitate.Go,h r this will bring tmnendous benefit to the dharma and to living beings?
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This prediction came m e when the Mongol ruler of China,prince
Godan, requested that the Sakya Pandta, as the most fimous sage
of his day, come and serve as his spiritual guide. Thus when he was
sixty-three years old he trawled to the Mongolian court in China
where he lived out his remaining years, M e r i n g the spread of the
buddhadharma by devising a new Mongolian script into which the
entire Tibetan buddhist canon was eventually translated.
At the end of a lifetime filled with teachug and benefiting others,
the Sakya Pandita placed his hand on the head of his young nephew
and dharma heir, Chogyal Pagpa-who was destined to be the
spiritual tutor of Kublai Khan-and said, "Practice guru yoga, the
one path followed by all the buddhas." He then assumed the full
meditation posture, held a vajm and bell together at his heart, and
entered the clear light of death. Though all signs of E had ceased,
his body retained a radiant complexion for three days. During the
cremation ceremony that followed, many auspicious signs appeared
in the sky and were witnessed by everyone present. When his remains were later examined, images of such meditational deities as
Hevajra, Manjushri,, -C
Avalokiteshvara and Tara we^
clearly visible on his bones.
In terms of both his teachings and personal example, the S a .
Pandita demonstmted the need fbr a spiritual practice to combine
both study and meditation. And the Saky tradition continues to pm
duce masters-such as its current head, His Holiness Sakya Trizin,
Ngawang Kunga-hous for both their erudition and advanced
realizations. Thus even after seven hundred years the members of
this glorious spiritual tradition still takeheed of the Sakya Pandits's
admonition:
"Meditate! there is no need to learn by instructions,"
Says the shallow-minded fool.
Contemplation without previous instruction
Though diligently pursued, is the way of the beast.
It is by the perfection of wisdom
That omniscience differs from common knowledge.
How would this hfillible doctrine be true,
If, without learning, one could become all-knowing?
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Meditation without hcanng [ttachngs bdbrrhand],
Though it succeeds hr a whik, will soon fail.
You may melt gold and silver,
But, taken from the fm, they harden anew?'

Figure 10: The mahasiddha Tilopa

W

A THE TRANSLATOR AND

JETSUN MILAREPA
Just as the greatly accomplished Virupa was the major Indian patriarch of the Saky tradition, the mahasiddhas Tilopa ( F i i 10)and
Naropa are the forefathersof the Kagyu. Tilopa (988-1069) receivd
the teachings of rnahamudra k t l y from Buddha Vajradhara, and
h m Vajrapghi he received the special dakini heanng heage. Both
of these he transmitted to Naropa ( 1016- 11W),who in turn passed
them on to his Tibetan disciple Marpa Chokyl Lodm (10 12-10%),
popularly known as Marpa the Tianslator (Plate 29). Marpa's principal heart-son and dharma heir was the beloved JetsunMrlarepa
(1052- 1135; Plate 30) and it was through these illustrious founding
fathers that the Kagyu, or Ear-Whispered, tradition came into existence. Thanks to an unbroken succession of great pmctisuch
as Garnpopa, Pagrno Drupa and the Gyalwa Karmapas, this midition has remained alive and undegenerated right up to the p m n t
day.
Milarepa's apprenticeship to Marpa is often held up as the epitome of the guru-disciple relationship. These two difkred from each
other in almost every respect except their intense dedication to the
dharma. Marpa was a solidly built, gruff householder with a l i q e
W y while Milarepa is often pictured as an emaciated ascetic, living alone in caves hlgh up in the Himalayas, his skin having w e d
the green color of the nettles that made up his meager diet. Yet, as
the translators of Marpa's biography have written:
Each of them forged his own path based on who he was
and what his resources were. Their life stories are examples haw one's hk-anyone's lifk-could be devoted wholeof the buddhaheartedly to the practice and &tion
dharrna.t
It would be impossible to do justice here to the eventful life stories of these twospiritual geniuses, but a fbv sipdicant fkatum can
be mentioned briefly. Marpa made his first journey to India because
he was frustrated in not being able to receive the dharma instructions he desired in Tibet. It was his intention to study the Vajrayana
at the monastic centers of northern India, but he had to pause in
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Nepal for three years to acclimatize himself to the heat of the lower
elevations. It was here that he met disciples of Nampa and immediately knew that this was the guru with whom he must train.In A,
Marpa made three trips to India and spent twenty-one years there,
sixteen of which weR in the service of Nmpa. He also studied with
Maitripa and from this mahasiddha he received an additional mahamudra lineage.
As for maharnudra itself, this term encompasses a wide range of
interrelated practices all leading to a direct, intuitive ~lizationof
the mind's ultimate nature. Through following these practices assiduously it is possible to come h e to face with "suchness," the actual way things exist, devoid of preconceptions and elaboration,beyond the reach of words and intellect. We can ghmpse the W o r n
attainable through mahamudra meditation from one of the songs
Marpa sang to express his realizations, one stanza of which reads:
The essence of realization is nowness,
Occurring a l l at once, with nothing to add or subtract.
Self-liberation, innate great bliss,
Free from hope or fear is the fruition.29

Dunng Marpa's last stay in India Naropa decided to test the Tibetan's ability to hold the lineage of his teachings. He the~fbrc
the entire rnandala of Hevajra, Marpa's main meditational
deity, and said to him:
Your pasonal yidam Hevajra with the nine emanation goddesses has arisen in the sky before you. Will you prostrate
to me or to the yidam?30
Thinking that it was usual for him to see his guru while this was
the first time he had ever directly beheld his meditational deity,
Marpa prostrated to the bright and vivid mandala appearing before
b.
Naropa then dissolved the entire mandala back into his own
heart and admonished Marpa that if it were not for the guru even
the names of the enlightened beings would not exist. He then
predicted that even though Marpa had eight sons, his dharma lineage would not be passed on by the descendants of his own m y .
But he also predicted:
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Although in this liL your M y Lacsg will be i n t m q d ,
your dhanna lineage will flaw on Wu a wide river as long
as the teachings of the Buddha remain. . . . All the future
disciples of the heage will be like the children of lions and
gamdas [birds of extr;iordmaq power], and each gcoeration will be better than the last?'
In p a r t i a h Naropa prophesied that it would be Marpa's disciple Milarepa, whom Nmpa had never met, who would be of spccial r e n m . When Marpa had first mentioned M h q m to his guru,
Naropa placed his joined hands on top of his head and said:
In the pitch-black land of the North
Is one like the sun rising over the snow.
To this being known as Thopaga [i.e. Mihtpa]
I prostrate.32

When Milarepa £irst came to Marpa he certainly did not appear
to be a fearless lion, or garuda, or radiant sun of the dharma. On
the contrary, he was in a scate of abject tenor. Milarepa's fither had
been a p r o s m u land-.
Ailer he died, Mhepa's mother, sister and himself had their inheritance stolen by a wicked uncle and
aunt and were thereby Ileduced to bitter poverty. To gain revenge on
these people, Milat.epa's mother urged him to learn the art of black
magic, which he did. Using these powers he brought about the destruction of his mother's enemies, luhng many people and animals
in the process. Then, overcome by the horror of what he had done,
and f;earful of the hte that lay in store fbr hlm as a murderer, he
desperately sought the re@ of a dhanna master who could save
him h m the results of his misdeeds. It was in this smte of mind that
he entrusted himself to Marpa.
Marpa mated this would-be disciple very roughly. He mockngly
called him "Sorcerer"-a name which stuck with him fbr a long time
thereafter-and fused m give him any dhamvl instruction whatsoever. In hct, if Milmpa d a d enter the m m in which an empowerment or teachmgs were to take place, M q a would descend
h m his throne in a rage,thrash Milarepa soundly and thmw him
out! Instead of e h i n g s , Marpa gave M i h p a b a c k - b r e w tasks
to perform. The most firnous of these was the siagle-handed con-
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struction of a rock tower, which Milarepa was forced to tear dand rebuild three times.
Despite intense hardships Milarepa persevered in serving Wa
devotedly. After years of treating Milarepa so harshly, Marpa &cemed that his methods had finally produced their desired effect.
These tasks had acted as purification practices, cleansing Milarepa
and preparing him to receive Marpa's most profound legacy.
Marpa then bestowed upon Milarepa the pith instructions of the
teachings he himself had received from Naropa, particularly those
dated to the practices of Chakrasamvara, and sent him off to the
mountains to do strict retreat. Through untiring effort and intense
gurudevotion, Mdanzpa accomplished the supreme task of complete
s e l f - d r m a t i o n , achiming the fulledghtenment of buddhahd
within a hshort years. He then spent the remainder of his lifiewandering h m place to place, mmhg the dharma h u g hspontaneous
songs that touched the hearts of simple and learned alike. These songs
are still sung by the Tibetan people, who, whatever their afEliation,
regard Milarepa with abiding affection as one of their own.
To especially ripe disciples, Jetsun Milarepa-Mila, the Revered
Cloth-Clad One-passed on the pmhund instructions handed down
h m Vajradhara, Tilopa, Naropa and Marpa. To Gampopa (10791153), a master of the Kadam tradition, he transmitted certain special teachings that Tilopa commanded be kept extremely hidden,
to be passed from guru to only one disciple for thirteen successive
generations. Yet one of the most powerful teachings that Milarepa
ever gave Gampopa was completely non-verbal. Milarepa had sent
Gampopa away to do retreat when suddenly he called his disciple
back to him, explaining that he had one further set of instructions
to pass on. He then lifted up his cloth garment and showed Gampopa his own scarred and calloused backside, testimony of the years
of unstinting meditation he had engaged in to win the goal of full
awakening. Deeply impressed by what he had seen, Gampopa
departed, inspired to practice just as intensely.
Over the centuries the Kagyu mdition has continued to produce
a succession of realized masters who have engaged in the same pmctim perfhed by Marpa and Milattpa. Among them are the late head
of the Kagyu tradition, His Holiness the Sixteenth Karrnapa, Rangjung Rigpe Dorje (1923-198 l), and H
is Eminence the late Kalu Rin-
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poche (1904-1989), both mmgmd by members of all Tibetan traditions as yogis of exaptional atOiinment. In his last public
Kalu Rinpoche described the attitude to be cultivated by the disciple toward his or her spiritual master as bllws:

. . .what we call the Buddha, or the Lama, is not material
in the same way as iron, crystal, gold or silver are. You
should never think of them with this sort of materialistic
attitude. The essence of the Lama or Buddha is emptiness;
their nature, clarity; their appearance, the play of
unimpededawareness. Apart fiom that, they have no d,
material fonn, shape or color whatsoever-like the empty
luminosity of space. When we know them to be like that,
we can develop bith, merge our minds with theirs, and let
our minds rest peacefully. This attitude and practice are
most important?

JETSONG KHAPA
Dunng China's d e d Cultutal Revolution, when the Red Guards
w d d their greatest destruction in Tibet, among the many pridess
treasuresthey dmcrated and plundered was a tomb at Ganden Monastery near Lhasa. They were amazed m discover that the body it
contained was uncormpted, its hair and hgemads still growing &er
five centuries. These were the remains of Lama Je Twng Khapa
(1357-1419), one of the outstanding figures in Tibet's long and illustrious religious history.
The story of this ~rnarkableyogi, teacher and prolific author begins at the time of ShakyamuniBuddha 2500 years ago. On one occasion a young boy offered Buddha a conch shell, symbol of the
propagation of the dharma. Buddha then prophesied to his close disciple and attendant Ananda that in the future this boy would be reborn in the snowy north where he would found a great monastery,
offw a a w n to a sacred buddha statue and be m e n t a l in s p d ing the buddhist dharma. He also predicted that this future incarnation would be known as Surnati Kirti-Famous Pure Mind-the
Tibetan for which is Losang Drakpa. More than a thousand years
later the great Guru Rinpoche, Padmammbhava, predicted that a
fully ordained monk by the name of Losang Drakpa would be born
in the east of Tibet near China and that this bodhisama emanation
would attain the complete enjoyment body of a buddha.
All these things came about just as predicted. Je Tsong Khapa was
born in Amdo in eastern Tibet amidst auspicious signs in the year
1357. Where his afterbirth was buried a uee sprang up bearing sacred syllables on its leaves and bark; this tree still stands and even
skeptical present-day visitors to the site have reported seeing its selfarisen symbols for themselves. The district where he was born is
called Tsong-kha, or Onion Land, providing Tsong Khapa with the
name by which he is most commonly known.
A great teacher from Amdo named Choje Dondrub Rinchen had
been away in Lhasa when he learned that upon his return home he
would find a disciple who was an emanation of Manjushri. This
pnwed to be Tsong Khapa, who while still very young began his formal dhanna education under Dondrub Rinchen. At the age of three
he received the lay buddhist vows from the illustrious Fourth Kar-
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rnapa, Rolpe D o ~ j e and
? ~ when he was seven his teacher ordained
him as a novice monk and gave him the prophesied name, Losang
Drakpa. By this early age Tsong Khapa had already received empowerment into such w e s t yoga tantra pmctkes as YamanQkaand
Hevajra and had completed a major meditational retreat on
Chakmamvara.
Eventually the time came for Tsong Khapa to journey m central
Tibet to continue his spiritual training. Befb~lehe left, Dondrub Rinchen advised him which texts he should study initially and which
meditational deitia he should rely upon fbr the rest of his life. These
latter included Yamantaka for the continuation of his practice, Vajrapani fbr freedom h m intermptions, Manjushri for increw of wisdom, Arnitayus for long life, and Vaishravana, Mahakala and Dharmaraja (of the Yamantaka rnandala) for protection.
At the age of sixteen Tsong Khapa arrived at Dnkung,a five-day
journey from Lhasa,and there he received instruction in such subjects as the compassionate bodhichitta motivation and the profbund
mahamudra from the h o u s Drikung Kagyu master Chennge
Chokyi Gyalpo. He also studied the major buddhlst medical treatises at that time and soon became renowned b r his abilities as a
healer.
From this point onward Tsong Khapa's life story is filled with
numerous accounts of the great teachers fmm all traditions with
whom he studied and h m whom he xeeived mtric empc.JHnrment,
the speed and thoroughness with whlch he mastered everythug he
was taught,and the mixaculous visions that a p p a d as Tsong Khap
trawled from place to place to perfect his understanding and dzations. Particularly noteworthy was his relationship with the outstanding Sakya master Rendawa, from whom he m i v e d t
e
a
c
m
on many profound topics, most especially the Middle Way (Skr.mudhyamlka) philosophy of the Indian mahasiddha N d u n a . Their
relationship was such that each became the other's masrer, and
they
throughout their Lives they exchanged the various
received from other gurus.
In honor of Rendawa, Tsong Khapa composed the feud set
of verses:
Manjushri, lord of stainless omniscience,
Avalokiteshvara, mighty treasure of immaculate l o ~ ,
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0 Rendawa Zhonnu Lodm, crown jewel of Tibetan sages,
At your feet I make this request:
Grant protection to me, a fly seelung liberation.35
Rendawa felt that such praises were more applicable to Tsong
Khapa than to himself and rewrote them as follows:
Avalokiteshvara, great m u r e of objectless compassionP6
Manjushri, master of flawless wisdom,
Vajrapani, destroyer of demons without exception:
Tsong Khapa, crown jewel of Snow Land sages,
Losang Drakpa, at your feet I make requests?'
It is still the practice of Tsong Khapa's followers to recite these verses
while visualizing Manjushri at Tsong Khapa's crown to symbolize
the enhghtened qualities of his holy body, Avalokiteshvara at his
throat as a symbol of his speech and Vajrapani at his heart to indicate his limitless mind?
The b d t h of Tsong Khapa's erudition was exceptional. Not only
did he receive and give t e a c m based on the works of Shakyamuni
and the major Indian commentators-such as Nagarjuna, Asanga
and Dharmakirti-but he also transmitted the lineages of the great
Tibetan masters who came befbre him. These included the Hevajra
lineage of the Sakyas, mahamudra and the Six Yogas of Nmpa h m
the Kagyu tradition of Marpa and Milarepa, Kalachakra in the tradition of Buton Rinpoche, the various Chakmwnvara lineages held
by the Nyingma master Kyungpo Lhaypa, and many other teachings too numerous to mention. Tsong Khapa did not merely study
and transmit these lineages, but gained inner realization of them
h u g h his practice of meditational retreat.
It was during one of his meditational retreats that Tsong Khapa-or
Je Rinpoche, the Revered Precious One, as he became knownexperienced clear, dbricated visions of Manjushri. From that time
onwards he was in continual communication with the Buddha of
Wisdom and was able to clarify many difficult points of both sum
and tantra by conferring directly with him. The intimate connection between the two of them is reflected in the usual depiction of
Tsong Khapa holding the sword and scriptud text emblematic of
Manjushri (see Plate 31). He is also depicted wearing the hat of a
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m t , s y m b o b his mastery of the e n t k scope of buddhist teachings. The golden-yellow color of this hat-which is also the alor
of the earth element-indicates the importance Tsong Khap placed
on pure m o d discipline as the ground, or bundation, of spiritual
practice.
Following Manjushri's advice and his own desire to perfect his
realization of the dharrna, Twng Khapa trawled south from Lhasa
to Rll~
Cholung with eght of his closest disciples to engage in strict
retreat. During the first phase of this rett.pat the meditators concentrated on the various px4ummq practices that punfy and strengthen
the body and mind in pqmation br the mon advanced tantric y q p s
that follow. So they would not have to rely on anyone else for fbod
and could therefore remain completely isolated during their intensive practices, the meditators decided to restrict themselves to a diet
of juniper bemes.
These nine practtionefs putsued their chmm cask with p t dedication and single-minded efirt .Je Tsong Khapa h.imxIf pehrmed
three and a half million full-length pmtxatiom and one million e&t
hundred thousand rnandala ofkings during this retreat. h practices were so intense that his prostrating form wore an impression
in the ground and the forearm with which he rubbed the offering
surface was often raw and bleedmg.
At the end of this four-year retreat, during which Twng Khapa
and his companions received numerous k t visions of such enlightened beings as the Medicine Buddha, they trawled to the temple of Dzing-ji Ling where they found its cenual Maitreya smtue in
a sad state of disrepair. By sehng their few possessions and mofferings to Vaishravana, the deity of wealth, they wert successful
in gathering a large number of people who assisted them in rstoring this image. Through this act of devotion a smng link was forged
with the Future Buddha to the benefit not only of t h a who assisted
Tsong Khapa but of later generations as well.
Afterwards Tsong Khapa and his eight disciples went into the
mountains to engage in funher i n d v e practices. During this time
they received visions not only of various deities but of S U C gr~at
~
mahasiddhas and pandits as N a g ~ j ~ nAa-, ,
Tilopa and NmpaOn one h o u s occasion depicted in pain*
to this
Manid
ap&
and touched Tsong Khapa's chest with his sword. Immedi-
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ately a stream of nectar flowed from the deity's heart into the meditator, filling him with indescribablebliss. This event was witnessed
by his companions who, dependmg on the purity of their vision and
their own spiritual progress, experienced varying degrees of similar bliss?
It is said that there were four great deeds that Tsong Khapa perfbnned, and mtoration of the Maitrqa statue is counted as the first.
The others were giving particularly clear and complete explanations
of Shakyamuni's teachugs on ethical behavior (Skt. vinaya),thereby
elucidating the path of pure moral discipline; presenting a crown of
gold to the ancient buddha statue in the main temple in Lhasa,
thereby fulfilhg the prophesy made by Buddha Shakymuuni; and,
towards the end of his life, founding and consecrating the monastery of Ganden near Lhasa, which became the fountainhead of the
tradition that was to propagate Tsong Khapa's method of study and
practice after his passing. Since its foundug, this tradition and its
followers have been known by several different names: "Gandenpa"
recalls the tradition's first monastery; "New Kadam" acknowledgs
Tsong Khapa's devotion to and propagation of Atisha's lineage; and
"Ge1ukpa"-the Virtuous-reflects the great emphasis this tradition has always placed on pure moral conduct.
Although even as a young man Tsong Khapa's learning was unexcelled and his b e as a teacher and meditation master widesprpad,
he remained dissatisfied with his realization of the ultimate view of
d t y , the wisdom of emptiness. In particular,he fklt there were subtle points relating to the profound madhyamka philosophy as
propounded by the Indian masters Nagarjuna, Buddhapalita and
Chandrakirti about which he still needed clarification. The~fore,
at the age of forty he withdrew fmm active teaching and put himself into intensive retreat on these very points. Then, as related in
a poem recounting his mystic experiences, written by one of his disciples and addressed to Je Rinpoche himself:
One night you dreamed of Nagarjuna
And his five spiritual sons
Amongst themselves discussing
The fabric of dependent origination.
From their midst came Buddhapalita
Who touched you with a scriptureP0
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Tsong Khapa awoke with a k h g of great bliss and i m m d h t ~ l y
opened his copy of Buddhapahta's text. As recounted in his biography:
While he was reading the words, "the self is not the same
as the [mental and physical] aggregates, nor is it anything
other than the aggregates" he effortlessly experienced the
ultimate realization of absolute reality, along with perfect
understanding of all the. . .subtleties concerning the
authentic view?'
Overflowing with joy and hithin Shakyamuni Buddha, the original source of this enlightening realization, he wrote the poem entitled "In Praise of Dependent Arising," which contains the follwing stanzas:

0 wondrous teacher, 0 wondrous refuge,
Supreme speaker, g a t protector.
I pay homage to that great Teacher
Who so clearly explained dependent-arising.

0 Benefactor, to heal all beings
You proclaimed (dependent-arising),
The peerless reason for ascertaining
Emptiness, the heart of the teachmgP2

These lines reflect Twng Khapa's realization, insisted upon in his
subsequent t e a h q p and writings, that thnt is no mntmdiction between each and every phenomenon's complete lack of i n h e ~ nselft
existence-i.e. its ultimate truth of emptiness-and its valid conventional functioning accorchg m the laws of cause and effect, or dependent arising?) The nonconuadictorings of the two truths, ultimate and conventional, is proclaimed by Twng Khap to be the
most profound view of reality, the actual meaning intended by
Shakyamuni, Nam'una and all enhghtened beings.
Among the many people who came o see Tsong Khapa were some
who wanted to test his understandmg against their own and engage
hun in debate. One such would-be adversary was Gyaltsab Dl-nn.na
Rinchen, a great scholar of the Sakya tradition. He arrived during
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one of Tsong Khapa's discourses and, fded with his own selfimportance, sat d m not with the discipls but on the guru's -hing throne itself. Tsong Khapa merely moved over to make room for
him and continued his discourse. As Gyaltsab listened he became
more and moe i m p 4 with the profundity of Tsong Khapa's wisdom and skill. First he took off his hat as a sign of respect, then he
made prostrations and finally he humbly took his place among Tsong
Khapa's disciples.
Although Gyaltsab'S original action of taking Je Rinpoche's seat
was arrogant, it proved to be an auspicious omen for the future; after Tsong Khapa's passing it was Gyaltsab Je who inherited the
master's teaching mantle and became the first Throne Holder of
Ganden (Tib. Ganden Tn-pa), the title by which the successive heads
of the Geluk tradition are known.
Tsong Khapa is often depicted as flanked on his right by Gyaltsab
Je and on his left by another of his hremost disciples, Khedrub Choje
Gelek Palzangpo (Figure ll)? The latter was instrumental in
propagating his master's most profound tantric lineages and succeeded Gyaltsab Je as head of the Geluk tradition. In one of the most
commonly p d c e d guru-yoga visdizations among the GelukpasP5
Tsong Khapa and his two successors are seen as emanating from the
heart of Maitreya Buddha; Tsong Khapa holds the implements of
Manjushri while Gyaltsab Je wears the peaceful expression of the
compassionate Avalokiteshvara and Khedrub Je the intense look of
Vajrapani, Lord of the Tantras. Keeping this visualization in mind
while developing strong faith in their personal guru as inseparable
from Je Rinpoche, devoted practitioners then recite the verses of
praise by Rendawa given earlier.
Another one of Tsong Khapa's highly realized disciples was Gendun Drub, hunder of the ~ o uTashi
s Lhunpo Monastery that later
became the seat of the Panchen Lamas, who were nxogmzed as emanations of Amitabha Buddha. Gendun Drub himself was considered to be an incarnation of Atisha's chief disciple Dromtdnpa and,
khim, an emanation of Avalokiteshvara. He is the first in the line
of fourteen incarnate masters known as the Dalai Lamas who, since
the time of the great Fifth Dalai Lama in the seventeenth century,
have been the temporal and spiritual leaders of the Tibetan people.
Although the Dalai Lama is the highest mnked lama in the Tibetan
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hierarchy, he is not the head of the Geluk tradition. This position
is held by the successive Ganden Throne Holdexs, the ninety-e&th
and present one being Ganden Tri Rinpuche Jarnpel Shenpen. The
Dalai Lamas themselves have always been masters of a wide ~ilnge
of teachings and practices and the Great Fifth, to cite only one example, was a holder of many Nyingrna lineages and a discoverer of
treasure texts hidden by Guru R i n p h e , Padmasambhava.
Although Tsong Khapa passed away at the relatively early age of
sixty-two,he left behind a powerful legacy. His &teen large volumes
of writings contain everyhug from devotional prayers to in-depth
analyses of such advanced topics as the rnadhyamh view of reality
and the illusory body practices of Guhyasamaja. But he is perhaps
best remembered for his two encycloptxhc works, Great Exposition
of the Stages of the Path and Gtleat Expodim of S m t Manna. In these
massive texts he ordered the complete paths of sutra and tantra into
a coherent whole suitable for practice. In this endeavor he followed
the example of Atisha46; indeed, while he was composing his Stages
of the Path he received direct visions of this great master and of all
the gurus of the lineage stretching back to Shakyamuni himself.
Even after Tsong Khapa showed signs that he was p~paringto
pass away from this life, he continued to give teachings and engage
in his personal meditational practices. He persisted in this way until the morning of the twenty-fifth day of the tenth Tibetan month,
a day of particularly p t importance to practitioners of Chakmamvara. At dawn he made a special series of tantric ofkrings after which
he ceased breathmg. His body then took on the vibrant appearance
of youthful Manjushri and emitted light rays of variegated colors;
this was a sign that, as predicted, Tsong Khapa achieved enlightenment after the clear light of death in the form of a complete enjoyment body. As is generally the case with h g l y realized teachers,
his disciples took great care in their mtment of Twng Khapa's body.
Upon consultation with various oracles, they decided to enshrine it
within a stupa, which remained intact until the events of the Cultural Revolution described at the beginning of this section.
Even after his demise, Je Tsong Khapa continued to be a living
inspiration to many of his disciples. In particular, Khedrub Je
received various visions of his departed master, who answered questions posed by thisdevoted disciple and encouraged him to overcome

Figure 12: Khedrub Je's vision of Je Tsong Khapa
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ciiiliculties he was having. In one of these visions (see Figure 12)
Tsong Khapa appeared on a tiger, holding a sword and skull-cup,
and told Khedrub Je that he was now residing in the Pure Land of
Tushita, the abode of Maitreya Buddha. It is said that he will ~ r n a i n
there until the time comes for him to appear as the eleventh of the
one thousand Founchg Buddhas predicted to appear during this
present eon, at which time he will descend to turn the wheel of
dharrna just as Shakyamuni Buddha did and reveal the complete
paths of sutra and tantra.
The esteem in which Manjushri Je Tsong Khapa, as he is often
called, has been held by his contemporaries and succeeding generations is evident in many tributes to him written not only by members of his Geluk tradition, but by followers of other traditions as
well. When the Eighth Karmapa, Mikyo Doj e (1507-1554), the
great Kagyu scholar and meditator, was t r a e h u g hthe Charida
Pass in Tibet, as he himself wrote, "thoughts of the incomparable
Tsong Khapa welled up" within him and he was moved to compose
a poem of praise that includes the following stanzas:
At a time when nearly all in this Northern Land
Were living in utter contradiction to Dharma,
Without illusion, 0 Tsong Khapa, you polished the
teachings .
Hence I sing this praise to you of Ganden Mountain.
When the teachings of the Sakya, Kagyu, Kadam
And Nyingrna sects in Tibet were declining,
You, 0 Tsong Khapa, revived Buddha's doctrine,
Hence I sing this praise to you of Ganden Mountain.
In merely a few years you filled
The land from China to India
With peerless holders of the saffron robes.
Hence I sing this praise to you of Ganden Mountain
In person and in dreams you come to those
Who but once recollect your image.
Tsong Khapa, who watches with compassionate eyes
I sing this praise to you of Ganden Mountain.
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Manifbting sublime austerity and discipline,
The form and fragrance of your li6e were incomparable.
0 Tsong Khapa, controlled one pleasing to the buddhas,
I sing this praise to you of Ganden Mountain.

By the strength of the sons of your lineage
And by my having f a i W y o&red this praise,
May the enhghtened activity of Buddha Shakyamuni
Pervade the earth fbr ages m come?'

7 Maitrqa, the Future Buddha
Just as love-the wish for others to be happy-is the motivation h r
entering the pxactice of the Vajrayina, so too is its open and boundless
expression one of the most t e h g signs that this practice has been
successful. The loving radiance of a spiritual master, wen when
cloaked in sternness or wrath, is the special quality that hooks the
minds and hearts of others, and it is o k n said that the love of a guru
fbr his or her disciples is fir p m than the love they have fbr themselves. It is themfbre fitring that this introduction to the world of the
Vajrayana conclude with the Buddha of Lwing-kindness, the Conqueror M a i m (Plate 32).
The story of M a i m begms incalculable ages in the past during
the time of Buddha Ratnachattra. One of his disciples was the monk
Sthixamati, who had infinitelymore concern fbr the w d k of others
than he did h r himself. He would often fbrsake taking h a d until
he had established a vowed number of beings on the paths of p m
moral discipline, concentration and wisdom. So strong was his dedication to others' happiness and so radiant his kindness and love (sb.
maim), that even the gods of heaven praised him, giving him the title
"Loving One," or Maitreya. Buddha Ratna-chattra p r e d i d that
in all his future rebirths as a bodhisattva he would be known by this
name and that his fame would spread fir and wide.
In addition to love, one of the main practices of Maitreya was the
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Seven-Limbed Puja. This powerful method for countering the delusions, purifying negativity and accumulating meritorious energy
is an integral part of buddhist practice, and its main features are outlined in the following prayer:
With body, speech and mind I pay homage with devotion,
And make o&rings, both actual and mentally transfbnned.
I declare all beginningless negative actions,
And rejoice in the virtues all beings perform.
0 Gurus, please stay here until sarnsara ends,
And turn the wheel of dharma for the benefit of all.
Thus I dedicate the merit of myself and of all others
That we may attain the enlightened beings' state.'
Through sincere performance of these seven limbs-prostration,
offering, declaring non-virtue, rejoicing, entreating the gurubuddhas to remain, requesting teachings and the final dedicationMaitreya eventually achieved full enlightenment.
Although Maitreya realized buddhahood before Shakyamuni, he
honored Shakyamuni as his guru and held him in highest esteem.
In fact, one usual way of portraying Maitreya shows him adorned
with a stupa on the crown of his head; the stupa symbolizes
Shakyamuni and its position on Maitreya's crown demonstrates supreme respect. When Shakyamuni appeared in this world as the
fourth Foundmg Buddha of the present age, Maitreya manifested as
one of hls disciples-along with Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri, and
others-to demonstrate how the bodhisattva path should be hllowed.
Shakyamuni predicted that, through the inevitable degeneration
of the times, hls own teachings would last just five thousand years
before disappearing h m this world. People will grow more and more
immoral and their li.fispan will gradually decrease, as will their health;
s t a m and fortune. While such delusions as miserliness, hatred and
jealousy gain strength, the world will go through prolonged periods
of famine, disease and continuous warfire until it eventually resema
m
i will appear,
bles a vast battlefield or graveyard. Thereupon M
not in his fully evolved buddha form, but as a person of regal bearing,very handsome and taller than those around him. On seeing this
unusual being, people will be filled with wonder and frith and vvlll
ask how he came to have such an attractive appearance. M a i m will
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then xtply, "Through the practice of patience, avoidmg gi'ving harm
to others. If you too abide in love and tderance, you shall also become similar to me."
Maitreya's appearance will mark a great turning point in the form e s of this world. As moxt and more beings follow his example,
their store of merit, and consequently their w a n , will increase.
Eventually people will live in health for such a long time that the
s&rings of old age and death will scarcely be known. At that time,
the obsemmce of morality will gxuw lax as people become more and
more engmsed in the pleasures of their existence. With this laxity
will come another gradual shortening and degeneration of their
h p a n until eventually bemgs once again will become suitably ripe
to take sincere interest in the spiritual path. It is at this time that
M a i m Buddha will descend h m the Tushita Buddha Field w k
he now resides to appear in this world as the fifth Foundmg Buddha of this world age.
Maitmya is depicted in Plate 32 in a posture symbohng that he
is ready to arise in response to the needs of the world and descend
to turn the wheel of dharma, as Shakyarnuni did befoxt him. H
is
hands are in the teachmg mudra at his heart and hold the stems of
two lotuses; these bear a wheel, indicating his role as the next wheelturning Foundtng Buddha, and a vase, indicating that unlike
Shakyamuni, who was born into royalty, M a i m will be a member of the priestly, or brahmin cam. Above his head is an umbdaone of the eight auspicious symbols-indicating M a i m ' s ability
to grant protection from evil iduences. In this painting the artist
has provided Maitreya with a brilliant aura to suggest that through
the Buddha of Loving-kindness shines the hght of hope for the
future.

The first of the fbur ~t deeds of Je Tsong Khapa was the =toration of a M
a
m
i statue. In relation to this,one of Tsong Khapa's
chief disciples, Gendun Drub, the First Dalai Lama, wrote:
May the beings who contribute to the creation
a
i
m
,the Buddha of Love,
Of images of M
Experience the dharrna of the Great Way
In the presence of M
a
m
i himself.2
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In these verses the Dalai Lama gives expression to a wish common
among the fbllowers of Mahayana Buddhism: that in the future they
rmght be reborn as disdpla of M a i m . An example of such a pfiiyer
written by a modem-day Tibetan master is the following:
In the past I haw wandered down long lonely paths,
But now, 0 Protector, by remembering you
At the time when the light of my life comes to set
May the hook of your mercy catch hold of my mind.
When my mind travels on to my future rebirth
May I sprout without hindrance h m the heart of a lotus
In the presence of M a i m in Tushita Heaven,
And may I be nourished on Mahayana's arnbrosia.

0 Protector Maitreya, when you are the lama
Of numberless beings at the site of Bodh G a y
May I too become one of your foremost disciples
And be able to ripen all fortunate ones.
In short, then, I dedicate all the white karma
I gather in the past, the present and the future
To be born in your presence, 0 mighty Protector.
By developing insight on the Mahayana path
And teaching to others, may I become a true refuge
For every pathetic and depressed living being?

Shakyamuni Buddha predicted that those who followed his teachings would be reborn in the first circle of Maitreya's entourage and
would be able to complete the spiritual path under his guidance.Thus
it is the custom when t a b the vows to engage in the altruistic practices of a bodhisattva to recite the following verses:
When like the sun rising over the mountains
Maitreya Buddha appears at the Diamond Seat4
And opens my lotus mind, may I fulfil1
AU the needs of the swarms of fortunate disciples
Who will cluster like thirsty bees longing to drink.
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And when Maitreya Buddha with p t pleasure exvnds
His right hand to my head and predicts where and when
I shall gain full enhghtenment, may I achieve
This enhghtenrnent quickly for emyone's sake?
It is not always necessary to wait until M a i m next appe;us in
this world ID k v e direct M t h m him. One of the m m pop&
stories illustrating how contact canbe made with him men MNV mncerns the Indian master Asangap who, along with Nagarjuna, is honored as one of the two Jewels of the World. hangs had been cxperiencing W t y in gaining an &taken
undersof the
Perfection of Wisdom s u m and decided that only h m M a i m
could he receive the instructions he d d . He themfore endered
into intensivemtmt in hopes of gaining a dirrect vision of this buddha.
But after three years with no success he quit his reveat in dqput.
On his way back to town he saw an old man, who was in reality an
emanation of Maimya, trying to remove a huge stone that blocked
the sun from his house by brushmg it with a fkather! Asanga took
this as a sign that, with enthusiastic perseverance, anyhug could
be accomplished, and reentered his retreat.
l h x more years passed, then another three, all without results.
But each time Asanga gave up he would encounter someone performingan impossible task and would be inspired to retum to his
practice. Finally, after twelve years with nothing to show h r them,
Asanga gave up his practice for good. This time on his way into town
he saw a pitiful sight: on the ground lay a staming, mangy dog, in
wounds being eaten by maggots. Mwcd by compassion for the dog
and u n m m kill the inseas, he cut off a piece of his own flesh
and bent down to transfer the maggots to the meat with his tongue
so as not to harm them. He closed his eyes so he would not have to
look at what he was doing, and drew nearer. But although he leaned
owr very fir, he felt nothing. When he opened his ys to see what
was wrong, the dog had disappead and in its place stood M
n
m
i
in all his glory!
Asanga was so shocked he demanded, "Wherewere you all those
y e m I was meditating in that cave?" Maiucy;l replied that he had
been there next to him all that time and only delusions had v d
Asangd from seeing him. NW that his compassionare act had re-
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moved the veil of those delusions, there was notlung left to prevent
their communicating with each other directly. Asanga was so overjoyed that, despite Maitrqa's protestations, he Lifted the buddha on
his shoulders and m through town crying, "Look everyone, here
is Maitreya!" But except for one old woman, no one saw an*
except an apparently insane man runningup and down the streets.
The woman herself, because her veil of delusions was somewhat thinner than those of the other townspeople, saw Asanga carrying a
mangy dog on his shoulders.
Maitreya then took Asanga and ttansported him instantly to the
pure land of Tushita. They spent one morning there, during which
time Asanga received detailed instructions h m Maitreya on the Perfmtion of Wisdom sutras in the form of five texts that still make up
an integd part of buddhist monastic education? Having transmitted
to Asaqg these teachmgs, Maitrqa returned him to thisworld, where
Asanga discovered that f'lfty years had passed while he was away.
Asanga then spent the remainder of his long l& disseminating these
teachmgs and his own commentaries to them, thereby bringing inestimable benefit to others.
In one of the texts of Maitnp that Asanga d e d to the worldthe Ummt~ntm,
or Peerless Continuum-there are detailed teachmgs
about the buddha-nature, or buddha-potential, existing within the
minds of all living beings. It is this potential that enables ordinary
beings to be transhrmed, by means of the Vajrayana practices based
on love and compassion, into fully awakened buddhas. Therefore
it is fitting to bring this chapter on M a i m , and this introduction
to Vajrayana art and practice, to a close by reproducing one of the
nine similes Maitreya gave for the existence within our limited minds
of this unlimited potential for enlightenment:
Under the floor of some poor man's house lies an
u n c o d e d treasure,
But because he does not know of its existence
He does not say that he is rich.
Similarly, inside one's mind lies truth itself, firm and
h*,
Yet, because beings see it not, they experience a constant
stream of misery.
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The pauper with a treasure buried under his shack
Does not say he has a treasure, for he knows it not:
Likewise, the tnmure of truth lies within the house of the
mind,
Yet we live impoverished through lack of it.
T h m k the seers cake a pure birth into the world, so that
this [treasure] may be made known?

Figure 13: The eyes of Boudhanath Stupa

Artist 3 Afirword
My own innoduction to the world of Tibetan tanglra painting took
plaoe near the Boudhanath Stupa in the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal. In 1973the surmun*
village was much smaller than it is mday and contained only a hbuddhist templcs. In contrast, Boudha
is now the home of numerous temples and monasteries belonging
to the various Tibetan txaditions and the village has become a major stop on the pdgmmge route to Bodh Gap, !hum&, Kushinagar and Lumbini? Despite these changes and the hectic "modernization" of Kathmandu, the Boudhanath Stupa itself mains a
h,
commanding presence, its four pairs of eyes radiating compassionate wisdom to all four directions ( F W 13).
For nearly six years my home was within view of the stupa and
it was always a grrat inspiration to wake up in the moming and look
straight into those mmarkable eyes. Them was somethmg in them
that spoke wordlessly of clarity, ~.ns&t and transcendence, of a
beauty fir beyond this world yet somehow tantalizingly near.
eyes have left a huge imprint on my mind and wen now the memory of them is deeply moving.
But I discoveredwhile living in Boudha that inspiration alone was
not enough a
key needed to unlock the meaning, the mystery,
of those haunting eyes. As W have uied to point out in the p m n t
work, this key to deeper understanding and appreciation was be

a
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found in the living traditions of which Boudhanath Stupa itself is
but one, albeit monumental, expression. Mention has been made
of the various Tibetan lamas who were kind enough to provide
spiritual guidance and meditational instruction; it was their undeniable and impressive wealth of compassion and wisdom that convinced
me that what had been detected in the stupa's eyes was within reach
of oxdmary beings like mysell: However, since my own path towards
understanding has passed largely through the gateway of Vajrayana
art itself, it would not be true to my sources of inspiration to neglect
acknowledging the two Tibetan artists, Ludhup and Thargye, who
guided me into this fascinating world.
Both of these teachers deserve a full measwe of devotion and gratitude because they unhesitatingly gave me as much compassionate
help as they could. This was not always easy because we were often
f b d to communicate through a translator and sometimes questions
had to be repeated two or three times before we could be certain we
undentood one another. Despite these time-consuming difficulties,
both teachers were extremely generous with their instructions and
encouragement; without the foundation they provided, it would have
been impossible for me to attempt the paintings presented here.
Ludhup was my first teacher. He was born in Amdo and escaped
from Tibet when he was still a young monk. He had with him some
scrolls, perhaps two hundred years old, that had been given to him
in Tibet by his own teacher. These contained a number of different
line-drawings together with the grid patterns (Tib. tig-&ay) upon
which all such drawings are based. Because I had no prwious training,these drawings became the basis of my entire artistic career; even
today photocopies of these ori&s continue to provide me with immense inspiration.
It was Ludhup who taught me how to draw, introduced me to
different painting styles and opened up a fascinating n w world of
buddhas, bodhisattvas, dakinis, protectors and so forth. The time
spent with this good friend was joyous; it seemed impossible to get
enough of the wonders he had to show me and every day was like
an adventure. Unfortunately, less than a year after I began studying with him considerations of health forced him to leave the Kathmandu Valley and return to the mountains.

My second teacher was Thargye, a t h o u s painter from T q in
Tibet. He came from a long line of painters and both his hther and
grandfither had been considered gmat artists. While Ludhup initiated me into the world of Vajrayana art it was 'lhargyc who
provided a detailed map of that world. He remains one of the 6ew
artists capable of transmitting the entire range of skills needed to be
a true master of this ancient artistic tradition? H
is mftsmenship
and expertise extends to such areas as mineralogy and botany, hr
the emaction of pigment from stones and plants, and even to astrology, for calculating the auspicious dam to commence and conclude his paintings.
Wremanytxaditionalartists,'Ihargyemalrshismb~,~
pares his canhimself'and builds the frames on which they are
stretched. Because he often has a company of apprentices to c a t SM
in addition to his W y , he is also an enterprising merchant and
businessman. Furthennore, his spiritual erudition enables him to
explain the background and symbolism of what he creates in great
detail and he knows many of the texts and rituals c o n n d with
these images.This compassionate!master brought the entire artistic tradition of the Vajrayana alive h r me, and owr the
I aained
with him I felt more and more linked m a pawefi lineage that had
its m t s deep in the past.
One particular feature of Vajrayana art that goes back to the time
of shakyamuni Buddha himself is the use of grid patterns. The
canvas or paper is marked with lines of specific dimension and p~andthefigureisthndtawnonmpofthisgrida,fit~~cations precisely. It is not a matter,h r example, of guessing haw tall
or wide a buddha should be drawn;this is aheady determined by
a long tradition that has remained unbmken throughout the centuries. This has not prevented each society into which Buddhism has
e n e d from producing art which reflects its mcultural identitysimply compare a buddha image from Thailand with one from
China-but it does raise the question, in Wminds at least, of
the limits on artistic expression imposed by this tradition. This is
a h-mching question and I can only pmvide an answer horn my
experience.
@\m
grids
When my apprenticeshipunder Ludhup W,I
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of Buddha's hce and body and instructed to copy my teacher's examples again and again (see Figures 1 to 3). This may sound stultlfymg, but it gave my hand and eye invaluable trahhg and opened
up previously unknown channels of creative energy. I also discovered haw closely linked to my state of mind were the clarity and flow
of the lines upon which the beauty of the image depended. If I was
upset or unhappy, this would always be expressed somehow in the
resulting drawing. Each buddha fice was like a self-portrait, a mirror in which aspects of my being were clearly reflected. Even now
in a class of new students it is easy to tell whose drawings are whose
by this uncanny resemblance between creation and creator.
After a long process of training,which also included spiritual study
and practice, something arose from inside me that was somehow removed h m the ordinary ups and downs of my mind. Instead of being so strongly influenced by these shifts in thought and emotion,
I tapped a source of balance and harmony that seemed to exist at
a deeper 1-1 of being, untouched by superficial changes in mood
or circumstances. Similar to the case of spiritual training, where the
vows to avoid certain types of behavior appear at h t to be restrictive but later are felt to be profoundly liberating, the apparent limitations of the grid format provided the context in which an extraordmary degree of freedom could be experienced.
For accomplished masters like Thargyethere is no longer any need
to rely on a grid at all; they make a few prelminary marks to indicate the desired size and spacing of the figures and then draw a perfectly proportioned buddha image freehand. In the case of such
masters the discipline of a lifetime of training has libemted a spontaneous creative flow in the same way that spiritual training is said
to bring to fdflllment one's innate buddha-nature.
Thus while artistic expression and creativity are defitely important in tangka painting, so-called self-expression-here referring t~
that which comes from the neurotic ego and its preoccupationsmost certainly is not. Contrary to what we may think at first, this
in no way diminishes the feeling of creative joy experienced while
the work is in progress. In tangka painting, artistic freedom and joy
are to be found in the h n g of the art, in the concentration, love and
devotion experienced during the act of creation itself. As these are
spiritual qualities, the goal of artistic mastery cannot be reached
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through technical proficiency alone. Only by opening oneself up to
spiritual inspiration can such progress be forthcoming.
In painting this series of tangkas I was primarily interested in
presenting the individual figures in as clear and stnughtforward a
manner as possible. I wanted the viewer to feel happy and comfortable about entering each picture so that he or she could appreciate
the beauty of each deity without being overwhelmed or bewildered
by a mass of extraneous detail. To this end I purposely avoided painting ornate a m around these deities, have kept the backgrounds as
simple as possible and have eliminated all figures but the central one
h m nearly mry canvas.The resulting paintings are therefore less
elaborate than most traditional Tibetan tangkas but their essence and
flavor are intended to be the same. Despite my years of training in
the East, I remain a Westerner and necessarily look at these sacred
Q p e s h m a Western perspective. If these paintings are in any way
successful, they will communicate somedung h m the world of Vajrayana art to those who, like myself, have grown up in a Western
culture.
Although the paintings presented here are the work of someone
who is still very much a begumer, it is hoped that through the inspiration of our spiritual and artistic masters some contribution has
been made to the reader's understanding and well-being. Signs of
degenemtion art all around us-in Boudha itself, for a m p l e , htories of uninspired laborers supply the tourist mde with imitation
sacred art having no authenticity whawever-but so W, are indications that the spiritual quest, howver d~sgutsed,is still W rmch
alive in the human breast. Therefore, may all those m h m g for
meaning behind the veil of transitory appearanas be e n c o w and
inspired by the Vajrayana's unbroken transmission of blssings.

Andy Weber
July 6, 1989

List of Proper Names
'I'hose w i s h to consult other sources for further infbnnation on
the material presented in Images of E n l i g h t a m may fmd the Tollawing list of terms useful.
Most of these terms are Sanskrit proper names shown as they appear in this work, without diacritical marks; these names (eg. Vajrapani) have been pmvided with their Tibetan equivalents using the
Wylie system of transliteration (eg. Phyag.na rDo.je).
Tibetan names and terms appearing in this text in phonetic transcription (eg. Songtsen Gampo) are also provided with their Wylie
counterparts (eg. Srong.btsan sGam.po).
Lastly, certainEnglish terms and titles are pnwided with their Sanskrit andlor Tibetan equivalents.
Abhidharma (Tib. Chos.mngon.pa)
Akshobhya (Tib. Mi.bskyod.pa)
Amitabha (Tib. '0d.dpag.med)
Amitayus (Tib. Tshe.dpag.med)
Amoghasiddha (Tib. Don.grub)
Ananda (Tib. Kun.dga'.bo)
Aryadeva (Tib.
pa.lha)
Asanga (Tib. 'Phags.pa Thogs.med)

'm.
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Atisha (Tib. Jo.bo.rje dPal.ldan A.ti.sha)
Avadhutipa (Rgs .pa'i Khu. byug Chung.ba, Sangs.rgyas dGongs.skyong)
Avalokiteshvara (Tib. sPyan.ras.gzigs)
Bhaishajyaguru Vaiduryaprabha (Tib. sMan.gyi.lha Bai.du. rya '0d.gyi
rGyal.po)
Bimbisara (Tib. gZugs.can sNying.p)
Bodh Gaya (Skt. Vajrasana; Tib. rDo. rje gDan)
Brahma (Tib. H a Tshangs.pa)
Buddhapalita (Tib. Sangs.rgyas bsKyangs)
Buton Rinpoche (Bu.ston Rin.po che)
Chakrasarnm (Tib. 'Khor.10 sDom.pa)
Chakrasamara Tantra (Skt. Shn-muhasamamdayatantra-rajanama;Tib.
dPal bde.mchog 'byung. ba shes. bya. ba'i tgyud. ky rgyal.po chen.po)
Chandragomin (Tib. bTsun.pa Zla.ba)
Chandrakirti (Tib. Zla. ba Grags.pa)
Chemge Chokyl Gyalpo (sPyn.snga Chos.kyi &yd. po)
Chogyal Pagpa ('Gm. rngon Chos .rgyal 'Phags. pa)
Choje Dondrup Rinchen (Tib. Chos.rje Don.grub Rin.chen)
Dalai Lama (Da.la'i Bla.ma, rGyal.ba Rin.po.che)
Dalai Lama I (rGyal.dbang dGe.'dun Grub)
Dalai Lama V (rGyal.mchog Ngag.dbang bLo.bzang rGya.mtsho)
Dalai Lama XI11 (rGyal.dbang Thub. bstan rGya.mtsho)
Dalai Lama X N (rGyal.dbang bsTan.'dzin &ya.mtsho)
Deer Park (Skt. Mrgadava; Tib. Ri.dvags. kyl Gnas)
Devadatta (Tib. Has.byin)
Dharmakirti (Tib. Chos .kyi Grags .pal
Dharmaraja (Tib. Chos.rgya1)
Dipamkara Shrijnana (Tib. dPal.ldan Ye.shes Mar.me mDzad)
Drikung (Tib. 'Bri. khungs)
Drogmi (Tib. 'Brog .mi)
Drogon Chagna Dragpa (Tib. 'Gm.mgon Phyag .na Grags.pa)
Dromtonpa ('Bmm.ston rGyal.ba'i 'Byung. ngas)
Four Medical Tantras (Skt . Amrita-ashtangahrdayopadeshatantra; Tib.
bDud. rtsi snying.po yan. lag b q y a d .pa gsang. ba man.ngag. gz rg)rud,
t.Gyud.bzht)
Gampopa (Dvags.po 1Ha.rje sGam.po.pa Zla.'od gZhon.nu)
Ganden (dGa.'ldan)
Ganden Tripa (dGa.1da.n Khri.pa)
Geluk (dGe.lugs)
Gendun Drub see Dalai Lama I
Ghantapa (also Ghantapada; Tib. Slob.dpon rDo.rje Dril.bu.pa)
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Great Exposition of Secret Mama (sNgags.rim chen.ww)
Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path (Lam.rim ch.m)
Great King of Pmyen (Tib. bZizng.mhod smon. lam)
Guhyasamaja (Tib. gSang.ba 'Dus.pa)
Guide to the Bodhisama 's Way of Lifi (Skt.B ~ d h i s a t t v a c h a ~ Tib.
m;
Byang.chub. sems.dpa 'i. spyod.pa. la.'jug.pa, sPyod.'jug)
Gyaltsab Dharma Rinchen (rGyal.tshab Da..ma Rinrhen, rGyal.tshab je)
Heart Sutm (Skt. Bhagavdpmjnapammuahtriaycr; Tib. bCom.Idan.'h.
mu
shes. rab. kyi pha. ml.tu phyin.pa'i snying.po, Shes. mb snying.po)
Heaven of the Thrrty-three(Skt.Tmyastrhha; Tib. Sum.bcu.rtsa.gsum)
Heruka (Tib. He.ru.ka, bDe.mchogj
Hevajra (Tib. Kye'i rDo.je, dGyes rDo.je)
Indm (Tib. bd3ya.byi.n)
In Praise of Dependent Arising (Tib. rEn. be1 bstod.pa)
Jarnyang Khyentse Rinpoche ('Jam .dbyangs mKhyen.brtse Rin.po.chc)
Jangchub WO(lHa.btsun Byang.chub 'od)
Kadam (b Ka '.gdams)
Kadampa Geshe (bKa .gdams dGe.bshes)
~ a w (bKa'.bwd)
u
Kalachakra (Tib. dPal Dus .kyi 'Khor.10)
Kalarupa see Dharmaraja
Karmapa (rGyal .ba Kar.rna. pa)
K a m p a TV (rGyal.ba Rol.pa'i rDo.ie)
Karmapa V111 (rGyal.ba Mi.bskyod rDo.je)
Karrnapa XVI (rGyal.ba Rang.byung W .
pa'i rDo.rje)
Karmapa XVII (W.
ba 0.
rgyan 'Gro.'dul 'Phrin.las rDo.fie)
Khedrub Gelek Palzangpo (mKhas.grub dGe.legs dl'al.bzang .PO,
mKhas.grub rje)
Konchog Gyalpo (dKon.mchog rGyal .po)
Kunga Gyaltsen (Sa.chen Km.dga' rGyal .mtshan)
Kunga Nyingpo (Sa.chen Km.dga ' sNying.po)
Lam-chung (Lam.chung.ba, Lam.'phran bsTan)
Lamp of the Path to Enlightenment (Skt. Bodhipathaprdipa; Tib.
Byang.chub lam.gyi sgron. me)
Lam-rim (lam.rim)
Land of Snow (Skt. Himavan; Tib. Gangs.can)
Lang-darma (Glang.dar.ma)
Longchen Rabjampa (Klongchen Rab.'byams .pa Ihi.rned 'Od .zer)
Losang Drakpa (Blo.bzang Grags.pa)
Machlg Labdron (Ma.cig Lab.sgron)
Magadha (Tib. Yul Ma .ga.dha)
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Mahakala (Tib. mGon.po)
Maitreya (Tib. I(;@.
ba Byams.pa)
Maitripa (Tib. Mai .tri.pa)
Manjushri (Tib. rJe.btsun 'Jam.dpal.dbyangs)
Mara (Tib. bDud)
Marpa (sGra.bsgyur Mar.pa Lo.tsa.ba)
Meru (Tib. Ri.rab, 1Hun.p)
Milarepa (rJe.btsun Mi.la.ras.pa bZhad.pa rDo. j e )
Nagarjuna (Tib. mGon.po Klu. sgrub)
Nairatma (Tib. bDag. med.ma)
Ngari (lNga.ris)
Nyingma (rNying .ma)
Offering to the Spiritual Master (Tib. Bla. ma mchod.pa 'i cho.ga)
Padampa Sangye (Pha.dam. pa Sangs.rgyas)
Padmasambhava (Tib. Gu .m Rin.po.che Slob.dpon Chen.po Padma
'Byung
Pagmo Drupa (Phag .mo gru.pa rDo. rje rgyal .PO)
The Partingjhm the Four Attachments (Tib. Zhen.pa bzhi. bmt)
The Path and Its Fruit (Skt. Margaphalanvitavavadaka; Tib. Lam
'bras .bu.dang bcas.pa'i rtsa.ba rdo.je'i tshig.rkang, Lam.'bras)
Perfection of Wisdom Sutra (Skt. Prajnaparamitasutra; Tib.
Shes. mb. kyi pha. rol.tu phyin.pa'i mdo)
Praise to Dependent Arising see In Praise of Dependent Arising
Prajnaparamita (Tib. Shes.rab.kyl Pha.rol .tuPhyin. pa)
Radreng (Rva.sgreng)
Rahulagupta (Tib. Bla.rna Ra.hu.la, sGra.gcan 'Dzin.sbas)
Rajagnha (&yd. po'i Khab)
Ralpachen (Ral.pa .can)
Ratnasambhava (Tib. Rin .'byung)
Rendawa (Red.mda'. ba gZhon.nu Blo.gros)
Sakya (Sa.skya)
Sakya Pandita (Tib. Sa.chen Kun.dga' rGyal.mtshan)
Samye (bSam.yas)
Shakyamuni (Tib. Sha.kya'i Thub.pa)
Shantarakshita (Tib. Zhi.ba.'tsho, Grags.pa'i.dpa1)
Shantideva (Tib. gZhi.ba.lha)
Shariputra (Tib. Sha.ri'i. bu)
Sixteen Arhats (Skt . shodashasthvavira; Tib. gNas .brtan bCu .drug)
Six Yogas of Naropa (Tib. Na.ro chos drug)
Songtsen Gampo (Srong.btsan sGam.po)
Sukhavati (Tib. bDe.ba.can)
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Suvamadvipa (Tib. gSer.ghng.pa Chos.kyi Blo.gros)
Tara (Tib. rJe.btsun sGrol.ma)
T m t h a (Tib. Kun.&a' sNying .po)
Tashi Lhunpo (bKra.shis lHun.po)
Thousand Foundmg Buddhas (Tib. sTong.pa'i Sangs.rgyas)
TmyofAbhzdhamur (Skt. Abhrdha&sira;Tib.
Chosmngm.paJideob)
Trisong Detsen (Khrid.srong IDe.btsan)
Tsong Khapa (rJe Tsong.kha.pa, 'Jam .mgon La.ma Blo.b q grags.pa)
Tushita (Tib. dGa'. ldan)
Ushnisha Vijaya (Tib. gTsug.tor rNarn.rgyal.rna)
Urnratantra (Tib. Gyud Bla. mu)
Vaixuchana (Tib. rNarn. par sNang.mdzad)
Vaishravana (Tib. rNarn.thos.sras)
Vajrabhairava (Tib. rDo. rje 'Jigsbyed)
Vajradhara (Tib. rDo.rje 'Chang)
Vajradharrna (Tib. r Do.rje Chos)
Vajrapani (Tib. Phyag.na rDo.rje)
Vajrasatm (Tib. rDo.rje Sems.dpa')
Vajravarahi (Tib. rDo. j e Phag.mo)
Vajrayogini (Tib. rDo.rje rNal.'byor.ma)
Vasubandhu (Tib. dbYig.gnyen)
Vidyakokila the Elder (Tib. b . p a ' i Khu.byug Che.ba)
Vidyakokila the Younger see Avadhutipa
Vulhms' Peak (Skt. Grdhakutaparvata; Tib. B y a y a Phung.po'i
d
Ri)
Yarna (Tib. gShin.rje)
Yamantaka (Tib. gShin. rje gShed, 'Jigs. byed)
Yeshe Tsogyal (Ye.shes mTsho.rgyal)

Glossay
The terms listed below are pmvided with brief definitions according to their usage in this work. Wherever possible, Sanskrit and/or
Tibetan equivalents have also baen given.
abhidhama (Tib. mngon.par chos) the division of Shakyamuni Buddha's
tertchmgs deahg with the development of wisdom and the detailed analysis of phenomena
aggrega- (Skt. skandha; Tib. phung.po) the five mental and physical constituents serving as the bases upon which a person is imputed-form (Skt.
rupa; Tib. gzugs), -f
(Skt. vedana;Tib. tshor.ba), discrimination (Skt.
samjna; Tib. 'h.shs), compitional h r s (Skt. samkam; Tib. 'du.byed)
and consciousness (Skt. zn~nana;Tib. mam.shes)
ahmistic motivation see bodhichitta
arhat (dgra.bcom.pa) foe-destroyer; one who has achieved personal liberation fromsuffering, having overcome the forces of karma and delusion
bardo see intermediate state
bell (Skt . ghanca; Tib. dnl. bu) implement employed by Vajrayana practitioners to symbolize penetrative wisdom into the nature of reality. It is held
in the left hand and may be seen in representations of many meditational
deities. Cf. diamond scepter
bodhi see enlightenment
bodhicbitta (Tib. byang.chub,kyi sem) the comp&ona~ motivation of
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wishing to attain full enhghtenment for the sake of benefiting others; the
rnahayana motivation
bodhisattva (Tib. bang-chubsems.dpa')a spiritual practitioner who has cultivated the bodhichitta motivation; a follower of the rnahayana path
buddha (Tib. sangs.was)one who has achieved full enhghtenment, rernwing all the obscuxations covering the essentially pure nature of the mind and
developing all positive qualities limitlessly; first of the Three Jewelsof Refuge
buddhadharma (Tib. sang.w a s .k y chos) the teachings of Shakyamuni
Buddha
buddhahood (Skt. buddhatvam, buddhapadarn; Tib. sangs.w a s nyd,
sangs.w a s .kp' go.'phang) full enhghtenment; the supreme spiritual attainment characterized by limitless compassion, limitless wisdom and limitless
skillful means
buddha-nature (Skt. tathagatagarbha; Tib. de.bzhin gshegs.pa 'i snying.po)
the mind's potential to achieve full enhghtenment
central channel (Skt. shushumna, avadhuti; Tib. rtsa dbu. ma) the axis of
the vajra body along which are located the various chakras, penetrated during the completion stage practices of lughest yoga tantra
chakra (Tib. 'khor.10, rtsa.'khor) wheel; channel-wheel; focal points along
the central channel of the vajra body upon which one's concentration is
directed during the completion stage of lughest yoga tantra
channel (Skt. nadi; Tib. rtsa) see vajra body
chod rite (Tib. gcod) cutting-off rite; meditative practice originating with
Padampa Sangye and Maclug Labdron in which the practitioner confronts
f
d situations causing ego-grasping and selfcherishmg to arise, enabhg
them to be recognized and overcome
clear appearance (Tib. gsal. snang) visualization of oneself and one's surroundings in the purified form of a meditational deity and mandala; cf.
generation stage
clear light (Skt. prabhasvara; Tib. 'od.gsat)the very subtlest level of mind,
arising naturally at the time of death and achievable through the completion stage practices of lughest yoga tantra
compassion (Skt. karuna; Tib. snying. rj'e) the wish for others to be separated from suffering and its causes
completion stage (Skt. sampannukmma;Tib. rdzogs.rim) second of the two
stages of hlghest yoga tantra practice, emphasizing the arousal of the subtlest level of mind through meditation on the vajra body; cf. generation stage
cyclic existence (Skt. samsara; Tib. 'khor ba) the recurring round of death
and rebirth, conditioned by ignorance and fraught with suffering

dakini (Tib. m k h !'p.
ma)fkmak sky-goer;one who help amuse the Missful energy of wisdom in a qual&ed tantric practitioner
ddhite emeqence (Skt. nihsamna; Tib, nges.'byung) the attindc ofto be rid of the sufferings of cyclic existence and their cause and m attain
liberation; renunciation
deity yoga the practice, set forth in the mmra.~,of cultivating the clear appearance and divine pride of one's chosen rneditational deity; cf.emptiness
yoga
delusion (Skt. kbsha; Tib. nyon.mongs) the mental and emotional afflictions responsible for sufferingand dissatisktion; chiefly ignorance, out of
which desirous attachment, hatred, jealousy and all secondary delusions
grow

dependent a r i s i i (Skt. pratityasamutpadiz; Tib. rten.cing 'brel.ba) the interdependent nature of phenomena as expressed in this statement by
S-uni
Buddha: "due to the exishence of this, that ark&"'a d manner of existence as opposed to the ignorantly conceived inherent existence
desire realm (Skt. Kamadhatu; Tib. 'dod.khams) those states within cyclic
existence in which bemgs are prwxrupied with the objects of the five physical senses (i.e. sights, sounds,smells, tastes and tangible sensations); includes all hell beings, hungry spirits, animals, humans,dermgods and the
lower classes of gods
dharma (Tib. chos) spiritual teachgs and mdizations; that which holds
one back from the unwanted experience of su&ring; second of the Three
Jewels of Refuge
d b m a b y a see m t h body
dhannapala (Tib. chos.skyong) fiercedeity serving as protector of dhanna
practitioners
dharma protector see dhuwnupala
diamond scepter (Skt. vajm; Tib. rdo.je) implement emplayed by Vajrayna practitioners to symbolize powerful and compassionate method. It
is held in the right hand, and may be seen in the representations of many
meditational deities. Cf. bell
Diamond Vehicle (Skt. vajmyano; Tib. rdo.je theg.pa) see V a j m y m
divine pride (Tib. lha 'i nga. qyaO the cultivated identification of oneself
as having actually become one's chosen meditational deity; cf. gene&
stage
drop (Skt. bindu; Tib. 1hig.b) see vajm body
daog-chen (Skt. mahasampunm, mharandhi, anyogo; Tib. * g s . c h )
great completion; gnat p e a o n ; within the Nyinena
--dun
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is the supreme vehicle bringing the qualified
practitioner into the sphere
of that which spontaneously exists
ego-grasping (Skt. atmagraha; Tib. bdag.'dzin) the ignorant compulsion
to regard one's I, or self, as inherently existent
eightfold path (Skt. ashtangamarga; Tib. 'phags.pa 'i hyan. lag brgyad.pa)
the path leato the cessation of suflkmg; (1) right view, (2) right thought,
(3) right speech, (4) right action, (5) right livelihood, (6) right effort, (7)
right mindfulness and (8) right concentration; cf. four noble truths
emanation body (Skt. nimuznakaya; Tib. sprul.sku) the form in which the
enlightened mind appears to benefit ordumy beings; cf. fomt body
empowerment (Skt. abhisheka; Tib. dbang) transmission received from a
tantric master allowing a qualified disciple to engage in the practices of a
particular meditational deity; initiation
emptiness (Skt. shunyata; Tib. stong.pa nyd) the absence of all fYse ideas
about how things exist; specifically, the lack of the apparent independent,
inherent existence of oneself and all other phenomena; the object of the wisdom cognizing the true nature of reality; selflessness
emptiness yoga the tantric practice of dissolving all ordinary appearances
into emptiness as a necessary prerequisite for arising in the purified form
of a meditational deity; cf. deity yoga
energy wind (Skt. vayu, prana; Tib. rlung) see vajra body
enjoyment body (Skt. sambhogakaya; Tib. longs.spyod rdZ0gs.p~'i sku) form
in which the enlightened mind appears in order to benefit highly realized
bodhisattvas; cf. f o m body
enlightenment (Skt. bodhi; Tib. byang.chub) full awahnmg; buddhahood;
the ultimate goal of sutra and tantra practice
father-mother embrace (Tib. yab.yum) depiction of a hlghest yoga tantn
deity together with consort, their embxace symbohng the enhghtened union of method and wisdom
father tantra (Tib. pha. rgyud) those highest yoga tantra practices, such as
Guhyasamaja, in which generation of the illusory body is especially emphasized
five buddha families (Tib. rigs. Inga) the experience of full enhghtenment
as the transformation of the five aggregates and purification of the five delusions into the fivewisdoms, represented by Vairochana (vajra W y ) , Ratnasambhava (ratna), Amitabha (padma),Arnoghasiddha (karma) and Akshobhya (buddha family).
form body (Skt. rupakaya; Tib. gzugs. sku) d e s t a t i o n of a buddha's p m

consciousness in a form beneficial to othen. Of
types: enjoyment body
and emanation body; cf. mth body
four classes of tantra the division of Vajrayana into (1) action tanua (Skt.
kriyatantm; Tib. bya. &, (2) pehrmance mtxa (Skt. chayatannn; Tib.
sprod.rgyud),(3) yoga tantra (Skt .yogatancm; Tib. ntal.'bym rgyudi and (4)
highest yoga tantra
four noble truths (Skt. chatvayatyasatyani;Tib. 'phags.pa'i bden.bzhi] the
four truths of the noble ones; the subject matter of Shakyamuni Buddha's
first discourse, namely (1) suffering, (2) the cause of sufkmg, (3) the cessation of suffering and (4) the path leadmg to the cessation of suffering
generation S(Skt. utpanikmma; Tib. bskyed. rim) h t of the two stages
of hlghest yoga tantxa practice, emphasizing cultivation of the clear appearance and divine pride of oneself as the meditational deity and initiating the
txansformation of death, the intermediate state and rebirth into the truth
body, enjuyment body and emanation body of a buddha; cf. complea'on stage
geshe (Skt . kalyanamitra; Tib. dge. bshes) spiritual friend; title given the
Tibetan masters of Atisha's Kadarn tradition; title given those completing
detailed study of the major buddhist treatises
Great Vehicle (Skt. muhayam; Tib. theg.chen) that aspect of Shakyamuni
Buddha's teachugs leato the attainment of the full enhghtenment of
buddhahood, consisting of the common vehicle of sutra and the esoteric
vehicle of tantra
grid pattern (Tib. thig.m e ) visual aid sewing as a guide to the exact proportions of images in Vajrayana art
guru (Tib. bla.ma) spiritual master, mentor, guide; the root guru (Tib.
rtsa. ba'i bla. ma)is that spiritual teacher to whom we chiefly entrust ourselves, the one who has been most helpful in taming our mind
gumyoga (Tib. bla.maYimal.'byor) the fundamental tannic practice
whereby one's spiritual master is seen as essentially identical with the buddhas, one's personal meditational deity and the pure natur of one's own
mind
highest yoga tantm (Skt. anuttamtantra; Tib. mal.'byor blamed.& rgyud)
the most advanced of the bur classes of tantra, capable of bringing fully
qualified practitioners to full enllghtenrnent within one fitime; divided
into the generation stage and completion stage
ignorance (Skt. avidhya; Tib. mu.rig.pa) misconception of the a c d Mt m e of thugs; the mt cause of all sufkring and dissatisfktion within cyclic existence; the obstacle overcome by the wisdom u n d e r s m m
~ p
tiness
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illusory body (Skt. mayakaya, mayadeha; Tib. sgyu.l u ) a pure, subtle body
achieved through the completion stage practices of lughest yoga tantra
incarnate lama (Tib. spd.sku) tullcu; the reincamation of a spiritual master
inherent existence (Skt. mabhavasiddha; Tib. mng. bzhin.gyis gmb.pa) the
mistaken conception that oneself and all other phenomena exist independently from their own side rather than bemg dependent upon causes, conditions, parts and the process of imputation; true existence; self-existence
initiation see empowemnt
inner heat (Tib. m m . mo) inner fire; energy residing at the navel chakra,
utilized during the completion stage practices of highest yoga tantra as a
means of bringing energy winds into the central channel and thereby m u s ing the subtlest level of mind: the blissful clear light
intermediate state (Skt. antambhava; Tib. bardo) the state between death
in one life and rebirth in the next
karma (Tib. las) action; the workings of cause and effect whereby positive
actions produce happiness and non-virtuous actions produce suffering
kaya (Tib. sku) "body" of a buddha; cf. form body and truth body
lama see guw
lam-rim stages of the path; a presentation of Shakyamuni Buddha's entire
teachmgs in a form suitable for the step-by-step training of a disciple
liberation (Skt. mksha, nirvana; Tib. tharpa, mya. ngan.las 'das.pa)freedom from delusion and karma achieved through the interrelated practices
of higher discipline, concentration and wisdom
Lightning Vehicle see Vajrayana
10-jong (Tib. blo.sbyong) mahayana thought transformation; practical
methods for overcoming self-cherishmg and cultivating the compassionate
bodhichitta motivation
love (Skt. maihi; Tib. byams.pa) the wish for others to have happiness and
its causes
madhyamika see Middle Way
mahamudra (Tib. phyag. tgya chen.po) great seal; profound meditational
system deahg with the mind and the ultimate nature of reality
mahasiddha (Tib. gmb.thob chen.po) a greatly accomplished tanuic practitioner
Mahayana see Great Vehicle
Mahayana thought transformation see 10-jong
mandala (Tib. dkyil.'khor, man.da1) the celestial abode of a meditational
deity, understood as an emanation of the wisdom of that deity. Also, a cir-

cular design symbolic of the universe, used during the practice of makmg
offerings
mantra (Tib. sngags) protection of the mind; Sanskrit syllables recivd in
conjunction with the practice of a particular medimtional deity
Mantrayam see Vajrayana
meditation (Skt. bhavana; Tib. sgom) the process of becoming thoroughly
familiar with beneficial states of mind through both analytical investigation
and single-pointed concentration
meditational deity (Skt. ishtadevatcz; Tib. $.dam) personal deity; archetype deity; figure embodying particular aspects of enhghtenment, such as
universal compassion, and used as the fibcus of concentration and selfidentification in Vajrayana practices
meditative concentration (Skt. dhyanu; Tib. bsam.gtan) cultivation of particularly stable and penetrating states of mind; fllfth of the six perfections
meritorious energy (Skt. punya; Tib. bsod.nams) the positive potential
generated by virtuous actions of body, speech and mind
method (Skt. upaya; Tib. thabs) that aspect of the path IDenhghtenment
deahg with compassion, bodhichitta and the h t five of the six perktions, lea*
to the attainment of a buddha's form body; cf. w i s h
Middle M y (Skt. dhyamika; Tib. dh.ma) the view pmnted in
Shakyarnuni Buddha's Perfection of Wisdom sutras and elucidated by
Nagarjuna that all phenomena are dependent arisings, avoidmg the mistaken extremes of inherent existence and non-existence (or eternalism and
nihilism)
mind transformation teachings see b j m g
mother tantra flib. ma.w d ) those hqghest yoga tantrapractices, such as
H e r =Chaluasarnm, in which generation of the clear hght mind is emphasized
much (Tib. phyag. rgw) gestwt; the hand position of an enhghtewd being symbohng an activity such as teaching, granting proaction, ea.
m@(Tib. klu) a being dwehng in water or under ground, classified as an
animal and often appearing in a serpent-like form
t h m d c a y a see emanation body
nirvana see liberation
-nay
(Tib. nnyung.gnac) powerful two-day purification practice fentered upon the figure of 1000-armedAvalolciteshvara
~bscuration(Skt. avamna; Tib. sgnb.pa) that which covers the s s e n d y
P m nature of the mind. Of the two layus of obscLuation, kleshanib.
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nym. sgrib) and jneyavarana (Tib. shes.sgrib),the former prevents liberation
while the latter prevents the omniscience of full enllghtenrnent
padma lotus
pandita (Tib. pan.chen, mkhas.pa) master of the various branches of
knowledge
p a h i n m a (Tib. yongs. su mya. ngan. las 'das.pa) the passing away of an enlightened being
perfection (Skt. paramita; Tib. pha. ml. tu phyin. pa) one of the six major
bodhisattva practices leadug to full enhghtenment: giving (Skt. dam; Tib.
sbym.pa), ethical self-discipline (Skt. shila; Tib. tshul.khrims),patience (Skt.
kshanti;Tib. bzod.pa),effort (Skt. virya;Tib. brtson.'grus), meditative concentration and wisdom.
Perfection of Wisdom sutras (Skt. prajtzaparamitasutra; Tib. shes. rub. kyi
pha. rol. tu phyin.pa'i mdo) those teachmgs of Shakyamuni Buddha in which
the wisdom of emptiness and the path of the bodhisattva are set forth
po-wa see transference of consciousness
prajnapammita (Tib. shes. mb.kyi pha. ml. cu phyin.pa) perfection of wisdom
pre-es
(Tib. s n g m . ' ~ practices
)
designed to remove hindrances and
accumulate a store of meritorious energy, thus ensuring successful Vajrayana
practice
puja (Tib. mchod.pa) offering ceremony
pure land (Skt. buddhakshetra; Tib. sangs. was. kyi zhing, dag.zhing)state
of existence outside samsm wherein all conditions are bvorable for the attainment of full enlightenment
renunciation see definite emergence
rupakaya (Tib. gzugs.sku) see form body
sadhana (Tib. sgrub. thabs) literally, method of accomplishment; ordered
practices relating to a chosen meditational deity
sambhogakaya see enjoyment body
samsara see cyclic existence
sangha (Tib. dge. 'dun)the spiritual community; third of the Three Jewels
of Refuge
Sanna traditions (gsar.mu) the New traditions of Tibetan Buddhism-the
Kadam, Sakya, Kagyu and Geluk-as distinguished from the Old, or
Nyingma, tradition
Secret Mantra Vehicle (Skt. guhyamantrayana ;Tib. theg.pa gsang. sngags)
see Vajrayana
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seed-syllable in tantric visualizations, a Sanskrit syllable arising from
emptiness and out of which a meditational deity in turn arises
self-cherishing(Tib. ranggces.par 'dn'n.pa)selfcentere.attitude in which
concern for one's own welfare outweighs concern for others; the chief obstacle to be overcome in cultivating the compassionate bodhichitta motivation
self-existence see inherent existence
seven-limbed puja (Tib. yan. lag bdun) practices deslgned to collect a store
of meritorious energy and cleanse defilements of body, speech and mind:
(1) prostration, (2) offering, (3) declaration of non-virtue, (4) rejoicing, (5)
requesting the buddhas to turn the wheel of dharma, (6)beseechmg the gurus not to enter parininana and (7)dedication to the attainment of enhghtenment
shunyata see emptiness
six realms the various states of cyclic existence, consisting of the three upper realms of gods, dermgods and humans and the three lower realms of
animals, hungry spirits and hell-beings.
skillful means (Skt. upayakaushalycz; Tib. thabs.mkhas.pa) methods for
benefiting others according to their needs, capacities, etc.
stages of the path see lam-rim
stupa F i b . mchod. rum) reliquary monument symbohng the enlghtened
mind and generally containing the remains of a spiritual master
mtra (Tib. mdo) discourse of Shakyamuni Buddha; the division of Buddha's
teachmgs deahg with the cultivation of meditative stabhtion; the basic,
pre-~ntricaspect of the mahayana path emphasizing practice of the six perfections
tangka (thong.h)Tibetan scroll painting, usually depicting meditational
deities
tanm (Tib. rgyud) literally, thread or continuity; advanced, esoteric disc o of the
~ Buddha presenting methods for achieving full enkhtenment
quickly through the practices of a particular meditational deity
%trayam see Vajrayana
tantrh (Tib. rgyud.pa) practitioner of the tantric teachings; commonly
called a mantrika (Tib. sngags.pa)
bthagata (Tib. de. bzhin.gshegs,pa) one thus gone; one gone to thusness;
an epithet of a buddha
tema (gtorma) treasure text; t e a c h hidden by Guru Rinpoche, Padmasambhava, for later discovery
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terton (grersm) one who discovers terrna
ThreeJewels of Refuge (Skt. tiratna, hishamna; Tib. d h .mchog gsum)
Buddha, Dharrna and Sangha
three principal aspects (Tib. lam.gtso nuzm.gsum) essential elements of the
sum path that are to be cultivated for the successful practice of the more
advanced mtric methods; namely, (1) d&te emergence, (2) the compassionate motivation of bodhichitta and (3) the wisdom of emptiness
three trainings(Skt. nishiksha; Tib. bs1ab.p~gsum) the trainingsin moral
discipline, concentration and wisdom leadmg to an arhat's liberation from
cyclic existence
transference of consciousness (Skt. chyuti; Tib. 'pho. ba) the practice of
directing one's consciousness at the time of death to rebirth in a pure land
true existence (Skt.s a t y d h a ; Tib. bden.par pb.pa) see idummfexistence
truth body (Skt. dhannakaya; Tib. chos.sku) the mind of a fully enlightened bemg, free of all obscurations, that remains meditatively absorbed in
the direct perception of emptiness while simultaneously cognizing all
phenomena; cf. form body
tullru see incamate l a m
turn-mo see inner heat
union (Skt.yuganadda; Tib. zung.'jug) advanced completion stage attainment in which the pure illusory body and the meaning clear light are
achieved simultaneously, leading to the attainment of full enhghtenment
Upanishads ancient Hindu s c r i p m
vajra see dicrmond scepter
vajra body (Tib. rdo. j e sku) the subtle system of channels, energy winds
and red and white drops meditated upon during the completion stage of
hlghest yoga tantra to arouse the blissful clear hght experience: the subtlest level of mind
vajra position (Skt. vajmpatyaka; Tib. rdo. j e skyil. knmgg) seated meditational posture in which one's legs are fully crossed
Vajrayana (Tib. rdo. tje theg.pa) Diamond Vehicle; the advanced, esoteric
path presentd in the buddhist tanuas, l e a k qllalified pdtioners to the
quick achievement of edghtenment for the sake of benefiting others; also
known as the Secret Mantra Vehicle (Skt. guhyamantrayana), the T a h c
Vehicle (Skt. tantrayana), the Mantra Vehicle (Skt. mantrayana) and the
Lightning Vehicle
vinaya (Tib. 'dul.ba) the division of Shakyamuni Buddha's teachings dealing with ethical self-discipline and the workmgs of cause and efkct

vbuakation (Tib. gsd. 'debs) the meditatiod obchniqut of picturiae in
one's mind's eye a particular enlightened quality in the 6wm of a m u h tional deity, etc.
vivid appearance see clear appeatrmce
wang see empoeoennent
Wheel of Lik (Skt. bhavunachakm;Tib. d . p a ' i *.h) visual rrprrstntation of cyclic existence and the pnxxss by which o d m y beings, oompelled by delusion and karma, take repeated d i r t h
wisdom (Skt. pmjna; Tib. shes.rab)that aspect of the path m
dedmg with insight into the true nature of d t y : ~ l l p t bthe
~ ~h
; of
the six perfkmons, leadmg to the aminment of a buddha's truth body; cf.
method
yab-yum see father-mother embmce
yaua (Tib. theg.pa) vehicle; means whcreby a pdtioncr is lad to thc
desired spiritual goal
yidam b . d a m ) see m e d i d h t y
y o g ~(Tib. mal.'bym) spiritual discipline
yogi (Tib. nuzl.'byot.pa) male practitioner of yoga
yogini (Tib. ma1,'byor.m) fimale practitioner of yoga

Notes
INTRODUCTION
1: Most of the colored illustrations appearing in this work are a d a b l e in
reproduction h m Snow Lion Publications, PO.Box 6483, Ithaca, N.Y.
14851 (1-800-950-0313). In the U. K., they can be ordered from llarpa
Publications, 15 Bendemeer Road, London SW15 1JX, England.
2: A recent example of a museum cataog which, although extensive and
scholarly, does manage to d a t e Vajrayana art to the living spiritual tradition is Rhie and Thunnan, Wisdom and Compassion: The Sacnd An of
Tibet.
3: Traditional Tibetan classification schemes h r the images of Vajrayana art
can be found in Gega Lama, Principles of Tibetan Art.
4: See His Holiness the Dalai Lama, T. Gyatso, filachakra Tantra: Rite
of Initiation, 24-29, for a more detailed definition of the term y a m and for
a discussion of the &rences between s u m and tantra yanas.
5: See especially Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet.
6:For the etymology of the mmmumu and an explanation why the Vajrayana
is called the Secret Mantra Vehicle, see His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, "Essence of Tantla" in Tsong-ka-pa, Entm in Tibet, 47-48. (It
should be n o d that mmaa also refirs to the s a k s of Sanslnit syllables recited
when invokmg mtric medi~tiondeities; see Blofkld, M a w : Sacred
of Poeoer. In the present work this latter usage appears in references to the
mnua of Shakyamuni Buddha, the mantm of Avalokiteshvm, etc.).

words
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7: For more detailed discussions of the history of Vajrayana and its movement fmm India to Tibet, see the texts cited in Chapter Six, note 2.
8: For explanations of the terms self-existence and inherent existence in relation to the central buddhist idea of emptiness, see the discussions of the
Wheel of Life in Chapter One and the sections on Prajnaparamita and Manjushri in Chapter Two.
9: MacKenzie's Reincarnation: The Boy Lama gives an abbreviated biography of Lama Yeshe and a detailed account of the discovery of his incarnation, Tenzin Osel Rinpoche. A more extensive biography of Lama Yeshe
is currently being prepared by Adele Hulse for Wisdom Publications.
CHAPTER ONE: THE FOUNDER AND HIS TEACHINGS
1: The various buddhist systems present different accounts of the way in
which Shakyamuni achieved enlightenment; these are presented in Lessing and Wayrnan, Introduction to the Buddhist Tantric Systems, 17-39.
Of the many versions of Shakyamuni's life story currently available, the
following three are of particular interest: Ashvaghosa 'S Sanskrit original,
translated in Cowell, Buddhist Mahayana Texts; Arnold's popular
ninetenth-century verse classic, Light of Asia; and Thich Nhat Hanh's recent Old Path White Clouds.
Commenting upon the compassionatelymotivated activities of buddhas
in general and Shakyarnuni Buddha in particular, His Holiness the Dalai
Lama makes mention of what is known as the supreme emanation body,
described as that which "brings about the w e l f k of disciples through twelve
deeds in various world systems" (T. Gyatso, Opening the Eye of New Awareness, 101). These twelve, as they pertain to Shakyarnuni Buddha, are listed
in Opening as:
(1) descent from Tushita Pure Land
(2) entry into his mother's womb
(3) birth in Lurnbini
(4) becoming skilled in the arts and playing the sports of youth
(5) taking charge of the kingdom and keeping a harem
(6) upon going to the four gates of the city, becoming discouraged with cyclic existence and leaving the householder's
life
(7) practicing austeritie for six years
(8) going to the Bodhi Tree
(9) overcoming all the hosts of demons
( 10) becoming fully enhghtened on the fifteenth day of the fourth
month
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(1 1) turning the w h d of doctrine on the fburth day of the sixth
month
(12)passing from sorrow in the city of Kushmgara.
2: Images of the severely emaciated Siddhartha are among the most striking examples of early Gandharan sculpture. See Zwalf, Buddlrh: Art and
Faith, 36 and Pal, Light of A s k y 95 for examples of such images.
3:In paintings depicting the attack of Mm's legions, the weapons hurled
at Siddhartha m transformedinto ha&
flower
as they approach
the meditator's a m .
4: See Lati Rinkhay, Meditative Stores, for a detailed cbcqmon of the
advanced states of single-pointed concentration and their relation to the
spiritual path.
5: For an extensive formulation of these fbur noble truths-more pmperly
known as the Fbur Truths of the Noble Ones-see Walshe, Thus Have I
Head, 344-49.
6: To combat the many ignorantly p r o d u d conceptions i
nwith
a correct understandmg of d t y , Shakyamuni gave a wide range of =hings on conventional and ultimate truths. Based on these teachings there
arose in India fbur schools of buddhist tenets of k m s b g subtlety and
penetration: Vaibhashilg, Sautrantika, Chittarnam and Mad-.
For
a discussion of these bur, set in a context of a complete meditative practice, see Geshe Sopa, Cutting t . h Appeanmc~~.
See also Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, 335-428.
7:w c d i ~ l popular
y
are the Jatah Ues or birth stoxies that relaoe prwious
lives of Shakyamuni-often as an animal-and illustrate the practices of
generosity, discipline, patience and so forth. For a collection of these sm
rim see Dharma Publishmg's Ja& T h series as well as Aryasura, Th4
Marvelous Companiun and S-,
The Jauzhmala.
8: Byrom, The Dhammapadu, 3.
9: This topic is discussed in detail hthe chapter "Haw Delusions Arise"
in Lama Yeshe, W i s h Energy, 44- 5 1.
10: These are discussed by H .H. the Dalai Lpmr,T
&
h the
chapter entitled "The Three W e r lhinbgs" a p p r h g h Dobmm
T h , Atisha and Buddhism in Tibet, 51-70.The bundation of these hings is the essential buddhist practice of rnindfihess; sex walshe, 44-50;
Nhat Hanh,The Mimclo of Mindficlness; and Nynnnpo*,
m Hean of
B d h i s t Meditation.
l l : Walshe, 270.
12:For a discussion of the four fearlessnesses of an E - d
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T. Gyatso, Opening the Eye of N m Awareness, 105; Geshe Dhaqyey, Anthology, 259-60; and Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, 210-11.
13: For a further discussion of lotus imagery, see the chapter entitled "The
Flower Support" in Campbell's The Mythic Image, 22 1-35.
14: Buddhist scriptuns enumerate 112 signs of a buddha's supreme e m nation body; these are sometimes referred to as the thuzy-two major and
eqghty minor marks. For a list and explanation of the thirty-two, see Dhargyey, 242-50. For their scriptural source, see Walshe, 441-60.
15: In another version of this story, the artists drew Buddha's image by tracing the shadow cast by his hrm on a piece of cloth. See Geshe Tharchin,
King Udmyanu, 13 and Kapsner, "Thanka Painting," 17.
16: The following instructionshave been adapted from MacDonald, How
to Meditate, 126-33.
17: For an expanded account of the oIigination of this dugram, see Tharchin, King Udrayana, 7-17.
18: In other representations of the Wheel ofilife, the bird depicted is a
moster or another male fawl.
19: Shantideva, Guide, 45.
20: For a detailed discussion of the different ways the results of our actions
can be experienced and of the fixtors intluencixfg the heaviness of these actions, see Dhargyey, 334-43.
21:For a more detailed discussion of this point, see Lati Rinbachay, Death,
Intermediate State and Rebirth, 55-56.
22: The twelve links of dependent arising can be explained in a variety of
ways. As a k u l t , the order of these twelve as they are depicted in the outer
rim of the Wheel of Lik can vary. For one such alternate version, see Geshe
Rabten, T m m y of Dhamta, 92. For further material on this complex subject matter, see Hopkins, Meditation, 161-73,275-83,707-11. A scriptud
source for the twelve links is found in Walshe, 223-30 and an explanation
in t e r n of meditation practice is in Yeshe, Wisdom Energy, %100. See also
T. Gyatso, "Dependent Arising" and The Meaning of L$e, 3-41.
23: T.Gyatso, The Meaning of Life, 12-13. For an alternate version of these
lines, see Tharchin, King Udrayatuz, 13.
24: The following stanzas are taken from Dharma Publishing Staff, Dhammapada, 49-51.
25: Brief biographies of these sixteen arhats are found in the Central Institute of Buddhist Studies, Manjushn', 20-3l and in Yeshe De Research Project, Light of Liberation: A Histoy of Buddhism in India, 150-55.This latter work gives two further dkences to material on the sixteen arhats (Loden

Sherab Dagyab, "The Sixteen gNas-brtan," in Tibetan Relgiour An, 60l l8 and Cy s ~Minor
l
VI, 193-95and 2 16-28) and oontains th folbmng
statement of their function:
Concerned for the Sangha's weke, the Buddha requested that
sixteen G m t Arhats remain in the world and watch over the
Dhanna as long as bangs were capable of M t i n g from the
teachmgs. Since then the Sheen Great Arhats haw appearrd to
encourage the devoted and support confidence in the
Dharma.(lSO)
The present version of the arhat Lamdung's story is adppad from Gtshc
Kelsang Gyatso, Meaningfit1to Behold, 72-74; for an altrnzaot version sec
Tripitaka Master Hua, A Geneml E ~ p h ~ t i o84-86.
n,
26: These sites are d e s c r i i in Russell's "The Elght Places of Buddhist
Pilgrimage'' found in Mullin, Teachings at Tushita, 138-60. For the significanoe of pilgrimage in buddhist practiq see T. Gyatq My Tiet, 1398.
27: Lama Govinda, Psyckosmic Symbolism of the Buddhist S-,
4-5.
28: Taken h m Gega Lama, Pn'm'ples of TibArt, Volume 2,8 1.
29: Shakyamuni Buddha gave the hllowing imtrudoos w h asked how
to buiId a stupa: "In subsequent order at first (ad) hur turaccs and after
that (e) the receptacle for the pot m to be made. Then ( f ) the pot, (g) the
vessel, 01) the pole, (i) the umbrella canopy-whether it be one or two or
or four up to thirteen urnb~eIlacanopies-and (j) the rain canopy an
to be made.'' (Adapted h m G. Roth, "Symbolism of the Buddbist Stup,"
184 in Dallapiccola, The Stupa: Its Religious, Histwical a d Alrhitectuml
SignifZcance.)
The fh
seven of thesesaucturalelements mmspond to the thrrty-scvcn
harmonies with edghtenment: (a) the four establishments in ,
(b) the four thorough abandonings, (c) the four legs of emanation, (d) the
five hculties, (e) five powers, (0 the seven branches of c n . h g h m t and
(g) the eightfbld path. These are discussed in derail in D h g ~Anrhol,
00,267-74,300-0 1 and T. Gyatso, The Dalai Luma at H a m d , 124-62.
As for the remaining elements, thsesymbolize (h-i)the hashpcr~eptionsand special applications of mi0dful.m~as das (j) the gnat
compassion of a fully tmhghfcned being (see DpUnpiccola, 188-901.
30: Received o d y fwnvarious teachers. Other versions of this incident
Buddhism of Tibet, 33 and D
,Antholfound in T. Gystsq
ogy, 171-72 and Wallace, Tibeton Buddhism, 5-6.
in 3m
31: The foundingof fhismonumentd structure ic
Legend of the Great Scupa.

*
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CHAPTER TWO: THE BODHISATTVA PATH
1: As stated in Dhargyey, 199: "There are two major types of mental obscurations: (1) those due to disturbing amtudes [i.e. the delusions]and which
prevent liberation and (2) those mgading all knowables and which prevent
omniscience." For a discussion of these two obscurations, see Dhargyey,
222-23.
2: In addition to Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri and Vajrapani, these eight
bodhisattva disciples were Maitreya (Plate 32), Samantabhadra,
Kshitigarbha, Akashagarbha and Sarvanim-viskambini. These eight
are evoked in the dedication chapter of Shantideva's Guide;see K. Gyatso,
Meaningful to Behold, 361-62.
3: For a discussion of what is involved in the process of empowerment, see
the chapter entitled "Abhisheka," 87-99, in lhngpa, Jaumqr without Goal.
See also the chapter "Inspixation and the Guru,"95-110, in Yeshe,Intduction to Tantra.
4: For an extensive list of terms used synonymously with "inherent existence," see Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, 36ff.
5: K. Gyatso, Heart of W k h ,29. It may be useful to compare the thoughts
expressed in thisquotation with the following two descriptionsof ignorance,
the root delusion that is the source of all mental and physcial suffering and
&-on.
The first description is by Shakyamuni Buddha himselfand
is found in his sutra entitled The Rice Plants:
What, now, is ignorance? It is the notion that in these six elements [i.e. earth, water, h,
air, space and consciousness] there
is a unity, substance, permanence, stability, enduringness, happiness, a self, a being, a soul, a living being, an individuality, a
human being, a person, a man, a youth, an "I" or a "mine".
These various kinds of mispemption are called ignorance. When
there is ignorance, lust, ill-willand bewilderment are set in motion within the objective field of consciousness. (Translated by
Frye in Sciaky, "A General Presentation," 39.)
The second is found in Hopkins, The Tannit Distinction, 15-16:
Ignorance is the conception of inherent or pointable concm existence in thugs; it is also the conception that subject and object axe inherwltly d i f h n t entities. It is not a m m lack of knowledge about reality but an erroneous conception about the way
thmgs exist. . . . The ignorance that is the m t of suffering is a
conception discordant with reality, held with enormous conviction. We are convinced that persons and other phenomena exist
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solid, ~ m c oself-propelled
~
units beca~8ethpt is ~ O W
appeartous.Yetthis~isthoroughly~hrp
ple and thugs do not exist this way at all. Nonetheless, through
our own ignonnce we assent to their false appearance and base
our lives on this misconsuued assent.
6: There is a debate among the d i f k n t schoolsof buddhist tenets concerning whether or not the wisdom realizing emptiness as taught in the Perfection of Wisdom sutras is needed in order to attain liberation h r n cyclic mistence.For detailed discussions of this issue, see Shanndm, Gutde, 140-43
and T. Gyatso, Tmnscendent Wisdom, 43-54. See also Tsong-h-pa, Entm
in Tibet, 38-46.
7: S e the chapter ''Nohqpess Is Not Emptiness" by Kensur Lekden
in Tsong-ka-payCampassion in Tibetan Buddhism, 70-74.
8: Zopa Rinpoche, Chod, 27.
9: K. Gyatso, Heart of Wisdom, 159.
10: Ibid., 160.
11: Ibid., 157.
12: Ibid., 150.
13: Benard, "Machig Lab-dron," 43.
14: The biography of M a c h Labdron is presented in AUione, W m of
Wisdom,141-204and Benard, 43-51. As for her predecessor, the
yogini Yahe Tsogyal, see note l l to Chapter Six.
15: For an account of Padampa Sangye's meting with the g m t Tibetan
yogi -a,
see Chang, l3.e Hundred h a n d Sangs of Milutepa, 606
13. And h r a a t i o n of ~ h i n ggiven
s by hdampa Sangye shortly bef o his
~ passing, see Evans-Wentz, Great Libemtiun, 241-52.
16: This unpublished translation of the Tibetan prayer begmung "ma-sam
jo-me" (Tib. smut. bsam bjod. med) is by TThubten Yeshe.
17: Geshe Mden Dakpa,"An Explanation of the Name Avalokiteshvara,''
90.
18: It is the common practice in Tibetan art for deities such as Avalokiteshto be adorned with awnornaments containing fivejewels. Mre the
fbumenth century,howaer, such ornaments commonly posJessed
invcls, symbohzhg thc Thm Jcwcls of Rcfugc--Buddha, Dhnrma and
sangha.

19: In some rep-tations
of the WM of Lift, emamtiom of Avalokiteshmaxe depicted leading sentient beh@ out of the six d . m S .
huf,
Tibetcm Sacred A rr, 140-43.
20: For a discussion of this topic, see BloMd, Mmtms.
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2 1:This explanation is based on one given orally by H. H. Sakya Trizin in
Kensmgbon, California, 1978. See also T. Gyatso, Kindness, Clarity and Insight, 116-17. Of related interest are the extensive explanations given by
Lama Govinda in Foundations of Tibetan Mysticism and Dllgo Khyentze
Rinpoche in Sakya Trizin, Essence of Bsrddhim, as well as Sogyal Rinpoche
in The Tibetan Book of Living and &ng, 289-91. See also Bokar Rinpoche,
Chenmg, M of h e , 37-42.
22: K. Gyatso, Heart of Wisdom,xviii-xix.
23: Geshe Wangyal, Door of Libemtirm, 5455.
24: Ibid., 60.
25: Ibid., 61.
26: This translation has been adapted h m several sources,includmg the
version published by Sogyal Rinpoche's Rigpa Fellowship.
27: This prayer is taken from an unpublished sadhana, translator unidentified. For M e r information concerning the various manifistations of the
Bodhisattva of Compassion, see Piyasilo, Avalokiteshvara.
28: In Tibetan this color is described as red-yellow (dmar.ser).
29: Manjushri's birth and his relation to the Five-Peaked Mountain are
described in Evans-Wentz, &at Liberation, 134-35, as follows:
The Buddha once went to China to teach the dhanna, but instead of listening to him the people cursed him. So he returned
to Vultures'Peak, in India.Considering it m be useless to explain
the higher truths to the Chinese,he decided to have introduced
into China the conditional truths, along with astrology. Accordingly, the Buddha, while at Vultures' Peak, emitted from the
c m of his head a golden yellow hght-ray which kll upon a tree
growing near a stupa, one of five stupas, each of which was on
one of the peaks of the Five-Peaked Mountain. From the tree
grew a goiter-like excrescence, whence there sprang a lotus blossom. And from this lotus blossom Manjushri was born, holding in his right hand the Sword of Wisdom and in his left hand
a blue lotus blossom, supporting the Book of Wisdom.
30: Received orally from various teachers. For an alternate version of the
story of Manjushri and the would-be arhats, where the questioner is identified as Shariputm instead of as Vajrapani, see Sakya Pandita, Illuminatiotls, 126-27.
31:Translated by the author. For an alternate translation of this prayer, see
DhwYey, 95.
32: This story was related during a teachmg given by Jack Komfield in
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Bane,Massachusetts. An expanded version is h d in his h n g Buddhi
Masters,35, where the meditation master is identified as Ven. Ajahn Chah.
For a collection of his teachings, see Ven. Ajahn Chah, Bodhinya~.
33: Yeshe,
Sadhanu of Vajrapani, 1 1 .
34: Adapted from Mullin, Path of the Bodhisanva Wanior,6 . The image
of the bodhkattvaas a spiritual warrior is elaboratd in Chogyam Tnmgpa,
Shambala: Sacred Path of the Waniur.

--

CHAFT'ER THREE: THE FIVE BUDDHA FAMILIES
1: The buddhas of the five fimdies--ofien referred to in western buddhist
literature as the five dhyani, or meditation, buddhas-are presented here
in their nimnukaya aspects while in Plate 9 they appear in their s a m b b
gakaya aspects. As explained in note 21 to Chapter Four and in the material b r Table 6 in Chapter Five, e n l , g . h d
in -m
ubm
bodies" (Skt . nrpakuya)to suit the various capacities of sentient
To
those of lesser capacity, they appear as "emanation bodies" (Skt. ninnanukaya);iconographicallythese are depicted in the aspect of fully renounced
monks, as in F e 7. For disciples of greater capacity, they d e s t as
"complete enjoyment bodies" (Skt. sambhogakaya) and are shown wearing royal garments, adorned with jewels and occasionally, as in Plate 9, embracing consorts.
AU h r m bodies arise from the unobstructed omniscient consciousnesses
of edghtened beings. Such a fully e-tened
consciousness is called the
"truth body" (Skt. dhQm&ya) of a buddha and is perceived only by other
fully enhghtened bemgs. Even though the truth body is formless, there are
iconographic representations of buddhas in dharmakaya aspect. In the
Nyingma tradition, such a dhannakaya buddha is Samanmbhadra (not to
be confused with the b0dhisat-mmentioned in note 2 to Chapter Two). As
Chogyarn Tiungpa explains in Visual Dharma, 20, Samantabhadra "is
depicted naked, symbolizing the formlessness and simplicity of the dharmakaya. He wears the topknot, is dark in color and holds his hands in the
meditation mudra." The other major dhamakaya representation is Vaina m , depicted in this work in Plate 16. Tfungpa also explains that Vaindhara "appears maringsambhogakay garments and ornaments, the same
as those of the peaceful yidams. Samantabhadra and Vajradhan an! the
primordial buddhas, who represent the mdly unconditioned qualit~d e n Lghtened mind. According to the New Tmlation school [sarmal,
Shakyamuni took the form of Vajradhm to teach the m-"
2: The foUowing material on the relationship becolor and s ~ i d d
transformation
p s e i d orally by the artist h m his main p a h ~

m.
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teacher. It is presented in a form that owes much to the discussion found
in Trungpa, Visuul Dhanna, 2426. See also Tiungpa,Journq, Without Goal,
77-85. For a discussion of the five buddha fi.milies and the experience of
color during the intermediate state, see Lama Lodo, Batdo Teachings. Finally, for an intriguhg psychological and mythological interpretation of the
five buddhas and the intemediate state experience, see Campbell, Tmmformations of Myth thmgh Time, 171-88.
3: The five transcendent wisdom associated with the five buddha families
can be understood as the fully purified fonns of the five basic wisdom that
absorb during the death evolution outlined in Chapter Five in the section
on Yamantaka (Plate 20). These five basic wisdom are briefly described
in K. Gyatso, Clear Light of Bliss, 77-78, as follows:
The basic mirror-like wisdom is so called because just as a mirror can simultaneously reflect many objects of various forms so
too can one o d m q mind @ve
many objects simul~neously.
The mind that remembers experiences as having been pleasurable, painful and neutral is the basic wisdom of equality
[equanimity]. The basic wisdom of individual analysis [discriminating wisdom] remembers individual names of one's
friends and relatives and so forth. A mind that remembers normal external activities, purposes and so fbrth is the basic wisdom
of accomplishing activities. And the fifth, the basic wisdom of
chmadhatu [all~ncompassing
wisdom], is the mind that is the
seed of the wisdom truth body of a buddha.
4: In the scheme presented here, Akshobya occupies the center of the mandala and V k h a n a is in the eastern direction. It should be noted that there
are occasions when the positions of these two buddhas are reversed. And
during empowennents into deities belonging to the lotus family, for example, it is Arnitabha who occupies the central position.
5: For a discussion of these s u m , see Sangharaksbita, The Etemu1Legacy,
169-77 and A Sumey of Buddhism, 354-80.
6: Saq&d&~ta, A Sum0 of Buddhism, 359. The legend of D h d ' s
W behe LolPsmararaja is xekd in Campbell's 7he M
*
Image,pp. 221-24.
7: From a sadhana of the Five-deity Heruka Chakmwnvara, translamr
unidentified.
8: Tianslaoed by Glenn Mullin with Thepo ldku; published in T. Chdmn,
Pearl of Wisdom, 48-56. See also T. Yeshe, E-ansferenceof Conscimss at
the Time of Death and K . Gyatso, PO-zoaSadhana, both of which describe
the wanskmce p d c e in Ation to Amitabha; and Sogyal Rinpoche, The
Tibetan Book of Living and Dyng, 214-43.
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CHAITER FOUR: ENLIGHTENED ACTIVITY
1: Adapted fmm T. Gyatso, The Union of Bliss and Emptiness, 153.
2:The legendary accounts state that two goddesses a m c h m Avalokiteshvara's pool of tears: Tara, rrpmenting his compassion, and Bhrikuti,
representing his wisdom. Tibetans commonly idenifl the two godas Green and White Tm, who themselves are linked with King Songtscn
Gampo's two wives. See Willson, In h i s e of T m ,12 d25, and also Wangyal, The Door of Libemtion, 60.
3:WiUson, 34. For T m t h a ' s version of the story of Prhcess Jnanachandra, see Templeman, The &gin of the Tara Tarum, l l ff.
4: Adaptred fmm Willson, 180-81.
5: See Blofkld, Bodhisattva of Compassion: The Mysrical Tmdition of Kuan

Yin.

6:See Galland, Lagurgfor DanAness: Tarn and the Black Maabnna. See also
Willson, 1 1-25, for a discussion of the various namm of Tara and her relationship to other female divinities.
7: !3ee Galland, 59-67, h r a descriptionof a pilgrimage to this site and a p b
tograph of the emerging image of Tara.
8: K. Gyatso, Praise and Request to the ~
e Tarn, 9nand 13.For
~ an
alternate translation and commentary, see Willson, 136 and 149. See also
the relevant pages in Beyer, 7he Cult of Tam.
9: Weber et al., Era S Coloun'ng Book, innuduction.
10:T d t d by the author. k r an altemate version of this prayer, see Willson, 121.
1 1 :Mullin, Selected W& of the Dalai Lam I: Bndging Sutms and Tm@as, 192.
12:It is interesting to note that for G m Tara, her outward appearance as
a kriya tantra deity and as a highest yoga mtra deity can be identical. This
is in contrast m the buddha of wisdom, fbr example, whose common krip
form, Manjushri (Plate 7) &rs
greatly h m that of hghest yoga mm,
Yamantaka (Plate 20). See note 3 m Chapter Five.
13:This prayer is taken from an unpublished sadhana, translator unidentified.
14:Adapted from K.Gyatm, 77te Daily Pmctice of lhe Wish-fJfiivCircle, 7.
15: For another version of this story, see Amdo Jamyang, New Sun, 7.
16: Adapted from Sciaky, "A General Pmmtation," 25-26.
17: This story was received orally from Gshe Ngawang D
.
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18: From an unpublished manuscript, pduced by the Rabten Choehg
monastexy in Switzerland, entitled Ushnisha Vij'aya Sadhana: The Method
of Accomplishing the Totally Victorious C m of the Head, 4.
19: Ibid., 4.
20: Ibid., 10.
21 : It should be noted that Ami~abhais not always depicted in the nirmanakaya aspect of a monk, nor is Amitayus always shown in a bejewelled
sambhogahya aspect. Even Shakyamuni Buddha himself is sometimes portrayed in a glorified sambhogakaya aspect instead of as a fully renounced
monk.
22: K. Gyatso, The Yoga of Buddha Amitay, 12-14 and 22.
23: Dependmg upon the practice, the Lapis Healing Master is visualized
together with six other buddhas, or seven if Shakyarnuni himselfis included.
In K. Gyatso, Medicine Guru S&,
the six additionalMedicine Buddhas
are listed as: King of Clear Knowing, Melodious Ocean of Dharma
Proclaimed, Supreme Glory Free from Sorrow, Stainless Excellent Gold,
Kmg of Melodious Sound, and Glorious Renown of Excellent Signs. See
also Thubten Gyatso, Medicine Buddha Sadhana.
24: Birnbaum, The Healing Buddha, 80.
25: See Sanglwakshita, The Etenuzl Legacy, 178.
26: Birnbaum, 164.
27: See Wdace, Ambrosia Heart Tantm.
28: Ibid., 33.
29: Ibid., 34.
30: See Donden, Health thmgh Balance, and also Clifford, Tibetan Buddhist ~ e d i c i dand Psychiatry.
31 : Adapted from Thubten Gyatso, Medicine Buddha Sadhana, 9.
32: In the Pali sutra entitled The Atanata Protective Verses, the guardian of
the North is rekrred to as King V ~ S S ~ V
which
B ~ ~in,S&t
is Vaishxavana.
See Walshe, 47 1-78.
33: This story was received orally from various lamas.

CHAFTER FIVE: THE PATH OF BLISS AND EMITINESS
1: This view is particularly evident in Waddell, Tibetan Buddhism, originally published in 1894. It also crops up in Getty, The W of Northern Bud-

dhism, orrginally published in 1914.
2: See Moacanin, Jung's Psychology and Tibetan Buddhism.

3: The four c k of tantra,in ascenchg order of pmfimdity, m:kriyl
(action), chaqa (performance),yoga and anutcara-yoga Ollghest yoga) tantra. For a discussion of their chmctmistic qualities, see Tsong-h-pa, Tmtm in Tibet, 52-53,7476, 129-38,201-09. See also T. Gyatso, lWachakra
lbntm, 30-38 and Mullin, The Practice of Kzlachakra.
4: Among the many works d e w with the pxtdmumy practices are Tharchin, Commentay on Gum Yoga and Offering of the Mandda; Jamgon
Konguul, Torch of Certainty; Rabten, Preliminary Pracrices; and Jig-me
h - p a , Inwnnost Essence.
5: Translated by Sharpa Tulku and Alexander Bexzin and appearing in T.
Gyatso, Kzlachakm Initiation, 71. For an alternate version, see T.Gyatso,
filachakra Tantra, 426-27.
6: AU Mahayana paths, whether of sutra or tantra, are a combination of
method and wisdom, but only in hlghest yoga tantra are these two cultivated simultaneously as two aspects of the silbtlest level of consciousness.
For a detailed discussion of the sgmficance of this in achieving the fully
enlightened state of buddhahood, see T.Gyatso's "Vajrayana" and "Greatness of Manm" in Tsong-h-pa, Tantm in Tibet, 47-53, 60-66, and
kizlachakm Tantra, 29. See also Hopkins, The Tantric Drstinctiun.
7: T. Gyacro, Kaluchakm Initiation,73. See also T.Gyatso, lWachakm Tanha, 431.
8: For a detailed discussion of these four, see Dhargyqr, 77-80.
9: See Wayman, Yoga of the Guhyasamajatantm.
10: See Nalanda Translation Committee,The Life of Marpa the Trofl~krtor,
15-17, 23, 52-54, etc.
1l : Mullin, Path of the Bodhisattva Wanior, 228-87. On pages 287-93 of
thiswork,the llimenth Dalai Lama outlines the practices of Guhymmja.
12: Tibetan Art Calender (Wisdom Publicatiom) hr December 1989, with
explanation by Lokesh Chandra.
13: See Mullin, Path, 294, for the various Indian linof Guhyasamia.
14: For more information on the generation stage and its union of emptiness and deity yoga, see Gmrt, Highest Yoga T r m t ~Tsong-h-pa,
;
Tantra
in Tibet, 117-28; and Hopkins, lbntric Distinction, 155-64. See also H o p
k'discussion of this topic in T. Gyaw Kdahakm TORO,23-38,48-58.
AS explained earlier, the term mantm means "mind-pmt~~tion"(sec Inaoduction, note 6) and the protection ofired the mind by the genehon
practices of the !kmManua Vehicle is explained by the Daai Lama,
Tenzin Gyatso, as follows:
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There are two main factors in mantra training,pride in oneself
as a deity and vivid appearance of that deity. Divine pride protects one from the pride of being ordumy, and divine vivid appearance protects one h m ordinary appearances. (Tbng-ka-p,
Tantra in Tibet, 47.)
15: The ways in which a limihed &-identity pduces sufhmgand the t a n k
solution to thisproblem are discussed in Yeshe,I d u t i u n to lhntm, 41-50.
16: For a detailed discussion of the completion stage, see Cozort, 65ff. and
the entirety of K. Gyatso, Clear Light of Bliss. See also M&, Path, 290.92.
17: In discussing the various Vajrayana techniques "for manifesting the fundamental innate mind of clear hght," the Fourteenth Dalai Lama writes:
The Guhyasamja Tantm . . .speaks mainly of putting concentrated focusing on the winds; the Chakmsamvam Tantm and the
Hevajra Tantm speak mainly of the four joys; and the technique
of maniftesting the clear hght by way of nonconceptual meditation is mainly found in the great completeness [dmgchen] of the
Nying-maOrder and the great seal [mahamudra] tradition of the
Kagyu Order. All of these are modes of practice described in valid
and reliable source-texts within Highest Yoga Tanm. (Adapted
from T. Gyatso, The 1Yalachakra Tantra, 163.)
18: For another version of this story, see Getty, The Gods of Northern Buddhism, 152-53.
19: T. Gyatso, Kindness, Clarity and Insight, 98. Joseph Campbell, in The
Pmer of Myth, 222, gives the following psychological interpretation of the
appearance of peaceful and wrathful deities: "If you are clingmg fiercely
to your ego and its little temporal world of s o m s and joys, hanging on
for dear life, it will be the wrathful aspect of the deity that appears. It will
seem temfyhg. But the moment your ego yields and gives up, that same
meditation Buddha is experienced as a bestower of bliss.''
20: The lejung literature is extensive and many hsas and commentaries are
c m n t l y available in Engl~~h.
Among these are: Rabten, Advice
a
Spiritual Friend; K. Gyatso, Universal Compassion; and T. GJQ~SO,
Kindness, Clarity and Insight, 100-15.
21: Dharmiuakshita, The Wheel of Sharp Weapons, 17.
22: Ibid., 17.
23: Ibid., 27.
24: Ibid., 38-39.
25:For a list and discussion of these categories, see Sangarakshita, The Eternal Legacy, 1417 and Dhargyey, 293-94.
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26: See Chapter One, note 29.
27: According to the m m advnnad school of buddhist philogophy, tbac
is only one emptiness: the lack of inherent adstcrw. However, di&icrent
types of emptiness can be difkzntiated in texms of their bases, i.e. the
phenomena that lack this inherent existemce. See Hopkins, Meditation on
Emptiness, 20445.
As br the sheen emptin-,
these are en-bed as fbllaws: (1) the
emptiness of internal entities, (2) of enrternal entities, (3) of the internal and
external, (4) the emptiness of emptiness, (5) of immensity, (6) of the ultimate, (7) of the conditioned, (8) of the unconditiod, (9) of that which is
beyond extmms, (10) of that which has neither begmnmg nor end, (1 1)
of that which is not to be discarded,(12) of a phenomenon's m n na~lt,
(13) of all phenomena, (14) of defhng c-tics,
(15) of the nonapprehensible and (16) the emptiness of non-hugs. These sixteen are explained in Lama Tsong Khapa's c o ~ ~ n e n t uwork
d entitled Clear fZl-nation of the Intenrion elucidating the thought of Chandrakinj's Guih to
the Middle Way; see Geshe Rabm, E c h s of Voidness,85-90.
28: The eq&t gmat accomplishments and the &t porcners a~ given as fb1lows. The great accomplishments are listed as the siddhis of the pill, of eyc
medicine, of going under the earth, of the sword, of the sky, of vanishmg,
of immortality and of destroying obstacla. The eq$t powers are those of
body, speech, mind, magic, the ability to go anywhere, the poww of the
phce, of bemg able to accomplish whatever one wishes, and the m of
happiness.
29: Pabongka Rinpoche, Libetration in the Palm of YourHand,342. Another
tmslation of this busquomtion is given in Sqgyal Rupclae,
T j
Book of Living and l3ymg, 40, as tbllows:

In homr of death, I took to the mountainsAg;un and again I meditad on the uncertainty of the hour of
death,
of mind.
the f b r t n of
~~
the~ deathless unendmg
Now all fear of death is over and done.
30: The following material on the death p m a s is bom K.Gpts0, C h
L&t of Bliss, 67-87. See also Lati Rinlmchay, Decrth, I d h SRebirth, 32-48; Sag@ Rinpoche, 7Vte Tibem Book of Living and
251-54; and Gedu Chapel, Tibetan Arts of h,
95-120.
31: The use of the term "dissolves" here is merely figurative. The earth
element does not ~cmallydissolve into water at the time of d d ; i n s d ,
as the gmwr element's ability to support &
o
d,
~
the mac
subtle element appears to gain wmgth and become pdom-t.
The
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traditional texts say that the earth element dissolves into water, etc. as a way
of aidmg one's meditative experiences.
As for the elements themselves, these are explained as follows:
The first has the name "earth", but the main reference is to solidity and obstructiveness. The meaning of ''water" is fluidity
and moistening. "Fire" means heat and burning. "Wind" on
the coarse level refers even to the air we breathe in and out, but
ona subtler level it refers mainly to types of energies that promote
development and change. (T. Gyatso, Meaning of Life, 28-29.)
32: From a privately distributed pamphlet containing two sadhanas of
Yarnantaka,published in 1975by SubterraneanVajraharnmer Publications,
33.
33: Mullin, Path, 283.
34: The folluwing material was taken from K. Gyatso, Guide to Dakinhnd,
3ff.
35: Biographies of these eighty-four mahasiddhas are found in Robinson,
Buddha's Lions and in two works by Dowman: Masters of Mahamudm and
Masters of Enchannnent. The latter work is beautifully i l l m t e d by Robert
Beer; his painting of Ghampa's ascent into space provides a vivid image
of the story presented below. See also K. Gyatso, Guide ta Dakiniland, 1015, for accounts of the lives of Luipa, Ghantapa, Darilgpa, Kusali and other
great practitioners of Chakrasamvara and Vajrayogini. It should be noted
that there are some differences between the version of Ghantapa's story
presented here (which follows that found in Guide to Dakiniland) and the
one appearing in Masters of Enchantment, 145-50.
For a discussion of the Luipa and Ghantapa lineages of Chakrasarnvara,
see Mullin, Path, 296-98.
36: Dowman, Masters of Mahamudra, 34.
37: Ibid., 34.
38: See Guenther, The Royal Song of Saraha.
39: Adapted from K. Gyatso, Guide to Dakiniland, 10.
40: Dowman, Masters, 272.
41 : See Chang, Six &gas of Nampa and Guenther, T h e Life and Teachings
of Nampa.
42: As Geshe Thegchok writes in his commentary to Je Tsong Khapa's
Praise to Dependent Atising, 45:
In the Sutra Requested by Dn'tarashtra, Buddha taught noninherent existence in relation to the three doors of liberation. The
first door is that the self-entityof all phenomena is empty of in-
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herent existence;the second is that causes are free h m the sign
ofinherent exhence; and thethirdis that ~ a ~ n o t p r o d u c e d
within the sphere of inherent existence. [Italics added.]
To the non-inherent exisherace of self-entity, cause and result can be added a fourth door of liberation, namely that actions are non-inherentlyexistent.
43:The hllowing material is based on an explanation received orally fiom
Lati Rinpoche. For moR infbrmation on the integrated practice of these
three major deities, see T. Gyatsq 2 7 Union
~
of Bliss and Emptims, 12-15.
44:For a discussion of these four joys, see K. Gyatso, Clear Light of Bliss,
93-99.
45: A detailed description of this deity and her practice is found in K.
Gyatso, Guide to Dakiniland. See also Y d e , Vajmyogini.
46: The two other main h m of this deity-sometimes reaerred to as
Vajradakini-were giwn in d t i o n to the Indian masters Indrabhuti and
Maitripa.
47:K. Gyatso, 7?ze Quick Path, 1 19-20.
48:Ibid., 10-11.
49:Ibid., 11.
50: K.Gyatso, Clear Light of Bliss, 124.
5 1 : Ibid., 5. A similar point is made in Yeshe, IntrOducrion to T a n f ~153.
,
52:The hlluwing material was b v e d orally from various lamasand also
fiom Kalu Rinpoche, Mahakla.
53: See Dowman, Masters of Mahamudm, 60-62,from which the following material was ~tracted.
54:Trungpa, Visual Dhanna, 22.
55:Gendun Drub, Bridging rire Sum and E n m , 162-63.

CHAITER SIX:A LIVING TRADITION

1: Nalanda, 7 7 L~ifeof Marpa, 92.
2: Fbr a concise hismry of the spread of Buddhism h m India to Tibet and
the evolution of the major traditions of Buddhism in Tibet-including
selected mhmgs h m thee txaditiom-see Batchelor, ZhJnuJ in the b
m. See also Tadmng T ' , "A History of the Buddhist D m , "127ff
a d "History,"75ff.For a history of the major Tibetan traditions and an
u t i o n of their artistic lineages, see Rhie and Th~rman,Wisdoma d
c ~ p a s s i o n26-32,
,
165-309.
3: For the v i m of His H o ~ thes Fourteenth Dalai Lama on this topic
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see T. Gyatso, A Human Approach to World Peace. On page 14of that work
he states: ". . .humanity needs all the world's rehpons m suit the ways of
life, diverse spiritual needs, and inherited national traditions of individual
human beings." Also see note 19 below.
4: Jamyang Khyentze Rinpoche, "The Opening of the Dharma," in T.
Gyatso, Four Essential Buddhist Texts, 16.
5: Dowrnan, The Legend of the Great Stupa, 74. Elements of this account
of Guru Rinpoche's miraculous birth appear in the following prayer by the
k t h Dalai Lama, Kelsang Gyatso (1708-1757) entitled "A Pmyer to the
Lotus Born":
In the northwestern land of Urgyen [Orgyen],
A magically produced valley of perfection,
There springs forth a mighty lotus blossom
And upon it appears a wondrous and magical transformation.
There sits the Lotus Born Guru,
A holder of diamond knowledge.
Who wields in his hand a radiant vajra blazing
With the fearless power of wisdom gazing boldly at truth.

0 Lotus Born One and your eight emanations
Who inspire strength able to overcome every hindrance:
Paclfy the conditions that bring harm to living beings
And unfold every circumstance conducive to goodness, hght and
liberation.
(Mullin, Selecud Works of Dalai Lama VII, 164.)
6: Yeshe Tsogyal, Life, 186.
7: For a description of the major d e s t a t i o n s of Guru Rinpoche, see
Sogyal, Dzogchen & Padmasambhava, 29-35. Of particular interest are the
eight d e s t a t i o n s of Guru Rinpoche often depicted on tangkas and in
masked "lama dances" throughout the Himalayan region. These elght,with
the characteristic activities of each, are described in material distributed by
Lama Tharchin, a modem Nyingma master, as follows:
(a) Padrnasambhava: appearing as the one born from a lotus, totally pure.
(b) Gyakar Panchen: displaying the qualities of a great Indian scholar.
(C) M e n Chokse: having an omniscient mind inseparable from Manjushri.
(d) Perna Gyalpo: manifesting as a king controllug all realms of existence.
(e) Nyirna Oser: dispelkg the darkness of ignorance.
(0 Shakya Senge: appearing as the monk who became the great liberator
of all beings.

(g) S e n g e D r a d o k : ~ a r t r e m e w ~ ~ o n g ~ a n d t
that arise when tantric vows are bmken.
(h)Dorje Drolo: appearing as the fierce destmyer of enemies and the ob-

structions to enlightenment. It was in thisfwm that Guru Rrnpochc ap
p a i d when establishq the buddhadharma in Bhutan.

Forfurtherinbxmationontheseeaght~,sg?grthang~,
"The Vajra Guru Mantra," 17-39; Olschak, Mystic An of Ancient Tibet,
e
The Life and Libemtion of Padmasambhuw,
25-32; and Y ~ h Tsogyal,
191-218.
8: Evans-Wentz, 7?w Tibetan Book of the Gteat Libemlion, 146. The magically produced lake is identified as Rewalsar mar the North Indian town
of Mandi.
9: For examples of works by and about thisgreat master, see Longchenpa,
You An the Eyes of the Wmld, and Thondup Rinpoche, Buddha Mind.
10: !hJig-me Ling-pa,
Dwgchen Innermost Essence P~lirninary
Pmctice.
11: For biographies of this great yogini, see 'TBrthang Tulku, Mother of
Kmledge, and Dowman, Sky Dancer.
12: For an extensive discussion of the history and mdhgs of the Nyingma
N'ingmcr School of Tibetan
tradition, see H.H. Dudjom Rinpoche,
Buddhism. The rehamation of this great tacon was born on October 9,
1990 and officially recognized by H.H. the Dalai Lama.
13. Among the published works of this master is his Wish-jiffirlingJ m l .
14: Dowman, Legend of tlre h a t Sacpa, 104.07.
15: Dhargyey, 10-11.
16: Adapted h m Dhargyey, I l .
17: Ibid., 19.
18: Doboom T h , 11.
19: In Geshe DhPlgJy's commenmy to this verse of Adsha's ?'he
Rosary of an Awakening W a w (hund in Geshe Rabten and W e Dhargyey, Advicefran a SpiritualF M , 128)the
~mks
a made
concerning the importance of non-sxtarhkm:
we should follow a spiritual system that suits our own abilities
best and avoid criticizing other traditions. People with different
dispositions naturally follow different traditions. It is not up to
us, just because we foUm one system, m discourageothers h m
the path they have chosen and critich them, discddng their
choice. In spealong dupampgly about other *ous
systems,
we commit the serious non-virtue of abandoning dharma. Bud-
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dha Shakyamuni said, "The consequences of rehg~oussecmrianism are far
worse than killtng saints or destmymg as many relqqous monuments as there
are grains of sand in the river Ganges."
20: Ibid., 99-102.
21 : Amipa, A Waterdmp j b m the Glorious Sea, 15.
22: C. Trichen, The Histoy of the Sakya Tradition, X.
23: His Holiness Sakya ?kizin, Partingfimrt the Four Attachments, 40.This
text contains several commentaries on these verses, one of which, by the
fifteenth-century master Ngorchen Kunga Zangpo, also appears in Batchelor, The Jewel in the LOtus, 209-47.
24: The Five Foremost Ones are Konchog Gyalpo's son Kunga Nyingpo
(1092-1158); Kunga Nyingpo's sons Sonam Tsemo (1142-1182) and Dagpa
Gyaltsen (1147-1216); Kunga Nyingpo's grandson Kunga Gyaltsen (11811251) and his great-grandson Chogyal Pagpa (1235-1280).
25: Amipa, A Waterdmp j h the Glorious Sea, 39.
26: Ibid., 39-40.
27: Nagarjuna and the Sakya Pandita, Elegant Sayings, 112-13.
28: Nalanda Translation Cornmime, The Life of Marpa the Translator, xxiv.
29: Ibid., xxxvii.
30: Ibid., 92.
31: Ibid., 99. For biographies of some of the most renowned lineage holders
of Marpa's tradition, see Gyaltsen, The Oreat ffigyu Masters.
32: Ibid., 89.
33: Sogyh Rinpoche, Dzogchen & Padmasambhava, 38. In his notes, S@
Rinpoche credits this quotation to The International T d a t i o n Cornmitt=,
Drajur Dzamhng Kunchab, The Last Public Teaching of Lama ffilu Rinpoche, Sonada, March 28, 1989.
The reincarnations of both H .H. the XVI Karmapa and H .E. Kalu Rinpoche have been recognmd and enthroned. H.H. the XVII Karmapa,
Ogyen Drodul Trinley Dorje, was enthroned at Tsurphu Monastery in Tibet
on September 27, 1992. The reincarnation of H.E. Kalu Rinpoche, who
passed away in May 1989, was enthroned on Febmaxy 25, 1993, at Samdrup Darjay Chohg Monastery in Sonada, India.
34: b l p e Dorje (1340-1383), the Fourth Karmapa, gave the young Tsong
Khapa the name Kunga Nyingpo and predicted, "This is a holy child who
will be of great benefit m people. Therefore, he is like a second Buddha come
to Tibet." (Karma Thinley, Histoy of the Sixteen ffirmapas, 66.)
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35: Th~rman,L$e and k h i n g s of Eong Khapa, 9.
36: The phrase "objdess compassion" does not mean compassion lacking an object. Rather it refers to the type of compassion that is conjoined
with an understandmg that its object, a sdhmg being, lacks or is empty
of inherent existence. For a further discussion of this important phrase, set
T ~ ~ n g - b -Cornplush
p,
in Tibetan Buddhism, 11P22 and Newland, Corn
passion: A Tibetan Analysis, 55, etc.
37: For an alternate version of this pmyer, see Thurman, Life, 9. For a brief
b b b of Rendawa and an account of his relaaonshipwith Tsong Khap,
see 'Ibmhin, Nagarjunas' Letter, 1 4 .
38: For a depiction of this visualization, see the cover of &he Wangchen,
Awakening the Mind of Enlightenment.
39: This scene is depicted on the caver of Thurman, Eong h p a ' s Speech
of Gold.
40:Thunnan, Life, 51.
41: Ibid., 96.
42: b h o k , Pmke to Depen&u31*,
3436. See also Th~nnan,L&,
100.
43: For a detailed account of Tsong Khapa's view of the cornpatability of
emptiness and conventional phenomena, see Napper, Dependent-Annng and
Emptiness.
44:F o r a biography of Khedmb Je, see T.Gyatso, &hakm
%W,
139-45.

45: Another widely practiced guru-yogavisualization is hund in the Gum
h j a , in which one's personal spiritual mentor is seen as inseparable h m
Je Tsong Khapa, with Shakyamuni Buddha in his heart and Vajradhara in
shakyamuni's heart. This visuahtion is described in detail in T. G y a q
The Union of Bliss and Emptiness,71-73.
46:Of all the textsthat came m be written based on Atisha's Lamp of h e
Path to Enligh-,
Tsong Khspa's G M t Exposinbn of the Stages of chr
Path is the most extensive. For a uanslation of Atisha's root work, see
Atisha, A Lmnp for the Path and Conrmmroy. Fbr a desuiption of the agbt
major Geluk textsbased on Atisha's original, see Dhaqgyey, xv-xvi, and T.
@atso, Patlr to Bliss, 20-21. T m in the Stags of the Rth, or Lam-rim,
garC art also prominent in td.itions other than Atisha's Kadam ancl Tmq
&p's Geluk; lor examples see the Slkyn Pandim's I h *
and the
great Kagyu master Gampop's JmlOmanrent.
Of the many E
@
mudations now available of Lam-rim texts and
commentaries, T. Gyatso's Pah to Bliss, Wbongh -he's
Libem&
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in the Palm of Your Hand, Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey's An Anthology of
Well-Spoken Advice and K. G p ' s Jqjkl Path of Good Fortune are of particular interest. For a particularly accessible rendering of these teachmgs
presented by a qualified Westerner, see Wallace's Tibetan Buddhism from
the Ground Up.
47: Thurman, Lge, 243-45.
CHAPTER SEVEN: THE FUTURE BUDDHA
1: This brief version of the seven-limbed prayer, put into its present form
by the author, is found inserted in a variety of tantric sadhanas. Much longer
versions, in which each limb receives extensive treatment, are also in use.
See T. Gyatso, The Union of Bliss and Emptiness, 92- 116.
2: Gendun Drub, 160.
3: This prayer was written in the 1970s by Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey in
response to a request by one of his disciples and was translated by Alexander
Berzin.
4: "Diamond Seat" translates the Sanskrit name Vajrasanu, the indestructible seat at the foot of the Bodhi Tree where Shalqamuni attained enbghtenment. It is said that the other Foundmg Buddhas of this fortunate eon
will also manifest their enhghtenrnent at this very place. The species of tree
growing there, however, will differ.
5: This is an alternate version of the stanzas bllowing the one quoted earlier
from Gendun Drub; see note 2 above.
6: For different versions of this popular story, see Wangyal, The Door of
Liberation, 52-53; Dhargyey, 122-24; Willis, On Kdng Reality, 610; and
Thurman, Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold, 28-33.
7: These texts are listed with their Sanskrit titles in Thunnan, Tsong Khapa's
Speech of Gold, 29, as (1) Ornament of Realizations, (2) Ornament of Universal Vehicle Scriptures, (3) Analysis of the Jewel Mattix, (4) Discnminution
between Center and Extremes, and (5) Discrimination between Phenomenon
and Noumenon. Note that Analysis of the Jewel Matrix is referred to below
as Peerless Continuum ( Uttaratantra).
8 : Acharya Konchog Gyatsen, "Nine Similes on Buddha-nature' ' in Mulh, Teachings at Tushita, 163.
ARTIST'S AFTERWORD
1: See J. Russell's "The Eight Places of Buddhist Pilgrimage" in G. Mulh, Teachings at Tushita.
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2: The artist Thargye was one of the main intDrmants fbr D.and J. Jackson, Tibetan Thungka Painting. This work giva a cbiled description of
the craftsmanship that goes into the production of a tangka and provides
valuable insight into the range of skills required of a traditional Tibetan
artist.
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Vasubandhu, 92, 171
Vidyakokila the Elder, 164
Vikrarnashila, 155, 166, 169
Virgin Mary, 85
Virupa, 169-170
Visualization, 6, 24-28, 71, 116,
245
Vultures' Peak, 67
Wheel of Life, 9, 18, 29-36, 51,
63, 128, 138
Wheel of Sharp Weapons, 125
Wrathful deities, 4 5 , 124-125
Yab-yurn embrace, 113, 114,
115
Yarna, 30, 33,36,90, 124, 128
Yamantaka, 10, 111, 124-132,
138, 142, 147, 150, 151, 181,
235'
Yasodhara, 13
Yeshe Tsogyal, 53, 162
Yeshin Khorlo, 89
Zen, 76
Zeus, 65
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